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5 Minutes

I

decided to try my hand at writing. I liked the old rpg 5
min, so I am trying to make a story out of it. I figure
enough of the original player are gone so I won't get to
much hate mail for changing their characters. After many
hours of typing... I'm really slow... and retyping, and editing,
and fussing cause it just never looks as good as I imagined it.
Here is chapter one. Please let me know if you like it... or
don't like it... or hate it... if your comments aren't
appropriate for the forum, you can always pm them to me.

Chapter 1
Colonel Daniel Hellwind sat at his desk in the operations room of the
White Magic class mobile suit carrier, the CWS Krikav. He finally had his
own command, the 427th light armored. Twelve mechs, armored suits, in
three battle groups. Each group had one light Firefly, two Thunderbirds,
and one heavy Lancer. There weren’t any specialized groups in a small
command like this, each group had to be an independent unit. It wasn’t
quite the big command he had dreamed of, but... oh well.
Dan finished his final check list. They were about ready to move out, the
mechs were aboard, all the stores and spares checked. The ship personnel
were aboard, they were going to be short one mech pilot, he hadn’t made
it to the shuttle with the other pilots. Dan had checked into it, seems his
travel orders were screwed up, he was to late getting to the right moon
base. This was supposed to be a easy mission, it shouldn’t be a problem.
Dan opened the file of his pilots records, maybe it was just as well the kid
didn’t make it, this was going to be tough enough to fit together. Someone
must be trying to make things hard for him, and he knew of a few who
might want to. This had to be the most mismatched bunch of screw ups
and rookies they could find.
He looked once more at the personnel breakdown. Three captains, Each
piloting a Thunderbird. Captain Aidan Pryde, Green Giant group, the most
experienced, an excellent tactician, good gunner, excellent leader, this is
his third command. There was a problem though, after recovering from
injuries taken in the raids on the pirate bases, there have been some
questions, at times Aidan seemed to be slow to respond, like his mind was
somewhere else... Dan was glad to have Aiden in his command, they’d
worked together before, and he knew Aiden was a good soldier.
Under Aiden, in the Green Giant group, rookie Megumi Yamato, first
lieutenant, pilots the second Thunderbird, the forces most iconic mech,
well armed and armored, they did the most fighting.. She’s a martial arts
expert, excellent piloting skills, very quick, excellent close fighting, a bit
hesitant, needs to be directed... Second lieutenant John Crichton, flies a
firefly, fastest and lightest of the mechs, usually used for hit and run, and
recon work. An experienced fighter, he has the problem of being too
aggressive, over extending his equipment. Dan sighed as he looked at the
comments.. John would be a problem, he's a womanizer, insubordinate,
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mostly with women, and has been in the brig for drunk and disorderly, all
to often... Geoffrey Harcourt, first lieutenant, another pilot he and Aiden
had worked with. A regular British gentleman, he pilots the Lancer, the
most heavily armed and armored of the groups mechs. They were best
used as long range artillery. Jeff was a good soldier, experienced, not great
at anything, but steady.
Captain Georgianna McFarlaine, leader of the Red Phoenix group, this is
her second command. She’s a good pilot, good gunner, but her best
weapon is her oversize particle beam saber, excellent at individual combat.
Her Thunderbird is modified with a high power Minovsky drive and an Ifield barrier shield. That must really drain the power supply, Dan thought.
Comments on her performance, a bit week in tactics, not a good team
player, often too aggressive and controlling. Dan shook his head, she
didn’t sound like the best leadership candidate.
Under her command, second lieutenant Kaze, no other name, a rookie,
pilots a firefly, very good with a light beam saber, good gunner, poor at
tactics, good at following orders. He grew up as part of one of the paramilitary communes. First lieutenant Louis Herman, a veteran Thunderbird
pilot. He’s good as a gunner but poor at close in fighting. Not very
independent, works best with a close group. Dan sighed, he isn’t going to
get that in a small command like this. Last is second lieutenant Arisa
Higgins, a rooky Lancer pilot. She was top of her class in almost
everything. A good pilot, but what was a girl from her social status doing
here in a mech? People with her family money usually ended up as ships
officers, in the big capital ships, not in a little carrier like this, and not
fighting in a mech.
Captain Dominic Torres, Blue Dragon group, an experienced fighter, this
is his first command. An excellent gunner, damn... did he actually shoot
down that many drones with just his cannons? Hmmm, excellent at
tactics, but the comment says “unconventional”. The comments also say
he’s a maverick, doesn’t like formality, he's been disciplined a few times.
Dan grinned, he knew what that was like. Just what I don’t need, he
thought, a joker in the hand.
Under his command, first lieutenant Rose Kerlov, veteran Thunderbird
pilot, good gunner, excellent at close combat using two short beam sabers.
She’s been with Torres on all her combat missions and is loyal to him. I
wonder if there’s something going between the two of them? Then there’s
second lieutenant Benjamin Wolfman, a rooky, pilots a Lancer H, the
heaviest armed of the mechs, according to this, he's the best rail gun shot
they’ve seen. Not good with tactics and it says he’s slow. Wonder what
they mean by that, slow moving... or thinking?
Torres will just have to do without his Firefly. He looked at the profile.
Maybe it’s for the best, that pilot could just add more problems... Maybe I
should have Rose pilot the firefly? No, better to do without the speed and
recon than have a pilot unfamiliar with it. They will have to rely on the
other groups. Good thing this mission is just a milk run.
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The Colonel got a call from the ships controller, Yuki, “Sir, the last pilot
has just arrived.”
Dan’s head snapped up, “what? How did he get here?”
“The pilot rode aboard a supply shuttle that was bound for the
Eisenhower. He jumped from the shuttle to the Krikav as the shuttle
passed by.”
“But those shuttles aren’t equipped to transport personel. How could he
manage that?”
“He was wearing a maintenance eva suit, sir.”
Dan shook his head, the boy must be crazy, those suits only have
maneuvering thrusters, if he’d missed his jump there’s no telling where he
would have ended up, and the takeoff must have been really rough. “Yuki,
send an ensign to bring him here.”
“I have already done so sir.”
Colonel Hellwind looked at the personnel file on his terminal. First
Lieutenant Chad Ross, Firefly pilot. A excellent pilot rating. That was a bit
strange, he’s a grounder, and they don’t usually make very good pilots.
They think in two dimensions. Most pilots were either spacers, born in the
space colonies or the asteroid mines, or had lived most of there lives in
space. Not many who lived all their lives on a planet made a good pilot,
much less one from the lower levels of the dome cities. It says he’s a fair
gunner, but very good at individual close fighting. He has training in
recon work. They also comment that he has problems with authority,
especially with women, he’s been disciplined several times, mostly for
fighting. Worst is, he was brought up before a courts marshal, but the
charges were dropped in the middle of the trial. Wonder what that was
about?
Lieutenant Chad Ross worked at peeling off the maintenance suit. He
was keenly aware of the techs gathered around staring at him. Damn, He
thought, they could at least help me with this thing. After all the crap I
went through to get here, I didn’t think they were going to cycle me
through the air lock. You’d think I was a ghost or something.
As Chad finished removing the suit, a young ships officer came up to
him.
“Lieutenant Ross, sir.” the ensign said, “I have orders to escort you to the
colonels office.”
“Ya, right,” Chad replied, “just lead the way.” I suppose I’ll get my ass bit
for not being on the shuttle. They’re trying to screw me up, trying to make
me fail. But I showed them this time, I made it anyway.
Colonel Hellwind glanced up at the young man as Chad entered the
office. The boy was a bit less than 2 meters, wiry thin, dark brown hair,
steel grey eyes. He has an angry look, Dan thought. So, he has problems
with authority, we’ll see.
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Dan didn’t look up, “You’re late, pilot.”
“Yes sir.” Chad snapped. Now it comes, he thought, no matter that it
wasn’t my fault, I’ll get ripped anyway.
Dan glanced through the papers the young man had set on his desk. He
had gotten a message from command that an error on Lieutenant Ross’s
travel orders would make him miss the shuttle. He really hadn’t expected
the pilot to try to make it. He had to give him points for determination
and resourcefulness. He looked up at Chad. So, the boy looks defiant, he
expects to be reprimanded, but at least he didn’t make excuses. Perhaps
there’s some hope.
“You’re part of Blue Dragon group, your under captain Torres... Ensign,
show Lieutenant Ross his quarters.”
Dan watched as the ensign had to almost push the startled looking Chad
out the door. Dan looked back at the personnel file. The boy was either
insane, trying to get here like that, or foolishly daring. Either way, couple
that with his anger and you have someone who could be dangerous. Dan
put his head down in his hands. Who had stuck him with this mess? Was
someone actually out to ruin him on his first command?

Chapter 2

S

o, on to chapter two. we get to meet a few of the
characters. Ok, it's not much, but I'm trying my best.

Georgianna looked around the officers lounge. It was her first tour on a
White Magic class ship. The room was small, well, so was her command.
Her last command was twelve mechs, now she only had four. Ya, she’d had
some problems, and she was pretty sure she knew why she had been
brought before a review board. One guy had caused her trouble at every
turn...
Georgianna walked up to Dominic. “Hey, Dom, you finally made captain.
Hi Rose, you still hanging around with this lost cause? “
Dominic laughed, “I see you’re as sweet as ever Georgi. Nice to see you
again too.” Rose chuckled.
Georgianna grimaced at the name, “So what kind of group did you get? I
have a couple rookies and one vet. The two over there are in my group.
The asian kid is a rooky, the other is a vet.” She pointed to where Kaze and
Louis were sitting at a table. “The other is a female, but she isn’t in the
room.”
Dom looked, “I have two rookies too, and Rose. Seems Aiden only got one
rooky, and he’s the most experienced of us. Doesn’t seem fair.”
“Except,” Georgianna replied, “He’s got Crichten...and a rooky girl, that’s
worse than two rookies.”
“Who?” Dom asked.
“Ah,” Rose agreed, “I know what you mean.”
Dominic wondered what they were talking about.
“You’re only going to have one rooky anyway, Dom.” Geogianna grinned,
“I heard one of the pilots wasn’t on the shuttle. Seems it’s one of yours.”
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Dominic looked surprised, “You’re sure... darn, I didn’t need that.”
Georgianna laughed, “ Not a good record, Dom. You haven’t even gotten
into combat and already have an MIA. I hope this isn’t an omen for you.”
Georgianna turned away, “Keep him out of trouble, Rose.”
Rose watched her walk away, “I think she’s right, I think there were only
eleven pilots on the shuttle.”
Half way across the room, Georgianna was stopped by an asian girl.
Megumi looked up at the taller woman, “Captain, I’m looking for the
Green Giant group.” Megumi bowed to Georgianna, “I am first lieutenant
Megumi Yamato. Are you captain Pryde?”
Georgianna almost laughed when the girl bowed to her. These kids from
the asian colonies were so formal. “Not me,” she replied, I’m Georgianna
McFarlaine, my group is the Red Pheonix.”
“Megumi, that’s a nice name,” came a voice from behind Georgianna. She
turned and saw John Crichton close behind her. “Hi there sweetheart,”
John said to Georgianna, “bet you been missing me.” He gave the girls his
best smile. “This mission is looking good for old Johnny boy. Too bad I’m
not in your group, Georgianna.” John’s eyes wandered up and down the
tall woman.
“You’re just lucky you aren’t, Crichton. Now just get lost.”
“Aw, don’t be that way, captain, you know you don’t mean it.. Now
Megumi, I’m in Green Giant group too. Our captain is old man Aiden, over
there.” John pointed to where Aiden and Jeff were sitting. I’ll take you
over and introduce you.” John wrapped an arm around Megumi and
steered her toward captain Pryde.
“But what about captain McFarlaine?” Megumi asked.
“Oh, don’t worry, Megumi, I won’t let her get lonely. There’s plenty of old
Johnny to go around.”
Megumi giggled, she thought John was quite amusing. “Captain Pryde
doesn’t look old,” she mused.
John laughed, “he’s only a few years older than me, but he has a lot of
mission experience, so he’s the old man of the pilots.”
Georgianna turned to stalk out of the room. Damn that Crichton, she
thought, what a perv, pawing all over another girl... And on the shuttle,
he was all but wrapping himself around that small girl. She frowned as
she left, damned lecher.

Chad entered the lounge, looking for captain Torres. The first captain he
saw was a tall woman, she was only seven or eight centimeters shorter
than he was, and probably out massed him. She had red hair and sharp
green eyes. Chad thought she could have been a warrior queen from one
of the old movies. Chad watched her exchange with a smaller, dark
haired, asian girl and a guy who was about the same size as the captain.
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As the man walked off with the asian girl, Chad noticed the black look on
the captain's face.
Oh crap, Chad thought, she’d better not be Torres, I can’t take another
woman’s stupidity. They might as well throw me in the brig now. Chad
watched her walk away, she looks like one mean bitc...
“Hey, you must be Ross!” Whap! Chad was almost knocked off his feet.
Chad spun, fists clenched, to see who had hit him from behind. “Ya, I’m
Ross, what’s it to you...” Chad stopped, the guy behind him was a
mountain. He was nearly a head taller than Chad and probably twice as
wide, with a wild stack of straw blond hair and smiling blue eyes.
The big guy’s smile didn’t even dim.. “Great, we’re roomies.” He said, “
We’re both in Blue Dragon group. I’m Ben, Ben Wolfman. That must be our
captain over there, with the pretty lady. Let’s go check them out.” Before
Chad could say anything the Ben pushed him toward the table where
Dominic and Rose were sitting.
“You must be captain Torres.” Ben said
“That’s right, Dominic Torres, just call me Dom, and this is first
lieutenant Rose Kerlov.” Dang, Dom thought, when did they start
recruiting giants? The guy’s a refrigerator with a head.
“Great, glad to meet you captain Dom, and Rose.” Ben replied as he
plopped down onto a chair. “I’m Ben Wolfman, I’m a Lancer pilot..”
Rose laughed, “that’s obvious. I don’t think You’d fit in anything smaller.”
She could hardly believe that chair could withstand Ben’s huge bulk.
Ben smiled, “Don’t know mam, never tried... Oh, this here is Chad Ross.
He’s in our group too.” He looked at Chad. “ Hey, sit down and join the
group, buddy.”
Chad looked over the other two as he sat down. The captain was a
medium height, but solidly built man. He had dark brown hair and dark
brown eyes. Rose had short cut light brown hair and hazel eyes. She was a
bit shorter than the captain, and she was well built... the word voluptuous
came to mind.
Dominic was a bit surprised, He’s seen Ben on the shuttle, you couldn’t
miss the guy, so it must have been Chad that wasn’t supposed to be here. “I
heard you weren’t going to make it, Chad, I didn’t see you on the shuttle.”
“I wasn’t,” Chad replied, wary that he might still be reprimanded.
“I suppose somebody screwed up your travel orders, darned idiots. How
did you make it to the ship, then?”
Chad hesitated, “I ... got lucky and hitched a ride.”
“Well, I’m glad you did make it, I didn’t want to start my first command
one mech short.”
Rose looked over the two new group members. “This is nice,” she said, “we
can get to know something about each other. I always think it’s good to
know as much as you can about the people your in combat with... Dom
and I both come from the orbiting ag colony AG-6. I met him when our
schools played zero-g games against each other. We both decided to join
the Military to try to get away from the farming business for a while. We
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just happened to sign up at the same time, and we keep ending up
assigned to the same battle groups... So were are you from, Ben?”
“I’m from the asteroid mining colony out by CS-31a.” Ben told them, “ My
family has a pretty big stake out there. That’s where I learned to fire a rail
gun, been operating one since I was a little guy.”
Rose chuckled, “That must have been a long time ago.”
“Hey, not that long,” Ben replied, “I’m not that old.”
Rose laughed, “ It was just a joke... big guy.”
“A joke... huh?” Ben looked puzzled for a moment, then a big grin cracked
his face. “Oh, I get it.” Ben laughed out loud. “I did get big fast... But I
learned how to sling ore loads with the rail gun when I was a little kid.
You got to hit the receiver at the refining plant every time or you lose the
load. Dad wouldn’t stand for that. That’s why they put me in a Lancer
though, cause I was good with a rail gun. It’s how I got my call sign,
bullseye.”
Dominic sat up straighter, “ You’re bullseye? I heard that you took out
two drones that were beyond the range of your targeting system. That’s
nearly impossible.”
Ben smiled, “If I can see em, I can hit em. That’s what all that practice
with the rail gun taught me... What’s your call sign.”
“They call me gunner,” Dom stated, “and Rose is queen... queen of blades.
She’s really deadly with two shortened beam sabers.”
“Dom got his call sign by shooting down fourteen high speed drones with
just his cannons during one of the war game maneuvers.” Rose beamed,
“He’s the fastest cannon trigger man out there.”
Dominic looked over at the young man who had been quietly watching
them. “You haven’t said much, Chad, where are you from?”
Chad looked warily around the table. It was always dicy when you joined
a gang. Dominic and Rose had obviously been together before, and
someone of Ben’s size never had a problem being accepted. Chad had
nothing special to offer the group, would they accept him?
“I’m from Detroit... Michigan,” was his short answer.
After an awkward moment, Rose spoke up. “Oh, one of the big domed
cities on the Earth. That’s a big industrial capital, isn’t it? What kind of
business is your family in?”
Darn, Chad thought, these people all come from good families, and rich
places. How can I tell them I come from the lowest gutters of Detroit?...
Chad looked down at the table, “Ah, we were in the used car business...
sort of.”
“Oh,” Rose replied, “ did your family have a dealership, or a big car lot? I
heard that personal cars are still a big industry on the earth.”
“No...no, it wasn’t that. We were, um, more into used parts.” Why does
she have to push it, Chad thought, is she trying to make me admit I stole
cars for a living? It’s hard to live in the slums, there’s nothing else to do.
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“So you had one of the recycling plants?” Rose continued questioning
Chad. “I’ve read about the efforts to recycle all the materials. Did you
recycle more than just cars, or was your business limited to them? Ow.
Dominic noticed the dark look on Chad’s face as Rose questioned him,
and he got a bad feeling he knew why. He’d seen news from earth of the
stolen cars and of gang activities. Dominic had heard rumors of an officer
from the “wrong side of the tracks”. Dominic kicked Rose under the table.
He had to try to change the subject.
“So you’re from earth, Chad, we don’t see many pilots from the home
planet. What’s your call sign?” Dom asked.
Chad started to answer, but hesitated. He’s been called a few things,
mostly not very complimentary. He preferred the call sign, Tiger, but had
heard the Asian boy tell the other pilot that it was his call sign.
Ben quickly answered, laughing “I know what it is, it’s Crash. Most of the
Lancer pilots know of Crash Ross.”
Dominic looked puzzled, “Huh?”
Ben smiled, “You haven’t heard of him, he’s the guy that took out a
Lancer by ramming it with his Firefly in the last war games. Damn near
killed the both of them, but saved his base.”
“She didn’t leave me any options.” Chad mumbled almost inaudibly.
“That was you!” Rose jumped in. “That’s right, Captain Ross. I remember
reading about it, you were court-martialed, but the charges were dropped.
I see they busted you down a rank. That seems...
Chad quickly got up and turned to leave. “They sent a replacement mech
for me, I’ll go check it out.” Chad quickly left.
Dominic shook his head, “I don’t think you made a friend there. It seems
you hit on a sore point.”
Rose looked down, “I was just going to say he got a bad deal.”

Chapter 3

S

o on to the third chapter. We will get to some mech
action some day... I promise. But for now, a bit more
character development.

Arisa stood looking up ah her large mech. She’d given it the name Kion,
the same as the mech she had learned to pilot as a child. She was finally
on her first mission, her first chance to prove herself. Arisa had always
been a tomboy, always beating the boys at the combat games played in
their toy mechs. She’d had a difficult time, convincing her father to let her
join the military. He believed that women, of her station, should stay
home, and take care of their social duties. He had planned for her social
life to advance the family’s power and wealth. Arisa would not stand for
it, and with some help from her mother, convinced her father to let her go.
He was still trying to get her to give this up. Arisa sighed.
“Are you finally realizing that this was a very bad idea, Ari dear.” came a
voice from behind her.
Arisa turned and faced a short, overweight young man, dressed in a
ships officers uniform. He had perfectly combed blond hair, small blue
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eyes, and a rather ridiculous mustache and goatee. Arisa was shocked to
see him here. “Kirk! What are you doing here? I thought you were on one
of the Jupiter class ships.”
“When I heard you were being assigned to a mission on this god-awful
ship, I had myself transferred here as first officer” Kirk frowned, “I came to
talk some sense into you. My father can have us transferred off this
deathtrap before they leave the system, and, at least, get you into ships
officer training, where you belong, if you must insist on this foolish
business of being in the military.”
“No!” Arisa shook her head, “No, Kirk, I won’t hide behind the family’s
money. This is what I chose, I’m going to do this... Why should you care
anymore?” Arisa turned away.
“Because you’re my...”
“Your what?” Arisa spun around, eyes blazing, “ Your fiancé’? Just
because our fathers think it would be good for the family? I never agreed
to that. I won’t be a marker to be used in your schemes. I’ll make my own
way.”
Kirk’s look turned dark, “I can't let you do that, Ari. Damn it, this isn't a
game. You aren’t playing with your old toy, Kion. This is real, these are
experienced fighters. You wouldn't last a minu...
“How would you know? You haven’t seen me in years, you haven’t seen
me fight.” Arisa glared at him, “I won't sit back and watch anymore.” Arisa
spun around and quickly walked off.
“I won’t let you do this.” Kirk called after her, “I’ll end this stupidity. You
still belong to me!”
Arisa hurried to get away. I won’t go back, she thought, I don’t belong to
them. I can do this... I can... I have to.

Chad stopped by an observation port, he could see the moon base
receding as the ship pulled away. It couldn’t be soon enough for him. He
could finally leave all his past troubles behind. Now, he just had to prove
himself to his new group. His spirits lifted as the earth dropped behind
them, time to check out his new mech.
Dominic finished his drink and looked around the table. “Maybe we
should go check out our Mechs. Wouldn’t hurt to make sure everything is
in order.”
“They should all have been teched and loaded before they were
transferred here. Besides, it’ll be a few days before we get wherever we’re
headed.” Ben added, “No real reason to check them now.”
Rose smiled. “Dom’s right, now is probably a good time ... for all of us.”
Chad stood and stared up at his tall Firefly. He clenched his fists. The
machine was worn and dented, it was painted a flat dark grey that
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showed many scratches. It certainly wasn’t what he had hoped to find.
Chad felt a hand on his shoulder.
“Looks like you’re a bit hard on your equipment. I thought they took care
of these things before they sent them on a mission..” It was master
technician second class, Bob, who came up behind Chad. “I’m Bob
Peterson, I’m your mech tech. I suppose we could replace some of the bent
up armor, and give it a coat of paint.”
“No,” Chad looked at Bob, then turned and walked off, hands in his
pockets, “just leave it alone.”
Colonel Hellwind looked at a chart on the ships bridge. He moved over to
Yuki’s pilot chair. It always felt strange to him, that the pilots looked like a
twelve year old schoolgirl. He knew they were genetically engineered, bio
enhanced, cyborgs, but they still looked like little girls. “We have some
extra time for the mission, Yuki, I want you to take us to the abandoned
Saturn science station, SS-08. Hold station at five kilometers.
Dominic led the group into the hanger bay, past the row of huge
gleaming mechs. Each mech was customized by it’s pilot, painted in
various colors, and often had the armaments modified. He stopped in
front of Chad’s Firefly. “Damn, who did Chad piss off to get stuck with this
thing? I thought they repaired them and checked them out before sending
them on a mission.”
“They do,” Bob said as he walked up to them, “They must not have had
time to repair the dents in this thing. That kid must be pretty wild with it,
to dent it up this much.”
“Na, Chad’s never seen this mech before.” Ben added, “it’s a replacement,
he completely wrecked his last one. Is he in it right now?”
Bob looked up at the big guy, “Really?... I was just joking. He was here,
but he left. Seemed pretty unhappy, guess that explains why.”
“Will that thing be safe to use if we get into combat?” Dominic asked
“We’ll have a couple days to check it over.” Bob replied, “I’ll make sure it’s
checked out.”
John led Megumi into the hangar and to his burgundy painted Firefly.
“There she is Megumi, I call her Epyon, the hottest firefly in the service. I
changed out the cannons for missile launchers, gotta use the saber in
close anyway, might as well have longer range. Oh man, is this your T
bird? Nice paint job.”
Megumi smiled as she put her hand on her Mech, the Thunderbird was
painted to look like it was wearing a Gi, with a black belt. “I want Yumi to
be like me, a black belt in several martial arts.”
John backed up, his hands in the air, “Whoa... I ain’t messing with ya,
sweetheart.”
Megumi laughed, John was funny.
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Chad stalked down the hallway. What had he done to deserve this? They
were just trying to mess things up for him, to get rid of him, or worse, to
get him killed. He’d spoil it for them, somehow, he’d survive. He’d make
that old machine work for him. He’d make sure he was useful to his group.
Arisa walked quickly through the corridor. Why did he have to come
here? Kirk could ruin it all for her, just when she finally was going to be
free, to get a chance to become her own person. She had no doubts, if he
contacted his father, that the family could stop her from leaving. She
couldn’t let that happen.
At an intersection of the corridors, Chad slammed into someone.
Reacting by instinct, Chad quickly wrapped his arm around them and kept
the person from falling. “What the hell!” Chad barked. “Watch where
you’re ...”
Chad stopped, he was looking down into the clearest blue eyes he’d ever
seen. At first, he thought she was a little girl, about one and a half meters
tall, short blond hair, very red lips., She looked like a pixie, but she was
wearing a pilots insignia on her shirt sleeve.
“I’m really sorry,” Arisa said, “I wasn’t paying attention.”
“Ah...it’s, ok.” Chad replied. He was he was startled, and confused, not
just by being run into, but because she wasn’t yelling at him, or trying to
hit him... she was... This just wasn’t the way women were. “I, ah, I should
have been watching where I was going. It’s my fault. I’m sor...
Arisa almost giggled at the completely flustered look on the young man’s
face. She pushed herself away from his, still rather tight, embrace. “No, it
wasn’t. You don’t have to...”
“LET GO of her and step back, pilot!” Georgianna had just stepped out of
a side room.
Chad realized he still had his arm around the small girl. He let go of her
and stepped back.
“This isn’t your slums, you can’t just grab whoever you want here. If you
ever touch her again I’ll break you, I’ll have you put where you’ll never see
the sun again. You hear me?”
Chad’s anger rose as the captain ranted on. His fists clenched, if it
weren’t for her rank, he’d have decked her. What had he done to deserve
this? Why was she ranting at him? Damn women, they were just out to
bust him. Chad turned and stalked off. “Yes Sir!”
Georgianna yelled after him, “I’m not done with you, don’t just walk off.”
Chad just kept walking, so she turned to Arisa, “Are you alright.”
Arisa had been startled, she looked up at Georgianna. “But... it wasn’t
like that, captain. He wasn’t...”
“You don’t know what his type are like.” Georgianna told her, “You don’t
come from the gutters.. He’d just take what he wants, and hurt you. He’d
leave you crying.” Georgianna knew where Chad had come from. She knew
more about the pilots than even Colonel Hellwind. Georgianna was a top
hacker, and when she got her orders to report to the Krikav, she’d hacked
the military computers to find all she could about the ship and the
personnel.
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“It was my fault, captain.” Arisa pleaded, “I ran into him.”
“You think so?” Georgianna came back, “I saw you trying to push him
away, he wouldn’t let you go. I heard you tell him no.”
Arisa did giggle then, remembering the look on the boys face. “He didn’t
mean to though, I don’t think his brain was working too well at the
moment.”
Georgianna frowned at her, “What do you mean?”
An announcement blared over the intercom. “All pilots are ordered to
report to the ready room, orders from Colonel Hellwind.”

Chapter 4

W

hat happens next? Drama, action, intrigue,
humor... well probably more character build up,
but the action is getting close.

Colonel Hellwind watched the pilots enter the ready room. He looked for
any clues as to how the groups were forming, and the moods of the
individuals. Would they form decent working groups, or would there be
divisions and friction. Could he make any kind of fighting force from this
odd group.
Kaze came in first, with Louis in tow, taking a seat in the front row. He
looked too eager, and Louis looked amused. Dan was surprised to see Chad
come in next, but not surprised to see him alone. The tall boy moved to
one side and leaned against the wall, not sitting down. Aiden and Geoff
came in, the girl Megumi was with them, but John wasn’t. Arisa came in,
with captain Georgianna McFarlaine following. Dominic came a bit later,
followed by Rose, and that giant, Ben. Dom stopped and talked to Chad for
a moment, then Chad joined his group sitting on one side. John came
slipping in last, and sat in the back row. Colonel Hellwind had his
suspicions why. Strangely, Captain Dom Torres group was the only one
that sat together. Dan hadn’t expected that.
Chad walked into the ready room and looked around, there were only
two there before him. He moved to the side and leaned against the wall,
still in a black mood from his meeting with Captain McFarlaine. He saw
Arisa come in, the girl he’d run into. She really did look like a little girl,
and, he remembered her blue eyes, she’s really cute. She’d been, kind of
nice to him, that had taken him by surprise, and he couldn’t help smiling
when she looked his way. But, his look darkened, and he quickly looked
away when that tough bitch captain came up behind Arisa.
Arisa saw the tall pilot she’d run into leaning against the wall. She didn’t
understand why her captain thought he was so bad, he certainly hadn’t
been brash and arrogant like the boys she was use to. He’d been flustered
and unsure of himself... maybe shy? She smiled at Chad, and he, kind of,
smiled back for a moment. As her captain pushed her toward a chair and
she sat down, she thought how Chad had that “bad boy” look, the one lots
of guys she knew tried to affect, but they always failed. It looked natural
for Chad.
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Georgianna saw Chad smile at Arisa. She wasn’t going to let him take
advantage of a naive rich girl. She’d keep him away from Arisa, any way
she had to.
Dominic was looking for the last member of his team as he entered the
ready room. He wasn’t surprised to find Chad already there.
Dom looked up, “Hey Chad, we were looking for you, but you weren’t at
the hangar. Don’t just stand there, come sit with the group.”
“Ya, “ Chad said, “I guess I can.”
Chad followed the rest of the group, glad that Dominic let Rose into the
row of seats first. Chad was last, following Ben into the row. Chad left two
seats for the big guy, not wanting to feel crowded.
Ben leaned over toward Chad, “Saw your mech,” Ben said, “man, did they
give you the green weenie.”
Chad blinked, “Huh? What’s that?”
Ben laughed, “it’s a moldy hot dog... it means you got a bad deal.”
“That’s an understatement.” Chad replied.
John slipped into the back of the room. He was hoping not to be noticed.
He’d left Meguni checking her mech, and slipped into Epyon for a few
swallows from the bottle in his pocket. Actually, more than a few
swallows. Darn, he’d expected a day or two before they reached some
destination, not being called up this soon.
Colonel Hellwind stepped up in front of the group. “Today, we are going
to have a little practice. Nothing too elaborate, it's just to give you squad
leaders, and myself, and idea of what we’ll have to work with. We'll be
using the remains of an old space station, the SS-08, for this. The exercise
is a three-round fight, two squads against one. One squad will be inside of
the station and the other two squads will attack from outside. At the end
of each round, one of the attacking squads will switch to the defense role.
that means everyone gets to defend once, and to attack twice. You will be
using standard war games settings, guns will be locked on safe, sabers on
practice setting, computer systems will record kills. Captains, you have
twenty minutes to get your squads ready for launch, Blue Dragon will be
on defense first. Any questions? ... Dismissed.”
Aiden considered the organization of his group. He should split the two
Thunderbirds, one with the Lancer and one with the Firefly. He would like
to keep Megumi with the Firefly, it would be faster and better at covering
her, but he knew John was going to be a problem. He’d seen John’s
womanizing, and it wasn’t hard to tell that John had been doing some
drinking. No, Aiden decided to pair Megumi with Geoff’s Lancer.
Dominic gathered his squad as they entered the hangar. “We’re on
defense first, and I have a plan,” he told them “When we get to the station,
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shut down your radios, we’ll use text communication, I’m going to
scramble their communication.”
The group walked over to the mechs, Dominic looked up at Rose’s pink
painted mech. “I’ll never get t use to that pink paint, Rose.”
“Well, I think it looks better than that black and yellow bumblebee of
yours, Dom,” she shot back at him. “That’s really some green you have
there, Ben. What do you call it the...”
Ben scowled down at her, “Don’t even think of calling it the Jolly Green
Giant, the guys in training kept calling it that. I don’t like it very much.
“I think you should call it the Hulk,” Chad added, and everyone looked at
him, “That was a big green guy in really old comic books. He was super
strong and almost unstoppable.”
“Hmmmm, the Hulk, I kind of like that,” Ben answered grinning.
Dominic stood next to Chad an looked at the dented grey Firefly.” I have
an idea for you. There’s a lot of pieces of debris around the station. If you
snuck out the back and drifted into the debris, you’d look like just another
piece of ju... of the station floating around. They’d never notice you and
you could let us know where they were attacking the station. We could be
waiting for them. Think you could handle that?”
“Ah... ya,” Chad answered, “no problem.” Darn, Chad thought, I could do
some good, fighting in close, but he just wants me to sit back and watch
the action. He doesn’t trust me.
“I would guess they’ll split up into teams, probably by twos,” Dominic
told Chad. “If they do, the last two in will be yours.”
Georgianna saw Chad in front of his Firefly as she entered the hangar.
She stopped and looked at the machine and laughed. “What a piece of
crap. You think you’ll survive a minute in that thing.” She laughed again
as she walked off, “It suits a gutter boy like you.”
Chad was furious, he didn’t dare do anything here, but he’d make sure
she paid for that.
Chad put on his environment suit and prepared to climb into the mech
when he saw Arisa come in walking with Kaze. The tight fitting pilot suit
made her look even smaller. He watched them walk up to a Firefly, but was
surprised when Kaze mounted the platform and Arisa walked on to a
Lancer. Chad’s jaw dropped, she pilots that monster! He was a bit jealous,
that little girl gets to pilot the biggest and most powerful mech, while he
piloted a Firefly, and this one didn’t even have a beam rifle. Just a short
saber, a Valkyrie cannon, and a knife. Chad shook his head and was about
to climb in when there was a disturbance by Georgianna’s Thunderbird.

Chapter 5

W

e get a little bit of action in this one. No big
battles yet, just a mini one, but I'm slowly moving
on. Hope you enjoy this.
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Geogianna climbed the steps to the service platform in front of her mech.
She was surprised to find someone was already in the cockpit.
“Crichton!” she yelled, “what the hell are you doing in my mech?”
“Hey sweet thing,” John answered, “just checking the old girl out.” John
scrolled through a screen on the console. “Looks like you’ve been making
some improvements since I was last in here.”
“GET OUT of my MECH!.” she shot back at him, “NOW!”
“Aw, don’t get all huffy with me darlin,” John drawled, “You know I’m just
interested in what you’ve got. He grinned at her. You could climb on in
here with me, it’d be like old times.”
Georgianna grabbed John’s shirt and yanked him out to the mech. She
spun around and shoved him away, he slammed against the side of the
platform. “Shut up, just get away from me you damned lecher. Go play
with one of your other girls.”
John laughed at her. “Still the same old Georgi, don’t like to share. Well,
there’s plenty of old Johnny to go around. I know you’re just dying for a
piece of...”
The loud crack when she slapped him seemed to echo in the room. When
John looked back at her, he was looking right into the barrel of the gun
she carried on her missions.
“You think you could shoot me?” John laughed again. “Not a chance
babe, you know you still want...”
Georgianna slammed into John, she pushed him hard and he tumbled
down the steps to the hangar floor.
John quickly grabbed the bottle that had fallen from his pocked, and hid
it away. He looked up at Georgianna. “You’re gonna regret that... just wait,
someday, you’re gonna be sorry.” He dragged himself up and headed for his
mech.
Chad watched the scene unfold, he shuddered when he saw the gun. He
remembered well looking down the barrel of a gun, those times when his
older sister, and gang leader, Eileen, would have him stand by the wall,
and aim the gun at his head. He shut his eyes and could hear her wicked
laugh, and the roar of the gun. He could feel the spray of the cement
powder from the wall where the bullet smashed into it, inches from him.
Chad heard John tumble down the steps and looked up. Damn, he
thought, she’s a hard one. That guy better watch out or she’ll kill him.
Chad turned back to his mech.
Georgianna strapped into her pilot seat, fuming. She checked several log
files on her main console. What had he been up to? She couldn’t find
anything. Damned lecher, she thought, he thinks he can have any girl.
Thinks he’s gods gift to women. He’s drunk. Why did they have to put us
on the same mission? Why can’t I just forget him. Georgianna slammed
her helmet on and fastened the seals.
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Megumi sat in her mech. She’d been shocked by the action, she called
John on a private channel. “Are you alright?” She asked. “Captain
McFarlaine was really mad.”
John laughed, “I’m fine, darlin. Me and Georgi go back a ways, I just
have to ruffle her feathers... She’s a real hothead. Don’t worry about it.”
And a hot woman, John thought. He sighed, that wasn’t real smooth. He
wasn’t going to jump back in with her that way.
Chad sat back in the pilot seat, securely strapped in. The cockpit didn’t
look much better than the exterior had. The main console wasn’t
standard. It looked like it had been cobbled together from spare parts. He
was surprised though how quickly and smoothly the systems booted up.
The console screen was first rate. When he touched the screen to input
commands, it responded more quickly than the mechs he’d used before.
Chad smiled as he looked at the diagnostics he’d pulled up. Just as he
thought, this must have been some special recon job. It may have had less
armaments, but it had a long range drive, and more computer and
memory than any firefly he’d seen. Even the helmet was non standard, a
bit larger than a normal helmet, the visor was bigger and seemed
different. Must have different filters or something. At least the OS was
familiar, he wasn’t going to have to relearn how to fly the thing.
Diagnostics looked alright, maybe this old thing wasn’t as bad as it looked.
Aiden frowned as he went through the familiar sequence of checks before
launch. When this was over, he was going to have to straighten John out.
This couldn’t go on. He was going to have to have a talk with Georgianna
too. John was asking for it, but she’d stepped over the line. No one aimed
a gun at one of his men.
Yuki’s voice came over the radio. “Launch in one minute, captains check
the readiness of your squads.”

Chapter 6
In the office of the research and development department of the air force
base at Victorville, California, Tod looked up from his computer monitor at
the young woman in the doorway. “What do you mean, they lost it?” He
asked.
“It didn’t come through with the rest of the shipment.” Janice answered,
“It should have come in with those other retired mechs, but it isn’t there. I
checked with the moon base, the records show they had it ready for
shipment but it isn’t here. A reconditioned mech was in the group instead.
They have no idea how that happened.”
“How can they lose a mech?” Tod jumped up out of his chair. “We have to
find that thing, before someone tries to use it. Damn... did it get sent out
to one of the ships?”
“They’re checking,” Jan answered. “There should have been a record of
the numbers if it was, but it’s like someone erased any traces of it. There
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were thirty ships in for resupply and a dozen transports shipping supplies
to who knows where. God only knows where it might be... Well, we’ll find
it when someone tries to use it.”
“No, then we will lose it, but at least we’ll know where it went.” Tod sat
back down and sighed. “If we lose another pilot to that system, more than
just our project will get the axe.”
The pilots called out their ready status. “The Hulk is all set to go, Ben
called in.
“Rose is checked and ready.” Rose added.
“All green.” Chad called, “Damn... not all...”
“What’s the problem?” Dominic quickly called back.
Chad, frustrated, wiggled the switches on the weapons board. “The
weapons board is out,” Chad growled, as he banged his fist on the board.
Suddenly the indicators lit up as the board came to life. “Wait... it’s ok, I
got it. All set to go.”
“Alright,” Dominic replied, “let’s move out.” What kind of crap is this, I
can’t let him into a real battle with that wreck, he wouldn’t stand a
chance. Dominic gathered his group at the launch ramp and used a laser
com beam for a secure link. “Alright team, we’ll use standard radio till we
get to the station. When I give the signal, turn off the sound and switch
on text. I have a plan and you won’t want your sound on.”
Yuki’s voice came over the intercom, “Blue Dragon group will launch first,
Green Giant and Red Phoenix will launch when Blue Dragon reach their
defensive point.”
As Dominic led his group toward the abandoned station he looked at the
map of the facility on his screen. “Looks like three shuttle bays on the
sunward side, and a lot of debris floating around. Chad, you find a place
out in the debris and keep an eye on where the other groups go. They’re
probably going to make their attack out of the sun, so we’ll set up on that
side for now. Ben take the middle bay, Rose and I will take the other two.”
“I’m not worth much inside with this big gun,” Ben said, “but if I move
out near the shuttle bay entrance, I make to good a target. I wish I could
see more from back in the bay.”
“I could link you to my target designators.” Chad offered.
“You can do that?” Ben asked.
“Sure,” Chad answered, “just open to the links like you would to link up
with a ship. I’ll turn on the link and you should see my firefly in the list.
Then you can target on anything my designators are set on.”
“Ya, got it.” Ben came back, “Great, you find me the targets, and I’ll take
them out.”
“Ok, I’ll see what I can find for you.” Chad answered. I might be worth
something even if I just sit around in the junk, Chad thought. Slowly he
scrolled through the list of sensors available, more surprised by the
moment, he tried several of the sensors. Damn, Chad thought, what kind
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of recon unit was this? I never saw sensors like this in any Firefly. This has
the capability of one of the big ships. How the heck did they fit all that in
a Firefly? “Ben, you should see the list of sensors in this thing. It must have
been some, one off, recon special.” Wonder what this one is, it says full
field stealth mode, never heard of that. Chad reached out to the console
screen and engaged the mode.
Ben blinked... What the hell?? “Captain, Chad’s gone,” Ben yelled, “he
was right in front of me and he’s... just gone.”

Chapter 7
Chad froze, he couldn’t even scream. Chad felt sick as he fought panic
and vertigo, his mech was gone, he was floating in open space, not even
his helmet between him and infinity. Chad flailed around, shear terror
gripping him, he only had seconds to live in the vacuum of space. His arm
slammed into something, he looked down at the main console... or rather,
the ghost of the console. It was almost invisible in his panic, a ghostly
image. In desperation Chad reached for it and saw a ghostly arm reach
out, after several long and sickening seconds, Chad realized the arm was
his own... he found the right line and disengaged the full field function.
Dominic spun his mech around, “What do you mean, gone?” He was
surprised to see Ben’s big Lancer, but no sign of the Firefly. “What
happened?”
“He was right there,” Ben answered, “Then he just disappeared... or am I
going nuts? He was right in front of me, right ...there??” Chad’s Firefly
appeared right between them, just as suddenly as it had vanished. If Ben
had been religious he would have crossed himself. Rose was... and she did.
“Oh lord... is that thing a ghost or devil?” Rose asked, shocked by what
she’d seen.
“Chad, where the hell were you??” Ben called
“Damn,” Dominic got excited, “I heard they were working on cloaking,
but that it wasn’t working right yet.”
Chad sat stiffly, back in the safety of his mech. He drew deep harsh
breaths, his heart pounding so hard it hurt. “What was that?” He cried
out, to no one. “What the HELL was that?” His mind was having trouble
rationalizing what he had seen. It couldn’t happen, but he’d seen it, he’d
been floating naked in space... No, wait, he couldn’t have been, he hadn’t
felt any affects from the vacuum. No, there were no bad effects, and the
console, it was there, and his arm. Wait, his arm, it had been like a ghosts
arm, like he could see through... Virtual reality, it had to be VR. Slowly he
noticed Ben’s voice.
“Chad, hey Chad, you ok? How’d you disappear like that? Chad, you hear
me? Where did you go?”
“I didn’t go anywhere, I’m right here, right in front of you.” Chad
answered in a shaky voice.
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“Alright, we have a secret weapon,” Dominic told them. “Don’t tell anyone
about that cloaking, we can use that. When you get to the debris field,
turn that cloaking back on, Chad. You can tell us every move they make,
and they’ll never know you’re there. Everybody get to your posts now.” The
group drifted up to the abandoned station and moved into position for
their defense.
Chad moved out to a cluster of debris. Cloaking, did the stealth part
mean cloaking? They hadn’t been able to see him, even right up close, but
did it hide him from other sensors? This could be amazing, but, that was
the most frightening thing in his life. Was it more than he could stand? He
made sure he was in position to see the other groups as they emerged from
the ship. Chad looked down at the screen, there was the full field stealth
mode, but could he engage that system again? Chad fought down the fear.

Chapter 8
Two people meet in a corridor of the EDF marshaling yard at Tycho moon
base.
Male voice, “I just heard the Kirkav is going to run a some training
before they leave.”
Female voice, “Damn that Daniel, I should have known he's be overly
cautious. It's too early, they weren't supposed to find out till they were out
on the mission. Now it'll come back to us.”
Male voice, “Don't get bent, they can't trace it. Clerical error, a couple
numbers changed, he got an old junker that R&D were using. Nothing
suspicious about a few more "problems" on one of those.”
Female voice, “But that ruins the plans, he'll just abort and take it back,
they'll check everything over and repair it.”
Male voice, “No sweat, let them check, I left a few extra surprises.”
Female voice, “You better be right, this damn well better not come back
to us. Damn gang members, they should just kill them all, save us all the
trouble.”
Male voice, “Not a chance.” Ya, Danny boy, you'll get yours.
Georgianna pulled her Mech behind Green Giant group ready for launch.
The events of the past hour still souring her mood. Damn them, she
thought, why does my group go last. Just like a the rest of the men,
Hellwind puts a woman’s command last. Damn that Crichton, why do I let
him bug me like that. I should just shoot that jerk.
Arisa pulled up behind Georgianna. She looked over the controls and
readouts of her big Lancer. She knew she could do this, she was a good
pilot. She’d learned well, now to prove it. She sighed as she looked at
Georgianna’s mech. Her captain was a strong soldier, a strong woman.
She’d handled that John with no effort at all. She stood up to men
without backing down. Arisa thought of Kirk, and wished she had the guts
to do that, instead, she always ran away.
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Aiden jerked alert when he noticed Yuki telling him to launch his squad.
He’d been spacing out again. Where did his mind go at those times... he
couldn’t remember. Aiden ordered his group to launch.
Chad was stalling, not ready to try the special sensor mode. He pulled up
some diagnostic logs. No wonder the mech was hard to handle, the main
thruster is a few degrees off. Chad wrote a script in the software to
compensate. The hydraulics were having problems too, pressure dropped
every time he moved fast, maybe he should abort... No, they were
depending on him, he’d have to trust the cloaking.
Dominic called Chad, “Hey, maybe you should turn on that cloaking. You
need to be invisible when the others come out.”
Chad looked at the console, then answered, “ya... I guess I should... it’s
just...”
“Is there something wrong, Chad?” Rose asked, “Since you used that
cloaking, you sound...well, agitated. Is there a problem.”
Chad hesitated, “ No... ah, not really... well, it’s just, the sensor system.
Ah... have you ever thought what it would be like to be shoved out an
airlock? That thing’s the scariest thing I’ve ever seen... darn, they’re
coming out, no more time.”
What the heck did he mean? Dominic wondered. Thrown out an airlock?
Chad looked down at the console, he engaged the full field stealth mode.

Chapter 9
Outside the ship, John moved close to Megumi’s Thunderbird. “That looks
good on you, Megumi.” John laughed. “Hey, stick with me sweetheart, and
I’ll show you how it’s done. They won’t last five minutes. Say, this is
supposed to emphasize team bonding. After we get done with the practice,
how about you stick with me and we can practice some real team
bonding.”
Megumi giggled, “in your dreams, big guy.” He’s definitely had a few to
many swallows from his bottle, Megumi thought. He’s getting to forward.
“That’s enough of that, Crichton,” Aiden broke in, “You’re with me.
Megumi, you’re with Harcourt.”
John sulked, “Aw, you’re wrecking all my fun, cap.”
Aiden started to get angry. “Straighten up, Crichton, or you’ll be
spending the mission in the brig. I’ll only take so much.”
John sat stiff in his mech. I’ve got to get hold of myself, he thought, or I’ll
get into real trouble. “Sorry captain,” He replied, “I was just trying to have
a little fun.”
“Right,” Aiden came back, “keep it very little for now.”
Georgianna looked over the map of the station on her main screen when
Aiden hailed her.
“CaptainMcFarlaine, I think we need to discuss our strategy,” Aiden said,
“I’d like to...”
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“I’ll decide my own strategy,” Georgianna broke in, “You aren’t my
superior, I don’t have to follow you’re orders. Just take care of your own
group.” Georgianna turned to her group and lead them out to the
sunward side of the station.
Aiden watched her leave. What was her problem? He was just going to
ask for her suggestions, and try to co-ordinate their attacks.
Chad stiffened, he held his breath, again it seemed he was sitting naked
in space. Chad forced himself to breath, tried to relax. He looked around,
yes, the console was there, and the com and weapons boards too, just a bit
hard to see. The mech was all around him, like some ephemeral ghost. He
lifted a ghostly hand before his face and raised his visor, The solid mech
was there beyond his visor. Chad resealed his visor. So that was it, virtual
reality, the whole visor was a high tech, heads up display. He could do this,
he just had to fight down the fear of the illusion.
Chad looked at the mechs emerging from the Krikav, tiny specks at this
distance. He pushed up the magnification... and almost got sick from
vertigo. Holy crap did this thing have powerful magnification. Everything
rushed at him, and he wound up looking as if he were inches in front of
the face of Captain McFarlaine’s Thunderbird. Chad forced himself to
relax, and slowly backed down the magnification till he had what he
wanted.
While Chad waited he scrolled through the unusually large list of
sensors. Man, is this the jackpot, everything from UV to infrared and lots
more, radar, magnetic, gravity flux, radio emission. This thing has sensors
like a full battle cruiser. I never saw this much in any other mech. Chad
chose a combination of several sensors and watched as Red Pheonix group
moved out beyond the debris field to the sunward side.

Chapter 10

O

k, training run starts. Who is your favorite? Will
they make it through the attack? Who's going to be
the first out, and what is captain Dominic's
surprise? Some explanation: In a training exercise, the
weapons are locked off, the sabers and power knives are set
on a minimum setting and cause no damage to the
machines. The mech computers are connected to the ship
computer and calculate damage according to lock on and
firing, or saber contact. A readout on the pilots console
shows the status of all the other mechs so they know which
are still in the battle. When you are out, your mech stops
responding till the training officer releases you.

Dominic was a bit worried about Chad. What had he meant about being
thrown out an air lock? And what was so frightening? Dominic shook his
head, he just didn't know enough about his new team yet. “Alright Blue
team,” he called, “I want you to switch to text mode, and turn off the
sound. I've got a surprise for them... Chad, let me know when they get
close. Hang in there, we need your intel.”
“Right,” Chad answered, “I'll be here.”
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Yuki turned from the Krikav's main screen to colonel Hellwind. “There is
an anomaly with one pilot's bio signs, sir.” She stated.
“Oh?” Daniel came closer, “Which pilot, and what's the problem?”
“It is lieutenant Ross, he has shown signs of acute anxiety,” Yuki
answered. “His bio signs were in the danger zone, twice, but have since
returned to the caution range. Should I recall him, sir?”
That doesn't sound right for that kid, not from the reports on him, Dan
thought. “Where is he?” Daniel asked
“Unknown sir,” Yuki replied, “His mech was last located by the large
pieces of debris on the sunward side. His mech is no longer visible on any
scanners.”
“Hmmm, he must have ducked behind the debris, Dom must be using him
for an observation post.” Dan thought out loud. “Don't recall him, yet.
Inform me if his bio's go red again.”
“Yes sir,” the controller returned to her screens.
Aiden was a bit peeved, this would have been much easier if they could
have co-ordinated their attacks. He looked at the facility map again. Only
the three shuttle bays were large enough for a mech to maneuver in. A
couple of the hallways were large enough for a mech, but just large
enough. A few other rooms were fairly large, but would make for cramped
fighting. He was sure Dominic would put his Mechs in the shuttle bays. If
he were planing the defense, he'd put his Lancer in the center bay, and the
Thunderbirds in the flanking bays. That would give the Lancer the best
chance at a first shot. He'd also put his Firefly outside somewhere to keep
watch. Aiden scanned the station and surrounding area, He couldn't find
a trace of Dom's Firefly, maybe he didn't have it outside. Aiden gave
command for Jeff and Megumi to take bay number three, he and John
would go for bay one. They would attack out of the sun, to confuse enemy
sensors, and use the debris as much as possible.
Georgianna lead Red group outside of the debris field to the sunward
side of the station. She gave them their orders. Kaze and Arisa were to
attack the middle shuttle bay, try to draw all the attention they could. She
and Louis would move farther down the station and make a hole into the
inner corridor. They would catch the Blue group from behind.
Arisa was disappointed, she'd hoped she was going to fight the battle
with her captain. She didn't like the idea of being a distraction.
“Sir, isn't that rather suicidal, to attack straight at the middle shuttle
bay?.” Kaze asked. “All of their mechs would have a clear shot at us.
Shouldn't we...”
“You don't question my orders,” Georgianna snapped. “You got that pilot?
If they get a lock on you, just go to evasive maneuvers. You just have to
last long enough for us to get behind them. Attack on my signal.”
Georgianna turned and left, Louis followed her.
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Chad watched the attacking mechs set up at the outside of the debris
field. As he spoke, he watched the words hanging in the air in front of
him. The com sys was translating his words correctly. “Looks like a Firefly
and Thunderbird going to bay one, a Lancer and Firefly to bay two and a
Lancer and Thunderbird to bay three.” He told the others. Chad set two
target designators on the two mechs heading toward bay two. “I’ve
designated targets for you Bullseye.”
“Got em,” Ben sent back, “They’re toast.”
Chad felt a bit bad, that Lancer was the girl that had been nice to him...
I can’t think that way, this is just training, and I have to prove I can do
this, for my group. The two mechs headed for bay three passed very close
to Chad’s position. He held his breath, but they didn’t seem to notice him.
He would have liked to fire his weapons but that would have given his
position away, and he needed to keep his designators on target for Ben.
“They’re coming,” Chad yelled, as the two in the middle rushed forward,
weaving back and forth.
Dominic was waiting with his finger on the switch of a small box wired
into his com unit. He smiled as he flipped the switch. The small box fed a
high powered signal to the com unit, flooding the channels with some very
loud, old, alternative metal music, ((Disturbed
- Down With The Sickness)).
Arisa was erratically weaving her path to the station. She had to listen
for the tone that would mean a weapon locked on to her, that was her
only chance to keep from being taken out. Suddenly her helmet
reverberated with an incredible noise. Arisa froze, then turned to the com
panel and tried to change channels, but it didn’t help. Finally, she muted
the com, but it was to late.
Ben waited, he watched the two designators and put his aiming point on
one as it quit it’s erratic movements and drifted in line with the shuttle
bay door. As soon as targeting locked on, he fired. Ben smiled as the board
indicators showed one Lancer out of the fight. Now for the Firefly.
Arisa screamed her frustration and pounded her console. It wasn’t fair,
they cheated, she couldn’t be out of the fight this soon. All that noise, she
hadn’t heard the lock on tone.
Aiden tried to call John as he ducked behind a piece of debris. He quickly
changed tactical frequencies, all of them were the same. Damn, so that’s
how Dominic wants to play this, well, he’d just have to straighten him
out. He frowned as he saw one of the attacking lancers indicators blink
out.
John laughed like a maniac, battle music, he loved it. He slammed his
thruster to full and streaked toward the door, yelling “banzai” into his
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com. John turned to land feet first against the far bulkhead, but his
reactions were to slow and he hit the wall in an awkward position.
Dominic was waiting, but didn’t expect the Firefly to come streaking in at
such speed. He spun his mech, and felt lucky that the Firefly hadn’t landed
right, and couldn’t target him. Dom snapped off a quick burst from his
cannons, the indicator of John’s Firefly on his console went dark. Two
down, six to go, things were starting off well.
Jeff saw the Lancer go down, and guessed, correctly, that the blue team
Lancer must be in bay two. Unable to use his muted com, he used hand
signals to get Megumi to follow his Lancer into bay three. He left the big
rail gun stuck to the outside of the station, and entered the bay, using his
arm shield to protect them from cannon or beam rifle fire.
Rose had anticipated the Lancer coming in first. She took one shot with
her beam rifle, dropped the weapon and pulled her two sabers. Rose
banked off a side wall and attacked the Lancer from the side. She planned
to take out the Lancer before meeting the Thunderbird. As the Lancer
moved to dodge, her first slash hit Jeff’s rocket launcher, her second blow
was aimed straight for the mech’s head.
Megumi saw the rose colored Thunderbird attack her team mate. She
swung her saber and blocked Rose’s second blow. Megumi dove in and
drove Rose back into the room. She attacked with all her skill and
strength.
Rose found herself in a defensive position, surprised by the
aggressiveness and skill of the rooky pilot. Her plan hadn’t worked, she
hadn’t taken the Lancer out. Now it was two against one, and this girl
was really good.

Chapter 11

T

hings are starting to heat up, there's some beating
and banging going on. A couple of the fights are
getting pretty heated. Which team is going to
prevail?

Ben watched the second target designator. The firefly just wouldn’t cross
the door. He could target it, but couldn’t lock on because the wall was in
the way. He had to take out the wall. Ben started to pull his trigger, but
hesitated, It took to long for the rail gun to recycle, the target would be
warned and move away.
Alright, Ben thought, I wonder what the training computer will make of
this. Ben switched to missiles and pulled the trigger. He quickly switched
back to rail gun and pulled the trigger again. The indicator for the firefly
blinked out.
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Kaze stared, uncomprehending, at his display, How could he be out? He’d
barely heard a beep from the target lock on. He hadn’t even had a chance
to move, and he hadn’t seen any other mechs outside the station. He
wasn’t in line with any doors or windows. How could he have been hit?
Aiden used the diversion of John’s rush to move into the shuttle bay. He
fired his cannon in the direction that he figured the enemy must be
hiding. The computer registered a couple hits on Dominic’s mech as Aiden
ducked behind a steel box.
Dominic caught the movement of Aiden coming into the room, he tried
to turn and snap fire at the enemy but he was to late. He ducked behind
some debris, and noticed he had gotten hit a couple times. The computer
showed no damage though.
Georgianna found a large airlock farther down the station, all she had to
do was break it open. She noticed her Lancer and Firefly were both out.
Stupid rookies, they couldn’t even stay out of trouble for a few minutes.
Damn that noise, that must be Dominic’s doing. I’ll get him for that.
Aiden rushed at Dominic’s position, he held his shield in front of him in
case Dom fired at him. He had to close the distance, Dom was to good with
his cannons. He had to make this a saber battle. Aiden slashed down at
Dominic’s position with his saber.
Dominic came up ready to fire his cannons, but Aiden was almost on
him. Dominic barely swung his shield arm up in time. He quickly drew his
saber and blocked Aidens next blow. The battle rapidly turned into a
furious exchange a saber blows. Dominic knew he was not as good with
his saber as Aiden. He needed to open up some space between them so he
could use his cannons.
Chad saw the other Firefly was out of the fight. He shut off the
designators and looked around for the two Thunderbirds. Chad got a
message from Ben. “Where are the other Thunderbirds? Can you target
them for me?” Chad answered “Out of target range Bullseye. Queen needs
help in bay three. Take out that other Lancer. The two Thunderbirds are
trying to find a back door. I’ll try to keep them out.”
Chad turned and started for the two Thunderbirds. Suddenly he had to
fight down panic as the pieces of debris seemed to rush at him. Bio
monitors flashed yellow warnings, heart rate, breathing rate. Chad
reached for the ghostly control panel, but his shaking hand stopped and
he closed his eyes. In his mind, he is hundreds of feet above the streets of
Detroit. Eileen is pushing him onto the service robot monorail that
connects to the next building. He is the youngest and smallest, he can fit
through the service doors. He has to cross to the other building to let the
gang into the rich peoples apartments. He heard Eileen’s voice jeering at
him again, “what's the matter, little baby, to scared to do it? If you're too
chicken, you can't be in the gang.” Chad opened his eyes, as dark and cold
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as space. He was not chicken. He could do this, Chad fired his thrusters
and moved into cannon range of the two Thunderbirds.
Rose spun and thrust, she dodged and blocked. Her opponent might be a
rooky, but her unusual style was causing the more experienced fighter no
end of trouble. Every time Rose thought she had an opening, the girls
quick movements blocked her. Even Rose’s two blade attack didn’t seem to
confuse the girl.
Megumi was using every bit of skill she possessed. The woman in that
Thunderbird was very skilled. It was all Megumi could do to avoid her
slashing attacks. Megumi tried to maneuver Rose closer to the Lancer
waiting at the far end of the bay. A Lancer wasn’t good at inside fighting,
but he might be able to help her.
Jeff watched for his chance. He just needed Megumi to get Rose between
the two of them and he would strike. Finally, the swirling battle between
the two mechs brought him his chance. Jeff extended the long, beam
tipped, lance pole that the big mechs carried instead of a saber. Rose’s
back was turned to him as she concentrated on Megumi, a fatal error. Jeff
struck.

Chapter 12

T

he action is really getting hot, and a few people
getting a bit riled. Easy there people, it's just
training. Somebody might get hurt.

Chad moved slowly into position. That one mech was the Red Phoenix
captain, the one who jumped on his case, for no reason. Chad remembered
the women who had been mean to him, his mother, his sister Eileen, his
last commanding officer, colonel Brooks.
Chad held his breath, the captain turned and looked right at him. If they
could see him, he was toast. There was no way he could defend against
two Thunderbirds, not without a beam rifle, and with his hydraulics
slowing him down. He breathed again when Georgianna turned back and
resumed working the manual controls for the air lock. With just his one
cannon it would be tough to take out a Thunderbird, unless you knew the
mechs weak points. Chad knew where the mechs had weak points. Chad
checked his firing board and smiled, payback time.
Aiden knew if he could damage Dom’s cannons, he would have the upper
hand, but so far he hadn’t been able to get the right blow in. Dominic was
doing better than he expected.
Dominic knew his only real chance was to get some distance between
him and his opponent. He tried to move the fight closer to a container
that was floating loose in the room. Dominic ducked behind the container
and use all his suit’s power to push off the back wall, accelerating the
container at Aiden. Aiden was caught by surprise as Dominic ran his
thrusters to max and pushed the box and Aiden out the bay door. Dominic
stopped at the doorway and grinned, he had him now.
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Colonel Hellwind was upset, there was no way Yuki could override the
jamming on all the channels. He decided not to have her end the training,
he’d just see what they would do. It was just training, no one would get
hurt.
Jeff’s lance stopped, inches from Rose’s mech. Ben stood at a connecting
doorway, his lance blocking Jeff’s. Ben pushed Jeff’s lance up and swung
under it. Jeff blocked it with his shield. Ben took his chance while Jeff’s
lance was raised and charged at the big mech. He was going to ram the
big mech and push it out of the bay.
Jeff was momentarily surprised by Ben’s block of his strike, but quickly
recovered. The veteran saw the rush of the rookie’s Lancer and noted his
mistakes. Ben came at him like he was going to tackle Jeff’s mech. Ben left
himself wide open for a counter strike. Jeff collapsed his lance to it’s
shortest length and used it to strike Ben as both mechs tumbled out into
space.
Ben watched as the other Lancer backed away, with it’s shortened lance.
Damn, Ben thought, I didn’t think about that. Well, that takes me out of
it.
Megumi was momentarily startled by Ben’s rush into the room, and it
was just the chance Rose needed. In one quick move, she got inside the
girls guard and disabled her mech with two well placed blows. Megumi sat
pouting as her mech stopped working and her display told her she was
out.
Chad set his target designators on the two Thunderbirds. He swung the
targeting on the white mech, with red and black trim. That was the
captain’s mech. He grinned as he watched the targeting indicator. His
finger hovered over the trigger, waiting for the tone that indicated lock
on. Chad didn’t notice the slight click as the weapons locked on.

Chapter 13

B

ack with chapter thirteen, an unlucky number? Well,
it looks unlucky for someone. Things have gotten
very bad very quickly for our group. Who is going to
survive this mess. It's just training... right?

Chad’s Firefly shuddered from the recoil of the cannon. Tracer shells lit
up space as they streamed to impact on their target.
Aiden stopped, stunned, he could see the streaks of tracer shells fired at
the station.
Jeff Hurried to pick up his rail gun from the side of the station. He
switched the gun from safe to live. Someone was firing on them, and he
was going to be ready.
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“There has been a live fire incident, sir.” Yuki called to colonel Hellwind.
“WHAT!” Dan turned to her screen. “Who’s firing?”
“Unknown, sir.” She replied.
What the.. Unknown? What’s going on? “Cancel the training,
immediately,” Dan ordered, “Have the medical team on alert. I want a
damage report... Damn, can’t you override that noise somehow?”
Dominic was surprised to see Aiden just float out in front of him, not
even trying to evade. He quickly targeted the Thunderbird and pulled the
trigger... Dom was startled when, instead of becoming motionless, Aiden
turned and came straight at him.
Aiden’s mech stopped responding for a moment, then came back to life as
the indicators showed all mechs were live again. Aiden rushed at Dominic
and slammed his mech against the wall. He pointed toward his ear then
made throat cutting motions. Finally he got his message through to Dom.
Dominic noticed the other mechs come back on line, he shut off his
transmitter and switched on the radio. “Hey, what the heck. You lost, what
are you...”
“There’s live fire, you damned idiot!” Aiden yelled back at him. Then
Aiden rushed off to see what was happening. Dominic stood for a
moment, shocked, then followed Aiden.
Chad froze for only a second, he hadn’t even touched the trigger. He
pulled back hard and to the left on the controls pulling the cannon off
target. Chad’s fingers raked at the switches, trying to turn the firing
board off., but it was already off. “STOP IT, STOP IT!!” Chad screamed,
pounding on the weapons board, but the cannon continued to fire.
Finally, with practiced movements, Chad tore open a panel and pulled the
lever of the main power beaker. Suddenly he was sitting in blackness, the
only noise was his harsh breathing and the pounding of his heart.
“Sir,” Yuki called out, “The firing has ceased, the Firefly of Lieutenant Ross
has appeared at the point of origin. His bio signs are again in the danger
zone. We have communications again, sir.”
As the auxiliary power began to boot minimal systems, Chad sat
stunned. That didn’t happen, it couldn’t happen. The weapons were locked
on safe, and besides, he hadn’t touched the trigger. The main screen came
on and Chad saw the other mechs gathered around the two Thunderbirds.
He felt sick, dizzy and weak. It had happened. He’d tried to pull off the
target, but he knew that he was to late. It was all to late. He hadn’t done
anything wrong, but it was still to late, he was doomed. They wouldn’t
hesitate, they would throw him out an airlock... “Blue Dragon four,
returning to the Krikav.”He radioed in. Chad didn’t wait for a reply, he
headed back to the ship.
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“Lieutenant Ross is returning to the ship.” Yuki told colonel Hellwind in
her emotionless voice.
“Give me a report on casualties as soon as you can, I’m heading for the
hangar deck.” Daniel called out as he turned to the door. Damn, we
haven’t even started the mission and already it’s a disaster. What was that
kid doing? This can’t be an accident, why did he do it?
“One of the Mechs is coming in early,” Bob yelled to chief technician Greg.
“It’s that old Firefly.” They watched as Chad parked the mech in it’s
hangar.
Greg looked up at it, “Better get him out of there, if the life support is out
he could be in trouble.”
Bob climbed the scaffold and quickly opened the mech. Greg joined him,
helping the pilot out of the cockpit. They hurried to help Chad out of his
helmet and flight suit. The boy was pale, shaking and sweating.
“I didn’t do it,” Chad told them, ‘I never touched the trigger. The board
was green, it was locked on safe. I didn’t do it.”
“Settle down son,” Greg said, “What happened, what didn’t you do?”
“They’re dead, but I didn’t do it. The cannon just fired on it’s own. They’ll
blame me, but I didn’t...” Chad’s voice was becoming more hysterical.
Greg knew this kid was in shock, and needed some help soon. Something
was strange, cannons don’t fire on their own. “Get to sick bay, pilot. We’ll
sort this out later.”
Greg pushed Chad in the direction of the door. Chad didn’t protest, he
started toward the door, walking in a daze.
Colonel Hellwind stormed into the Hangar. “Where’s Ross!” He yelled. He
stopped inside the door, Chad stopped right in front of him. “What the hell
did you do? Why did you fire on Captain McFarlaine?
Chad looked down at the colonel, “I didn’t sir, I didn’t fire.”
Colonel Hellwind yelled. “If you didn’t fire then who did.”
Chad was pale and shaking, “I... I don’t... it was a ghost.” Chad collapsed.
Dan keyed his communicator, “medical team to the hangar, now.”

Chapter 14
As captain McFarlaine worked the manual controls for the old airlock,
she felt the shudder as her mech was hit by cannon shells. She started to
turn just as her mech quit responding. She cursed loudly as her
Thunderbird continued to slowly turn. She saw a stream of tracer fire
arcing out into space. As she continued to turn she saw Lieutenant
Herrman’s Thunderbird begin to spin wildly.
Louis Herrman’s saw the tracers rake across the captain’s mech, then
across his own. His mech began to spin, gaining speed. The veteran
quickly checked diagnostics and noted the pressure drop in the nitrogen
coolant for the cannons. He cut the feed to the cannons then began to
control the spin with his thrusters.
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Georgianna’s mech started to respond again. She turned to scan the area
that the cannon fire had come from. There was a lot of large debris in that
direction. Before she could find the attacker, Jeff’s big Lancer came
between the two Thunderbirds and the debris field. His mech was quickly
followed by Ben’s Lancer, as the two stood guard between the
Thunderbirds and any attacker.
Georgianna tried to help Louis, but realized he was getting his mech
back under control. The music on the radio suddenly stopped. “Damn,
about time,” she yelled as she turned up her radio. The mechs of Rose and
Megumi pulled up around her, both were asking if they could give any
assistance. Dominic and Aiden came in close, with the rest behind them.
Georgianna pushed her way through and past the Lancers. “WHO THE
%&#$ SHOT ME!!” She screamed into the com. She turned back toward the
Lancers. “WHO WAS OUT THERE, DAMN IT. ANSWER ME!”
“Ah... well sir, Chad was the one following you but he wouldn’t...” Ben
told the captain.
“That’s enough Ben,” Dominic tried to cut him off. “Don’t stir up...”
“ROSS, that bastard!! Where the hell is he?” Georgianna jumped in.
“Torres, where is he?”
“I don’t know,” Dominic answered, “Just settle down.”
“Settle!!... %#$&... YUKI! Where is the Blue Dragon four?” She demanded
“Lieutenant Ross has returned to the Krikav,” was Yuki’s calm reply.
“Son of a bitch,” Georgianna yelled as she pushed her mech at full thrust
toward the ship. Dominic pushed his Thunderbird to race after her.
“Yuki, what is the situation, what are the casualties?” Daniel called to
the controller.
“There are no casualties, sir” she replied, “There is only minor damage
reported to one mech.”
We got lucky, he thought. Dan headed for sick bay as two Thunderbirds
came crashing into the hangar bay. Both mechs rapidly parked in their
bays and the pilots jumped out.
Georgianna almost tripped herself and fell down the steps in her rush to
get her flight suit off. She rushed down the steps yelling at Bob, who was
standing on the hangar floor. “Hey, where the hell is Ross?”
Bob took a step back, “Ah... in sick bay, by now.”
“I’m gonna shoot that bastard,” she said as she headed for the door.
Dominic stepped in front of Georgianna, “Slow down, you aren’t going to
shoot anyone.”
“Out of my way, Torres, this doesn’t concern you.” She glared at him.
Dominic didn’t move. “Let’s just wait till we find out what happened.”
“What happened? The bastard tried to kill me, that’s what happened.”
Georgianna ranted. “Now move, I’m going to kill him.”
Dom stood fast, “He’s my squad, if anyone is going to be pulling the
trigger it will be me, so back off.”
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“Out of my way Torres, “she said menacingly, “Or I’ll...”
“THAT’S ENOUGH!” They turned to see a very angry colonel Hellwind.
“NO ONE is shooting ANYONE. If there is any disciplining to do, I”LL be the
one doing it. I don’t know what’s going on here, but there will be no action
until I say so. Captain McFarlaine, hand over your sidearm.”
“I don’t surrender my firearm to anyone.” Georgianna stated angrily.
“You will, now, captain, or should I make that Lieutenant McFarlaine.”
Daniel glared at her. Georgianna relented and removed her gun and
holster. She handed them to the colonel and turned to leave. “You’ll stay
away from Lieutenant Ross, captain, are you clear on that?”
“Yes SIR,” she spat out as she walked away. Daniel was afraid this was
going to be a very difficult command.
Dominic couldn’t help smiling at the dressing down that Georgianna had
gotten. He almost chuckled, till colonel Hellwind turned to him.
“You made one hell of a mess of this, captain, or maybe you’re the one I
should bust to lieutenant.” Daniel’s look was not pleasant and Dominic
froze in his place.”I want that device you used on my desk. You have ten
minutes to deliver it, Torres.” The colonel turned and stormed out the door.
Greg turned and looked at Bob, “Did you get a chance to check over that
old Firerfly when it came in.”
“No,” Bob answered, “it came in to late. It should have been checked over
at the base before it was shipped out.”
“Does it look like it was teched before they sent it?” Greg watched Bob
shake his head. “Right, I don’t think so either. There’s something strange
about that thing. I want you to give it a good check over. Check the
weapons board over good. You better find something, or that kid’s in deep
trouble.”

Chapter 15

T

hings settle down, or not. The colonel has a real
puzzle now, and one messed up command. Can he
straighten things out before they reach the point of
their mission? Or will he just throw Chad out the air lock
and be done with it? Stay tuned for more.

Colonel Hellwind walked toward the sick bay. Damn, the mission hadn’t
started and already he had a major mess on his hands. Why did he have to
be assigned the dirty dozen? He reached the sick bay.
“Yuki,” he called on the communicator, “we’ve wasted enough time,
proceed to the warp point and continue with the mission.” He saw the
doctor coming out of a room and stopped him. “I want to talk to
lieutenant Ross, is he in that room?” He asked.
“He is, but you won’t be talking to him for a while,” the doctor told him.
“Nice that you’re so interested in his condition.”
Dan rubbed his temples, “right, sorry, things are a mess right now, how
is he doing?”
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“He’s dehydrated, his blood sugar is very low, and he seems to be in
shock. What the heck is going on? You can’t starve these kids and send
them out to fight.” The doctor confronted the colonel.
Daniel scowled, why would he be in that condition. Then he remembered,
Chad had been traveling for two days, in a rush. What kind of transport
had the military arranged for him? Maybe that had caused the attack.
“There were problems with his travel orders, that may be the trouble. I’ll
have to look into it,” he admitted. “Could that have caused him to crack?”
“It could be a contributing factor,” The doctor admitted. “I examined the
bio records, something really had him on edge. His readings were off the
chart a few times. Why didn’t you recall him.”
Daniel shook his head, “Now, I wish I had.”
Dominic looked a bit sheepish as he returned to his comrades. “Ok, I
knew I’d catch some hell for using that jammer, but things got a bit hotter
than I figured,” he admitted. “ Rose, would you go and check on Chad, see
if you can get a chance to talk to him, find out what happened. Ben,
follow Captain McFarlaine and make sure she doesn’t decide to go after
Chad.”
“And what do I do if she does?” Ben asked. “How am I supposed to stop
her?”
“I don’t know,” Dominic answered. “Stand in the middle of the hallway,
she wouldn’t be able to get by you. I have to get that transmitter to the
colonels office.”
Colonel Hellwind sat at his desk, looking over the files on Chad,
Georgianna and Louis Herrman. Chad hadn’t served or trained with either
as far as he could see. Had something happened in the short time on the
ship to set him off? I better wait with talking to McFarlaine, she’s to angry
to be rational now. Somehow I have to get her to control that. Better wait
with Louis too.
Dominic knocked and entered, carrying the small device. Dan knew he
should dress the captain down but good for using non standard
equipment, but he just couldn’t seem to bring himself to do it. He was just
to preoccupied with the shooting problem to spend the effort. “You’re
lucky, Torres, I don’t have time to deal with this now. If you pull something
like this again, you’ll no longer be leading a squad. Now get out of here.”
Georgianna sat at a table in the rec hall, drinking a cup of tea. She let
the warmth calm her. She’d pushed to far again, if they hadn’t stopped
her, she might have killed that kid. Maybe he deserved it, but she didn’t
want to be the one facing court for murder. Damn, this time of month she
always seemed to blow up to easy. Maybe she should take the anger
management counseling they recommended. Now that big ape from blue
group was sitting over there watching her... Ease up girl, he’s just here for
that bottle of soda he bought. Georgianna watched as Louis came in along
with Megumi, they both bought tea and came to sit with her.
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Aiden stopped a none to steady John in the hallway. “Stop there
lieutenant,” he ordered. “That performance of your’s was pure stupidity.
Hand me that bottle... now pilot.” John fished out the bottle and handed it
over. “If I even suspect you of touching a drop of booze on this mission,
you’ll wish you were back in the brig,” Aiden said, menacingly. “Now go
sleep it off, and just hope you aren’t needed till then.”
“Yuki, which mechs would have had a view of the shooting, other than
those involved?” Daniel called.
“Eight mechs were outside of the station, of the five not involved, three
would have been in the correct orientation to view the event,” she
answered, “Captain Aiden, Lieutenant Higgens, and lieutenant Harcourt.
Lieutenant Harcourt was first to respond.”
“Alright Yuki, call those three to my office,” he told her. I’m not a
detective, maybe I should just lock Ross up till we get back to base. No, this
is my command, I have to take care of this.

Chapter 16

W

ill colonel Hellwind find out who did the
shooting. Will they believe Chad? What about
Georgianna, can she contain her temper, or is she
still going to go after Chad. Will the techs find the proof
Chad needs, in time?

Greg got down from examining Georgianna’s mech. He looked over Bobs
shoulder at the weapons board from Chad’s Firefly. “Did you find out
anything?” He asked.
Bob shook his head. “That’s one very strange Firefly,” he told Greg. “The
electronics look like they’re cobbled in there, but it’s top shelf stuff... No,
more like black box specials. I’ve seen recon mechs before, but this thing
has a lot more computer and sensors than anything I’ve seen. It must have
been a special, one off, unit. This was a new weapons board, but we won’t
be able to test it. The kid must have pounded on it, the screen and circuit
board are broken.”
“Darn,” Greg sighed, “If we can’t find something, that captain is going to
kill that boy. Did you check the weapons log file?”
“Yup,” Bob came back, “No luck, there is no file.”
“Did he erase it?” Greg asked
“No, there’s a problem with the OS, it’s not recording a log for it. Yuki’s
doing a repair on the file system,” Bob told him, “but that won’t help right
now. I did find some odd things though. You didn’t find much damage on
that Thunderbird, did you.”
“No, just some scratches and dents. That seems pretty strange, seeing it
got hit that many times.” Greg answered.
“Not really,” Bob continued, “There’s nothing but tracers in the
magazine, not an armor piercing or high explosive in the box.”
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“Damn, that’s odd,” Greg mused, “They don’t even use that for training.
That’s useless against armor.”
“Ya, and in a battle, you might as well put a neon bullseye on your mech,”
Bob told him. “There was a log for a hydraulic problem, seems someone
hammered the main feed pipe half shut. That thing would have been
slower, in a fight, than a Lancer.”
Greg scratched his head, “That sounds like someone’s out to get Ross.
Now I’m really starting to wonder about that weapons problem. To many
other things wrong.”
“The real kicker,” Bob concluded, “when I pulled out the weapons board,
the main connector fell off, it wasn’t secured, and I found these laying
below the board.” Bob handed Greg three short pieces of wire.
Greg let out a whistle as he took the wires from Bob, “that might be it, I
have to check the wiring diagrams.” Greg turned to his office.
“You think that might have caused the gun to go off?” Bob heard over his
shoulder. He turned and saw Rose standing there.
“Hey, what are you doing here?” He asked her.
“Well, Chad’s in my squad, and I wondered if you found anything.” Rose
smiled sweetly at him.
“Well,” He couldn’t resist that smile, “officially, we haven’t found
anything, but between you and me, I don’t think that those guns
malfunctioning was an accident. I just hope Greg can convince the colonel
of that before that captain lady throws Chad out an airlock.”
Chad pounded on the inner airlock door. He screamed that he hadn’t
done it, he hadn’t pulled the trigger. They were wrong, he was innocent.
He pounded in terror till the outer door opened and he was blown, naked,
into space. As the vacuum tore the breath from his lungs and boiled his
blood, he saw them in the ports, laughing at him, Captain McFairlane,
Colonel Brooks, Eileen, his mother, they were laughing... Chad sat up,
gasping for breath. He jerked the IV line out of his arm and turned, sitting
on the edge of the bed, his face in his hands, as the doctor came in. “I
didn’t do it,” Chad moaned, “they’ll blame me, they always do, but I swear I
didn’t do it.”
The doctor tried to push Chad back down. “Try to relax now son,” He
said. “I’m sure the colonel will straighten it out.”
“No, it’s to late,” Chad moaned, “They’re dead, and they think I did it.
They’ll blame me but I didn’t pull the trigger. The cannon was on safe, and
I swear I didn’t pull the trigger. But they’re dead, and they’ll kill me for it
anyway.”
“They aren’t going to be killing anyone, so just relax,” the doctor said
soothingly. “Nobody’s dead. In fact, no one was injured that I know of.”
“But I shot them, no, my mech did, I know they were hit, I saw it.” Chad
couldn’t believe it.
“Yuki, could you give me a damage report on the Mechs please,” the
doctor called on the com.
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“There was minor damage to the Thunderbird of Lieutenant Louis
Herrman,” came the reply.
“There,” the doctor told Chad, “just minor damage. Now sit back and
relax, we need to get you some food and something to drink. After that,
the colonel wants to talk with you.”
Chad groaned, he could just imagine that talk. They were alive! At least,
he might live through this, then he might have a chance to clear this up.

Chapter 17

W

ell, the story continues. Will Chad get acquitted,
or will he just get in deeper? How long will
Georgianna be able to keep her temper? Here's
chapter 17 for your enjoyment.

Colonel Hellwind decided to talk to Captain Pryde first. Aiden didn’t have
much to help him, he’d seen the gunfire start, and had immediately turned
to try to get Dominic to turn off his radio jamming. No, he hadn’t seen
who fired, there was debris between him and the gunner.
Next Dan brought in Lieutenant Harcourt. Jeff didn’t add much, he
turned to get his rail gun as soon as he saw gunfire. No, he didn’t see who
fired. Strange thing, he said, He didn’t remember seeing any mech where
the gunfire originated.
Dan called in Arisa. He didn’t expect any more from her than the others.
The colonel asked her if she had seen the firing event.
“My mech was locked out,” Arisa answered, “but I was turned that
direction. It was like a bright line of fire came from empty space and
reached out to captain McFairlane’s Thunderbird. After a couple seconds
the stream of tracers quickly turned to the side and arced away into
space.”
“Did you see who fired their cannons, Lieutenant?” Dan asked
“No, sir, there was no one there,” Arisa told the colonel, “but when the
firing stopped, Lieutenant Ross’s Firefly was drifting away from the point
of origin.” Arisa fidgeted a few seconds. “Sir, If Chad were trying to shoot
the captain, why would he have turned away like that? And why didn’t he
stop firing? It must have been some kind of failure.”
The colonel smiled at the girl, “That’s what I’m trying to find out,
Lieutenant.”

Megumi took a drink of her tea, “That must have been scary,” she said
looking at Louis, “to have someone shooting at you like that, during
training.”
“Well, actually,” Louis replied, “It happens so fast that it’s only later that
it gets to you.”
“Damn bastard,” Georgianna interjected. “Hellwind better lock him up
the rest of this mission,. If he sends Ross out when I’m out, I’ll make sure
he doesn’t fire on anyone again.”
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I don’t think he really would have tried to shoot you, captain. Why would
he?” Megumi asked.
“You don’t know his kind. I found him trying to mess with Arisa, and I
chased him off. That’s all it would take.” Georgianna growled.
“His fire seemed to odd to be a willful attack,” Louis said. “We all learn to
fire in short bursts, but I saw a continuous stream of fire. As I turned to
see where the attack came from, I got hit a couple times as the tracers
raked across the station and away from everyone and continued to fire
out into space. The firing continued as my suit started to rotate. It must
have been fifteen seconds, probably half his amunition. Strange thing, I
didn’t see Lieutenant Ross’s Firefly. The stream of tracers seemed to come
from empty space.”
“Who knows what was in his mind,” Georgianna snorted.
“What did you mean by “his kind”, captain? Megumi asked.
Georgianna looked at her empty tea cup, “He’s a sewer rat, a gang
member from the bottom of old Detroit. He shouldn’t have a commission,
he doesn’t belong here with us.”
Greg knocked on the colonel’s door and was called in. Dan looked up
expectantly at the older man as Greg sat in a chair. “Well, What did you
find, was there a fault in the board?” He asked.
“We won’t be able to get anything from that board, The kid wrecked it by
pounding on it. And, no use asking about the log files, some kind of
software problem, there’s no log file for the weapons.
“That’s it then, I’ll have to lock him up.” Dan said.
“Now don’t get to hasty, Dan,” Greg replied, “don’t condemn him yet, he
may not have pulled the trigger.”
Dan shook his head and handed Greg Chad’s file. “Ross is trouble, he’s a
gang member. They’re only looking out for themselves. He’s been in the
brig several times, and he has problems with female commanding officers.
It was a woman commander in that Lancer he rammed.”
“I doubt he would have known who was piloting that Lancer.” Greg said
as he looked at the file, then put it down. “You were a bit of a hell raiser
back when I was tech on your Thunderbird, Dan. That doesn’t mean much.
I wonder how he got his commission? ... Before you condemn him, there
are a few pieces of circumstantial evidence. That Firebird isn’t the one we
were supposed to get. It’s some kind of very strange long range recon
special. Clerical error? Maybe, but the hydraulics were sabotaged. He
wouldn’t have had a chance in a battle. Another thing, the amo magazine
was filled with tracer shells, nobody would send a mech out with that kind
of load.”
Dan frowned, “you think someone was out for revenge?”
“Well, looks like it,” Dan answered. “We found this though.” He laid the
three pieces of wire on Dan’s desk. “The Main cable connector wasn’t
secured to the weapons board, and when Bob took the board out, he found
these laying below the connector. Now, it isn’t proof, but, with those wires,
you could rig the board to fire when the targeting locked on, even with the
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cannon on safe, and keep firing till you pulled the main power. Chad
pulled the main power breaker, that’s when it quit firing.”
“So, someone put in tracers, and rigged the firing panel, to make him a
better target?” Dan wondered.
“Maybe,” Dan came back, “but consider this. The trip to the mission point
will take a few days, during that time we check out the mechs. One check
is the weapons designators and lock on. Can you imagine what happens
when a load of tracers starts firing in the hangar bay? There would be
hydraulic fluid, power packs, thruster fuel, and munitions laying around.
If you made it out of warpdrive, you wouldn’t have much of a ship left to
fight with.
Dan was a bit pale, “I see your point.
”Talk to the boy first Dan.” Greg advised. “You’ve always been a good
judge of people. See what he has to say. Then make your decision.” Greg
got up and went to the door. “Between you and me, I don’t think he pulled
the trigger.” Greg opened the door. “And you’re wrong about gang
members, they’re fiercely loyal to their gang, I know, and this is Chad’s
gang now.”
Dan watched his old friend go. He was always glad to hear the older
man’s sage advice... But why hadn’t anyone seen the mech firing the
cannon? Dan turned to the communicator. “Yuki, I’d like to see the video of
the live fire incident. I’d also like to see Lieutenant Ross’s bio readings,
time synced to the video.”
“One moment while I prepare that for you sir... It is on your terminal
now, sir.” She replied.

Chapter 18

G

eorgianna is having a bit of a time cooling down.
Maybe the caffeine in that tea wasn't the best thing
for her. Does she really think she can threaten Ben?
He's twice her size... The colonel is starting to put the picture
together. And poor Arisa is getting into some problems of her
own. This doesn't look good at all.

Georgianna got up and walked over to Ben’s table. She leaned on it and
looked down at Ben. “How the hell did Ross disappear like that? I know I
looked around just before he started firing on me. I had the IR and radar
sensors on, and there was nothing there. And when he was firing, there
was nothing there, Louis didn’t see him either. What’s going on?”
“Well,” Ben drawled, “I really don’t know.”
Georgianna slapped the table, “YES YOU DO! Now tell me.”
Ben backed his chair away and held his hands up, “Hey, it’s top secret, if I
told you, I’d have to kill you.” Ben smiled.
Georgianna pushed the table out of the way, “To hell with that stupid
line. You’re going to tell me, NOW, lieutenant.”
Ben backed up, shaking his head, “Can’t.” Georgianna took a step
forward.
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“Hey, ease up, I ordered him not to tell anyone,” Dominic said from the
doorway. “Chad’s mech had some kind of cloaking device. I told him to use
it.”
Georgianna turned to face him, “So that’s it. That and your damned
noise messed things up for everyone.
“Hey,” Dom came back, “what if the enemy jammed communication,
gotta be ready for it. So just settle down.”
“Everything was messed up,” Georgianna said, “first all that noise, then
Ross shot at me.”
“No he didn’t,” Rose said, from behind Dominic. “ The tech boys found
some stuff.”
The doctor was pleased to see Chad feeling much better after he’d eaten.
He looked at Chad’s medical records, “You seem to have a real talent for
finding trouble, young man.”
“I don’t try to... I should go find out what’s going on.” Chad answered
“No, you just stay here. As for what’s happening, half the pilots are down
in the cafeteria, arguing over why you shot Georgianna, and how you
could just disappear, oh, and Dominics radio jamming. The techs are
scratching their heads over that old mech of yours. Your captain got
chewed out by the colonel, and the colonel’s trying to figure out what you
were doing firing your cannons. It hasn’t been this much fun on board
since the last war.
Colonel Hellwind scrolled through the video of the firing event, noting
the bio signs of Lieutenant Ross. The readings were up in the danger zone,
during the time the cannon was firing. He scrolled the time line back and
noticed that Chad’s bio readings were a bit high, but not that bad, till just
after the tracer fire started, then they went ballistic. That was interesting.
“Doctor,” he called on the com, “When can I see lieutenant Ross.”
A few moments later he got a reply. “I can send him right away.”
Arisa wandered the hallway, not ready to face her captain. She’d messed
up, she was the first one out. It was that loud music, that wasn’t fair. Was
it? But what if it had been real, not just training.
“Well that proves it. You don’t belong with these low life’s.” Kirk smirked,
standing in the hallway ahead of her. “You couldn’t even last a few
seconds.”
“It was just training,” Arisa told him, “I’ve always done alright before. I
was just startled by their loud music.”
“Ha,” Kirk laughed, “and if it had been real combat you’d be dead. I’m not
going to let that happen sweetheart. I won’t let you ruin my plans.”
“What plans?” Arisa questioned. “I’m not going along with any of your
plans.”
Kirk grabbed her arm, “Oh yes you are. You’ll do just as I say. We’re going
to take a shuttle and get off of this death trap.”
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“You can’t do that,” she said, “ they’ll court martial us. We’d be a
deserters.”
“Oh, we can do it, my sweet little ticket. Your daddy will take care of it
for us.” Kirk grinned evilly as he pulled her along.
“NO, I won’t do it.” Arisa tried to pull away, but Kirk was bigger. “I won’t
go with you, let go”

Chapter 19
At the Tycho moon base, a man used a long range communications
system, hacked into the bases main antenna system. “How was I supposed
to know Hellwind would stop for some training. I heard they had an
incident, so I’m assuming they found the trap.” The man said. “I left a few
other surprises for them. If they make it through, you’ll have to use the
backup plan.” He listened a while. “Just deal with it. Their com will switch
once they hit warp. I don’t care if you need more time. You have a couple
days to get her ready.”
“I thought you went to check on Chad.” Dominic said.
“Well, I did,” Rose answered, “but the doc wouldn’t let me see him. He did
tell me Chad’s just fine. Just got scared half to death. I went down to the
hangar to see what was going on... Chad’s mech was sabotaged. The
hydraulics were messed up, and the cannon was loaded with tracers. He’d
have been screwed in a fight.”
“That doesn’t mean a damn thing to me,” Georgianna broke in. “He still
shot at me.”
“No he didn’t, “ Rose said sharply. “They found some pieces of wire under
the weapons panel. They think someone wired it to go off..”
“That’s no proof,” Georgianna laughed.
Kirk dragged Arisa down the corridor. She tried to break his grip, but he
was stronger. “No,” She protested, “No, let go, I won’t go with you.”
“Yes you will,” Kirk growled, “I’ll teach you your place. You’ll do exactly
what I say.”
“She said no, now let her go.”
Kirk stopped at the sound of the voice, and turned to look up at the tall
figure blocking his path. “Out of my way,’ Kirk snapped. “This is none of
your business.”
“Then I’ll make it my business.” Chad said menacingly. “She said no, what
part of that don’t you understand? Now let her go.”
“No, I outrank you, pilot,” Kirk spit out, “now move aside, or I’ll report
you.”
Chad’s laugh was bitter. What did it matter now. He balled his fists as he
stepped forward. “You’re just the controller’s gofer, you’ll outrank me
when you can beat me.”
“Stay back... I’m warning you,” Kirk’s voice almost squeaked. He backed
up, but Chad kept coming. Kirk let go of Arisa and turned to hurry down
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the hallway. “This isn’t over Arisa,” he called over his shoulder. “I’ll send
word to my father, he’ll get us off this wreck, Then I’ll fix you, you’ll be
sorry.”
Chad looked down at Arisa. “Are you ok.”
Arisa rubbed her wrist, “Ya... thanks.”
Chad would have liked to stay with the girl. He wanted to know what
was going on. He would have liked to get to know her... but now. “I have to
go see the colonel,” he told her. “You should go stay with the other pilots.”
“Ok, I guess so.” She answered looking down. “Chad...” She looked up, but
he was walking away. There were things she wished she could ask him, but
now, all she could do was wish him luck.
Colonel Hellwind called for Chad to come in. He watched the boy enter
his office. He stood stiff, he looked, maybe determined? “Alright lieutenant,
tell me what happened, from the beginning, and none of this ghost
foolishness.”
“Yes sir.” Chad replied. What difference did it make, the colonel wouldn’t
believe him. They never did. He’d tell him the truth, but it would still be a
court martial for him. Chad told him from the beginning, How he’d found
the mech to have extra sensor systems and of Captain Dominic’s plans.
“Your bio readings went in the red a couple times before the incident.”
Dan stated, “What caused that.”
“Sir, the mech has a special function, one I’d never seen,” Chad told him.
“When you turn it on, you can see everything around, like the mech just
disappears. Can you imagine, sir, just finding yourself in open space. It
was really scary. I turned it off, but the captain said I should use it for
recon on the other groups.”
Dan was surprised, he’d never heard of that type of system, but it would
explain the high bio readings. It was frightening just thinking about it.
“Go on then.”
Chad told him how he had linked with Ben and how he had run recon for
the team. Finally, he told the colonel how he had stalked the two
Thunderbirds and turned on the targeting. “I swear,” Chad told the
colonel, “I checked the board before I set the designators, it was locked on
safe. The indicators were green. I didn’t even get a chance to touch the
trigger, the cannon fired as soon as the targeting locked on. I tried to shut
it off, I pulled the mech off target, but it kept firing. I had to pull the main
power to make it stop. I heard everyone’s alright, I’m glad, but I don’t
know how I could have missed.”
Dan looked at the information on lieutenant Ross that Yuki had gotten
for him. He thought for a minute then asked. “Do you think you could wire
the weapons board to fire like that?”
“No sir, if it’s locked on safe the...” Chad hesitated, thinking.
Dan looked up, he thought you could almost see the gears turning in
Chad’s head.
“I think... I’d have to see the wiring diagrams, sir,” Chad finally said,
“but, I think I could do that.”
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Dan sat back and looked at the young man. There was no proof he was
innocent,, but then, there was no proof he was guilty. And the evidence
seemed to lean in Ross’s favor. “You’re dismissed, Lieutenant. Return to
your duties”
Chad stood and stared. It couldn’t be that easy, they never believed him.
“Get going,” Dan told him. “And a bit of advice, steer clear of captain
McFairlane. She isn’t to happy with you right now.”

Chapter 20
Arisa stopped by her room then she joined the others in the cafeteria
lounge. She was hungry, she picked up a tray of food at the counter and
joined Megumi who was eating a bowl of ramen.
Georgianna saw Arisa come in and sat down by her. “You must have had
a lot to tell the colonel. You sure took your time getting back.” She
commented.
“I had a little trouble...” Arisa stopped, she shouldn’t have said that. “Um,
I met Chad, he was going to see the colonel.”
“I told you to stay away from him,” Georgainna broke in, “What did he do
to you?”
“No, that wasn’t it,” Arisa told her. “He wasn’t the problem, in fact, I was
lucky he came along, he helped me out. I just hope the colonel lets him off.
I don’t think he did anything.”
“HA,” Georgianna laughed, “you don’t know anything about him. Chad
doesn’t belong here, he’s not one of us. He’s a criminal. I don’t know how
he got to be a pilot, but he doesn’t belong with us. When things get tough,
you’ll see, you can’t depend on his type.”
Chad couldn’t believe his luck, the colonel had only kept him a few
minutes, then told him to go back to duty. No reprimand, no lectures...
what’s with that? Or was there something more? Was he being set up for
something? Maybe, the logs in the Firefly had proved his case. Chad sighed
in relief as he wandered to the cafeteria... he stopped outside the door. He
heard captain McFairlane’s voice. He didn’t want to meet up with her.
Then he heard what she said. Chad turned away, frowning. So, he didn’t
belong, they wouldn’t accept him. Just like the others he’d been with,
they’d reject him because he was from the wrong end of society. Chad
wandered into the hangar, he felt at home among the mechs, at least he
understood them. Well, most of them, he walked up to the platform in
front of his Firefly. That mech had ghosts in it.
Bob came down the elevator from Chad’s mech, wheeling the cannon on
a cart. “Well, looks like you got off easy. The colonel must have been in a
good mood.” He grinned at Chad. “I guess the stuff we found wrong
convinced him. We got that mech fixed up. Should be good to go, ah,
except for the cannon, I’m gonna clean and check it over. That’s one
strange mech you’ve got there.”
“Ya...Ah, thanks,” Chad replied as Bob pushed the cart away. Chad looked
up at the tall mech. It did have some special abilities, but it sure was scary
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to use. If he could just learn to use it, if he could make himself valuable to
the group, maybe then he would be part of the gang. Chad climbed onto
the platform and picked up the helmet, others must have learned to use it,
so he should be able to. He thought about the training, when he was busy,
he had almost forgotten about the fear. Maybe you just needed time to get
use to it. He had come on it rather unexpectedly.
Greg was connecting some odds and ends of communication and test
equipment when Bob came into his office. Bob plopped down in a chair by
the desk. “That Firefly is a lot stranger than I thought,” Bob said as he
watched Greg patch wires together. “I figured I’d check out the sensors on
it, I had the helmet on and was checking down the list when I found an
odd one, said full field, I turned it on and about had to change my
shorts...” Greg looked up at him. “It was like the whole mech disappeared,”
Bob continued. “I was sitting in mid air, near scared the crap out of me. I
ripped the helmet off, and there I was sitting in the mech cockpit. I put the
helmet on, and I was back sitting in mid air. It’s unreal, you can see all
around, like the whole mech is made of glass. I’ve seen a lot of recon
mechs, but this is something new. Where the heck did that thing come
from?”
“Geeze,” Greg replied, “I haven’t a clue on that one. I’ve never heard of a
mech with that kind of capabilities. No wonder the pilot was so wound up.
Can you imagine turning that on in space? It’s got to be a bit
frightening... I get my com rig running, I might be able to find out
something.”
“Well, I have to get the cannon cleaned up,” Bob sighed, “they aren’t
supposed to fire that many tracer shells at a time.”
Greg worked on his collection of parts, he got it hooked up to the ship’s
auxiliary antenna just in time,. He had a set time to chat with his friend
at Victorville AFB, back on earth. It wasn’t really going against regulations
to use the com gear this way, at least there wasn’t anything in the book
against “testing” one of the units. His friend was a tech at Victorville, and
often worked on the mechs that the R&D boys were developing. If anyone
would know about that odd Firefly, it would be his friend, Jack. The com
system they used was subspace, so no audio, but it was almost instant.
Greg typed a greeting and almost instantly got a reply.
“How’s it feel, getting back in space again? Everything going smoothly?
Got a good crew? “ Was Jacks first message.
Greg smiled, If only Jack knew. He typed in, “Seems like more than the
usual mix of goof offs. The Colonel decided on a bit of training and we had
some real action.” Greg explained the live fire incident and the apparent
sabotage.
“Wow,” Jack sent back, “that’s a bit scary. Good thing it happened in
training. There’s some strange things going on. There’s some suspicious
stuff happening at HQ. People are getting pretty testy. We have are own
mess going down here. Seems the R&D boys lost a mech, one with some
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very classified new stuff. It was supposed to be shipped back from the
moon, but they got a new Firefly instead..”
“Oh?” Greg sent, “Can you tell me, what it was like?”
“An old recon firefly, we put in a ton of sensors, and a very advanced
computer. It’s supposed to be a big advance in recon and battle control.
Project was called dragonfly. There was a big problem with it though,
Nobody can pilot it in space, for some reason it drives the pilot nuts. They
lost three pilots, one had heart failure, other two are in the hospital,
catatonic. Word is they were going to scrap the project.”
Greg stared at the screen a moment. Drives pilots nuts... but that’s Ross’s
Firefly. It scared the kid, but he wasn’t insane... at least not yet. Greg
started typing, “I think we have...”
Bob slammed open the office door, “It’s gone!”
Greg looked up, “What’s gone?”
“Ross’s Firefly,” Bob answered, “I was going to put the cannon back, and
it’s not there.
Greg hit the com button, “Yuki, where is lieutenant Ross’s Firefly.”
“Lieutenant Ross took his Firefly out of the ship to do some training.”
Yuki replied. “He is no longer showing on any sensor sweeps.”
“Damn,” Greg said, “contact the colonel, we’ve got a lost mech.” Greg
typed, “hang on, we have a problem.”
Jack looked at the last message. “I think we have hang on, we have a
problem.” He scratched his head, now what. He hoped they were alright.
Greg had Yuki put him on the long range com. The ship was accelerating
at a tremendous rate. If Chad went out and wasn’t secured to the ship,
and had drifted away from the Krikav, there was no way he could have
kept up, he could be thousands of miles away by now. Why hadn’t the kid
called in if he was falling behind? “Lieutenant Ross, where are you?” He
called into the com... “Answer me, Ross.” What if something had gone
wrong with that old mech? Or what if what Jack said about the pilots was
true?

Chapter 21
At moon base Tycho, a tall blond man meets a dark haired woman in a
corner of a bar. “Do you realize what you sent them?” She asked. “R&D has
the security boys searching all over for it.”
“Don’t sweat it, sweetheart,” He replied, “I heard, I erased all traces of it.
They won’t find a thing.”
“Don’t be so sure, fool,” she growled, “they stopped to do some unofficial
training. They ended the training early, what if they found what it is?
They’ll bring it back to the R&D people, security will be all over it. It was
my clearance you used, if this comes back to me, you’re going to hell with
me.”
“Don’t be such a drama queen, babe,” he said smoothly as he wrapped his
arm around her. “They’re set to warp out any minute, there’s no time to
return it. You’ll get what you want anyway, seems that mech has some
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new technology that’s frying the pilot’s brains, making them go insane.
The kid’s gonna end up a vegetable, isn’t that good enough?
“You better be right,” she whined. “ That would be fitting for that gang
member, spending the rest of his life in a padded cell.”
Daniel lay in his bunk, thinking. A special recon mech, maybe he could
use that. If he could send Chad in cloaked, they could make sure there
weren’t any surprises for the team when they went in to repair the
subspace transmitter. Yuki called and informed him of the missing mech.
Dan jumped out of bed and headed for the hangar. Ross again, he
thought, the kid’s trying to drive me crazy. They were only minutes from
making the jump to warp speed. Dan called on his communicator, “Yuki,
hold off on the warp jump.”
Dominic found a com terminal and got clearance from Yuki to open a
message session. He sent a message to a friend on moon base. His friend
was in R&D and he thought he might know something about Chad’s mech.
At the moon base, Dom’s friend, Gustav, sighed as he sat down at the
terminal and started typing. “How’d you con them into promoting you to
captain?” He sent. “Well, it’s about time, congrats.”
“Thanks,” Dominic returned, “But that’s not what I called about. I
wondered if you might know anything about a special recon mech?”
“And what’s so special about it?” Gustav asked.
“Looks like an old Firefly but has more sensors than most ships, lot’s of
extra computer, and cloaking.”
It was a bit of a pause before Gustav answered. “That sounds like the
Dragonfly project. Look, you didn’t hear anything from me, got that? The
Americans have been working on a highly advanced recon and battle
command mech. They had it up here, but there’s a big problem with it.
There were a lot of medical people around, the thing is messing up the
pilots. Rumor has it they’re going to abandon it. It’s highly classified, how
the hell did you hear about it.”
“Just heard some rumors going around, Gus,” Dom sent back. “Have to
get going, thanks for the info, that I didn’t hear from you.” Dominic
headed to the hangar. So, somehow they got a classified R&D mech, but it
causes problems with the pilots. He’d have to talk with the techs about
that, and warn Chad. He sure didn’t want to lose a pilot. Captain Torres
got a bit of a shock when he got to the hangar and found his pilot was
already lost.
In Washington D.C., a special investigations officer entered the office of
general George Parker. At the general’s gesture he sat in a chair across the
desk from the general. George looked up at the young man, Tom had a
thin face with short dark brown hair. His eyes were brown and had the
sharpness of a predator.
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“We haven’t been able to locate it yet, sir,” Tom told the general. “We have
uncovered the fact that the clearance of a colonel Marge Brooks was used
to gain access to the system.”
The general looked up, “Brooks? She was the one involved with that court
marshal She didn’t seem like one who would turn traitor.”
“She has been observed meeting with one of the men we have been
investigating,” Tom answered. “They seem to be having a romantic affair.
It’s possible she is involved, or is being used. We are looking into it.”
“Damn,” George said, “if she turned that mech over to them, it could be
bad. We have to find that mech.”
“I thought the system was dangerous, a dead end. The R&D department
told us the program was being canceled. If it’s that bad, why would it be
so bad if the enemy took it?” Tom questioned.
“It’s flawed, that’s an understatement, but there’s no way we can cancel
that program, it has too much potential.” The general told him. “It’s just
rumors we planted, that it’s being canceled. We’ve got to perfect that
cloaking system, and the sensors they developed. If the enemy gets a
chance to learn those secrets, and discovers how to make it usable, we
could end up losing to our own technology. Damn, with the conspiracy, the
trouble at Mar Sara, the incident at Tarsonis, and now this, something
very big is going down.”
Greg was getting worried. Why hadn’t Chad answered? They couldn’t be
out of com range. Even with a delay he should have answered. He turned
the volume up on his microphone and called again. “Lieutenant Ross, this
is maintenance command, answer me.”
After a moment he heard a sleepy voice. “Huh... ahhh, who... what’s
going on?”
Greg was relieved. “Alright, don’t worry boy, we’ll send out a shuttle, just
turn on your emergency transponder.”
“What? Why would you do that?” Chad questioned.
“You’re to far out to catch up, we’ll have to bring you in.” Greg told him.
“Huh? I’m right outside the launch door,” Chad said.
“You can’t be, Yuki can’t pick you up on the sensors,” Greg insisted.
“That can’t be right, I’ve got a safety line on, I’m right by... Oh... Just a
sec,” Chad came back.
“Blue four is now six point three meters from the launch bay door,” Yuki
declared over the com link.
Greg was startled, “What?... But how could...”
Colonel Hellwind, smiling, reached past Greg and pushed the com
button, “Ross, get your mech inside and stowed. Yuki, proceed with the
warp jump.” He stood back and looked at Greg, “Cloaking, Greg, he has a
real working cloaking device.”
“Yes sir,” Chad quickly answered.
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Chapter 22
Chad climbed down from his mech. Might as well get this over with, he
saw the three men waiting for him, the colonel, his captain, and the
master tech. Chad figured he was in for it this time.
Dominic was the first to speak up. “What the heck were you doing
outside?”
Chad stood stiffly in front of the men. “I was training, sir.”
Dominic scratched his head, “the training was over long ago. What more
did you think you were going to do?”
Chad visibly sagged, feeling defeated. “I know captain McFarlaine told
you where I’m from... what I am. I thought, if I could learn to effectively
use my mech, that you might accept me. I can’t use it if scares me that bad
every time. If others can use that machine, I have to be able to. I thought
that maybe, I would get use to it if I just used it more. If I could just
master it, I could fit in with the squad.”
He must have heard Georgianna’s rant, Dom thought, so that’s what’s
going on. “I don’t give a rat’s ass what captain McFarlaine says, Chad,”
Dominic told his pilot. You’re a Blue Dragon, don’t forget it.”
Chad looked at Dominic and half smiled, at least his captain was on his
side.
“Were you actually sleeping out there?” Greg asked.
Chad looked down, turning a bit red. “It wasn’t very scary at all this
time. Actually it was kind of quiet and peaceful, like laying out under the
stars at night.” He turned even redder. “I guess I was more tired than I
thought.”
“Sleeping?” Dominic questioned, “Chad, I found out that thing’s
dangerous, it’s been messing up pilots.”
Greg was laughing, “Don’t get up tight, Dom, I heard it was scaring the
pilots out of their mind. Seems your pilot just doesn’t scare that easy. Wait
till the R&D boys hear this one.”
“Alright,” Colonel Hellwind broke in. “We can’t have a pilot falling asleep
on a mission.” Chad stood up straight when the colonel addressed him.
“Get to your room and get some sleep, and that’s an order this time,
lieutenant.”
“Yes, sir,” Chad replied and headed toward the door.
“I’ll make sure he does,” Dominic told the colonel as he followed Chad. He
found Rose had been standing by the door listening, and she joined him.
Dan looked at Greg, who was still chuckling. “What do you know about
Ross’s mech?”
Greg answered, “I found out from a friend, it’s a classified R&D project
called Dragonfly. The mech disappeared from the moon base. I’ll come up
and tell you more about it in a while, I have something to finish now.”
As Chad walked with Dominic and Rose, he turned to look at them. “I
know what call sign I want to go by. It’s the name I gave my mech... Ghost.
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Arisa was getting more than an earful about the evils of gangs from her
captain. Georgianna was doing more than her share of venting after Arisa
told her she shouldn’t use generalities about gangs to apply to one person.
Finally Arisa got up to go get some sleep. “I’ll just have to talk to Chad
and find out what his life was really like.”
“You stay away from him,” Georgianna told her, “That’s an order.”
Arisa looked shocked, “you can’t tell me who I can associate with, even if
you are my captain.” Arisa turned and stalked out of the room.
Aiden realized he was sitting holding a cold cup of coffee. He’d been gone
again, spaced out. Where did his mind go at those times? It was right at
the edge of awareness, but he couldn’t bring it out. He felt, if he could just
remember, that he could break away from this. Aiden heard the last of the
exchange between Arisa and Georgianna. He watched Arisa stalk out.
“You know, she’s right, captain.” He said quietly to Georgianna. “We don’t
have the authority to control their personal lives. Even If we’re trying to
protect them.”
Georgianna put her head in her hands and leaned on the table. “She
doesn’t understand. She doesn’t know what those people are like.”
“Oh, I’m not so sure,” Aiden replied. “I don’t think she’s as naive as you
think. Kids from her type of family learn a lot more than you know. She’s
old enough to take care of herself. Besides, I’d worry a lot more if it were
Crichton she was interested in.”
Georgianna groaned, “Oh lord, don’t even mention him.”
After Dominic left, and Rose followed him, Ben got to feeling kind of
lonely. He was happy when the little asian girl came to sit at his table. He
knew she just ate a bowl of some kind of noodles, but he offered her some
of his large pizza.
Megumi had quickly gotten bored with the discussion going on between
Arisa and Georgianna. It was too bad John wasn’t there, he’d been pretty
funny. Megumi decided to move over and talk to the big guy, Ben. Besides,
he had a large pizza that looked really good.
Ben was fascinated by the small girl. She ate nearly as much pizza as he
did, and she’d had that bowl of noodles. He was impressed that her family
owned a fighting school, one of those dojo things. She’d been learning
how to fight ever since she was a little girl. He had seen several of those
old martial arts movies and he wished he could do that ninja stuff.
Megumi was interested in Ben’s stories about his mining life. He’d lived
out among the asteroids since he was a child. She’d thought of miners as
being in holes in the ground and digging with pick axes, she didn’t know
how high tech asteroid mining really was. Ben awed her, he was by far the
largest man she’d ever met. That liter bottle of soda almost disappeared in
his huge hand. They were the last to leave the room.
“Maybe you could teach me some of that kung-foo stuff sometime.” Ben
said, hopefully, as they left the room.
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Megumi couldn’t quite suppress a giggle at the image of this huge bear of
a man attempting a spinning kick. But gosh, if he learned to do it, he
could knock down a cement wall. “I’d love to show you how it’s done. I
think we might need more room than we have in this ship though.”
Ben liked her smile. They said their goodnights and headed to their
rooms.
Greg typed a message into his clandestine transmitter. “You still around,
sorry about that, I found your lost mech.”
Greg waited a few minutes and finally a reply came through. “You have
it? Are you sure it’s the R&D boys mech? Whatever you do, don’t let the
pilot out in it.”
“To late,” Greg typed, “He was just out training in it. I thought we lost
the thing.”
“Oh crap,” Jack came back, “how bad is the pilot.”
“He’s just fine,” Greg laughed as he typed, “just a bit tired. He fell asleep
out there, we had to wake him up to find him.”
“HE WHAT?” Was jack’s reply. “You’re kidding me, right? You haven’t had
a pilot in it yet. Just keep them out of it.”
“I’m not kidding.” Greg sent. “He actually was asleep. He said it was scary
as hell the first time, but once he got use to it, it was quiet and peaceful.
You can tell the R&D boys their mech works.”
“I’ll tell them when I see them.” Jack answered. “They’re going to want
that thing back, and that pilot. They’ll want to take him apart and find
out what makes him different.”
“Well, they’ll have to wait till we get back from this mission.” Greg told
him. They finished their conversation and signed off.

Chapter 23
Daniel got back to his room, he was tired, it had been one hell of a day.
He sure hoped Greg could explain to him what was with that old Firefly...
or Dragonfly, he’d called it. With this bunch, he just hoped his sanity
would survive this mission. Oh well, they were just transporting a repair
crew, nothing to worry about.
“Colonel Hellwind,” Yuki called, “You have a message from General
Parker.”
Dan smiled, the general had been a good friend of his father. When his
Father’s ship had been lost on a mission, George Parker had become like a
father to Dan. He was probably congratulating him on his promotion and
new command. “I’ll look at it after I get some sleep, Yuki.” Dan replied.
General Parker looked up from his desk as his head of special
investigations came in and sat down. The young man looked tired. There
were just to many things piled on him right now, but he was doing a good
job. The general didn’t know anyone else he would have trusted with such
important work.
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Tom sighed and looked out the window. “There’s worse news sir, we’ve
lost contact with the Krikav.”
General Parker sat up, “Damn!... When?”
“We haven’t been able to contact them since they went into warp drive.”
Tom told him. “We tried all the emergency channels too, nothing.”
The general put his head down in his hands. “Damn, damn, damn... I
should have stopped the mission. It’s happening just like the Tarsonis
incident.”
“More than you think,” Tom told the general, “The OMI lost contact with
the ship they sent in to gather intel. We’ve lost two ships, just like
Tarsonis.”
“I have to stop this,” Parker said, “We can’t have that happen all over
again.”
Tom shook his head, “I’ve heard there is already a push by the OMI to
send in a task force. It may already be to late.”
Ian Higgins looked at the paper that Damien Ashford had handed him.
He had an evil smile on his face. So, that fool Kirk Ashford had gone after
Arisa, and now wanted off the ship they were assigned to. The Ashford’s
had been “friendly” rivals of his business empire for generations, but now
things were going just like he’d planned.
“They wouldn’t listen to me,” Ashford told him. “You’re friends with
Parker, you could get them pulled off this mission. You don’t want your
daughter on a little tub like that, she should be on one of the Jupiter
class.”
The paper hissed slightly as Ian threw it into the desk’s incinerator.
“What are you doing?” Damien cried, “You have to get Kirk... get Arisa off
that ship. They’re engaged, you have to get them off so they can be
married.”
Ian laughed, “I know all about your plans. Your son isn’t very good at
this. He didn’t cover his tracks very well.” Damien looked startled. “Yes, I’ve
had him watched, and he’s reacted just the way I knew he would. My men
caught his assassin, and my son is safe and well. Your plot to make your
son heir to my business was just what I needed. I’m claiming the right of
vendetta against your family. I’ve already filed with the courts. I’m going
to take everything you own.”
Damien sat, white faced, “You can’t. Your, daughter... you promised her to
my son, our families will be... You have to talk to Parker, you have to get
the off.”
Ian pressed a button on his desk, “There’s no engagement to scum like
your son. They can stay where they are. Arisa wanted this, now she has to
live with it.” Two large men entered the room. “Get this garbage out of
here.”
As the men dragged Damien out, he called back, “You don’t understand,
they’ll be killed. That ship is going to be destroyed...” Damien gasped, he’d
said to much.
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Ian stood up, “What do you mean? Why would it be destroyed?”

Chapter 24
Georgianna smiled as she wrapped a towel around her neck. It had been
a good workout, and she was feeling a lot better than yesterday. Time to
hit the cafeteria for some breakfast.
Colonel Hellwind finished his breakfast and sat down at his desk. “Yuki,
let me see that note from general Parker.” The message quickly popped up
on the screen. Dan frowned, this wasn’t the message he’d expected. His fist
tightened as he read. This wasn’t just a repair run, the miners at Sar Mara
were in open revolt. The communications that were included with the
message made it clear. This should have been handled by a battle group,
not a single carrier. He read the last paragraph. “I wish I could have
recalled you, Dan, but that might have tipped off whoever tampered with
your mission. There are problems in the EDF, and we can’t risk
compromising the investigations. Good luck Dan, don’t let this be another
Tarsonis.” Dan slammed his fist on the desk, Tarsonis! It was a damned
suicide mission.
Chad looked around the cafeteria area, he was the first one there. Chad
looked over the choices on the dispensing machines. He took two bags of
chips, a couple candy bars and a large soda. He smiled as he turned
around, then almost ran into captain McFarlaine. “Oh... ah, sorry, I didn’t
see you.”
Gorgianna stared at what Chad was carrying. “You aren’t going to eat
THAT, are you?”
“Well... ya, I’m hungry and ... ah.” Chad stepped back from the shocked
look on the captain’s face.
Suddenly, Georgianna laughed. “Oh lord, you don’t need enemies, that
stuff’s going to kill you.” She selected an orange and banana, some yogurt
and granola. “I’ll have to teach you something about good nutrition some
day.”
Chad headed for the door as Georgianna went to sit down. He was
looking her direction when he ran into a solid block in his path. Ben
looked at Chad, “Hey, great, let’s get something to eat... You weren’t going
to eat that stuff?” Ben dragged Chad back to the machines and picked out
eggs, pancakes, ham, bacon, hash browns, juice, coffee. Ben insisted that
Chad get some eggs and bacon, at least. Chad wasn’t that interested in
eggs, but the bacon and juice were pretty good, so he choked the eggs
down with it. Chad couldn’t believe Ben could eat all that food, even if he
was such a big guy.
Georgianna stiffened when she heard the voice. Maybe it wouldn’t be
such a good day after all.
“Hey, hot stuff how about a little company. Can’t let a babe like you sit
alone, now can I?” John laughed.
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“Just go away, Crichton,” she told him, “these seats are all taken.”
“Hey, I don’t see anybody.” John looked around. “Must be you have
imaginary friends.” John spotted Megumi choosing her breakfast. “I’ll just
wait till you’re in a better mood, sweety. There’s always plenty of old
Johnny to go around.” John went and followed Megumi as she sat down
at a table.
“That’s the problem, John,” Georgianna whispered.
Ben saw Megumi come in, and kind of hoped she might come sit by him.
When John walked off to a different table with her, Ben felt a
disappointed. He knew he couldn’t compete with a guy like John.
Megumi sat down with John, she thought it was funny the way he was
trying to pick her up. It was funnier yet watching him deal with his
hangover and still try to be the “cool” guy. She would have liked to sit with
Ben, he was such a nice guy, but he was sitting with Chad, and she wasn’t
so sure about him. Oh well, maybe she’d get a chance to get together with
the big guy later.
Aiden came in with Geofrey, he frowned when he saw John with Megumi.
He picked up his food and went to sit next to John. He’d meant what he
said when he told Georgianna he’d be more worried about the girls if it
were John after them... John behaved himself.
Chad spent some time checking over his mech. It looked like Ghost was
ready for action, Bob had done a good job repairing the systems. Chad
didn’t find anyone around so he borrowed some tools and did a bit of
adjusting to the power generator and hydraulics. Satisfied with his
modifications, Chad headed out to the observation ports. Chad had never
seen the strange look of the universe of warp space.
Arisa was wandering around the ship, there was more than fifteen hours
left till they came out of warp at their objective and she was a bit bored.
She found herself at the observation lounge and was drawn to the
amazing rainbow of colors outside the ship. She was staring out the port,
and jumped, startled by a voice.
“Incredible, isn’t it,” Chad said from behind her. “I know we learned
about the color shift in training, but the descriptions don’t come near the
reality.”
Arisa spun around and stepped back. Was he following her? But she saw
that Chad was sitting on the floor across from the port, with his back
against the wall. “Geeze, you startled me.”
“Sorry,” Chad replied as he got up, “I was just watching the stars when
you came in.”
Chad walked over to the port. “It’s kind of hypnotizing.”
Arisa felt a bit wary as Chad walked up to her. She remembered what
Georgianna had said, though, she still didn’t think the young man was as
bad as the captain said. Arisa had a better sense about people than
Georgianna suspected.. She wasn’t as naive as the captain thought.
Georgianna didn’t know her family.
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Chad unfolded one of the observation port seats and sat down, Arisa
leaned against the far edge of the observation port facing Chad. She
notice that he was taller than her, even when he was sitting down. He
didn’t look like a dangerous person to her. She liked his steel grey eyes.
Arisa looked out the port, “I don’t think captain McFarlaine is right about
you, I don’t think you’re that bad of a person.”
“Maybe I am,” Chad replied, ... “or, maybe not.”
Arisa shook her head, “No, I don’t think you’re the type. I know you aren’t
from the same class as the other pilots. Georgianna told us where you’re
from, that you belonged to a gang. I guess the other pilots would have a
hard time accepting you.”
“Humph... You got that part right,” Chad grouched. “I don’t belong, I’m
not good enough to mix with the rest of you. You want me to go back with
my kind, the brainless ground pounders.”
Arisa sighed, “That’s not what I meant. I guess I’m just curious, what
your life was like. It must have been so much different than the rest of us.
The hardest thing in life for most of us was exams in school... But, maybe I
shouldn’t ask about...”
“Na, it’s ok,” Chad told her, “it’s not a life I’m proud of, but it’s my life.
Probably the best thing that happened to me was when that judge sent me
to the military. It’s a tough life, in the lower cities. If you aren’t part of a
gang, you aren’t going to make it. My mom had seven kids, I was the
youngest. The more kids you had the more money the welfare gave you. I
don’t know who my dad is. Mom had different men a lot. She got money
from them.
“Doesn’t sound as if you liked your mother much.” Arisa observed.
“Hmmph... She didn’t care about me, or any of us.” Chad growled. “She
only cared about money... My older sister, Eileen, took care of me. She was
the leader of the Midnight Rocker gang. There is nothing for you, if you
come from the lower city, all you can do to live is illegal. I was best in the
gang at jacking cars, till there was trouble, and they left me behind.
Military is the best thing I’ve had. I was one of the ground pounders, till a
general saw me racing the obstacle course. I ran an old SA-2 Hawk
against one of their pilots’s Thunderbird. The general must have been
impressed that I beat the guy, he stuck me in pilot training. She’s right,
you know, I don’t fit in, I’m not your kind, and most of the other pilots
made sure I knew it.
“It sounds like a really hard life,” Arisa replied, “but I don’t think anyone
has a right to say you don’t belong with us. We might have had things a
lot easier, but I’m sure most of the pilots have some story they keep
hidden. I joined to get away from my family. The class of people I come
from sees women as something to be used.” She saw Chad’s shocked look.
“No, not the way you’re thinking. We’re bargaining chips, to cement family
ties, and loyalties, or to be sold off to gain some advantage or some way in
to another family’s business. I didn’t want to be tied down to someone like
Kirk, I had to get away... Wait a minute! You beat a Thunderbird with an
old SA-2? You can’t do that, we developed the Thunderbird to overcome the
weaknesses of the Hawk.”
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“It was a bit hopped up,” Chad confessed. “The guy who did it was really
the best, and the other pilot wasn’t all that good...” Chad had turned a bit
red faced, but his mind caught that statement, “we developed the
Thunderbird” It suddenly came to him, where he’d heard the name,
Higgins, before. They owned the largest industrial group in the empire.
She couldn’t be??? “Um... Are you one of the...” Suddenly a message came
on the intercom.
Georgianna had been wandering the ship, just wasting time when she
spotted Arisa at the observation port with Chad. She was about to step in
and break them up, but remembered Aiden’s words. Georgianna waited
and watched, ready to step in, but found she didn’t have cause. It was
interesting hearing the stories of the two pilots. Arisa was right, most of
the pilots had stories of their own, she frowned thinking of why she had
become a pilot.
“All captains are ordered to report to the ready room in ten minutes,”
Yuki’s voice blared over the intercom.
Georgianna walked into the observation room. “Well, isn’t this cozy. Be
careful not to get a starburn.” She laughed, then walked up to Chad and
said in a low voice. “You cause her any trouble and I’ll cut your nu...” She
looked back at Arisa then at Chad again, “let’s just say you’d regret it.”
Georgianna smiled and walked off.
“She’s as scary as Eileen,” Chad said.

Chapter 25
Aiden sat down in the ready room, he was first of the captains to arrive.
He and the colonel went way back. They’d come up through the ranks
together, and if it hadn’t been for his injury, this might have been Aiden’s
command. He was glad Dan got the command, he deserved it. But right
now, he saw concern on Dan’s face, and that bothered him. Dan wasn’t
usually bothered by anything, and this was supposed to be an easy run.
Colonel Hellwind stopped, he realized he’d been pacing in front of the
room. He didn’t want to look agitated to the captains. Well, he was sure
Aiden could tell, but that was alright. Dan was just about to talk with his
old friend. Aiden had always been a good tactician, it would be good to get
his input on this mission. He looked up as the door opened and
Georgianna entered the ready room. Dan didn’t know what to think of the
tall woman. Her credentials as a pilot were top rate, she was a skilled and
tough fighter, but she was also unpredictable as a leader, and seemed to
carry a chip on her shoulder. She was undeniably a beauty, with the eyes
of a predator. Dan just hoped he could rein in her wild nature. And that
she doesn’t end up shooting Crichton.
Georgianna nodded to the other two as she came into the room. Her
thoughts were still occupied by the conversation she’d heard. Sure, they all
had there reasons for being here, but Arisa just didn’t understand. Just
what was she thinking, getting into the military? And she was to naive to
understand what Chad was like. She didn’t know about grounders,
especially gang members... Georgianna knew about them. What she never
told anyone was, that she was a grounder too. She’d grown up on the
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earth, in a happy home, her parents were wealthy architectural engineers.
She’d been happy, till she was thirteen years old. She shuddered as she
remembered coming home that day, the crowd of people, the police, the
ruined mess of her home... It was a break in by a gang, her parents had
been brutally murdered, and worse, all for the few things the gang had
stolen. She’d been sent to live with her aunt and uncle on one of the space
colonies. Her uncle was a lawyer, a shrewd man. He had been executor of
the trust her parents estate had left for her, and when she finished college,
she was to have received the fund. She found the trust fund was empty,
and worse, the papers her uncle had her sign for college, were loans. She’d
tried to find out where her inheritance had gone, but she had no money,
no way to get help. She was in debt up to her ears. She’d jumped at the
military offer, to get her loans repaid. It had been her only real choice.
Colonel Hellwind thought he could feel dark clouds around Georgianna,
that didn’t bode well. There would be enough trouble ahead without poor
moral in his command. The door opened and Dominic entered, looking a
bit sheepish.
“Ah, sorry I’m a bit late,” Dom told them, “nature call... I really had to...”
“That’s enough,” Dan cut him off, “we don’t need details. Just sit down.”
He waited while Dominic sat and then looked around at the three
captains. “I trust you all have read the mission profile.” They nodded.
“Just an escort for some repair boys, in case the miners start throwing
rocks or something.” Georgianna smirked
“Right, and it’s all garbage,” Dan growled. “You might as well trash can
it. I have word that it’s a lot worse than that. There have been heated
communications between the empire and Sar Mara. The empire’s regent
and his family have been abducted and the offices ransacked. I just sent a
message to headquarters, confirming the mission, they replied that there
is nothing going on, that our mission is a simple repair escort. That there
are no problems at Sar Mara, but they changed our co-ordinates for
dropping out of warp... It’s all a load of crap, we’re being set up. This is
just the way it started at Tarsonis.
Georgianna paled... Tarsonois!

Chapter 26
Chad walked with Arisa back into the ship. He was getting hungry so he
stopped at the cafeteria-lounge as Arisa continued to her room. Chad
looked over the food selections and was about to grab some candy bars
and chips when he remembered the words of Captain McFarlaine. Chad
frowned, if it was good for you, it probably didn’t taste very good. Well, he
took something called a taco salad and a cup that had layers of what
appeared to be fruit, cereal and white stuff that looked like that stuff the
captain had taken. Chad saw Ben and Rose sitting at a table so he went to
join then. He’d have preferred that Rose hadn’t been there, but, she was
part of his group, so, he’d just have to get use to her being around. He
wasn’t going to take any crap from her though. Chad greeted them and
sat down.
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Ben grimaced at the food Chad set down, “What the heck is that? Rabbit
food? You should be eating something real, like a hamburger or pizza or
something.”
“I just thought I should eat some of this stuff that’s supposed to be good
for you.” Chad answered, poking at the salad. He took a bite and found it
wasn’t that bad at all.
Rose giggled, “Chad must be trying to take better care of himself, since
he’s got a girlfriend.”
Chad’s head popped up, his fork half way to his mouth, “huh?”
“You’ve got something going with that cute pilot from the Red Phoenix
group.” Rose stated
“What? No, I mean, I just said hi to her a couple times.” Chad claimed,
turning a bit red faced.
“Oh yes,” Rose assured him, “I saw you two by the observation port,
gazing at the stars together.” Rose giggled again.
Chad looked up, starting to get angry. Women, they were always trying
to cause him trouble. But Chad didn’t see any malice in Rose’s smiling eyes.
Maybe she wasn’t trying to hurt him. “She just showed up, and, well, I,
ah.” Chad stammered, turning even redder.
“Hey, you like the little girls, huh.” Ben laughed, a bit to loudly. “She looks
like she could be a middle schooler, you must go for the loli’s.
Chad poked furiously at his food, not looking up at Ben. He sure couldn’t
start anything with that big guy. “No, I know she’s little, but she’s a pilot,
I mean, she’s not that young.” Chad finally got his fork full of salad,
“besides, you seem to have a thing for that Asian girl, Megumi, and she
isn’t much bigger.” Chad stuffed the fork full into his mouth.
“All those Asian girls are small,” Ben claimed, “and I don’t have anything
going with her.”
Rose poked Ben, “You were sitting awfully close to her last night when
you shared your pizza with her. And your stories were getting pretty good.
I’d say you were trying to impress Megumi, Ben.”
Now it was Ben’s turn to blush. “I was just being friendly, and besides,”
Ben noticed Megumi come into the room, followed closely by John
Crichton, “I think she already has a guy. I wouldn’t have much chance
competing with him.” Ben sighed.
Rose watched Megumi make several selections at the food vendors then
walk their direction. “I wouldn’t be so sure about that, Ben,” she advised
him.
“Would it be alright if I sat here by you, Ben?” Megumi asked.
Ben looked up, “Oh, hi, sure, you can sit with us any time.” Ben was
smiling from ear to ear as he pulled out the chair next to his for Megumi.
Rose winked at Chad and giggled.
“John gets a bit pushy at times.” Megumi told them. “He’s a nice enough
guy, but he just gets a bit overbearing.”
“I know exactly what you mean,” Rose told her. Rose had been the target
of the amorous Mr. Crichton a couple times too.
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Chad finished his salad and started on the parfait cup. This stuff wasn’t
bad at all. Maybe eating healthier wouldn’t be that bad. He started to
think about Arisa. He didn’t know why she made him feel the way he did
when he was around her. She really was small, like a school girl. Damn,
she hardly even had any tits... But, when she looked at him with those
clear blue eyes... Chad sighed, women had always just been trouble for
him.

Chapter 27
Georgianna shuddered, Tarsonis! Why did he have to bring up that
name? She’d spent the last two years trying to forget that nightmare.
The colonel saw how the name had affected Georgianna, He hoped there
wouldn’t be problems. Some people had very strong opinions about the
Tarsonis affair. “I trust you all have heard of the Tarsonis incident,” He
stated.
“I only heard a little about it,” Dominic replied. “Ah, wasn’t that the
planet that was developing illegal biological weapons, and the empire shut
them down?”
“That’s the official story,” Dan replied.
“It’s a lie.” Georgianna’s voice was quiet. She looked up at the colonel,
and then at the others, she told them in a much louder voice, “It’s all a
damned lie.”
Georgianna’s mind was racing, all the horrors coming back to her. She’d
been a lieutenant then, a good soldier. She did as she was ordered. ‘Ours is
not to reason why. Ours is but to do and...’ Hell! There was no opposition,
those farmers had nothing but a few varmint rifles. The empire bombed
their cities to ashes, they sent the mechs to finish the job, to burn the
research labs to the ground. She could still see the frightened faces, the
flames from the flame throwers their mechs carried, the charred bodies.
How many had died? How many had she killed?
Georgianna’s voice was harsh, accusing, “there weren’t any weapons. You
know what they were doing in those labs? Breeding better strains of
wheat and corn. The empire destroyed them because they made some
stupid protest. Who knows what it was about. They killed hundreds of
thousands. Innocent people... children...”
“Alright, that’s enough captain,” colonel Hellwind barked. “You’re right,
there were no weapons there, and it was all a terrible disaster. But, the
empire didn’t order the attack. The truth is, there was some protest by the
government of Tarsonis, over the rights of the empire’s regent. The
subspace communications were cut off and a ship was sent to investigate.
The EDF lost contact with that ship and sent a second ship to find out
why. They lost communication with that ship too, and sent in a battle
fleet. The battle fleet received word that the planet was developing
biological weapons and were ordered to completely destroy the insurgents.
The officers carried out those orders, to the letter. You’re right, they found
no evidence of illegal weapons, and an investigation turned up no clue of
where the information of the weapons came from, or who gave the order
to attack. All they found of the two ships that had been sent first was
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debris. They still haven’t a clue how they were destroyed, it almost looks
like they self destructed. Now we are heading into the same situation. A
friend sent me the communications the empire was having with Sar Mara,
it followed the same pattern, and now, the subspace com is down.”
“We can’t go there,” Georgianna yelled out, “we can’t allow this to
happen, not again.”
“You’ll do as you’re ordered captain.” Dan glared at her, then his look
softened. “We’ll do what we have to, this isn’t Tarsonis and I don’t intend it
to be. We’re being sent into a trap. If my friend hadn’t warned me, it could
be the same as Tarsonis. But, I am not going to lose my ship!! Got that? I
want all pilots in their suits and ready at 500hours, when we drop out of
warp. Make sure they’re rested up... and sober.” The last he directed at
Aiden. “Any questions... Then you’re dismissed.”
Dan watched the captains leave the room, especially keeping an eye on
Georgianna. So she’d been there, he thought, that could make things a bit
touchy, I hope she can hold it together till we get through this. Aiden was
the last one leaving and the Dan called out to his friend. “Aiden, could you
stay for a bit? I’d like to talk with you.”

Chapter 28
Georgianna headed toward the cafeteria, she had to find her group and
tell them to be ready in twelve hours. She thought today would be a good
day, but now, these haunting memories were eating at her. Her home
destroyed... Tarsonis... She couldn’t forget the bodies... the faces, especially
her parents. Georgianna almost ran into Arisa, who was headed for the
cafeteria too. Georgianna frowned at her lieutenant. “I told you to stay
away from Chad, He’s a gang member, he’s nothing but trouble, you’ll end
up getting hurt.”
Arisa stood and looked defiantly up at the taller woman. “You may be my
captain, but that doesn’t mean you have the right to tell me which pilots I
can associate with. Besides, you don’t know anything about him. I don’t
know what gangs ever did to you, but you can’t shove all gang members
into the same stereotype. Gang members aren’t all alike,” Arisa spun and
stalked away, “and neither are little rich girls. You don’t know where I
come from.”
Georgianna shook her head, damn, the girl was right. She was letting
her bad mood control her mouth, it was a bad habit. She followed Arisa,
maybe she should try to smooth things out a bit, they did have to work
together.
Chad finished his food and looked at the others around the table. He
wondered what brought them to the military. Arisa said each of them
must have some story. “Ah, Ben,” Chad asked, “I was just wondering what
got people to join the military. Why are you here?”
Ben turned away from Megumi to look at Chad. “Well, mining isn’t such
a bad life, my family’s made good money at it, but you don’t get to see
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much more than the inside of the asteroids. Most of my folk never get
outside our home system, and there isn’t much to see there. I wanted to
get away for a while, and see other places. I saw the recruiting ads for the
EDF and, since I could pilot the mining mechs pretty well, I signed on to be
a pilot.” He looked back at Megumi, “What got you into the EDF?”
Megumi thought for a minute, “My family, actually. We have a martial
arts dojo, a school, and when my father retires, it will be passed down to
my eldest brother. I learned all the fighting techniques, the same as my
brothers, but women aren’t allowed to become trainers, like my brothers.
The EDF often comes to our dojo for training and recruiting, I thought I
could become a military trainer so I joined the EDF, but they said I had
ability as a pilot and sent me to the academy, so here I am.” She smiled at
Chad, “So, how did you end up a pilot? I heard you’re from lower Detroit,
that seems strange, you don’t see many grounders that make pilots.”
Chad fussed with his empty dishes. “I kind of got in some trouble and,
well, the judge gave me a choice, ten years in a penal colony, or ten years
in the military. Wasn’t much difference between the two, ‘cept the military
pays you. I need the money, cause I’m never going back there. I was one of
the ground pounders, till a general saw me messing with a mech, he sent
me to the academy. I’m not so sure he did me any favor.”
“Hey, it’s gotta be better, being a pilot,” Ben claimed, “we’ve got better
food, and more of it.”
“You’ve got a point there,” Chad grinned at Ben, “You’d never survive in
the ground forces.”
Rose watched the two young men. She hoped they would keep arguing
the merits of the pilots verses the ground soldier. She hoped they wouldn’t
ask her why she’d joined the EDF.
John sat down at the table where Louis and Geofry were telling battle
stories to the rookie, Kaze. He looked over at Megumi, darn, she had to go
and sit by that big guy again. What did she see in that big oaf? Ah well,
she wasn’t really his type anyway, a bit to small... now , Rose, she was
quite the looker. He could get close to a girl like that, but, she’d, very
sweetly, let him know that she was not interested at all. He sighed, For all
his reputation as a lady’s man, John didn’t really have that much luck
with women. They often seemed interested in him, for a while, but then...
There were two women that had meant something to him. The one, well,
there was no way he would ever get back there again, the other, he sighed
again, he couldn’t blame her for hating him. He watched her walk in the
room, ya... if only... He’d really messed that up.
Georgianna saw John watching her as she went up to the food
dispensers. She wondered what had happened, he wasn’t sitting with one
of the other girls. He always had some other girl... Georgianna sighed, she
shouldn’t feel so harsh toward him. John couldn’t help it, he was a girl
magnet. Tall, handsome, most women were attracted to him. As she sat
down across from Arisa, she thought back to when she’d met John. It was
at the academy, they were in the same classes. John was the oldest in their
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class, seems he’d been with NASA before joining the EDF. She’d been
attracted to him, like so many others. He was brilliant, and fun to be with,
and a very good dancer. When they were out drinking, his stories got to be
really out of this world. But, Georgianna could tell, there was something
he was trying to hide, or forget. Something that seemed to hurt him.
They’d parted after the academy, till the Tarsonis incident. She’d been a
wreck after that nightmare, but somehow their paths had come together,
and John had been the one to hold the pieces together and keep her sane.
The EDF gave her a promotion, to captain. They said it was for her skills
at Tarsonis, she knew it was just a bribe to keep her mouth shut. That’s
when she’d messed things up. Georgianna tried to use her new rank to
control John, to possess him. She should have known better, John had
always been a bit of a womanizer, she could never hope to make him
something that he wasn’t. She just wanted to be more to him than the
dozens of women he’d had. She knew, it was her fault, she’d pushed him
away by trying to use her rank to control him. She looked up at Arisa, and
now, she was making the same mistake with her new command.
Georgianna smiled, “I guess you’re right, Arisa, I shouldn’t be telling you
who you can talk with. I’m just being kind of bitchy, bad time of month.
You know?”
Arisa looked up, and slowly smiled, “sure, I know what you mean. If you
knew my family, you wouldn’t be so worried about me. I’m not as naive as
you’d think.. I’ve handled a few boys before. Rich boys think they can have
anything they want.”
“I’ll bet,” Georgianna laughed, “just be careful, boys from the lower cities
may not have the moral brakes that your people have.”
Arisa’s grin was a bit evil, “I wouldn’t be so sure of our superior morals,
captain.”

Chapter 29
On his way home, General Parker stopped at an off sale shop, he was
going to need a
bottle of Brandy, this had been a bad day. As he walked up to the store, a
long limousine pulled
up in front of him, a large young man in a dark suit and sun glasses got
out of the front door.
Another young man, who could have been the first one’s twin, got out of
the rear door and held it
open.
“Please get into the car, sir,” the first man told the general.
George Parker was no fool, these two were obviously somebody’s hired
muscle, not much
use in resisting. He started to get in the back, then hesitated. The man
sitting in the forward jump
seat looked like he’d been in a tough fight, and lost.
“Hello George,” said a voice from the back seat, “I brought you a present.”
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The general looked at the rear seat, there was a familiar face, Ian
Higgins, the military’s
largest supplier, and an old acquaintance. George got in and sat on the
rear seat, opposite Ian.
“Ian, this is a surprise,” He said, “You haven’t been to earth in years.” He
motioned toward the
other man, "I take it this is the present... What’s up with this? He looks
like he’s been in a
wreck.”
Ian’s grin was evil, “Just a small time competitor, Damien Ashford, who
thought his plot
could steal my business holdings. I was dealing with it, when he
happened to mention
something that might interest you. He said one of your ships was going
to be destroyed, that his
son is on that ship, the Krikav, I believe it is to be sent on a mission to
Sar Mara. He wanted me
to get his son off that ship before it leaves. Apparently there is a plot to
start a war, and blame the
EDF. We coaxed some information from him,” Ian handed George a data
key, “but he seems to
only have a few names. I thought perhaps your boys would want to see
what they can get from
him.”
“Sure,” George answered, “they’ll be more than happy to have a go at
him. We’ve been
trying to get a trace on this conspiracy for a couple years, ever since the
Tarsonis affair. We just haven’t been able to get a break. This may be just
what we need.”
“George, I’ve never been one to ask for favors,” Ian said quietly, “But I’d
like you to
recall the Krikav, abort the mission. Not for Kirk,... that bastard’s son...
but, my daughter is
on that ship.”
General Parker looked surprised. Damn, he thought, he’d looked over the
personnel files,
he’d seen the name, Higgins, it just hadn’t registered. He looked down,
“I’m sorry Ian, I can’t. We lost communication with the Krikav just after
they went into warp. We lost communication with another ship that was
at Sar Mara too. I’m getting a task force together, I’m going to go there
myself, I don’t want a repeat of Tarsonis. There might be a chance...”
Ian looked out the window, “Damn girl, I didn’t want her to join the EDF,
especially
going to the pilot academy. I knew she’d get into a bad situation, but
she’s so headstrong, just
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like her mother.”
George smiled, “Then you really do have your hands full. I’ll bring her
back, if I can, Ian”
The two young men moved the handcuffed Damien into the rear seat of
general Parker’s car, and he watched the Limo pull smoothly away. George
put the memory key in his pocket and headed his car back to his office,
this could be just the break they needed..

Chapter 30

T

his is a longer chapter, it took a while to get it down.
this one moves through several scenes, setting things
up a bit more. I hope the characters are turning out
alright. I find it difficult to keep things in order, I've been
trying to follow the outline of the original RPG, changing
things to try to make a more interesting story. Next Chapter,
I promis more action.

Aiden sat down across from the colonel, “this really has you bugged, Dan,
is that information you have reliable?”
Dan sighed, “yes, it came from general Parker.”
“Ok, that’s reliable enough,” Aiden replied. “But why? Why would the
empire set us up for a repeat of Tarsonis?”
“I wish I knew,” Dan snapped. “This whole mission has been a set up.
Even the personnel roster was tampered with. Someone was trying to
guarantee our failure, either that, or trying to get rid of a few bad seeds.
Crichton, Ross, Torres, McFarlaine, they all have problem records. We also
have an overload of rookies for a, possibly hazardous, mission.” Dan called
up the message he’d received, then turned the monitor for Aiden to read.
“Just look at this.”
Aiden spent a moment scanning through the message.
“I need your input, Aiden,” Dan told his friend, “You were always better
at tactical plans than I was.” Dan waved his hand in front of him, “don’t
try to say it isn’t true, you know it is. This command could just as easily be
yours. Right now though, I need your thoughts on this. A couple hours
ago, I received a message, orders to change the point that we drop out of
warp. I don’t know why they would have done that, we won’t be anywhere
near the subspace com satellite. Should I follow orders, or stick to the
original jump point and come out at the satellite?”
Aiden scratched at the stubble on his chin, “Strange, they know changing
a warp point en route is tricky. It must be something important to cause
them to send that order. Maybe they think there will be an ambush
waiting at the com satellite.”
“Ya, I thought of that,” Dan admitted, “but something just doesn’t feel
right to me.”
“Well, if you’re looking for my ideas, I’d go to the new break out point,
and come out on full combat alert. If something is waiting there, you’ll be
ready for it.” Aiden told his friend.
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Dan sighed, “That’s about what I had in mind. I don’t want to be caught
off guard. I don’t want to be like the first ship into Tarsonis.” Dan got up
and turned to look at the star chart on the wall. “Aiden, I’ve decided to
send Blue Dragon out first, let Ross see what he can find with that recon
mech. I want to put Red Phoenix on deck, and keep your group in reserve,
if we fall in the sh**, I need you to pull us out.”
Aiden stiffened, he was sure the colonel knew about his black outs. He
didn’t want to believe that was why Dan had put his group last, but he
couldn’t help the feeling. “That sounds like a good plan, is that old mech
really that good?”
“I don’t know. If it’s as good as Greg told me, we have a nice advantage.”
Dan admitted. “I just worry about the pilot. Ross has a bad record, and he
was a gang member, I just don’t know if he’ll be a team player.” Dan spun
around, “Damn, half my command is rookies or screw ups, Aiden.”
Aiden smiled, “Ya, but those screw ups all are excellent fighters, and you
have a couple rookies who have great martial arts skills, one who was top
of her class, one that’s the best shot with a rail gun they’ve ever
graduated. As for Ross, just remember, gang members are fiercely loyal to
their gang. If he feels like he belongs in your command, you won’t have a
problem.”
Dan finally smiled, “I hope you’re right, Aiden, I really do.”
Dominic sat down at the table, “guys, we have to be ready for action in
less than 12 hours. Looks like this could be a bit more than just fixing the
com satellite. The colonel thinks it could be like the Tarsonis incident.”
When Dom mentioned Tarsonis, almost everyone in the room turned and
looked at him. Rose looked at him with wide eyes. “Weren’t the first two
ships sent there destroyed?” She asked.
“Ya, they were, that’s why we have to be ready.” Dom answered.
General Parker looked at the papers Tom brought him, “Interesting, so
Ashford is talking his head off. He must be really scared.”
Tom looked up from his laptop, true, all I had to do was threaten to send
him back to Higgins. The trouble is, the names he knows are only small
fry. We have men watching, if they contact anyone, we might get a break.”
“Still no word from the Krikav?” General Parker asked.
“No, and not a lead on that stolen mech either.” Tom looked back down,
“I’m trying to see if it could have been an industrial theft. Maybe BAE-MIG
is trying to steal some high tech to get a leg up on Higgens’ Lockheed-Saab
mechs. I hope it’s something like that.”
“Doesn’t sound likely,” the general told him. “And, it’s going to be a few
days till I can get a battle group together, if I can get by the opposition.
Some people are worried about another Tarsonis.”
In a large room left over from the mining under a mountain on Sar
Mara, Edward Geraldine talked with a subordinate on the com. “They
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diverted the ship to your co-ordinates. They haven’t had any word of the
ship being disabled yet, so be ready to attack... You have twice the number
of mechs they have, and they won’t be expecting you, it should be no
problem. ... Alright, that sounds good, that should disable the ship. Just
make sure to bring me their mechs.”
Tod sat in his favorite bar in Victorville, California. He really felt
bummed, the mech that had been his top secret project was gone, stolen.
Not only that, but it had been a bust, a very expensive way to drive pilots
insane. He looked up at Jack, the tech who had helped him modify the old
mech. “It’s just not fair, my project is gone, and now they even suspect me.
Like, maybe I sold it to some corporation. There were investigators
checking my bank accounts today.”
Jack almost laughed, he’d been listening to his friend through several
beers. Tod had been getting more and more upset. He decided to let his
friend off the hook.“Well, you don’t have to worry about that, Tod, I found
your little lost mech. They won’t be blaming you.”
Tod choked on his beer and coughed. After several seconds he gasped out,
“what? They didn’t tell me that? Where is it?”
“They must not know yet,” Jack answered. “It got assigned to a pilot on
the Krikav.”
Tom got up, “I have to contact the Krikav, he has to be warned, he can’t
be allowed to pilot that mech.”
“To late,” Jack told him, “he’s already had it out. They had a training run
and he found your special systems.”
Tod sat down and put his head in his hands, “Oh lord, another one, how
bad is he.”
Jack laughed, “Seems the pilot, lieutenant Chad Ross, said that it was
scary as hell at first, but you get use to it.”
Tod jerked upright, “What!! He’s alright? He isn’t catatonic?”
Jack sat back smiling, “Guess not, later, Ross went out to practice with
the thing, and fell asleep with the cloaking turned on. Greg told me they
thought they’d lost him, till he woke up.”
Tod stared at Jack, “You’re kidding me, right? That’s didn’t happen... It
did, damn! I have to talk to that pilot. We have to get that mech back, get
that pilot. I have to know how he did it. We’ve got to get him transferred
here, right away.”
“To late for that.” Jack shook his head. “The Krikav warped out on a
mission yesterday.”
“I have to get them recalled. I need to talk to the pilot. This could be a
big breakthrough.” Tod was getting excited.
“Ease up a bit, Tod.” Jack told his friend. “You’d have to get the general
that sent the mission to recall it. And that isn’t easy. Anyway, Greg said it’s
just a mission to fix a com satellite. You could have a chat with that pilot,
come over to my office tomorrow afternoon.”
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Georgianna couldn’t sleep, the horrors she’d seen at Tarsonis kept
replaying in her mind. There was no way she could allow this to turn out
the same. There had to be some way to prevent that, starting with keeping
the Krikav from being destroyed.
Chad lay on his back. Rose wasn’t right, Arisa wasn’t even his type... was
she? Girls were always just mean to him. But, Chad was a young man, and
memory of a cute smile and pretty blue eyes wouldn’t let him fall asleep.
Arisa wrapped herself around her pillow, what if there was a fight,
would she be able to do what she had to with her mech? Was she ready for
this? Her mind wandered to a tall handsome young man. The captain was
wrong about him, she was sure of that.
Most of the pilots didn’t get much sleep, The thought of the loss of two
ships at Tarsonis weighed on their minds.

Chapter 31

O

k, we're starting to move into the action. At least
they finally arrive at the Sar Mara system. I stayed
up way to lat writing this, and tomorrow I leave for
Anime Detour. I'll get back into it when I get home again. So
for now, enjoy .

Chad thought he would be the first pilot to the hangar, he was wrong.
Megumi and Arisa were both there, in front of Megumi’s Thunderbird.
Chad looked at the two girls and smiled as he walked by. He turned a bit
red when Arisa smiled back. Chad wasn’t watching where he was going
and was almost knocked down when he ran into someone. Georgianna
had been looking at her mech when she stepped back into Chad’s path.
Georgianna turned and shoved Chad, he stumbled backward a few steps.
“Ross! Damn it, watch where your going,” she snapped. “If you don’t even
have the brains to walk, how can they let you pilot a mech? With you
around, enemies are the least of our worries.” She turned and stalked
away. “If you come near me out there, I’ll make sure I shoot first.”
John watched the encounter from the door. He entered the hangar and
walked up to Georgianna. “You need to ease up a bit sweetheart, You don’t
need to bite the guy. You did step into his path, you know.”
“Shut up Crichton,” Georgianna bit back at him, “this has nothing to do
with you.”
John frowned, “yes it does, it’s going to mess up your judgment, that
endangers everyone. Look, I know that comparing this to Tarsonis is
messing with your mind, but this isn’t Tarsonis.”
“It is, John, it’s starting out just the same.”
“You don’t know that,” John tried to settle her down.
“But it is,” Georgianna answered, “the protests by the planet government,
the subspace com going out... they’ll send in a battle group and kill them
all, just like Tarsonis, and they won’t find any weapons. It’ll be a massacre,
just like Tarsonis.”
“Maybe Tarsonis didn’t have weapons, but, they did destroy two EDF
ships. How did they do that?” John looked her in the eye. “We’re the first
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ship in this time. If you want to change things, don’t let them wreck the
Krikav.” John smiled and walked off to his mech.
Georgianna sighed. John was right, she’d let old memories get to her. She
hadn’t been able to sleep at all. She was letting the past cloud her
judgment.”
The pilots all got ready to launch, Dominic gathered his group on the
launch ramp. He was excited, ready to take his group out as soon as they
dropped out of warp. “Alright Blue Dragon, as soon as we drop out of
warp, we launch, in order, follow me.”
“Dom, I’m changing that.” Colonel Hellwind called over the com. “I want
blue four to launch first, the rest of you will follow on my order. The ship’s
normal space sensors won’t be up and operating for between fifteen and
thirty second after we come out of warp. I want Ross to launch with his
mechs sensors ready. Lieutenant Ross, you’re our eyes and ears, we can’t
have a delay, we need to know what’s out there.”
“Yes sir.” Chad answered, smiling. So, they did need him, and his old
mech.
Chad felt as if he were floating high off the floor as he felt the odd
sensation of the ship dropping out of warp drive. Immediately Chad was
launched, he gasped and gripped the seat arms for a second. It really
looked like you were being thrown out an airlock. He gathered his wits
and began to cycle through sensors, trying to turn to look in all
directions.”
“Ross, what’s out there? What do you see?” The colonel’s voice was
anxious.
“Rocks, sir,” Chad called back, “lots of rocks, we’re in an asteroid belt.”
The hair on the back of colonel Hellwind’s neck stood on end. “Blue
Dragon, weapons hot, keep on your toes, launch... Red Phoenix, on deck.
Yuki, what’s the status on the sensors?”
“The sensors are down, sir,” Yuki answered, “There is a malfunction in the
system. I have summoned a tech.”
Arisa rechecked all the switches, everything was on, the main board
showed all green, but Kion wouldn’t move. Frustrated she pounded on the
main console. “Kion to Spirit, captain I have a problem, I can’t move.”
Arisa called and a tech was quickly there opening the armored panels,
plugging in test gear.
Dan’s fists balled tightly, asteroids, the ship’s sensors, now one of his
Lancers was down. What else could go wrong.
“There’s another ship here.” Chad’s voice was strained.
“What ship? What type is it? “ Dan almost yelled.
“White Magic, like the Krikav... about three K almost dead ahead of the
Krikav... but something’s wrong it looks... Oh sh**!”
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“What is it Ross, what’s wrong?” The colonel felt like the universe was
closing in on him.
“It’s been hit, the port side is wrecked,” Chad came back. “There’s no
indication of power output. It looks dead.”
Dan shook his head, damn, damn, damn... It was Tarsonis all over again,
and they were the second ship. He couldn’t let that happen to his
command. “Red Phoenix, launch... Green Giant, on deck. Blue Dragon,
search for survivors. Watch out for ambushes or traps. Blue four will have
to stay outside, we need those sensors.”
Blue Dragon group moved over to the derelict ship. “Colonel, it’s the
Ticonderoga. Bullseye, you stay outside with Chad. Your Lancer wouldn’t
be much good in the corridors anyway. Keep a sharp eye out.” Dominic
ordered as he and Rose moved in through a gaping hole where the hangar
use to be.
The colonel felt his knees get weak, that was Johanna’s ship.
Chad tried to keep shifting through the many sensors, all the while
turning to search in all directions. Chad muttered, “I wish there were some
way to just sweep through the sensors, I need more hands to keep up with
all this. How did they expect a guy to keep up with all this and fly the
mech?”
“Sensor sweep completed,” a voice came from his com, “no hostiles
detected, two life pods detected, locations marked on display.”
“Ok, thanks... huh?” Chad looked around, “who is that?”
“DFX-04,” the voice answered.
“What? Who?... Where are you?” Chad asked, confused.
“I am mobile suit DFX-04 assigned to pilot Lieutenant Chad Ross,
currently outside the wreckage of the EDF ship Ticonderoga.” The voice
answered.
“I’m hearing ghosts, I must be going crazy,” Chad mused. “You must be a
ghost.”
“If that is what you wish to call me, sir,” Ghost replied, “Pilot integration
program completed, voice control is now activated.”
“You’re an AI.” Chad said. “Holy crap! They built an Ai into this thing.
Alright, let’s check on those life pods.” Chad called the Krikav, “Two life
pods sighted.”
“Red Phoenix, recover those pods.” The colonel called out.
Georgianna sent Kaze and Louis after the nearer pod, she sped off after
the farther one.
“Ghost, that nearer pod is moving toward the Krikav and it seems to be
accelerating.” Chad told his mech.
“That is correct,” Ghost replied. “The acceleration rate is increasing. The
Red Phoenix mechs should reach it in ninety eight seconds.”
“Strange,” Chad mused, “why is it accelerating toward the Krikav? It’s
going to be going to fast when it gets there.”
“Anomalies detected,” Ghost put the data on the screen in front of Chad.
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Chad jerked upright, “Targeting, give me a resolution on that pod.”
Chad’s fingers moved quickly over the main console, setting up a link to
Ben’s Lancer. “Bullseye! Shoot that pod.”
“What?” Ben asked. “What’s wrong?”
“Take it out Ben,” Chad yelled, “do it now.”
Ben spun around and fired the big rail gun. The bolt threaded its way
between the two Red Phoenix mechs and smashed into the life pod. The
pod shattered like it had run into a solid wall.
“What the HELL is going on, Ross?” The colonel called out. “You shot a life
pod? What are you trying to do?”

Chapter 32
Dominic and Rose moved through the ruined ship, checking it room by
room. The air tight doors had been broken open, anyone who hadn’t made
it to a life pod had died from the vacuum, it was gruesome. They checked
the control room but any hope of retrieving the log data was futile. The
consoles were smashed. They’d have to wait to see if the techs could
salvage the main memory banks. Suddenly they heard Chad yelling for Ben
to fire....... on a life pod.
Dominic was shocked when he heard that Ben had destroyed the pod.
“Chad, what the hell is going on?” He yelled into the com.
Georgianna snapped around, “You damn idiot, you could have hit my
men. What the hell’s wrong with you?”
Colonel Helliwind stood stunned, he couldn’t believe one of his men
would shoot a life pod. What was wrong with Ross, destroying a pod, your
own, or an enemies, was a capital offence. Dan had wanted to give the kid
a chance, even if he was bad seed, but this was to much. “Lieutenant Ross,
what is the meaning of this?” The colonel demanded. “What possessed you
to fire on a life pod.”
Ben turned on a private channel to Chad’s mech, “I hope you have a good
explanation buddy, or I think we’re both in deep dodo.”
Chad sat looking at the debris from the ruined pod, he’d been right, he
had to have been. “It was a trap, sir,” he answered.
Colonel Hellwind leaned on the console, “a trap! What made you think
something like that? Explain yourself, pilot.”
“It was accelerating toward the Krikav, sir, and there were traces of
radiation, and explosives, like a nuclear device.” Chad explained.
That’s absurd, Dan thought, no one would use a life pod as a trap, it just
wasn’t done. He wouldn’t buy that foolish excuse.
“Pilots analysis confirmed, sir,” Yuki said as she turned toward the
colonel. “External sensors are now on line, scans show large amounts of U238 and HE-163, components of a nuclear device. No organic remains
were detected in the debris.”
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The colonel stood up, no organic remains....... then it was a trap, a
nuclear bomb. Even a small yield weapon would have disabled the ship.
Someone ruthless was trying to destroy the Krikav, just as he had the
Ticonderoga. Dan quickly glanced at the main viewing screen...... he had
spread out his forces and left the ship undefended.
Dan yelled into the com, “Green Giant, launch now! Weapons hot, take
up defensive positions.” He turned to Yuki, “what’s the reading on that
other pod, could that be a bomb too?”
“Unknown, sir,” she answered, “the distance is to great for accurate
data.”
“Blue four, can you get any scan on that other pod?” The colonel called to
Chad.
“It’s kind of long range, sir, but it looks clean as far as I can tell.” Chad
replied.
“Red one, proceed to that pod, but use caution.” Dan called out.
Georgianna was looking into the pod, the interior was dark, she shown
her light around the interior but didn’t see anyone. “I’m already looking in
the pod,” she told the colonel, “the engine is shut down and the thing’s
empty, just a waste of time.” She turned off her light to leave, “Wait........
There’s lights on the Med pod. Someone’s in the autodoc.”
“Red one, bring that pod in, if there’s a survivor, we need to question
them.” Dan told her.
“I’m on my way.” Georgianna pushed the pod with maximum thrust.
The colonel looked over the main screen. “Do you see anything out there
on the scans, Yuki? Any ships or mechs?”
“No sir,” she replied, “no sign of activity.”
“Keep a full scan going, they could be waiting behind those rocks.” Dan
told the controller. “I have a bad feeling that we’re being watched........
Blue four, keep an eye out for any activity.”
“Yes sir,” Chad replied, feeling a bit guilty, he’d been watching captain
McFarlaine at the life pod, not keeping watch for bandits. He looked
around, using various sensors, but saw nothing. “Ghost, run another full
sweep for me.”
“Yes sir,” his mech replied, “full area scan executed, twenty four objects
approaching the Krikav.”
Chad sat up, “Where? I don’t see anything. What’s approaching?”
“Approaching vehicles are using cloaking, size and shape signatures
would suggest Thunderbird class mobile suits.” Ghost told him.
“What? Cloaked? How can you see them, where are they?” Chad
questioned, wondering if he could believe his newly found AI.
“I am using a search algorithm designed to test cloaking systems.” Ghost
explained. “They are using inferior cloaking, Their energy signatures are
visible against background radiation.”
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“But where are they?” Chad demanded. Suddenly, in front of him, red
markers hung in space. Oh crap, he thought and called the ship.
“Incoming! You’re under attack. I have twenty four bogies coming at you,
colonel.”
The colonel quickly scanned the main screen. “Yuki, where are they?”
“No approaching vehicles detected,” was her calm reply.
“Are you sure? Run a full scan again.” He told her. “Blue four, what
bogies? Yuki says there are no craft approaching.” Colonel Hellwind was
confused. Lieutenant Ross had been right about the life pod, he didn’t
seem like the type who would panic, but the ships sensors weren’t picking
anything up.
“They’re there, colonel,” Chad called back, “they’re cloaked, they’ll be
there in less than two minutes.”
Chad saw a problem, Georgianna’s mech was nearer to several
onrushing enemy. “Red one, they’re right behind you.”
Georgianna turned and looked, there was nothing in her scans. Damn
idiot, Ross. “Are you paranoid or something, there’s nothing there.” She
continued to push the pod toward the Krikav.
“No, Red one, you have to turn around, they’re right behind you.” Chad
pleaded
Stupid kid, Georgianna thought, must be panicking. She checked a rear
sensor, just as a black mech appeared behind her, beam rifle leveled at her.
Georgianna swore as she spun around, trying to get her arm shield
between her and her attacker. She almost made it.

Chapter 33
Arisa sat frustrated. Kion was going nowhere and her group was out
there in action. She’d been so keyed up and ready, she had to prove she
could do this, to her captain, to her father.......... most of all, to herself,
and now it was all for nothing. The Tech told her there was no
communication from the main console to the VCM. They would have to
check the fiber optic link, maybe have to pull the console. She sighed, she
wasn’t getting anywhere here, she would need some tools and test gear.
Arisa took off her helmet and climbed out of the big mech.
Kirk grabbed Arisa’s wrist as soon as she stepped out of Kion. “They’re
going to destroy this ship, just like the other one. I’ve got a pod ready,
we’re getting out of here.”
Arisa jerked her arm away. “What are you talking about? I’m not going
anywhere, not with you.”
Kirk tried to grab her again. “Yes you are, you belong to me. We’re
getting out of here. I have plans, they’ll take care of us, once they know
who I am.”
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Arisa dodged his grab for her arm. “What the hell are you talking about?
Who’s going to destroy the ship? We aren’t going anywhere. I don’t belong
to you. Wait till my brother hears about this, he’ll straighten you out.”
Kirk grabbed Arisa by the hair and pulled her toward himself. His laugh
was evil. “By now, your brother’s dead. You’re mine, my little ticket. I’m
taking you, now.”
Arisa’s eyes watered, she heard his words, but they couldn’t be true. Arisa
balled her fist, “YOU LIAR!” she screamed as she swung as hard as she
could and hit Kirk squarely in the nose..
Kirk screamed as he stumbled backward. He fell, rolling down the steps
from the platform to the hangar floor. Kirk rolled over and staggered to
his feet, his hands over his bleeding nose.. “YOU BITCH!” He screamed.
“You broke my nose. I’m taking you with me if I have to beat you.” He
started toward the steps, then looked around at the techs coming toward
him.
“You’re a lying bastard,” Arisa yelled at him. “If you come near me again,
Kirk Ashford, I swear, I’ll kill you.”
Kirk growled, “You’ll regret this, you bitch. You can go to hell with the
rest of them.” He turned and quickly fled the room.
“Hey, you alright?” the tech came up behind her. “What was that?”
Arisa shook the tears out of her eyes, “he’s nobody....... an asshole. She
hurried down the steps, she had to get away. “Just fix Kion...... please.” She
hurried out by a different door.

Chapter 34
Georgianna cried out as hot plasma burned through the cockpit, just
inches to her right. Her arm shield had partially blocked the deadly beam.
The damage was sever, almost half her screens were out, the main sensors
on the right side were dead. A second black mech appeared to her left and
fired it’s beam cannon. She blocked that one with her arm shield, but it
began to glow from the heat. It wouldn’t stand another blast at this
range. Georgianna knew she was in trouble, she fumbled with the
switches and turned on her last ditch defense, the I-field barrier.
Georgianna drew her beam saber, the barrier drew enormous amounts of
power, she had about thirty seconds to finish this before her weapons, and
then the barrier, would fail.
Green Giant squad moved out to surround the ship. John saw that the
two mechs from Red Phoenix were returning so he called his captain for
permission to go aid captain McFarlaine. John got no reply. He tried
again, but still no answer. John had heard Chad’s warning to Georgianna,
he just couldn’t leave her fight alone, he took off to help her, pushing his
thrusters to maximum.
Aidens mech hung motionless. They were surrounded, there were
hundreds of them. General Walters had made a terrible mistake, following
the pirate’s ship into the asteroid belt. It was a trap, they were firing from
behind hundreds of asteroids. The massed firepower overwhelmed the
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defensive shields of the huge carrier, the Ark Royal. Aiden could see the big
ship shudder and start to break apart from the rain of rail gun and missile
fire. Half of their mechs were still in the ship, he saw them desperately
trying to launch. He watched as mechs struggled to pull free from the
crumbling ship, only to be crushed and torn apart. Aiden tried to gather
his command, twenty mechs, into a defensive circle, but they were
overwhelmed by the hundreds of mechs and small ships of the pirate’s
ambush. There was a bright flash, then darkness.
Chad desperately tried to tell the other defenders where the attackers
were. “Above the ship, there are two attacking you. On the port side there’s
one coming in.” He was getting frustrated, he didn’t know which of the
Krikav’s mechs were positioned where. “Ahhhg,” Chad yelled at his mech,
“how can I tell who’s who? I’d need a tactical display like the ships have.”
“Tactical mode engaged,” Ghost answered calmly, and Chad’s display lit
up with colored markings for each squad’s mechs. There were also
numbers identifying which squad number each was, weapons status and
battle damage.
“Yes,” Chad cheered, “Green two, there’s one coming behind you. Red
four, one to your left and high. Red two, two in front of you.” Chad noticed
Dominic and Rose emerge from the wreck of the Tarsonis. “Gunner,
captain, there are six that just passed you, headed for the Krikav” Chad
noticed that Georgianna had taken battle damage, and was fighting two
enemy. Worse, there was a third almost on her.”
Georgianna was having difficulties trying to fight the two mechs with
the right half of her screens gone. The barrier stopped the beam weapons
of her attackers and she had wrecked one beam rifle and done some
damage to the other mech, but it wasn’t going well, these guys were good,
and she had to shut her shield down or her weapons would quit. She
didn’t see the third mech materialize to her right, beam rifle leveled at her
mech.

Chapter 35
Georgianna was almost to busy to hear the warning call from Chad. She
turned and saw the black mech to her right, just as it’s beam rifle
exploded in a shower of sparks. She heard a loud “YeeHaa!” on her com,
and turned to the left to see John’s burgundy Epyon slam shield first into
the mech to her left.
John fired two missiles when he saw the mech to Georgianna’s right. The
mech blocked one with it’s shield, but he was satisfied to see the other
destroy the beam rifle. John yelled as he drew his saber and crashed into
one of the other mechs. John saw the mech in the middle back off a ways
as he slashed at the one in front of him. He spun around and fired another
missile at the mech on the right. It used it’s shield to block again, but
backed off some.
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“Hey Georgi, old Johnny boy’s here to save the day,.” John called to her.
“Bet you were just hoping I’d come to your rescue.”
Georgianna used the confusion of the mech on her right to launch her
attack. She knocked out it’s shoulder cannons before it could defend itself.
The black mech retreated to where the middle mech was waiting.
“Crichton, take that life pod back to the ship,” She ordered, “I’ll hold these
guys off.”
“No can do, sweetheart.” John called back as he blocked a beam saber
slash and countered with his own. “Your mech is damaged, you wouldn’t
stand a chance. Besides, you were the one with orders to return that pod.”
“Damn it Crichton, just follow orders!” Georgianna snapped.
“Not a chance.” He returned.
Colonel Hellwind heard captain McFarlaine’s orders, but he could see the
damage report on his tactical screen. “Red one, return with that pod,” He
ordered her, “green four, hold them off till she gets away, then make a
break for the ship.”
Georgianna almost called to tell the colonel to go to hell. As good as John
was, his Firefly against three of these larger mechs was very bad odds, but
she had to obey the colonel’s orders. Suddenly, the mech that was in the
middle folded and exploded backwards, like someone had hit it with.........
“Told ya I could get them if they just sat still a second.” Chad could
almost hear a grin in Ben’s voice. “That evens the odds for them.”
Chad returned to calling out enemy positions, trying to watch everyone
at once. It was hard to keep up, then he noticed it. “Green two, behind
you.” Chad snapped a target designator on it. “Ben.....Green two!.”
Ben saw the marker, behind green two, he swung the big rail gun as fast
as he could, but there wasn’t enough time to get a lock on target.
Megumi, in green two, was fighting hard. She had taken out one
opponent, but this one was much better. She spun and dodged, Megumi
blocked a beam saber strike with her saber and spun around. She was to
preoccupied to hear Chad calling a warning. As she stopped her spin, she
was caught off guard. She saw the black mech behind her swing it’s beam
saber, and she had left herself wide open, defenseless.

Chapter 36
Ben cursed as her tried to stop the spin of the big mech. There had been
no time to stop the mech and get a lock on the target.
For Megumi, time seemed to slow to a crawl. She could see the cyan arc
of the beam saber as it slashed toward her mech. Try as she might, the
mech just wouldn’t respond fast enough. She couldn’t block the blow. She
watched as the chest armor of the black mech bent to her right then
exploded away in a million bright shards. Megumi watched the deadly
blade as it spun out of the hand of the ruined mech and off into space. As
she turned back to her opponent, time regained it’s normal flow. As
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Megumi stepped forward into her next attack, she smiled, that was a rail
gun bolt.
Ben got the mech stopped and started to turn to see what the outcome
had been. He heard Chad’s voice in his helmet com.
“Damn,” Chad said, “no wonder they call you Bullseye.”
“Did I get him?” Ben asked. “Is she alright?” Ben had fired on instinct
alone, with not much chance of hitting a target that small at this
distance.
“Hit it dead center,” Chad told him, “Green two is back at the one she was
fighting.”
Dominic and Rose followed the enemy mechs, directed by Chad’s
observations. Dom was getting a bit antsy. “Ok, where are they now?” He
called, but Chad was to busy with others to answer. “Hmm, Let’s see if we
can find them, Rose.” Dom switched on his cannons and raked a line of
fire across in front of them. Less than twenty meters ahead, they could see
some of the shells explode against cloaked armor. There were some blue
electrical arcs behind one mech, and the black machine was suddenly
visible. “Hey, I think we found them,” he called to Rose as the visible mech
turned back toward them.
“Blue one, I have four turning back toward your position.” Chad reported
“Ok, Rose, back to back,” Dom ordered, “I don’t want one popping up
behind either of us.” Rose moved into position as two mechs suddenly
materialized in front of her. Rose faked a rush at one then spun around
and chopped the beam rifle out of the other’s grasp. Dom used his beam
rifle to make the visible mech block with his shield, then quickly fired his
cannons, ruining the beam rifle and right arm of the mech.
The colonel had talked with Lieutenant Harcourt. He told him what he’d
heard about Aiden. Jeff was trying to protect his captain, hoping he would
soon snap out of his lethargy. Jeff had abandoned his rail gun. The big
weapon was useless in this type of fighting. He swung his long lance,
driving his opponent back and causing it to spin away. He heard Chad’s
call, “green one, mech directly in front. Jeff spun around and drove the big
mech between Aiden and the enemy, just as the black mech appeared. He
swung his arm to put his shield in front of them, but the shield wasn’t
there, the mounting straps had broken and the shield flew away. Jeff saw
the bright flash just before his screens went black, his systems wrecked. A
second bolt from the beam gun and even the mighty Lancers armor gave
in. Glowing shards slammed through the cockpit as the Lancer went dead.
Aiden had seen his men destroyed. He’d seen their mechs torn apart by
the overwhelming firepower of the hundreds of pirate ships. Someone was
yelling in his com, A lancer was falling in front of him............ no, he didn’t
have any Lancers in his command......... Aiden shook his head, the present
rushed back at him as he saw Jeff’s Lancer take the second blow. Aiden
yelled as he drew his saber and drove past the Lancer. “RECOVERY!, unit
down,” he yelled into his com. Oh, god, Aiden thought, what have I done.
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At Victorville EDF base, Tod watched his tech friend Jack typing into his
scavenged subspace radio set. He waited impatiently, he just had to get to
question that pilot.
Greg noticed the message on the subspace set’s screen as he went past.
Damn, it was time his friend would connect. He turned back, he needed to
at least let Jack know he couldn’t talk now. He typed a quick line and
hurried off, the recovery bot was bringing the broken Lancer in the air
lock.
Tod stared at the message they got back, “Under attack, can’t talk.” “No,
no!” Tod said, “it can’t be. You said it was just a repair job. I have to get the
general to recall that ship. We can’t lose that pilot.”
Dominic’s rapid attack soon overwhelmed the mech in front of him and
when the other appeared to his left, a snap shot from his cannon damaged
it’s sensors. Rose had dispatched one opponent with her double saber
attack, but the other kept disappearing, just when she was about to
engage it.
Aiden attacked the black mech like a berserker. His slashing saber drove
his opponent back and knocked his shied to the side. Aiden got inside his
defenses and switched to his cannon. Several hundred rounds smashed the
armor, finally penetrating and destroying the cockpit He turned to attack
the other mech, just as it disappeared.
Chad noticed something odd. “Ghost, did that asteroid change positions?”
“Yes sir,” Ghost replied, “It has turned thirty two degrees and is now
rotating on it’s axis at five point three meters per second.”
Chad thought Ben might know what was going on, “Ben, take a look at
the big asteroid off to the starboard side of the ship. It’s been moving, and
there’s something like scaffolding sticking out the side.”
Ben looked at the asteroid and turned his magnification up to maximum.
Looks like they’ve been mining that one. That would be.............. Oh sh**!!”

Chapter 37
“What?” Chad called back. “What is it?”
“A rock slinger.” Ben told him.
“Huh? What’s that?”
“A mass driver............,” Ben tried to explain while bringing his rail gun
onto the target. “A BIG f***ing rail gun!....... Damn, I can’t get a shot into
the port from here.” Ben called the ship. “Colonel, that big asteroid high
and to your starboard, it’s got a monster rail gun. I can’t get a shot from
here, I’ll have to move back to the ship. I don’t know if I have time.”
“Blue three, stay where you are, we can see it, so Yuki can handle it.” Dan
ordered Ben, he already had two Lancers out, he didn’t want Ben getting
into a close battle and chance losing his last Lancer. “Yuki, watch that
asteroid, they could be ready to fire that thing as soon as they’re in
position.”
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“Yes sir,” she replied in her emotionless voice, “I will be ready.”
Aiden was getting frustrated, he’s been able to cause some damage to the
two mechs he was fighting, but they kept disappearing and then
appearing in another position. It was almost impossible to get in a good
attack.
Dominic pushed Rose away and used his shield to block a beam rifle shot.
The other two mechs had come back to attack them, Chad’s warning had
come just in time. Dominic got off a quick burst from his cannons, but the
black mech vanished. Dom was running low of ammunition. Rose lunged
at the mech she’d been fighting just as it disappeared, but her saber struck
home, and the mech reappeared, electric blue arcs flashing from the body
joint her saber had penetrated. Dom switched to his beam saber.
Ben was a bit upset at the colonel’s orders. He felt like there wasn’t much
he could do, the battle was moving to fast for him to get a lock on any of
the enemy mechs. Ben was surprised to see a black mech materialize a
short distance to his right. By the time he thought about defending
himself, it was to late, he couldn’t turn his shield or gun around that fast.
He was looking right down the barrel of a beam rifle.
Louis had his hands full, two of the enemy kept him more than busy. His
battle experience kept him alive, fighting the vanishing mechs more by
instinct than anything else. Finally he was able to catch one as it
reappeared, his beam rifle sliced the right side off the black mech.
Ben looked at the black mech, shocked, it’s beam rifle and right arm had
mysteriously come off and were floating away, The black mech flailed
around with it’s shield but continued to come apart till suddenly one of
the body seams started to separate, then sparks and fluid sprayed out and
the mech suddenly blew up......
Ben thought he saw, for a moment, the dark shape of a power knife blade.
“Ah....... Chad?” He called.
“Got ya covered, bullseye,” Chad told his friend.
“Damn, that’s spooky.” Ben muttered
Chad laughed, “That’s why you call me Ghost.”
Yuki used the ship’s computer, linked to her brain, to make the critical
calculations. Just before the Asteroid’s huge gun came into line with the
Krikav, she ran the maneuvering thrusters to max and moved the ship up
and out of line. The ten ton projectile from the mass driver flashed past
the ship, only a meter below the hull. Yuki already had the ship’s main rail
gun targeted on the opening. It would take them several minutes to reload
the mass driver, not to mention stopping the asteroid’s rotation. Yuki fired
three of the ten kilogram high energy projectiles from her rail gun. A large
tongue of flame blew out of the port on the asteroid. It was a direct hit.
Aiden yelled in frustration, “how can you fight these things when they
keep disappearing?”
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Chad couldn’t keep up with all the enemy mechs. How could he keep
everyone informed as to where the enemy was attacking from? Fireflies
could only link targeting to one other mech at a time. Chad wished he
could link to a lot more, like the ships could. “Damn, I wish I could link
targeting designators to more than one mech.” He shouted in frustration.
Ghost’s calm voice replied, “I am able to track two hundred and fifty
objects, and link firing data to twenty five units.”
“What? Why didn’t you tell me!” Chad started to send link requests to the
rest of the mechs.
“You did not ask,” Ghost replied.
Dominic saw a link request from Chad and accepted the link. “Yes!” He
cried as he targeted the nearest enemy with his beam rifle and fired over
and over. The black mech exploded in a shower of sparks.
Aiden quickly snapped on the link and attacked the nearest target. He
attacked like a berserker, quickly overwhelming one opponent and turning
to the next.
The commander of the black forces looked on in disbelief. They’d destroyed
the rail gun and his asteroid base, now it suddenly seemed that the enemy
could see his cloaked mechs. They no longer had even the advantage of
superior numbers. They were being slaughtered. He called for an
immediate retreat. The whole operation had been a disaster.
Ben aimed his big gun at the fleeing enemy. “I could take out a couple
more.”
“Save it for later, blue three,” the colonel called. “All units return to the
ship. Let’s get that life pod on board and get out of here.”

Chapter 38
Chad looked over the mechs shown on his screen, looks like they all made
it, just the one Lancer that was hit.......... wait, there should be another
Lancer. In fact, he couldn’t remember seeing Arisa during the entire fight.
A bit worried, Chad called Yuki, “Yuki, I don’t see red three anywhere.”
“Red three was unable to launch due to technical failure,” was her
immediate response.
Chad felt relieved. He told himself it was because he was concerned they
had lost another Lancer............ But that wasn’t the real reason.
The mechs crowded into their respective launch and recovery air locks.
There was one big lock for each group of four. The recovery bots had
moved the life pod into the larger shuttle lock. The colonel was headed
down to the hangar bay, anxious to find who was in that pod. Maybe he’d
be lucky........ This whole mission had survived on good luck, the training
mission that found the sabotage, getting that odd recon mech, the pilots
that were in his command. Then he overheard the call from Captain
McFarlaine.
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Georgianna looked at her displays again, there was no doubt about it, the
flashing red indicator meant she was in serious trouble. “I have a problem,
my power unit won’t shut down, the temps are in the red.” She called in a
worried voice.
Moments later Greg replied, “Thermal runaway, get that thing in here
fast, we have to get it shut down.”
Dan swore as he punched on his communicator. “Cancel that Captain, you
know the procedure, Move your mech five k away and eject. We’ll send the
recovery bot for you.
“Yes sir,” she replied, “............ don’t bother with the bot, I won’t be ejecting.
There’s damage to the mechanism, the cockpit won’t open.”
Bob rushed up to Greg, “I could get in an EVA suit and ride the bot out
there.”
“Forget it,” Greg said woodenly, “You’d never get suited up and out there in
time.”
The mechs started to fill the hangar, As Blue Dragon group’s air lock
cycled, Dominic looked back. “Hey, where’s Chad?” he asked.
Ben laughed, “he’s right behind me....... I think, hard to tell with the
Ghost....... You can turn that thing off now, Chad.”
Georgianna sat still. She couldn’t say anything, she would never let them
know just how frightened and miserable she was. She knew the chances
every time you went into battle, but there, she had some control. She
never thought Reina would fail her, that she would go out like this, just
sitting and waiting to die. She laid her head on the console, there was
nothing anyone could do now. Georgianna jerked upright when she felt a
hard thump from behind. Georgianna tried to twist around to see what
was behind her when she heard a sharp voice on her com.
“Hold still!” Chad ordered her. “I can’t do anything while you’re moving
around.”
Georgianna tried to shake lose. “Ross!! What the hell are you doing?”
“I’m going to shut down your power unit. Now quit moving.”
“YOU IDIOT,” She screamed, “you can’t do that, you’ll just get us both
killed. Get out of here, get back to the ship.”
“NO,” Chad snapped, “I’ll fix it, just stay still.”
“Ross, what are you doing?” Greg called to them. “Captain, What’s going
on out there?”
“The fool thinks he’s going to fix it.” Georgianna answered. “He’s banging
around on the back of my mech.”
“Ross, get out of there,” Greg ordered. “You don’t know what you’re doing.
Those are complex systems, you can’t just............”
Daniel cut off the master tech, “Lieutenant, do your best, and good
luck...... Captain McFarlaine, you will do whatever lieutenant Ross tells
you to do.”
“What?” Georgianna cried, agitated by fear. “I’m not going to take orders
from a lieutenant.”
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“You WILL do EXACTLY as you are ordered, captain.” the colonel barked
sharply.
Greg looked at his friend, shocked. “Have you lost your mind? He’ll just get
killed. He can’t do anything, it takes years of training to...........”
Dan waved him off. “Chad was a tech, he was in mech repair for three
years before they sent him to the academy. If he asks for any advice, give it
to him.” It was a big gamble, not ordering Ross to come back. He could
easily lose two valuable pilots, and their mechs. He just prayed his luck
hadn’t run out.

Chapter 39
Chad used his power knife to cut through the fasteners on the access
doors on the back of Reina. He had to pry and bend open the tough armor,
there was no time for care, right now he had to hurry.
Georgianna could hear the noise created by the power knife tearing
through the fasteners, it sounded like Chad was ripping the whole thing
apart. “Damn it Ross,” she growled, her hands shaking, “if you screw this
up, if you make a mess of Reina, I’ll kill you.”
Chad’s laugh was nervous, “that’s an understatement, Captain.” Chad was
carefully cutting through the casing around the power unit, trying not to
damage the control mechanism inside. “Captain, on the main console,
enter, override-MC/module2/ts5, then scroll down to PU-temp1, tell me
what the number is.” Chad requested.
“What?” The gauge shows it’s way in the red,” She replied, “isn’t that
enough.”
“That’s not good enough,” Chad insisted, “get me the numbers.”
“Alright, alright,” Georgianna replied. Having something to do helped a
bit. “It says twenty two hundred and sixty K.”
Chad was a bit worried, that was getting close, but he couldn’t let his fear
show. “Hey, no sweat, theoretically, most of these units should go to
around twenty eight hundred before they blow.”
“Theoretically? THEORETICALLY! What do you mean?” Georgianna was
getting a bit hysterical sounding, the opposite of what Chad wanted.
“What do you mean by MOST!!!!”
“Hey, don’t get your shorts in a knot.” Chad said calmly as he could. “The
materials have that high a failure point, give or take a bit. There are some
variables in the manufacturing. We still have time.”
“You better hope so, Ross, or I’ll make sure you regret it.” Georgianna
sounded a bit calmer. “It’s a bit over twenty four hundred now.”
Chad tried to work faster, but it was really difficult. The added sensors
really helped see what he was working on, but not being able to see his
mech’s hands made working strange and difficult. “Damn,” Chad
muttered, “I wish I could see my hands a bit better.”
“Adjusting opacity,” Ghost broke in.
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Chad saw the mech around him become more solid, he could see the mechs
hands much better. “Whoa, that’s enough,” Chad stopped Ghost before
things got to dark, “that’s better. Why didn’t you tell me you could do
that? Ya, I know, I didn’t ask.” Chad found it much easier to grasp the
edges of the metal case and bend them back.
The other pilots heard the conversation and knew what was going on
outside the ship. Dominic, Rose and Ben gathered by a com, listening
intently. Ben noticed Rose was praying. He hadn’t done much praying in
years, but thought now might be a good time to try.
“It’s going up faster, Chad,” Georgainna called out, “It’s almost twenty six
hundred K now.”
“Ya, I’m in, now I just have to find out why the mechanism won’t close
down.” Chad looked over the linkages. There it was, in the back. “Damn.....
Ok, I see it, a guide rod must have broken off, it’s out of it’s hole and
holding the control system open. Trouble is, it’s the one way in the back.”
Chad couldn’t reach in to the rod, he needed a tool, and those were all in
the ship. The knife wouldn’t work, he had to pull the rod toward himself.
Chad used the knife to cut a strip of metal from the casing, then used the
back of the knife to bend a hook on the end. Yes, now he had a tool to
hook the rod and pull on it. Chad threaded the hook into position and
tried to pull but the rod wouldn’t move. The pressure of the mechanism
trying to close held the rod tight. The only way to relieve the pressure was
to draw more power.
“Captain, the rod’s stuck, you’re going to have to turn your shield on to
draw more power to get it free.” Chad explained.
“Your insane.” She told him. “The temp is over twenty seven hundred, I
can’t turn the shield on.”
“Yes you can,” he insisted, “turn it on and when I tell you, turn it off.”
“I can’t.” she wailed.
“Yes you can.”
“I can’t, it might blow up.”
“If you don’t, It WILL blow up. Now DO IT!” Chad yelled at her.
“Noooooo” Georgianna cried out as she turned the shield on.
Chad quickly pulled the rod into position. “OFF.”He barked..................
“DAMN IT.” The rod had missed by just a fraction, it was stuck tight. “Do
it again”
“No!” Georgianna said, weakly.
“You have to, right now.”
“No, no.... it’s twenty eight hundred, I can’t.” Georgianna wailed
“DO it, NOW, captain.” It was the commanding voice of colonel Hellwind
The shield came on and the rod loosened up. Chad tried again to line up
the rod, far in the back of the unit. “OFF,” Chad shouted
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Everyone listening in the ship held their breath. It felt like long minutes
passed, with not a word, but it was actually only seconds. Had Chad been
in time?

Chapter 40
Colonel Hellwind stood with his fists clenched so hard they hurt. He
shouldn’t have risked it, he couldn’t stand to lose two more units. The wait
seemed interminable, he was ready to call out, he had to know if they were
still there, just as he heard Chad’s voice, “yesss!”
Followed by
Georgianna’s, “It’s going down.... the temp is going down!”
The hangar erupted in cheers, the pilots and techs all relieved that their
two comrades had survived. But there was little time for celebration, The
life pod was being dragged into the hangar by the recovery bots, and there
was damage to several of the mechs, that would keep the techs working
round the clock.
Chad snapped his two cables onto Reina, “just keep everything tuned off,
captain, I’ll tow you back..”
“Hey, I can make it back myself,” Georgianna insisted, still feeling weak
and shaky.
“No, you can’t,” Chad informed her. “I, ah, sort of had to bend the
thrusters out of the way. You’d just go spinning in circles. Sorry.”
“Damn,” Georgianna pouted trying to regain her tough attitude, “You’d
better be able to fix that, “or I’ll be pissed.”
The main airlock into the life pod had been jammed from inside. The
manual locking mechanism wouldn’t move, so the techs were using plasma
cutters to burn through the hard alloy. They stopped and looked when
Chad’s mech came into the hangar holding up Georgianna’s damaged
Thunderbird. Two mechs quickly set to work hooking cables to the mech
and hoisting it into it’s bay. Chad wearily parked Ghost in his own bay,
then slumped in his seat.
“Thank’s Ghost,” he muttered, “you really helped me out there. There’s so
much I don’t know about how to use this mech.”
“You are quite welcome,” Ghost replied in her soft female voice. “I believe
we shall get along very well.”
Chad smiled, maybe he could get along with a girl........... or two, on this
mission.
Aiden sat in his mech, his head in his hands, he’d failed. They never should
have trusted him., he’d failed and caused lieutenant Harcourt’s Lancer to
be destroyed, and possibly caused Jeff’s death. He’d had to pass the Lancer,
he saw the damage....... could anyone have survived that? Aiden wished
he’d died out there.
John sat on the steps of the platform below his mech. He was very relieved
that Georgianna had made it. She may hate him, but he just couldn’t feel
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the same toward her. He was exhausted. It had been a tough fight.
Something wasn’t right, he just wasn’t able to..............
“Wow John, Epyon really looks beat up. You must have had a tough
opponent.” Megumi said sympathetically.
John smiled, things were looking up. “He was a tough one, darlin,” he
drawled, “In fact all three were tough.” John exaggerated a bit. He hadn’t
really done much fighting with that third one, Ben had knocked that one
out.
“You fought three mechs? Wow, I only fought two. The first was easy, but
the second one I just couldn’t beat.” Megumi said sadly.
“The way they kept surrounding me, appearing and disappearing sure
made it hard to get in a decent attack.” John told her. He happily got into
telling his, slightly embellished, tale. He thought Megumi looked
sufficiently impressed.
Chad climbed out of his mech, he could see the sparks from the plasma
cutter working on the life pod door. He wondered who they would find in
the auto doc in the pod, could be anyone from the Ticonderoga. Well, that
was best left up to the med techs. Chad looked over to Captain
McFarlaine’s mech, the techs almost had the cockpit cut open. Chad
decided he’d better leave. The damage he’d done to Reina wasn’t that bad,
it could easily be repaired, but it looked bad, and he didn’t want to be
around when the captain saw it.
John was really getting into the good part of his tale when Aiden came up
behind him. The captain had looked over his groups battle data before
leaving his mech. “It seems your imagination is adding a bit to your
memories, Crichton,.” Aiden broke in. “Why don’t you tell her how many of
those mechs you destroyed?”
John jumped, “well, actually, it was.......” He was interrupted by the clang
of the life pod door as it hit the floor.
The techs just finished cutting around the door of the pod when
something from inside knocked the door outward. As the door hit the floor
a small individual dived out of the pod and rolled to her feet. The guns the
small girl held looked to large for her hands, but she held them like she
knew how to use them. The techs jumped back and pilots ducked.
A tech was helping Georgianna out of her damaged mech when the
commotion started on the hangar floor. Georgianna leaped out of her
mech, knocking the tech to the floor. She landed at the edge of the
platform, in an instant she drew her gun and collapsed into a crouch, gun
pointed directly at the girl.
The young girl saw the captain jump from her mech and before
Georgianna had her gun out, she had taken aim directly at the captain.
Her finger tightened on the trigger.
Georgianna had begun to squeeze the trigger of her gun when Colonel
Hellwind stepped into her line of fire. “Controller, lower your weapons,”
the colonel barked. The girl hesitated, she looked quickly around her. “I am
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colonel Daniel Hellwind, EDF four hundred and twenty seventh light
armored. I’ve given you a direct order, put down your weapons.” The
colonel told her, sternly.
The girl bent down and laid her guns on the floor. “My apologies, sir,” She
told him in an even voice, “I was unsure of who had retrieved the life pod.
I am controller Ryoko Asakura of the CWS Ticonderoga, sir.”
“Well, Ryoko, lets see to whoever you have in the auto doc.” Dan smiled at
the girl.
“It is colonel Johana Kerlov, sir,” Ryoko replied, “I did not know the extent
of her injuries so I put her into the automatic medical system.”
Dan’s knees felt weak, it was Johana! “Medical team, get in there, now!”
He ordered.

Chapter 41
Before he entered the life pod, colonel Hellwind looked back at
Georgianna, “You can put your gun away, captain.” Then he followed the
med techs into the pod.
John jumped up as soon as Georgianna was out of her mech. He brushed
by Megumi as he hurried to her mech and climbed the steps to the
platform. Georgianna holstered her gun and stood up, to fast. Already
tired and shaky from the extreme stress of the day, and nights without
sleep, she stumbled and almost fainted. John caught her and wrapped his
arms around her.
“Hmm, this feels nice, just like old times.” He quietly whispered in her ear.
Georgianna relaxed as she heard John’s familiar voice. Yes, just like old
times, she felt safe and comfortable in his strong arms.
John sighed, he knew well how stressful the last few days had been. He
knew Georgianna was like a flare, that burned brightly, but now she was
burned out. “I think I should take you to bed, sweetheart.”
Georgianna stiffened and pushed John away, “Not a chance, you damned
lecher,” she growled at him. “Go find one of your other girls.” She turned
and hurried down the steps and ran into Rose.
Rose held onto the captain as she tried to keep them both from falling
over. “Are you alright, Georgianna? You look about ready to drop.” She said
quietly.
Georgianna got herself back under control. “I’m ok,” she replied, “I didn’t
get much sleep lately, and it’s been a bad day.”
“I’m with you there, captain,” Rose assured her. “That must have been
really tough on you. Maybe I should take you to bed, it doesn’t look like
you’ll make it yourself.”
“Ya, thanks,” Georgianna replied, still feeling pretty shaky. “You’re probably
right. A little rest and I’ll be just fine.” She let Rose lead her out of the
hangar, and on the way to her room realized, “take you to bed,” she had
misread John. She shook her head, she’d been wrong, how much more was
she wrong about?
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Colonel Hellwind stood outside the door of the life pod. The med techs had
unceremoniously pushed him out. They needed the room to disconnect and
remove the autodoc with it’s occupant. He looked down at the girl who
was the pilot-controller from the Ticonderoga. He wondered what she had
recorded of the incident. Controllers were linked to the ships main
computer and stored most of their data there, so she may not have a lot to
offer. Johana had to survive, so he could find out what had
happened......... and for other reasons. Dan watched anxiously as the auto
doc was carefully maneuvered out of the life pod. The doctor stopped by
the colonel as a med tech pushed the capsule toward sick bay.
Ryoko spoke up first, “Colonel Hellwind, may I be allowed to accompany
colonel Kerlov?”
Dan smiled at the girl, he knew controllers appeared to be emotionless,
but they were actually very loyal to their commanders. “Yes, of course you
can, Ryoko,” he told her, “but I’ll want to talk to you later.” Dan looked at
the doctor as the girl walked away. “How is she, doc?”
“Her injuries don’t appear to be life threatening,” the doctor replied, “but, I
won’t sugar coat it, she has a head injury and we won’t know the extent of
the damage till she wakes up. We can repair the hemorrhaging and
pressure, but if there’s damage.............”
“I understand, just do your best.” Dan answered, feeling a bit helpless. He
followed the doctor down the hall. “How is lieutenant Harcourt doing?”
“Everything looks like it should heal up just fine, but he won’t be piloting a
mech for quite a while.” The doctor told him.

Chad wandered through the bare metal corridors of the ship. Several
things were bothering him, captain Torres said the mechs were all missing
from the Ticonderoga. Where did they go? And, what were those black
mechs, and where did they get cloaking? Mostly, he wondered where Arisa
was. She wasn’t in the hangar, and Chad was sure she would have been
there, trying to get her mech repaired. He just didn’t think she’d be one to
run off while there was a fight going on.
Chad stopped in the doorway to the observation lounge. The viewing ports
were still closed by the battle shutters, but Arisa was sitting quietly there,
her hands in her lap.”There wasn’t much to see out there anyway,” Chad
said quietly.
Arisa jumped, then turned around, wiping her eyes. “It’s over then, we
weren’t destroyed, like he said we would be.” She hung her head, “I should
have been there, I failed. Keon’s never let me down before.”
“Don’t worry about it, mechs have problems sometimes.” Chad tried to
sooth her. “It wasn’t a fight for Lancers anyway, to much inside fighting.
Lieutenant Harcourt’s Lancer got wrecked. He got hurt pretty bad, I guess.
And captain McFarlaine’s mech got messed up some, but she’s ok.
Everybody else is ok too.”
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Arisa’s fists clenched, “I should have been out there, I should have been
with the captain. I needed to do this, I was so ready, and now I still don’t
know if I can fight a real battle. At least you got a chance to fight, to
prove yourself.”
“I really didn’t do much,” Chad told her as he leaned against the wall. “I
was just an OP, ((observation post)) I tried to keep up with where the
enemy were. The rest of the guys did the fighting.” Chad sighed, “There’ll
be plenty of other opportunities to test yourself, Arisa. I have a feeling this
was just the beginning.” Chad was still a little confused, if she felt like
that, why was she here and not trying to get her mech running? He just
felt there was something else. “That isn’t why you’re in here, is it.
Something else is bothering you.” Chad had seen her tears, and found
himself wanting to make her feel better. “What happened?”
Arisa folded her hands and looked down, “It isn’t important, it was just
Kirk. He tried to drag me off to a life pod.”
“Who’s Kirk?” Chad asked, “And why would he be trying to drag you to a
life pod?”
“Kirk is the guy that you scared off the day we had that practice. He told
me they were going to destroy the ship.” She told him. She looked up at
Chad. “He’s someone I knew from my childhood. His family are rivals of
our industries. Kirk thinks he can drag me off and force me to marry him,
that way he can get his hands on my family’s wealth and businesses.”
“I thought you said you had an older brother, wouldn’t he take over your
family’s holdings? That Kirk guy wouldn’t get that much then. Would he?”
Chad questioned.
Arisa looked back down. “He...... he told me my brother was dead.” Arisa
sobbed “I think he put a contract out on my brother, so he could take me
and inherit my family fortune.”
“Hey, that can’t be true. Your brother must be to smart for that.” Chad
tried to cheer her up. “Besides, if something happened to your brother they
would have sent word to you.”
“My brother?” Arisa snorted. “He’s dumber than a box of rocks, but you’re
right, I’d have heard if something happened, my father probably
discovered their plans.”
“Ya, that’s right,” Chad smiled, “and when I see Kirk, I’ll make sure he
never bothers you again.”
“No, Chad, he isn’t worth it. You’d just get in a lot of trouble.” She
answered. “I don’t think he’ll bother me anymore, I punched him in the
nose, really hard.”
Chad looked at the small girl for a moment and laughed at the picture in
his mind. “I hope you broke his nose.”
Arisa laughed too, “Ya, I hope so.”
“How about we go to the cafeteria and I get you something to drink, like a
soda or tea or something?” Chad offered.
“I’d like that,” Arisa answered as she got up and started out of the room. “I
wish you could make that a beer though.”
Chad stopped and looked at the small girl, “huh?”
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“What? Don’t you think I’m old enough?” She looked up at the tall young
man.
“Ah.... no, it’s just....” Chad stammered.
Arisa laughed, “Germans aren’t the only ones who bottle feed their babies.
I could drink you under the table.”
Arisa laughed again as she lead Chad down the hall. Chad thought it was
a nice sound.

Chapter 42
Colonel Hellwind sat next to Ryoko, it had been over two years since he
had seen Johana, now he could only pray she would be alright. “Ryoko,
what was your mission here, and what happened to your ship?” He asked
the controller.
“I am unable to answer your inquiry as to the nature of our mission, sir,”
she replied calmly. “We did receive an order to break off our mission and
move the ship to these co-ordinates. At this position there was an
explosion in the hangar, the hull was compromised and anyone in the
hangar deck was a casualty. Within minutes we were attacked, the
attackers were not detectable by the ships sensor system. They entered
through the hull breach and broke in through the bulkhead doors. It was
useless to try to fight them. A few of the crew and pilots launched life
pods, colonel Kerlov joined me in the bridge. I destroyed the main
computer memory banks while the colonel held off the attackers. The
colonel was injured in an explosion. I transferred the colonel to a life pod
but the system jammed and the pod was halted halfway out of the port. I
placed the colonel in the automated medical unit and waited ten hours
before attempting to free the pod. I shut the engine down after launch
hoping to evade any detection.
“You did well Ryoko,” he told the girl. “So, there are no records of your
mission? Do you remember any of it?”
“No sir, all the records gathered were contained in the main memory
banks, and I destroyed the memories as per regulations.” She answered
quietly. “Any hope of recovering the data lies with the colonels memory.”
Chad leaned over Arisa, looking over the selections on the automated
dispensers while she waited for her order to be completed. He wondered if
he should order something healthy again, or should he.......... Chad leaned
forward to push his selections. WHAP!, Chad almost fell head first into
the machines. He caught himself and wrapped an arm around Arisa to
keep from bumping her into the machine.
“It’s the Ghost! Hero of the day.” boomed Ben’s loud voice.
Arisa pushed free of Chad’s arm and stuck her head out around him to
look up at Ben. “Hero??” She asked him, a bit surprised.
“Hey, didn’t see you there little lady,” He smiled at her, “yup, if it hadn’t
been for eagle eyes here, we’d all be toast by now.”
Arisa stepped back and looked up at Chad, “you told me you didn’t do
much.”
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“I didn’t, really.” He protested. “I just kept a lookout.”
Megumi came around from behind Ben. “Oh, he is,” she told Arisa, “the
enemy mechs had cloaking, not even the ship could see them, but his
Ghost could. If he hadn’t kept us informed where the enemy were, we
wouldn’t have had a chance.”
“The others did the fighting,” Chad protested, “I just sat there and
watched. It really wasn’t that much.”
“Well, we were just lucky you and that ghost were assigned to this
command,” Captain Torres said as he and Rose came into the room. They
were followed by most of the others. This would have been a tough fight
even if they hadn’t had the cloaking, but we’d have been lost if you hadn’t
been able to see where they were.”
Everyone sat in a group after they picked up their selections from the food
dispensers. Captain Pryde came in and sat down at the outer edge of the
group. He, and most of the others didn’t notice John come in and sit a bit
apart from the group. John was feeling down. It had been a tough fight,
something just wasn’t right with Epyon. And then, Georgianna’s outburst,
what was that about? Darn, just when he thought he had a chance again.
This wasn’t going to be a very good mission for him after all.
Chad was once again amazed, not so much by what Ben had piled on his
plate, but by the amount little Megumi brought to the table. Pound for
pound, she was out eating the big guy. Chad dug into his own plate of
pancakes and sausages. Maybe it wasn’t healthy food, but it was good
stuff.
Ben looked at Dominic, “Cap, for a while there, I was going to suggest we
rename Chad, Hawkeye. But when he took out that mech that was
attacking me I changed my mind, that was the spookiest thing I ever saw.
The mech appeared to my right and I didn’t have a chance to get my shield
around. I figured I’d had it, then his arm just came off. The guy started
flailing around, and he just started coming apart at the joints, then blew
up. It looked so weird till I figured it had to be the Ghost doing it. Then I
saw the shadow of his power knife. He took the thing out with just his
knife. ”
“You didn’t say you got a kill,” Arisa accused Chad.
“It was just the one, I didn’t think about it,” Chad told her. “I was
watching the others and not paying attention to what was around us.
When it popped up between Ben and I, I had to take it out............... Ben
got two of them, one by captain McFarlaine and one by Megumi.”
“I knew that was a rail gun,” Megumi said looking up at Ben, “I was sure it
had to be you. Thanks, I thought I‘d had it.”
“No problem, Megumi. I had ya covered.” Ben smiled at the girl.
“No problem?” Chad asked incredulous. “That shot was impossible, he
didn’t have time to target that guy, he didn’t even stop spinning!”
Colonel Hellwind stood in the doorway listening as Chad told the story of
Ben’s shot, The group then began to exchange stories of their battles, and
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their victories. The colonel counted them up, Chad: one, Ben: two,
Dominic: two, Rose: two, Louis: one, Kaze: one, Megumi: one, Aiden: three.
That was thirteen out of, what Chad had reported as, twenty four enemy.
Plus they took out that asteroid rail gun, and they had only lost one mech,
not a bad day.
“So everybody got a kill except captain McFarlaine?” Arisa asked.
“No,” Aiden said, “Jeff was taken out before he could get any, and John
didn’t get a kill either. He didn’t do nearly as well as his story would have
you believe.” He was looking at Megumi. “He left his post without orders
and got himself into trouble. Got his mech torn up when he should have
been defending the ship.” Aiden was still feeling angry about Jeff being
injured. He knew it was his fault, but his human nature was looking for
someone else to place at least part of the blame on. even though John
would have been on the opposite side of the ship. He didn’t see John
sitting at another table, a bit behind him.
John gripped his cup tighter, sure, blame it on Johnny boy, he thought,
they always do.
Chad was surprised at the venom in captain Pryde’s words. He didn’t
Think John deserved that. “That isn’t quite right, sir.” Chad told Aiden.
“Liutenant Crichton tried to call you for permission to aid captain
McFarlaine. I heard him call three times. You must have been having com
difficulties. With no communication from you, John took the initiative to
aid Captain McFarlaine. The other two mechs from Red Phoenix wouldn’t
be able to help her, but they would be back at the Krikav in a short time. If
John hadn’t gotten to captain McFarlaine when he did, I don’t think she
would have survived. John attacked three of the enemy mechs, and would
have tried to hold them off by himself if Ben hadn’t been able to take out
one of them. It must have been one heck of a fight, a Firefly against two of
those mechs, I know I wouldn’t want to try it.”
Aiden knew Chad was right, he felt ashamed and was about to speak up
when the colonel walked into the room. “Yes, I’d say it was a pretty tough
fight,” Dan said as he came in. “I was about to call you all in for a
debriefing, but it seems you’ve got it pretty well covered. The only one
missing is Captain McFarlaine.”
“She’s resting up a bit, sir,” Rose told him.
“That’s understandable,” Dan said, “it’s been a tough few days for all of
us.”
“Colonel, what’s Jeff’s status?” Louis asked
“He’ll be alright, they told me, but it’s going to take some time.” Dan
answered
“It wasn’t a good fight for a Lancer,” Ben told them, “those black mechs
were about like a Thunderbird, not a good match in a close fight for a
Lancer. Jeff should have moved off and waited for targets.”
“Jeff had lots of experience at close fighting,” Louis told Ben. “He shouldn’t
have been that easy to take down.”
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“He wouldn’t have been,” Chad told them, “but his shield broke. I was
looking at them when he moved to block the mech’s shot, but his shield
came off. There must have been something wrong with the mounts.”
He knows, Aiden thought, he knows I was a sitting duck, that I wasn’t
doing my job. Damn it, soon they’ll all know........ I’m useless, worse, I’m a
danger to the mission.
“Black mechs, about Thunderbird size............ Hmmmm,” Arisa mused.
“What did they look like?”
They all offered their descriptions, Rose gave the most detail. Arisa got a
good picture of what the enemy were using. “They definitely weren’t
anything the EDF uses,” Rose told Arisa.
Arisa shook her head, “Nightmares.” she mumbled.
“I’ll say they were,” Louis added, “those things were tough to bring down.”
“No,” Arisa continued, “the Nightmare was a design by BAE-MIG, it was in
competition with our Thunderbird design for the EDF contract. Like most
Russian designs, the Nightmare was more heavily armored, but was a bit
slower, and less versatile than our design, and lost out in the end.. But
what are they doing out here, and where did they get cloaking? I know the
Russians were working on cloaking, but they weren’t anywhere near ready
to deploy it.”
“Those are good questions,” Colonel Hellwind cut in. “And ones we need to
find answers for.”
Arisa frowned, she knew the Ashford’s were heavily invested in BAE-MIG.
Did that have something to do with Kirk being here. He told her that
“they” were going to destroy the Krikav. Did he know something about the
attack? What was the Ashford involvement with this? She would have to
get word to her father and see if he knew anything.

Chapter 43
General Parker walked into his office and found Tom already there, sitting
in a chair and working on his laptop. “I’ll be leaving for Mar Sara in a few
days,” the general told him.
Tom looked up, “I thought someone had convinced the admiralty that you
shouldn’t be allowed to go.”
“I went over their heads,” George smirked, “let’s see them try to stop me.”
Tom gasped, “you went to........”
“Yes I did,” George laughed. “They won’t be able to oppose a direct order
from the emperor himself.”
“You’re going to make some people very upset, sir” Tom said, shaking his
head.
“That’s just fine. Maybe we’ll smoke out the rat that’s been causing the
delays,” the general said as he sat down. “We just can’t wait any longer.
There’s still no word from the Krikav, or the Ticonderoga. We can’t just sit
on this, we have to act, and I have to be there so this doesn’t turn into
another massacre.”
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“I just hope this doesn’t put a black mark on your career, sir.” Tom told
him.
“The emperor wants this mess cleared up as much as I do, Tom. That’s why
he agreed to see me.” George sighed, “We’ve got to find out who’s behind
these incidents, before it causes a war....... How is the interrogation of
Ashford coming?”
“We seem to have wrung all we’re going to get out of him.” Tom replied. “I
still think he knows more, but he’s either to afraid or to stubborn to say
any more.”
“Alright, I want you to cut him loose.” The general said as he looked at his
messages.
“Let him loose? But sir, he may know more.” Tome complained
“That’s alright,” the general said, without looking up, “keep a close watch
on him. I’ll bet he’ll contact whoever he works with within a few
days........... Hmm, What’s this? I have a message from Tod, an R&D tech
from Victorville, he’s demanding that I recall the Krikav. Says it’s of vital
importance. Say’s we have to return his mech and the pilot.”
Tom stopped typing in mid stroke, “What? That’s the researcher who lost
that mech with the cloaking system.”
“How the heck does he know that his mech’s on the Krikav?” George asked,
“I thought you couldn’t find a trace of it.”
“We can’t.” Tom looked thoughtful for a moment. “The Krikav was at the
moon base for resupply at that time, and we haven’t been able to confirm
that they don’t have it. Maybe that’s what makes him think they do.” Tom
worked at his keyboard for a few moments. “Records show there was a
new firefly assigned to a pilot aboard the Krikav. You don’t suppose.......”
“As soon as you wrap up this Ashford business, get out to Victorville and
find out what you can from this tech. Maybe he found something that we
don’t know about.” The general looked back down at his computer,
dismissing Tom.

Chapter 44
The colonel looked around the room at the pilots of his command. “Each of
you is going to have to help the techs re-arm and repair your mechs. The
master tech informed me that we are short of techs. We should have two
techs for each of your mechs, but we were only assigned one for each.
Since the losses of the pirate wars, the EDF has been as short of techs as
they are of pilots. I know some of you may not be technically inclined, but
any pair of hands will be a help.”
Dan sighed, he knew the one pilot that should be helping the techs
wouldn’t be able to. “Lieutenant Ross, since you’re the only one who can
see through their cloaks, I want you outside, keeping watch. I know it’s
going to be tough, but you will have to stay alert round the clock.”
“Sir,” Chad spoke up, “the ships sensors should be able to detect the
cloaked mechs, if they had the right software. I asked Ghost and she said
the software we were using should be able to be converted for the ship to
use.”
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“Ghost?” The colonel asked. “Who’s that?”
“Oh... that’s the name I gave my mech, sir.” Chad replied.
“Ghost....... Hmm, a fitting name, but, you asked a mech? That doesn’t
make sense lieutenant, mechs can’t answer you.”
“But Ghost can, sir. She’s an AI, I couldn’t have learned to use the mechs
systems so soon without her help.” Chad explained. “She’s something
special, sir.”
The colonel touched his communicator, “Yuki, report to the
cafeteria. ...........We’ll see what the controller thinks of your suggestion. If
she can use it, it would be a great asset.”
There was some murmuring among the pilots about the revelation of an
AI in Chad’s mech, but it all stopped when the ship’s controller entered.
“Pilot Yuki, reporting as ordered sir,” the young girl announced.
“Ah, Yuki, lieutenant Ross’ mech told him you could use the sensor program
she has to detect the enemy mechs using the ship sensors. Do you think
that would be possible?” The colonel asked.
“That would not be possible, sir” she replied.
The colonel frowned, darn, just when he’d had his hopes up.
“Mobile suits are not able to converse with their pilots,” she continued.
“But Ghost can,” Chad burst out, “she’s special.”
Dan looked at Chad, then back to Yuki, “I’d like you to check that out, Yuki.
If you can use that program, it would be a big advantage.”
“I will attempt to establish a link with the computer of Blue Dragon four,
sir,” Yuki replied. She stood unmoving for several seconds. “Lieutenant Ross
is correct, Blue Dragon four is able to communicate with it’s pilot.”
“What about the sensor system? Can you use the software?” Dan asked.
“Ghost and I have just had a thorough discussion concerning cloaking and
quantum physics. I have downloaded a copy of the sensor programing.”
Yuki told them in her emotionless voice.
“Can you use it?” The colonel asked.
“The program will have to be rewritten to match ship system protocols.”
Yuki stated, then stood still again for several seconds. “It is installed and
operating, sir. According to system tests, the sensors should now be
effective against the enemy’s cloaking system. The ship sensors should give
us slightly better range than those of Ghost.”
“Already?” Dan was surprised for a moment. “Yes, I imagine it wouldn’t
take you long. You can return to the bridge, Yuki.” Dan looked around at
the pilots, this was good, Chad would be valuable helping repair the
mechs, with his tech background. “Alright, I’ll expect all pilots to be in the
hangar and working with the techs in thirty minutes. Let’s get those
machines ready for combat. I have a feeling this isn’t over yet.”

Chapter 45
Greg sat at his desk, he had to enter the pile of papers that was the list of
repairs needed on the Krikav’s mechs. Time to get things organized and
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get things done. Only having half the techs he needed was going to be a
problem. He looked at his computer screen and noticed his subspace
transmitter rig was still on. There was just one message from his friend,
“are you still there”. He typed off a quick message before shutting the
system off.
Jack had been worried when he got the last message from Greg, so he
hadn’t shut off his receiver, but waited for any news. When he saw the
message Greg sent he was relieved, he called Tod. “I just got word from
Greg,” he told the R&D man. “They came through alright. Had one Lancer
wrecked, and damage to a few others, but your mech did alright................
No, he didn’t mention any damage to it, so don’t worry. I’ll try to contact
him tomorrow at the same time.”
The pilots filed out of the cafeteria, most of them going to their rooms for
a few minutes before reporting to the hangar. Chad stopped Arisa in the
hall. “Ghost doesn’t need any work, I didn’t use any amo, and almost no
fuel. I could..... um, if you’d like..... I could help you get your mech running
again. I was in a tech group before they made me a pilot.”
Arisa smiled, she would like that. She really wanted to get Keon back
operating, and any help would only speed up the process. Besides, she kind
of liked being around Chad. “That would be great,” she told him. “There
must be something wrong in the fiber network, but I can’t imagine what
would have happened. The VCM output controls work, the tech tested it
on that end. I ran the diagnostic routines on the main console and the
feedback loop shows the output module is getting a signal. I wouldn’t
think all the emitters would go out at the same time, and there isn’t an
indicator of a dead emitter.”
Chad just stared at the girl for a few moments, what she said made
perfect sense. If the diagnostics didn’t show a fault in the console, it most
likely had to be a break in the fiber optics. The output had four redundant
emitters, running through two paired fiber cables. There just shouldn’t be
this kind of failure................. But, how did she know that? Pilots weren’t
trained to use the technical diagnostic routines. “Um, that sounds right. I
mean, that there must be a break in the fiber somewhere.” Chad told her,
coming out of his daze. “But, that would be really strange.......... Um, how
do you know about that stuff?”
Arisa giggled, “remember, my family’s industries build the things. I grew
up with mechs.” Arisa turned and headed for her room. “I’ll meet you at
the hangar in a few minutes.”
John stopped by Georgianna’s door, he raised his arm to knock, but
hesitated. No, it probably wasn’t a good time. John was sure she could use
some support. Having Reina damaged and being that close to dying had to
be hard on her, and that, on top of the specter of Tarsonis coming back to
haunt her. Yes, he knew Georgianna well enough to know she could use
someone to lean on right now, but she’d made it all to clear, she didn’t
want it to be him.
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Colonel Hellwind sat at his desk, thinking. Things just didn’t add up. That
odd sabotaged mech, when they were supposed to get a new one. The
orders to come out of warp at a different location, only to walk into an
ambush. The fact that the Ticonderoga was there, and he hadn’t been
informed of it. The cloaked mechs. Right now though, he wondered what
had gone wrong with the ship’s sensors. Dan called for the ships tech that
had repaired the sensors. He needed to know what had been the problem.
There was a knock at the colonels door, and he called for the tech to enter.
Dan looked up but was surprised to see Captain Aiden Pryde standing by
his desk. “Colonel,” Aiden said standing at attention, “I would like you to
accept my resignation.”
Dan sat for a moment, he hadn’t really expected this. “No, I won’t,” he told
the captain.
“You have to, Dan,” Aiden pleaded, “it was my fault, I almost got Jeff
killed. I can’t be trusted in combat, They never should have given me a
command. I’ve been.....”
“I know all about your black outs, Aiden.” Dan told him. “I told Jeff to keep
an eye on you, so it’s just as much my fault he was hit as it is yours. I knew
I was taking a chance, but damn it, Aiden, I need you. You’re the most
experienced man I have. Right now I can’t afford to waste any resource I
have.”
Aiden leaned on the desk and hung his head. “I can’t go out again, Dan.”
He said quietly. “I can’t put any more of the pilots in jeopardy. I have to
resign. Putting me out there is worse than being a man short.”
“I still won’t let you resign,” Dan told him, “you can be my tactical officer. I
need your knowledge and insight. We’re in a mess here, and I don’t think
it’s just from outside.”
Aiden frowned, “You think there’s an enemy on board?”
“That’s what I’d like to know,” Dan replied. “Stick around, I called the tech
who repaired the sensors. Maybe we’ll find out more.” There was a knock
at the door and the colonel called for the person to enter. The ships tech
was a bit older than Dan, a career man, and highly experienced. “Could
you tell us what the problem was with the ship sensors?” Dan asked him.
“Yes sir, The main power supplies were burned out,” the tech told them.
“There is a redundant system, two separate systems, both were burned
out.”
“Isn’t that a bit unusual?” Dan asked.
“Highly unlikely, sir,” the tech answered. “Those systems are pretty well
developed. I can’t remember when I’ve seen one fail, much less both at
once. If it weren’t that the controller was on the bridge the whole time, I’d
say somebody shorted those boards out.”
“Yes, well, thank you for your help,” Dan told the man, then dismissed him.
“That’s it then,” Dan told Aiden, “There must be a saboteur on board.”
“But Dan, like the man said, Yuki was on the bridge the whole time.
Wouldn’t she have said something if someone messed with any of the
panels?” Aiden questioned.
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“Maybe not,” Dan countered. “What if one of the ships techs did it. She
might not have thought anything of it. Let’s go to the bridge, we need to
question Yuki.”

Chapter 46
“Could I use a net tester, an NT-10, sir?”
Greg looked up from his computer screen at the tall young man and
smiled. “Sure, Ross,” the master tech replied, “in cabinet four in the tool
room.” Greg was glad the pilot had come to help with the repairs. He
looked out into the hangar and saw the girl pilot of red group’s Lancer
climbing up to her mech. So that was it, he smiled again, the boy was
trying to impress the girl. Well, if it got him some help, he was glad of it.
Greg watched Chad carrying the test equipment out of the tool room. “So
Ross, I hear you’re a tech,” he said.
“I was sir, before they made me a pilot.” Chad replied.
“They may have made you a pilot, but you’re still one of us,” Greg told him.
“Where were you stationed?”
“Edwards EDF base, Earth, sir,” Chad told him. “Master Tech Darryl
Ernhardt was my superior.”
“Old man Ernhardt?” Greg looked surprised. “Is that old coot still around?
He was my superior when I was a new recruit. I suppose he filled you full
of his tall tales.”
Chad’s eyes lit up, “You knew him too? He told me all the stories about his
family and racing back in the days of gasoline cars. His family was really
amazing.”
Greg laughed, “Well maybe, if you believe all the stories he tells.”
“But it’s true,” Chad told Greg as he left the room, “He showed me some
pictures, and even some really old video of the races.”
Chad climbed the steps to the Lancer platform. He saw Arisa come around
from behind the big machine. Chad almost stumbled, Arisa had changed
into her military, casual issue, cloths, shorts and a short sleeved shirt.
They fit loosely on the petite girl, making her look even smaller. For some
reason, Chad found he couldn’t look away.
“Oh, is that a fiber optic tester?” Arisa asked.
“Ah..... ya,” Chad stuttered. “Right, it tests the output from the control
boards and can put a signal out through the fiber. It works for pretty
much any board, if you have the right cable.”
“It looks different than what they used in the labs back home.” Arisa told
him.
“Well, it’s military,” Chad said, “This stuff all just looks like grey boxes. I
need to check the cable, they used a couple different types of connector. I
need to pick the right adapter cable.”
Chad watched Arisa climb into the cockpit of the Lancer, he almost forgot
to breath. Arisa sat in the pilot’s seat and unsnapped the cover under the
main control panel. She sat up and handed the panel to Chad. “It would
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probably be better if it were the main panel,” Arisa claimed. “That fiber
cable must be a tough job to replace.”
“Ya, it’s a real pain,” Chad replied, “But I still can’t understand how both
cables could go bad at the same time. There are two separate pairs of
cables that join at that connector. With four redundant networks like
that, this just shouldn’t happen.” Chad strapped the light band around his
head and switched it on. “We’ll know in a few minutes,” he told her, then
leaned over the console and looked underneath it.
Rose stood in the hangar door, she saw Chad and Arisa on the platform by
the Lancer. She watched as Arisa got in the machine and Chad got ready
to check the console. Rose almost choked trying not to laugh as Chad
leaned into the cockpit. She quickly pulled out her communicator and
fumbled with the control to turn on the camera function. She had to get a
picture of this, it was to good to pass up. Arisa sitting in the pilot seat and
Chad bent over the console, he literally had his head down between Arisa’s
knees. Chad was going to have a hard time living this one down.
Chad disconnected the fiber cable connector then stood back up. He sorted
through the adapters then connected one to the tester cable. “Once I have
this hooked up, we’ll know if the board has any output,” he told Arisa,
then ducked back under the board.
Arisa watched Chad choose the adapter and duck under the console. She
was impressed by how the tall young man could so easily reach under the
board. He seemed so sure of what he was doing, so competent. Then she
heard his muffled voice from under the board. “Wait a minute........ What’s
this?”
Chad picked at the edge of white he saw sticking out of the board
connector. A small scrap of white fell out into his hand. Chad backed out
and stood up, he showed Arisa a small scrap of paper. “How the heck
would that have gotten in there?” Chad questioned. “Your mech worked
fine when we had that training, it couldn’t have been in there then............
Somebody had to have put that in there. But why? Who?”
Arisa stared at the scrap. She frowned, “Kirk! That bastard. He said he was
going to stop me. Next time I see him, I’ll break more than his nose.”
“What, that guy?” Chad looked down at the frowning girl. “Would he know
enough to do that?”
“Yes, he does. We both had mechs since we were little kids. He learned how
to work on mechs long before he joined the EDF.” Arisa told Chad.
“I hope you fix him good.” Chad replied. “I’ll hook the cable back up, then
we’ll see if it works.” Chad ducked under the board and plugged the cable
in, making sure the latch was secured, then stood back up. “Ok, give it a
shot.”
Arisa nodded then put her hands into the sensor gloves, she switched on
the motion systems then carefully moved her arms. The huge machine
smoothly followed her movements. Chad felt really good, seeing Arisa’s
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bright smile. She was literally bouncing in the seat as she shut off the
motion sensors. “Yes!” She squeaked as she stood up, “Thank you!” She
grabbed Chad’s shirt and pulled him across the console and kissed him.
Arisa quickly sat down and began running through the Lancer’s system
checks.
Chad stood back up, blushing furiously. Wow......... I mean........ well, he’d
never been kissed before, not even by his mother, that he could remember.
“Um...... ya........ Ah, you’re welcome, I guess........... anytime.” Chad picked
up the board cover, and handed it to Arisa. “Here....... I’d better get the
tester back to the tool room......” Chad closed up the tester and hurried
from the platform.
Rose checked the pictures she’d taken. She was glad she’d waited a few
extra minutes, the last two were priceless. Wait till Dom and Ben saw
these.

Chapter 47
Colonel Hellwind led Aiden onto the bridge of the Krikav. The pilotcontroller sat in her chair, keeping watch over the complex instruments,
her mind wirelessly bonded to the powerful computers that operated the
ships functions. She may look like a child, but Dan knew, from the age of
the Krikav, that she was quite a bit older than she looked.
“Yuki, I need to talk with you,” Dan told her.
Yuki stood and faced the colonel, “Yes sir, what is it you wish to know?”
“Who came onto the bridge during warp drive, aside from myself?” The
colonel questioned.
“First officer, Kirk Ashford, in the performance of his regular duties.” She
answered.
“No one else?” Dan asked. “Did he open the panels at all?”
“No sir,” was her short reply.
“Then it had to be some freak coincidence,” Aiden said.
“Maybe, but it still seems too strange,” Dan said, shaking his head. “Yuki,
diagnostic mode, general George Parker, authorization, zulu, echo, romeo,
alpha, tango, uniform, lima, two, kilo.” Yuki stood ridged, her eyes
unfocused. “Search timeline data during warp drive, are there any
anomalies?”
“One, fourteen point two minutes do not exist,” She answered in a
monotone voice.
“What do you mean, don’t exist?” Dan asked the girl.
“The mission clock and the system time do not agree, there is a difference
of fourteen point two minutes. Therefore, that space of time does not exist
in the system.” Yuki tried to explain”
“How could there be a difference between mission time and the system
time?” Aiden asked. “I thought those clocks were perfectly accurate.” .
“They are,” Yuki told him, “Someone would have had to erase that portion
of time from my systems.”
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“Who could have done that?” Dan asked her.
“Only a few top generals and controller psychology specialists have the
necessary clearance to know the controller diagnostic codes.” Yuki
informed them.
Aiden looked at Dan. “So, how do you know the diagnostic code for Yuki?”
Dan frowned. “The general sent it to me, in an encrypted message. He
suspected there might be trouble. Yuki, cancel diagnostic mode, return to
your duties.” Yuki relaxed, then returned to her pilot’s chair. “Aiden, there’s
a big problem, someone else on board know’s Yuki’s diagnostic code.”
“Sir, you have received a message from central command.” Yuki spoke up.
“You have been ordered to proceed to the planet Mar Sara and establish
diplomatic relations.”
“What?” Dan said surprised, “What did they say about the attack?”
“Nothing, sir,” Yuki replied.
“Damn, that makes no sense,” Dan said, agitated. “I’m no diplomat, and
they could talk with them themselves once we repair that com satellite.
Something isn’t right.” He looked at Aiden.
“Well, it’s orders, I guess you need to follow them,” Aiden told his friend,
“But, it would be better if we had the mechs repaired by the time we got
there.”
The colonel smiled, “Yuki, proceed to Mar Sara, minimum impulse power.
They didn’t say how fast we had to get there.” Dan and Aiden left the
bridge heading back to Dan’s office. “Fourteen minutes,” he mused, “that
would be enough time for someone with knowledge of the system to short
out the power supplies. There’s a saboteur on board.”
John followed the rest of the guys to the hangar. He stopped at the door
and looked around the room. Rose was in front of her mech, showing
something to Megumi, they were both laughing. Arisa was up on the
platform by her Lancer. Several techs were working on various mechs. Yes,
he thought, this was really a dream mission, four good looking women, all
unattached. He checked out Arisa, cute as a pixie, and about as small as
one. Not quite his type. Then there was Megumi, a bit taller and better
built than Arisa, lean and supple, like a dancer, with that lovely oriental
face. Still a bit small for his taste. Now Rose, there was a woman who
needed a warning sign for dangerous curves. The same height as Megumi,
and with a real “girl next door” kind of beauty. She was definitely his type.
Then he thought of Georgianna, she was more than just his type............
tall, athletic, firey, and oh so............. John sighed, and so unattainable.
This wasn’t a very good mission for old Johnny boy, not good at all. He
looked up at Roses’ mech as he walked by. Rose was already inside,
checking the systems. If Dominic didn’t start noticing her soon, she was
going to give up on him. Maybe then good hearted John would be there to
comfort her.
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Rose checked out the main systems on her Thunderbird. Everything on the
board was green, She ran through the checks of the hydraulic solenoids,
then switched on the thruster fuel system. There was an odd thump, more
felt than heard. Rose scanned the control board, nothing was amiss.
Perhaps she had just felt some movement of the mech in the bay mounts.
She went back to checking the systems, but hesitated. She got a very
uneasy feeling, something just wasn’t right.
John heard a muffled thump from Roses’ mech as he looked up at it. He
frowned, he hadn’t seen any movement. John had a bad feeling, he
thought he could see heat waves in the air behind the mech. John hurried
to climb to the service platform and looked into Roses’ cockpit.
“Rose, is everything alright?” John leaned into the cockpit and looked over
the readouts. “I thought I heard some odd sound up here.”
“Everything’s just fine,” Rose assured him. “You don’t have to.......... no,
everything isn’t........ I don’t know what, it just feels wrong.”
John reached in and with a bit of trouble, working upside down, entered a
series of commands on the main console, he searched through several test
pages. John swore as he backed up and pulled an emergency handle. He
looked back at the screen and swore even more as he grabbed Rose and
pulled her out of the cockpit. “Get out of here,” he yelled at her as he
pushed her toward the stairs. John turned and quickly pushed the alarm
button on the wall.
Rose turned back toward John, she didn’t understand what was going on.
There hadn’t been any indication of a problem, all the indicators were
green. What had he seen on those screens he ran through so quickly? Rose
jumped between John and her mech. “What are you doing?” She
demanded. “What’s wrong? I didn’t see any problem.”
John grabbed Rose again and turned toward the steps, “Get out of here,
before you get hurt.”
Bob had been only a few meters away when the alarm went off, he rushed
up the steps to Roses’ Thunderbird. “What is it?” He yelled.
“Fire, in panel four.” John told him as the tech hurried past him.
John pushed Rose very hard. She screamed as she flew from the top step
on the platform toward the hard floor of the hangar.

Chapter 48
Chad put the test equipment back in the storage room. As he headed back
out into the hangar, Greg stopped him. “Got that Lancer repaired
already?” Greg asked. “That was fast.”
“Darn it, I should have been the one to fix that Lancer,” a young tech that
was in the room complained.
“Oh? Ah.... sorry....... Why?” Chad fumbled.
“I really would have liked to be the one that little pilot thanked,” the
young man said, grinning.
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“Ah..... ya, she was..... um, well, I guess she got sort of excited.” Chad
stammered, turning several shades of red.
Greg laughed, “so what was the problem?”
“Someone stuck a piece of paper in the fiber connector.” Chad told them.
“Once I pulled that out it worked fine.”
“Damn, that means there’s someone on board sabotaging the mechs,’ Greg
said, worriedly. “I thought that all the sabotage had been done at the
moon base. We just had to find it. Now we have to worry about someone
on board.”
“Maybe not... um, Arisa thinks she knows who did it.” Chad told them.
“There’s a guy, one of the ships officers, that she knows from back home,
he seems to think he owns her or something. He said he wasn’t going to let
her fight.”
“Hey, was that the guy that she popped in the nose?” The tech asked. Chad
nodded. “That’s the funniest thing I ever saw.” The tech laughed. “You
don’t want to get that little lady mad at you.”
Chad looked at Greg, “You said sabotaged mechs. I know someone messed
with mine, were others messed with too?”
“They sure did,” the young tech broke in. “That Lancer shield, it didn’t
come off because of battle damage, the mounting straps were cut. He
didn’t have a chance. And, that burgundy Firefly, there’s something wrong
with the thruster fuel, it’s to slow to ignite, and there’s some foreign
substance in the hydraulic oil.” He picked up a jar of black looking oil.
“That’s why I came in here, to show this to Greg.”
“That looks like damper fluid.” Chad claimed.
Greg took the jar and looked through it. “That’s right, kid,
magnetorheological fluid, changes viscosity in a magnetic field.” The
young tech looked confused. “As the magnetic field increases the fluid gets
thicker. It’s used to magnetically adjust shock dampers. In the hydraulic
system, every time a solenoid valve opened it would momentarily thicken
and slow the action. It’s a wonder that pilot could even fight in that
machine. So that’s four mechs, counting that run away power unit on
captain McFarlaine’s.”
Chad looked surprised, “I thought that was from when I fired on her in
practice.”
Greg shook his head, “think about it boy, those tracer shells barely dented
her mech. You think they could break a control rod. Come over here and
look at this.”
Chad felt a bit foolish, he hadn’t thought clearly about the event. The
control rod was a lot tougher than that. Greg picked up a heavy rod, the
control rod from Georgianna’s power unit. It was a bit less than a meter
long and thirty millimeters in diameter. Chad took the metal rod and
examined it. “The end of it looks like it was cut off with a grinding wheel.”
Chad remarked.
“You win the prize,” Greg told him. “Someone cut it off so it would come
out of it’s hole at full power and hold the mechanism open. Sabotage, no
doubt about it. I just worry that there could be more........”
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He was cut off by the loud jarring sound of an alarm.

Chapter 49
Chad sprinted out the door when he heard the alarm. The alarm came
from the hangar bay of Blue Dragon two, that was Rose’s mech. He looked
up in time to see John push Rose off of the platform. She screamed as she
fell.
Ben’s big Lancer was docked next to Rose’s Thunderbird and when he
heard the alarm, he rushed over to her mech. Ben easily caught Rose as
she fell, then looked up. He saw John give him a thumbs up before the
heavy blast door came down and sealed the bay off from the rest of the
hangar.
Dominic heard Rose scream as he rushed over to her bay. He got there just
as Ben lightly set her down. “What’s going on?” He questioned. “Are you
alright? What happened?”
“There’s a fire. John said there was a fire.” Rose told them. “He’s in there
with one of the techs. He pushed me out.”
Chad stopped short as he ran up to the group gathering in front of the
blast door. “A fire! Did he say where?”
“I don’t know,” Rose answered, “a panel....... four, I think....... yes, panel
four.”
“Oh s**t,” Chad breathed as he looked up at the blast door.
Dominic grabbed Chad’s arm and turned the tall boy to face him. “What is
it, what’s panel four?”
“It’s where the main thruster fuel feeds and valves are,” Chad told him. “If
there’s a major leak and they open the panel............. “ Chad looked back
up at the blast door.
John hurried down the steps to the lower level. He picked up the fire
suppression hose from the floor where Bob had laid it. “Ready when you
are doc,” John said trying to sound at ease.
Bob snapped around from where he had been attacking the fasteners on
the panel with a power tool. “ What the hell are you doing here? You
should have gotten out and taken the girl with you.”
“Ah, don’t worry, I got Rose out. Wouldn’t want a sweet thing like that to
get singed.” John replied as Bob turned back to the panel. “Couldn’t let
you have all the credit for putting this out. I need all the points I can get
with the girls.......... Besides, you can’t really handle this alone.
“This panel could be half full of fuel, if there’s a big leak,” Bob told him.
“Do you know what that could do.”
“Ya, I get the picture,” John answered. He could easily imagine it. Open the
panel and the fuel would pour out, the fire would get an inrush of oxygen
from the air in the room and you’d have a major conflagration. If that
happened, the ship’s fire suppression system would open the room to the
vacuum of space to put out the fire. If you hadn’t roasted to death, you’d
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die a horrible death from the vacuum. “Hey, if the oxidizer lines burn
through, we won’t have to worry about it, we’d just be red spots on the
wall,” John told him, joking mirthlessly about the real possibility of an
explosion.
Bob redoubled his effort to loosen the panel. “I’ll have to try to shut off the
manual valves at the tanks. If the tank itself is ruptured, we’re screwed.”
When the final fastener was almost out he looked at John. “Ready?”
John nodded and watched as Bob spun the last fastener loose. He slammed
open the valve on the fire hose as the panel sprang open, then held his
breath as a ball of fire blasted out of the open port, surrounding him.
Captain Aiden left the colonels office and set out down the starboard
corridor, through the ship, toward the hangar at the rear. He felt he
should help with the work on the mechs, even if he wouldn’t be able to
pilot his again. Perhaps one of the other pilots would be able to use his
Thunderbird. It was a good mech and there had been little damage from
the battle. Maybe captain McFarlaine would need it, or..... Crichton, if his
firefly wasn’t repairable. They might need all the units they could get.
Aiden stopped as he passed the starboard life pod bays. He looked through
the port on the door to pod three and saw just empty space. Aiden keyed
his communicator, “Yuki, when did life pod three launch?”
“No life pods have launched,” she replied moments later, “indicators show
all pods in their bays.”
“Well, pod three is gone,” Aiden told her, “I’m looking at an empty bay.”
“That is an annomaly, sir,” Yuki returned. “There is no record of a launch,
and the sensors show the pod is still in it’s bay. The systems must have a
fault.”
Aiden tapped his communicator again, “Colonel, I think you better come
and see this.”

Megumi looked up at the massive blast door closing off Rose’s mech from
the rest of the ship. “Isn’t there some way we can get them out of there? “
”No,” Greg told her as he waited by the communication panel next to the
blast door. “We can’t open the door till they set the release from inside......
The controller could open it, but Yuki wouldn’t until there isn’t a chance of
fire or explosion.......... The longer we wait without hearing from them, the
less likely it is they survived.”
John stood his ground as the fire ball blew out around him. He played the
foam from the hose from the bottom of the opening to the top. After the
initial fire ball, the foam fire suppressant began to get the upper hand. As
the flames rapidly died out, Bob got up from where he had ducked under
the panel door and quickly reached for the manual fuel shut off. Bob yelled
in pain when he grabbed the blistering hot handle and pulled the valve
closed. He tried to ignore the pain as he grabbed the handle for the
oxidizer valve and pulled it closed.
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John played the cool foam over Bob’s burned hand, “hey, are you going to
be OK? Man, I bet that hurts.”
“I guess I’ll survive....... hey, maybe I’ll get some time off.” Bob tried to grin.
“Damn, why didn’t I think, and use my left hand.” Bob grimaced and
wrapped his left arm aver his right hand. “You better go hit the release
and tell them to open the door.”
Colonel Hellwind looked through the port to life pod bay three. He shook
his head and looked back at Aiden, “and you say Yuki didn’t have any
record of the pod launching?”
“Nope,” Aiden assured him, “according to her sensors, the pod is still in the
bay.”
Dan didn’t question Yuki, he knew he would only get the same replies that
Aiden had gotten. Could there have been some malfunction that launched
the pod? If so, the problem had to be resolved, you never knew when you
would need those pods. The colonel touched his communicator, “Yuki, send
a ships tech to life pod bay three, right away.”

The whole group of pilots and techs jumped when John’s voice boomed
from the communication panel. “Alright, you can open the door any time
now, Johnny boy saved the day again..........” John laughed, “Well, with a
bit of help from Bob, but it’s safe to open up.”
Greg quickly hit the door control, the massive door rapidly pulled back and
up to open the bay. The group saw John and Bob standing at the top of
the steps to the service platform. “Get a med team up here,” John called
out. “Bob got the valves shut, but burned the hell out of his hand doing it.”
Two med techs, who had come at the sound of the alarm, quickly mounted
the steps. Greg followed the two, and after they began to work on Bob’s
injury, John descended to the hangar floor.
Rose intercepted John at the foot of the steps, staring at his singed hair
and eyebrows, “John, are you alright? Did you get burned?”
“I’m ok, but thanks,” John told her, “I just got a bit singed. I was due for a
haircut anyway.” John Laughed, then became more somber. “There was a
pretty big fuel leak. If Bob hadn’t shut those valves, we could have had the
fire restart, bigtime. That would have been the end for us. He got burned
pretty badly shutting those valves.”
Greg watched the Med techs bandage Bob’s hand. “Damn, that looks bad,
Looks like you won’t be working on anything for a while.”
“You mean I finally get some vacation,” Bob laughed, then grimaced.
“Don’t worry, I’ll find something to keep you busy,” Greg said jokingly.
“What was it, battle damage? I didn’t notice anything that looked critical.”
“No,” Bob told the chief, “There wasn’t a mark on that area, someone left
the main fuel fitting loose. Fuel was spraying out of it. It looked like the
oxidizer line nut was loose too. Damned lousy work....... or.”
“Ya, I know, or more sabotage.” Greg frowned.
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“And more incriminating,” Bob continued, “the cover was left off of the
solenoid relay, just right to make a spark for ignition.”
“We have to go over the rest of the mechs with a fine tooth comb, like we
did Ross’s Dragonfly. How much more sabotage was done to the mechs?
We’ve been lucky, so far. Now we have to be smart. When these med boys
get done with you, you’d better come back, we’ll need your brains.”

Chapter 50
The colonel and Aiden watched as the ships tech opened the panel to the
door mechanism and checked the circuits. “The circuit’s been tampered
with, sir,” the tech told them. “There’s a board wired in with clips to the
sensor circuits.” The tech reached in and unclipped the small circuit board.
“Sensors now show that life pod bay three is empty, colonel.” Yuki called in.
Dan took the board from the technician. “Damn, someone was planning
on jumping ship. Yuki, Check the personnel on board. Who’s missing?”
Yuki answered several seconds later. “All personnel accounted for, sir. No
one has left the ship.”
Greg looked up from the list of jobs he had been checking off. Outside the
window of his office he could see the activity around the mechs. He had
checked off more of the jobs than he had hoped to, with his small group of
techs. The pilots had been a real help. Greg had served with many pilots
over the years, but most pilots would never lower themselves to do
maintenance on their mechs, much less another pilot’s mech. This was a
unique crew. A pilot, who was also a tech had to be pretty much unique,
and Chad could see things from both points of view. The kid was a good
tech too, they should never have made a pilot out of him. Crichton had
proven to be true to his boasts, he did know just about all there was to
know about his Firefly, and pretty much about the Thunderbirds too. The
big guy, Ben, was a godsend. Not only was the guy a human forklift, his
experience with mining machines made him as good at welding the special
alloys of the mech frames as Bob was. And with Bob injured, Ben did all
the welding on Crichton and McFarlaine’s mechs before he even checked
his own Lancer. The two small girl pilots had been a great help. Arisa
could fit in places in the cockpit that would be hard for his techs, and she
knew what she was doing. With Megumi helping her, the girls had rewired
and repaired the cockpit systems in captain McFarlaine’s mech faster than
his techs could have. The others all had been working hard, doing
everything they could to assist the techs. Greg had estimated at least
seventy-two hours to repair and service the mechs, now, he figured they
would be battle ready in less than forty-eight. Greg smiled, the colonel
was going to love this.
Georgianna woke up, she hadn’t intended to fall asleep. She was a bit
upset with herself, but then, she hadn’t slept much since this mission
started. Her nightmares had returned to haunt her. First that gang
member had brought back the memories of her parents murder, then the
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colonel brought up the specter of Tarsonis. Georgianna was surprised
she’d slept at all.
Georgianna quickly showered and dressed, then went looking for her
companions. In the cafeteria, she found only a med tech, eating lunch. He
told her he’d heard the pilots were ordered to help work on the mechs. He
thought it seemed a bit strange, an order like that, but it was what he
heard. Georgianna headed for the hangar.
Bob came into the maintenance office after checking on parts
compatibility for captain McFarlaine’s Thunderbird. “Say, Greg, did you
know that Ross is messing with the new power unit they installed in
McFarlaine’s bird?” He asked as he stopped by Greg’s desk.
“Yup,” Greg answered without looking up, “he said he was going to get a
bit more output out of it.”
“Ahhh, are you sure that’s ok?” asked, a bit surprised. “They taught us
never to mess with those things, that you’d just screw things up, or
worse.”
“That’s what they teach, at least that’s by the book.” Greg looked up and
sighed, “Chad trained under old man Ernhardt, and the old guy doesn’t
believe in the book. That’s why the top pilots take their mechs to him to
get them tuned up. Chad doesn’t quite follow the book either. He listened
to the old man.......... I wish I had.”
Georgianna walked through the hangar, amazed at the progress that had
been made on the mechs. John’s wreck was almost back together, other
damaged mechs were back in fighting order. She looked up at Reina, she
couldn’t believe it, her mech looked nearly ready to go. She could see the
places that the armor had been replaced. She’d have to repaint those
panels. She wondered if the controls were repaired, she didn’t think they
could be, not yet. When she looked in the cockpit, she was surprised to see
Megumi in the pilots seat, operating the controls.
“Hi captain,” Megumi smiled, “We’ve just about checked everything out.”
Georgianna almost laughed when she saw Arisa’s head poke out from
under the main console. “Hi captain,” Arisa called out, “they got the new
power unit in, so we can get the systems checked out. You’ll be ready to go
pretty soon now.”
Georgianna was choked up, she didn’t know what to say. “Ah.... good,
thanks....... I’ll just take a look around........ thanks.” Georgianna felt
elated, Reina was almost ready, almost as good as new......... Her mood
quickly changed when she saw Chad leaning into the open casing of the
new power unit. “Ross! What the hell do you think you’re doing?”
Georgianna didn’t know much about mechs, but she knew they didn’t mess
around with power units. What was Chad up to? More sabotage?”
Chad backed out of the panel, bumping his head on the top edge. “Oww.....
Oh, hello captain, I’m just tuning up your new unit.” Chad looked back
into the compartment and fitted a long wrench to an adjusting screw. As
he slowly turned the adjustment he watched several gauges. “This new
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unit is a series H, it’s already more powerful than the old D series you had,
but I can get more out of it. The manufacturer figured they should have a
safety factor, so they built in a fifteen percent safety factor. When the
military got hold of it, they decided there should be a safety factor, so they
had a ten percent safety margin added. Well, you can re-tune that ten
percent into the unit, if you know how to do it.” Chad concentrated on the
gauges for a moment, ever so slightly moving the wrench. “There, that
should be it. You should have about twenty five percent more power now. I
figured that you could use it with that shield.”
Georgianna just stared at Chad for a moment, “You can really do that?”
“Ya, master tech Ernhardt taught me how when I was a tech.” Chad told
her. “I also took the reserve cells out of that wrecked Lancer and fit them
into your Thunderbird. It’s a tight squeeze but I got Ben to weld in some
mounts and rigged them up. It’s another trick I learned. It will more than
double your reserve time. That should almost triple the time you can run
that shield, or the Minovsky drive.” Chad smiled, proud of his work.
Georgianna really was speechless now. It didn’t seem right. Why would
Chad do all this for her? He was a gang member, they only looked out for
themselves...... Didn’t they? And she hadn’t done anything for him, in fact,
she’d been a real bitch. Georgianna stammered, “good.....that.... that’s
great. I mean, thanks.......... it’s just...... why........” Georgianna was cut off
when she heard Ben’s voice boom out across the hangar.

Bob pushed back from the desk on the opposite side of the room from
Greg’s desk. He rubbed his eyes, he’d been staring at the computer screen,
checking through the maintenance records of the group’s mechs, making
sure they were using the right parts for each mech. Something else had
jumped out at him, where the mechs were last serviced.
“Greg, I’ve been looking at the service records, and the mechs weren’t all
serviced at the same facility before they shipped to the Krikav.” Bob told
the chief. “There were two depots, and the ones serviced at Tycho base
were Ross, Crichton, McFarlaine, Kerlav, Harcourt, and Wolfman. Two
Fireflies two Thunderbirds, and two Lancers, those are the mechs that
were sabotaged.”
Greg looked at the screen of Bob’s computer, “you’re right, those mechs all
had problems....... except, one Lancer........ Ben’s. Greg looked at Bob. “We’ve
been lucky so far, we’ve gotta check out that mech, before our luck runs
out.” Greg turned quickly and headed for the door, Bob was right behind
him.
Ben saw Greg and Bob hurrying out of their office as he walked down the
steps from his Lancer’s service platform. “Hey, look what I found,” He
called out. Ben waved a large cylinder, ten centimeters diameter by two
meters long. He walked over to the men and dropped the cylinder onto a
work table. “It was the next round in the rail gun. Looks like some kind of
bomb. Damn, If I’d tried to fire at those black mechs as they ran off, that
would have been the round I fired.”
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When Arisa heard “bomb”, she pushed her way through the crowd
gathering around Ben. She stopped and looked at the cylinder, bending
close to check a numbered tag. “It’s a warhead from an old Hellfire mark
sixteen, an obsolete anti-ship missile.”
Ben shook his head, “if I’d tried to fire that thing, I’d be dead.”
“You and anyone within a couple kilometers,” Arisa added, “that’s a
tactical nuke, around thirty kilotons. You’d have been an instant star.”
Everyone stepped back a bit.
“Ok,” Ben said as he reached for the cylinder, “I’ll just chuck the thing out
an airlock and Yuki can blast it with a beam cannon when it’s far enough
away.”
“NO DON’T,” Arisa yelled as she grabbed Ben’s massive arm. Ben stopped
with Arisa hanging on his arm. “That fuse has already set. Probably when
you dropped it on the table.” Arisa let go of Ben’s arm and looked at the
end of the weapon. “These have a mechanical fuse, with a fifty millisecond
delay for penetration. This fuse has already triggered, it’s stuck on the
delay. There’s no telling how much it would take to set it off. Just a small
bump might do it.”
Ben paled and backed away, maybe he shouldn’t have dropped it so hard.
Greg stepped closer and looked at the fuse end. “Are you sure, lieutenant?
How do you know so much about this thing?”
“My family’s companies made these,” Arisa answered, still examining the
fuse. “They were supposed to have been destroyed when they were
decommissioned, twelve years ago...... I need some small tools, needle nose
pliers, small screwdrivers and wrenches, and an adjustable spanner.”
“I’ve got a set of precision tools,” Bob told her, “I’ll get them........ and a
spanner.” Bob headed off toward the tool room.
Greg watched Arisa start to work on the fuse of the weapon. “So you have
experience with one of these?” He asked, hopefully.
“Nope, never saw one,” Arisa answered, “but I’ve read the manuals.”
Greg didn’t feel very well.

Chapter 51
The base on Mar Sara was built deep in side of a mountain, in the tunnels
of an abandoned mine. Edward Geraldine looked up as a soldier entered.
The soldier didn’t show much respect as he flopped down in a chair and
put his feet up on the desk.
“I thought that ship was supposed to be damaged, out of commission, like
the others,” the soldier accused. “They not only weren’t damaged, they
were ready for us. I thought you said that cloaking was foolproof, they
fought like they knew where we were. I lost more than half my mobile
suits.”
“They can’t be seen, your men are just to slow. They must have been
watching for your men to uncloak when they attack.” Edward replied
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angrily. “I thought you had a foolproof backup plan if the ship came out of
warp undamaged.”
“Hey, you don’t have to get all hot with me. It was foolproof, a nuke in a
life pod, but who’d have thought they had someone insane enough to fire
on a pod.” The soldier made his excuses. “Maybe they were psychics or
something. Well, we did get the mechs from that other ship. Now we have
those to add to the fourteen we salvaged from the ships at Tarsonis. I
brought you something else. When we picked up a life pod, that launched
right after the battle, we found this guy.” The soldier yelled out for the
man to be brought in.
Captain Pryde stood at the back of the group gathered around the bomb.
He’d spent the last several hours helping the other pilots repairing and
rearming the group’s mechs. It had been a bitter feeling, knowing he
would never pilot his mech, Barock, again. Now he wondered if any of
them would get a chance to fly again. Aiden keyed his communicator and
spoke into it, softly. “Colonel, I hate to bring you more bad news, but we
have a situation here. Ben found a nuke in his rail gun, they have the
thing sitting here and the fuse has already triggered. Any kind of bump
might set it off. Lieutenant Higgens is attempting to remove the fuse. Keep
your fingers crossed, Dan.”
Greg watched Bob hand the girl tools as she carefully removed the covers.
He looked at his two munitions men. “Don’t either of you know how to
defuse one of these?”
Both men shook their heads, one answered, “Not something like that......
mechanical. If it were an electronic fuse, no problem, but they don’t even
give us any training on a mechanical fuse.”
Bob watched Arisa, “I thought everything had electronic fuses. Why would
they have made something without electronics?”
Arisa answered without looking up, “This design goes back a long way,
from before the consolidation, when the three earth governments were
fighting for domination.” She smiled, “actually, I’m kind of proud of this
design, it started the empire. Way back then, my family’s companies
developed it for the Russo-European alliance. It was designed to overcome
the problem of the electronic jamming that rendered most electronic fuses
unreliable. These were deadly reliable against the slow ships of the early
space navies. There was one major flaw though, if the ship you fired at
happened to turn as you fired, you might miss, then you would have a
dangerous weapon running rogue. That’s what brought the last of the
great wars before the consolidation to an end. A Russian battle cruiser
fired on one of the American States carriers, but the carrier turned and
the missile missed by inches. The run-away missile kept on, all the way
back to the earth, it destroyed the Russian’s own space colony, tens of
thousands died. There was such an uproar from the people, not only
theirs, but the rest of the earth too, that the governments signed the first
of the consolidation treaties. So, our little missile had a direct connection
to the forming of the empire. The military kept them around, they were to
good to just get rid of. They used a few in the first colonial war, to take
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out hardened underground bunkers, but they were really dirty nuke’s.
They leave a place unusable for a long time. Beam weapons and rail guns
have become good enough to make antiship missiles obsolete, so they were
disposed of. ” Arisa looked up and smiled, “But right now, I’d rather this
one didn’t go off. I need someone to hold these pliers while I unhook the
damper springs.”
Chad had been standing closer than the others, fascinated by Arisa’s
skillful work on the bomb. He took hold of the tool, steadying the fuse,
even though he felt like he was shaking to much. Chad couldn’t
understand how Arisa could be so calm and steady as she worked on the
nuke.
Arisa stood up and adjusted the spanner to fit the large ring around the
fuse. “Ben, take hold of the back end and keep it steady while I turn the
lock nut,” she said as she fit the wrench to the ring.
Ben’s eyes got big and he waved his hands in front of himself as if trying
to ward off an evil spirit. “Not me...... nope, I’m not getting near that
thing,” he told her as he backed up a step.
Arisa looked up at him, then stood up and put her fists on her hips. “So,
you think standing that far back is going to give you an extra nanosecond
to live when this thing blows up?” She barked at him.
Bob groaned, “Don’t say ‘when’.”
Arisa looked down at Bob, “Sorry, I’ll say ‘if’ next time,” she assured him.
Arisa looked back at Ben, “now hold onto that cannister and don’t let it
move.” She went back to fitting the wrench to the large nut.
For a moment, Ben felt like he was back in school, looking down at miss
Rathman as she scolded him. “Yes mam,” he answered sheepishly as he
stepped up to the table and took hold of the bomb.
Arisa attempted to turn the retaining nut, but it didn’t budge. She
frowned as she leaned into the wrench and tried harder. The big nut
refused to come loose for the small girl. Suddenly she felt arms reach
around her and take hold of the handles with her. Georgianna had been
standing behind Arisa and decided the girl needed some help. Georgianna
added her considerable power to Arisa’s and suddenly the nut came loose
with a jerk. Everyone held their breath for a moment.
Arisa looked over her shoulder, to see who had helped her. “Oh, thanks
captain. That nut was really tight.” She turned back to the fuse and
removed the lock nut and reset the spanner to fit notches in the end of the
fuse. “Ok Chad, let go of it, I have to turn the fuse to release it. Keep your
fingers crossed, this might be a bit of a jar...... Don’t let it move, Ben.”
Arisa slowly applied force to the fuse and it began to move. She tried to
keep it from jerking as the fuse turned ninety degrees. “That’s it,” Arisa
beamed. She took hold of the fuse and slowly started to pull it out of the
bomb. “It can’t set the nuke off now.”
The whole group visibly sagged, after having been tense for so long, then
erupted into cheers. Arisa pulled the fuse free from the bomb and stood in
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the middle of the milling group, “Hey, careful!” She shouted over the noise,
“this thing is a high explosive, and it could still go off. That would make a
lot of people really unhappy.” The group instantly stopped moving. “Is
there someplace safe I can set it?” She asked.
One of the techs quickly rolled over one of the woven metal boxes made to
handle unexploded, live ammunition. Arisa gently set the fuse in the big
crate and the tech locked down the top. Everyone began to breath again,
all trying to thank and congratulate Arisa for defusing the nuke.
Greg gave a sigh of relief, he told his munitions tech to take the fuse away
and get it safely stored. “Everyone,” he called out, “I think you’ve earned a
break. Get something to eat and get some sleep. Pilots, the techs can finish
things here, but if you feel like coming back, when you’re rested, we’d be
glad to...............” Even muffled by the bomb disposal box, the explosion
sounded loud. It almost gave some of them heart failure.
Arisa looked at the tech sitting on the floor by the box, where he had
landed when the fuse went off. “It really was about to go off, wasn’t it.”
she said, smiling.

Chapter 52
Edward looked at the disheveled looking officer that entered the room. He
stood up, surprised, “Kirk! What are you doing here?”
“I shouldn’t be,” Kirk growled, “I should have been off that garbage boat
before they went to warp. Some welcome, your men gave me. I thought
they were going to kill me.......... Damn woman, next time I see her, I’ll
make her regret every bit of this.” He muttered, then looked back up at
Edward. “I thought you were supposed to capture that ship, Ed, or destroy
it. What’s the problem?”
Edward looked down at his officer sitting at his desk. “You’d better make
sure that Kirk receives the best of treatment, or I’ll have you shot. Kirk’s
family has been one of our major suppliers. They supplied the Nightmares
your pilots are using.” Ed looked back at Kirk. “Sorry for any mistreatment
you got form these men.”
The soldier looked up, “Hey, sorry about the treatment, we didn’t know
who you were. We just got beat up pretty bad by that EDF ship, and, well,
the guys were a bit upset. I don’t know what happened, but that ship
should have been disabled before it got here. And they seemed to know we
were coming. It’s like they could see us or something.”
Kirk frowned at the soldier, “I was told that cloaking system we installed
was foolproof. They couldn’t see those mechs. Even if they could, those
units were just as good as anything the EDF has. There shouldn’t have
been any question of you defeating them.”
“Hey, the plans were good,” The soldier said, angrily, as he stood up. “My
men are the best there are.” He glared at Kirk.
“Enough,” Ed barked, “Whoever is commanding that ship must have some
kind of voodoo charm or something. He has to run out of luck sometime
though. Is our man still on board?”
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“Ya,” the soldier said, stepping back, “He didn’t launch any pods, so he’s
still there. If none of the traps get them, he’ll still have a chance to disable
them.”
Ed smiled, “good, We’ll take the ship when they get into orbital position.
Make sure your men are in position.”
Arisa walked into the lunch area, she looked around but didn’t see Chad in
the room. Most of the pilots were gathered around a couple tables, so
after selecting a light lunch, she went to sit down with them. She found a
seat next to Megumi and started to eat her lunch. Strange thing, when she
sat down, everybody got rather quiet, and a few seemed to be trying to
hide a fit of giggles. Arisa looked at Megumi, “Did something funny
happen?”
Megumi couldn’t answer, she broke down in a fit of giggles, so Ben broke
in. “Well, the captain and I were kind of wishing we could have fixed that
Lancer of yours.”
Arisa was a bit confused, “huh? Why would you want that? Chad got it
working just fine.”
Ben reached across the table and took the picture viewer that Rose was
holding. He scrolled the pictures then handed it to Arisa. It was a very nice
shot, of the little pilot kissing the tall boy.
Arisa’s eyes grew wide as she looked at the picture. “Oh....... did I do that? I
guess I wasn’t even thinking, I was just so happy that Kion was working
again.”
Dominic chuckled, he noticed Arisa hadn’t blushed at all. Time to add a bit
to the game. “Scroll back a couple pictures,” he told her.
Arisa did as she was told and came to the pictures of Chad leaning over
the console to work underneath. “That’s when he found the problem,
when he fixed................” Everyone was starting to laugh. “Oh,” Arisa
giggled, “That does look a bit suggestive, doesn’t it. Caught in a
compromising position?” She looked up and handed the viewer back to
Rose, “just don’t let my dad see those pictures, or we WILL have a war on
our hands.” If anyone had hoped to see Arisa turn red with
embarrassment, they were sadly disappointed. “Do you know where Chad
is?” She asked. “I thought he would be here.”
“He was here,” Rose told her, “but when he saw the pictures, he turned red
as a tomato, got some things from the vendors, and took off. I guess he’s a
bit touchy about it.”
“About that?” Arisa wondered. “Well, I guess he could be the shy type.......
maybe.” She got up, “I’ll see you later, I want to get some rest.” As Arisa
walked out, Rose watched her and thought, now that was interesting. I
wonder if she’ll get any rest.

General Parker looked out over his battle group, he was troubled, this
seemed far too much like the Tarsonis affair. He was going to make sure,
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this time, it turned out differently. The general returned to his seat and
called his chief investigator. “Tom, the battle group will be ready to move
out at eighteen hundred hours tomorrow. What have you found out?”
Tom was glad the general called. He’d been about to call the general and
always worried he might be interrupting something important. “We’ve
kept tight surveillance on Mr. Ashford. He made several calls to his home
and they sent a ship for him. It has been harder to keep track of him since,
but we know he did communicate with someone. It was highly encrypted,
and routed through several proxies. We couldn’t make an accurate trace,
but the techs are certain the call went to someone at the OMI.”
“Damn, I was afraid of that,” George told him. “I didn’t want to believe it,
but I’ve had my suspicions. Keep your men on it, tell them to break that
encryption, if they can. I want you to head over to Victorville, Have a talk
with that R&D man. If he knows anything, or even has suspicions, I’d like
to know before we warp out.”
“Yes sir,” Tom acknowledged, “I should be able to see him by tomorrow
afternoon at the latest. I’ll be sure to report to you before eighteen
hundred.”
The general looked back at the view screens. He had to have any scrap of
information he could get. There was no way he was going to let this get
out of hand. That was why he insisted on accompanying the battle group.
He was going to find out who destroyed those ships, and if there was an
order to attack, he was going to know where it came from.
John stopped at Georgianna’s door. He hesitated, this might not be such a
good idea, but it was his best chance. John rapped on the door and after a
few moments, the door opened. “Captain, I need to talk to you.” He told
her.
Georgianna stepped back and let John into the room. “I know...... Look, I’m
sorry. I wasn’t thinking very straight right then. I misread what you
meant. I shouldn’t have snapped at you like that.”
John gave her a knowing smile, “don’t worry about it, things have been
hard on you, especially bringing up the Tarsonis mission. But that’s not
why I’m here. I need your help. You were always a better hacker than me,
and being a captain, you should be able to get more information than I
can, to start with.”
Georgianna frowned, now what was he trying to get her into. If he
wanted her access to the ship’s files, she wasn’t about to get herself in
trouble for him. “Alright Crichton, what is it? I’m not sticking my neck out
so you can get something on one of the girls.”
“It’s nothing like that,” John sighed. “Don’t you think this whole mission
seems like a setup? Something’s just not right. From what I overheard,
someone onboard messed with Arisa’s mech. Maybe there is someone
messing with the others too. I’ve checked what I can. Arisa said those
black mechs were built by BAE-MIG. It just so happens that Forward
Mining company, the ones who own most of the operations here, are a
subsidiary of a corporation that has a large stake in BAE-MIG.”
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“You think that corporation put guards out here to protect the mine?”
Georgianna questioned. “That wouldn’t make sense, it’s illegal for a corp
to have weapons like that.”
“It must go a lot deeper than that.” John replied. “They just wouldn’t put
that kind of expense into a mining colony. And they certainly wouldn’t
attack an EDF ship. What I’d like you to do is get into the ship’s personnel
data. I just want to see if anyone looks suspicious. If we can connect
anyone with that company.”
“You know, I don’t have the clearance to look at anyone’s files, except my
own command,” Georgianna said as she sat down at her keyboard. “I’d
need the colonels password to get into the personnel files, and I could get
court-marshaled for that.” Her fingers moved quickly over the keys, in
seconds she had opened the files, the same ones she had hacked before the
mission. “So, who should we check first?”
John smiled, he knew she’d been in the files before. Georgianna wouldn’t
go on a mission if she hadn’t checked the personnel. “Since you’ve already
gone over the pilots, how about we start with the ships officers.”
Georgianna smiled, John still could read her like a book. She opened the
ship’s personnel, and scanned down the file.
“Wait a minute,” John stopped her scrolling, “go back to the top.” The
second name on the list was first officer Kirk Ashford. “What’s this? The
parent company is Ashford industries.”
Georgianna opened his file, “let’s see who he is then........... Oh damn, he’s
the son of the owner of Ashford industries. What the hell is he doing
here?” She looked up at John, “people from rich families don’t serve on
little boats like this, and we have two of them. Something really isn’t
right.”
“We’re going to have to find out what he’s doing here.” John told her.
“There must be some connection, the mechs, the mine, somehow it has to
come back to him. Ashford has to know something.”
The com sounded, the colonel called the captains to meet him in the ready
room. Georgianna quickly stood up, too quickly, she felt dizzy and
stumbled into John. John wrapped an arm around her and held her.
“Whoa, take it easy there, girl. I figure you’re still running on empty. You
need to get some food and rest.” John couldn’t help but reach up and
gently push back her hair.
Georgiana relaxed, she looked up at Johns blue eyes. He still felt so right,
strong and gentle. She laid her head on his shoulder for a moment, “I
know, you’re right, but I have to go to the meeting first.” Georgiana stood
up and they walked out. She started to leave, then turned back to John
and quickly kissed his cheek, “thanks John, for caring . . . Maybe . . .
maybe we can talk later, maybe we can try again.” She turned and walked
off.
Alisa looked into the observation lounge, the ports were open now but
Chad wasn’t there. She crossed the room and stood next to the empty seats
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looking out the port. Alisa sighed, she’d hoped Chad might be there, he
must have gone to his room for some sleep.
Chad’s soda bottle stopped halfway to his mouth when Alisa walked in.
She hadn’t seen him, sitting with his back to the wall opposite the ports.
Chad finally took a swallow and put the bottle down. What was it about
her that made him feel this way? Why did his heart rate speed up and
make him feel weak? He couldn’t stop looking at her, The way the sun from
Mar Sara was shining through her soft blond curls, her perfectly smooth
skin, those clear blue eyes. Chad looked down and frowned, thinking of
how the pilots had laughed at him. He was not a “loli” lover. Just because
she got excited and kissed him........... and, she wasn’t a little girl........ just
because she was a bit small......... He looked back up at Arisa, backlit by the
system’s sun. Again he caught his breath. She had all the right curves, just
like the other women, just, sort of, in miniature.
“It’s not quite as pretty as warp space,” Chad quietly told her.
Arisa jumped, then spun around, “Oh..... Chad, I didn’t see you there........
Umm, no, it isn’t as nice as warp space. I was just wondering if we could
see the planet from here.”
“I don’t think so, we should be spiraling in on the orbit so we’re probably
nearly on the other side of the sun from the planet.” Chad said, sounding
like he knew what he was talking about. Arisa walked over and sat next to
Chad, his heart rate picked up a bit more. She was not only really pretty,
she was impossibly brave. He still couldn’t believe she had disarmed a
nuke, and acted like it was nothing at all. “You’re really amazing, Arisa. I
couldn’t have worked on that nuke like you did. It was all I could do to
keep the pliers still that I was holding.”
Arisa pulled her knees up to her chest and wrapped her arms around her
legs. She smiled. “I never thought I would get a chance to work on a real
nuke, and a Hellfire on top of it.” She looked at Chad with bright eyes.
Chad looked surprised, “You wanted to work on one? Weren’t you afraid at
all?”
“Oh, I guess so, but I was too excited to think about it.” Arisa beamed. “I’ve
always liked explosives, since the first time I saw one of the tests at the
lab. They let me study all the information our companies have on
explosives and munitions. I suppose the scientists thought it was cute. I
learned everything I could. I was making and testing explosives and
fireworks before I was in secondary school. The only thing I never got to
work with was a nuke....... now I have”
“Oh,” Chad sat back, “you really are something, with what you know about
mechs along with bombs.............”
“I’m not that good, not with mechs anyway,” Arisa said, sitting back. “I
just know the basic stuff. You’re the one who’s amazing with the mechs. I
heard you talking with the captain. The techs at the lab told me never to
mess with a power unit. That only the factory computer equipment should
align the sync ratios. That aligning them is almost like black magic.”
Chad fidgeted, “Well, it is kind of touchy. The master tech I trained under
showed me how. The power units aren’t always quite set right, and the
sync tends to go off a bit as they’re used. You can use gauges to set the
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power levels, but you have to, kind of, feel if the sync is right. I guess a lot
of guys can’t do it.”
Arisa rocked back and forth a bit, “Chad, could you check Kion’s power
unit? It seems to work just fine, but, I think I need any advantage I can
get. I still don’t know......... I haven’t been in combat, and......”
“Sure, no problem,” Chad told her.”I’ll look into it, but you won’t have any
trouble. When you get in a combat situation, you’ll find you just react, like
instinct. That’s why we trained so much.”
Arisa stopped rocking and sat still for a moment, “Ya, I guess so.” She
looked at the floor around Chad, there were a couple candy bar wrappers
and an empty bag of chips. “I bet you’re hungry, it doesn’t look like you
had much to eat. Want to go to the cafeteria and get something?”
Chad turned a bit red, “Ah... no, I’m ok, really. I don’t need anything right
now.”
Arisa smiled, it was those pictures, she was sure of that now. What could
she say to him? “It’s those pictures Rose has, isn’t it.” She looked at Chad,
he turned even redder and looked at the floor. “I thought they were kind of
funny. Just so my dad doesn’t see them.” This wasn’t working at all. Chad
seemed even more embarrassed. He was twisting his soda bottle and not
looking at her. She wanted him to say something. Arisa sat back and tried
to look relaxed. “Was that the first time you’ve been kissed?”
Chad stopped worrying his bottle, “well..... ah......... no, errr, yes, I mean,
I’ve never kissed any girls. No girl would have, not when I was back home,
not even my mother, and, since I was sent to the military......... “ Chad
sighed, “I’d never kissed a girl before.” Chad was really red now, looking
back at the floor.”
Arisa smiled, she was right, he’d never been kissed.........a virgin boy, and
he was all hers. Well maybe, if she just played this right. Not that Arisa
had much experience herself. The small girl hadn’t exactly been a
highschool boy’s dream girl. Most of the boys were arrogant idiots
anyway. Sure, she’d had a few dates, mostly with losers who could barely
get up the courage for a quick goodby kiss. Then there was the boy, two
classes her senior, he was smooth and experienced, and only took her out
because he thought he could get whatever he wanted from the younger
girl. She’d had to, literally, fight him off. Alisa was left to call home, for
someone to come gets her, when he dumped her. Her parents were waiting
when she got home, her mother was kind and understanding, her father
just watched her angrily. The boy had never returned to her school . . .
Yes, she had some experience, most of it bad. Now was her chance to do it
right.
“And you still haven’t, not yet,” she told him, “a quick thank you like that
doesn’t count at all.”
“Oh?” Chad said quietly. “It doesn’t? Ya..... I guess”
Arisa could hear the disappointment in Chad’s voice. “No, not at all.” Arisa
turned and faced Chad, sitting on her knees. “For it to be a real kiss,
someone has to intend it to be a kiss, not just a thank you, or a hello or
something........... And, it has to last longer than that.”
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There was a mischievous sparkle in Arisa’s eyes and a devilish smile on her
bright red lips. Chad didn’t know whether to say something, or try to run
away........... He just stayed there, feeling a bit like a mouse cornered by a
cat......... Arisa leaned forward and wrapped her arms around Chad’s neck
and softly kissed him. Surprised for a moment, Chad didn’t know what to
do, but instinct took over and he wrapped his arms around the girl and
deepened the kiss.
It was long moments before Arisa backed away. She sat back on her heals
and looked at Chad, a soft smile on her face. “Like that,” she breathed,
then turned and sat next to him again. “Now you can say you’ve kissed a
girl.” Alisa wrapped her hands around Chad’s arm and lay her head
against him. Not bad, she thought, not bad at all. With some practice, he
could be really good . . . She intended to be the one he practiced on.
Chad felt like jumping up and pumping his arms and yelling “YES!” He
didn’t, he just sat there grinning, feeling the small girl next to him. This is
crazy, he thought, I would never have imagined some girl would be
interested in me, especially someone like her.

Chapter 53
General Edward Geraldine frowned as he looked at the communication
unit. He wished he had a video feed, there was so much more you could
gain from reading a person’s expressions. He wished he could see his
commander, for in fact, he had never even met the one who gave him his
orders. He had been angry and disillusioned when the EDF had passed him
over for promotion, again. That’s when they had come to him, the
mysterious men that had recruited him. He’d gone with them, deserted,
but they’d offered him great things. It was still a blur in his mind, the time
he had spent at their training facility. He just couldn’t remember any of it.
When he left, He was a general, as they had promised, and he took his
orders from the supreme commander of the Red Faction. He always
followed those orders, even if he felt they were wrong, somehow, he would
still follow his orders.
“It seemed they could detect our cloaked mechs, there must be some fault
with the system.” Edward told the commander.
“There is no fault,” The commander bit back, “the cloaking device is
beyond their technology. Your forces are incompetent.”
“We could try again, sir. I’m sure we could capture that ship.” Edward
told him. “They must have just been lucky.”
“Luck, is only an excuse,” the commander snarled. “Destroy the ship. Use
the weapon and destroy them.”
“It may not be that easy, sir. She isn’t ready for this.” Edward tried to find
a way to convince the commander. “That might cause problems. You know
she is the only one who can pilot the weapon. She won’t allow us access.
I’ve tried to convince her, even tried to hack into it but she has that system
too tightly locked up.”
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“You will convince her now.” The commander snapped. “If she does not
follow orders, then she is useless. If she will not destroy the ship, then you
will send her to us and we will take the knowledge from her.”
“Yes sir, I understand,” Edward sighed. He concluded his conversation
and signed off. He couldn’t allow them to take her. He’d seen what
happened to people who had been sent there, they came back changed.
She was to valuable, the systems she designed were a leap forward. He
couldn’t risk them damaging her.
Colonel Hellwind looked at a fuzzy image of Mar Sara overlaid with a
grid showing the population centers. Why, he thought, why are they
sending me there? He turned as Captain Pryde entered the room. “Ah,
Aiden, I’m glad you’re here. I want you to look at this.” Dan turned back to
the image. “What’s wrong with this picture?”
Aiden came closer to the screen, “do you mean the fact that there’s
something wrong with the ship’s imaging? The clouds look to dark, and
uneven . . . Wait, those aren’t clouds.”
“Geeze, that looks like the place is covered in rocks,” Captain Torres said
as he came up behind Aiden.
Aiden and Dan turned. “Yes, that’s exactly it,” the colonel told him as he
increased the magnification so they could see the individual rocks. “The
planet is surrounded by layers of asteroids, each layer moving at different
speeds and directions.”
“How the hell did they do that?” Aiden asked, astonished. “That’s not
really possible ........ is it?”
“I don’t know,” Dan answered. “It must have taken an incredible amount
of gravity calculations. It’s quite a feat of engineering.” He turned the
magnification back down. “But, I wasn’t thinking of that right now. Look
at the location command wants us to lock in our orbit. It’s nowhere near
the population centers. It’s way out over a mountain range.”
“Maybe they think the cities have defensive weapons, and they want us
to keep away from them.” Dominic mused.
“I doubt it,” the colonel replied, “these planets shouldn’t have any
weapons like that.”
“But we were attacked by advanced mechs, and they had that rail gun in
the asteroid.” Aiden added. “Did command say anything about that when
you reported it?”
“They congratulated us on breaking up some remnants of the pirates,”
the colonel told them. “But, the pirates never had advanced equipment like
those mechs......... Something just feels wrong about this.”
“Have you reported on the asteroids shielding the planet?” Aiden asked.
“Yes,” Dan answered, “and all command did was told me to hurry to the
assigned co-ordinates and make diplomatic contact.”
Dominic scratched his head, “something smells a little fishy. There’s been
too much going wrong........” Dominic stopped and turned with the others
as Georgianna came in.
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“Sorry, I was tied up......... Is that Mar Sara? What’s with that, I thought
it was supposed to be a green planet?” Georgianna questioned, as she
hurried into the room.
“It might be green,” Aiden told her, “under all those asteroids. They have
the whole planet surrounded by asteroid belts. It must be some kind of
attempt at a defense.”
“Wow, now that’s impressive,” she looked closer. “You can’t blame them
though, the empire sent warships, they don’t want to be the next planet
the empire destroys.”
“If it were just that, it wouldn’t worry me so much,” the colonel told her.
“This wasn’t something they put up since the EDF ships came, this took a
long time to set up. They’ve been expecting us to come, planning this to
happen. But, why? And why are we ordered to park in orbit at those coordinates.”
Georgianna looked closer at the map, then magnified the area of the
orbital co-ordinates. “Maybe because there seems to be a thinner area in
the asteroids there.” She told them.
“You’re right,” Dan said looking at the image, “maybe there’s a way in at
that point.......... Hmmm, there are a couple other areas that look like thin
areas. Those could be places we can get mechs through.”
“That could be,” Aiden mused, “but if I were setting up a defense like
that, I’d concentrate any weapons I had at those points. I really wish we
knew what’s going on down there.”
“I can help with that, they are defended.” Everyone turned around to see
colonel Johana Kerlov in the doorway, leaning heavily on Ryoko.
“Johana!” Dan cried in surprise, “what are you doing here? The doctor
should never have let you out of ........” Colonel Hellwind bumped into the
table, then stumbled around it in his haste to get to Johana.
“He didn’t,” she told him as he reached out to help her, “I wasn’t about to
lie around when you might be heading straight into a trap” With Ryoko
and Daniel’s help, Johana approached the map. She marked each of the
holes in the asteroid belts with icons for defensive armament.
“Those are the defenses?” Dan asked. “The colony planets aren’t supposed
to have any weaponry like that.”
“They shouldn’t have,” Johana replied, “but they do. That’s part of the
reason my ship was sent here. General Adams of the OMI had us
searching for the truth behind the tragedy at Tarsonis. He received some
disturbing reports of illegal weapons manufacturing going on at Mar
Sara. General Adams sent us on a clandestine mission to investigate the
report. We had been here ten standard days, I had worked up a pretty
good report on the situation but received orders to move to co-ordinates
in the asteroid belt between the fifth and sixth planets, and to wait for
further orders. While waiting at the co-ordinates, there was an explosion
in the hangar, and we were attacked. There were enemy mechs, of
unknown type. The most frightening part is, we didn’t detect them till they
were inside, they were cloaked somehow. I had to warn you, they could
attack at any time and you won’t know it till they hit you.”
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“Ya, we met those guys,” Dominic chuckled, “and we kicked their butts.
We have the Ghost.” Dominic grinned.
“Huh? You fought them?” Johana asked, unbelieving.
“The mobile suits from the Krikav were engaged with the unknown
enemy mobile suits when we were rescued.” Ryoko told her colonel.
Johana looked from Ryoko to the officers of the Krikav, “you beat them?
How could you, weren’t they cloaked? What’s the Ghost?”
“Yes, they were cloaked,” colonel Hellwind answered, “but we were able to
detect them. By some mistake, we ended up with an experimental recon
mech, with cloaking and superior sensors. The pilot was able to keep our
units updated on the position of the enemy mechs. It was that, and the
skill of our pilots, that won the battle. Yuki was able to reconfigure the
ship sensors and now she’s able to detect those enemy mechs.”
“You have a cloaked mech?” Johana asked. “I thought cloaking was still
years off.”
“Apparently it’s a lot farther along than we knew,” Aiden interjected.
“Right now, we have to decide what to do about the situation we’re
facing here.” Dan changed the subject. “It’s pretty evident, as insane as it
seems, that the miners here are in revolt against the empire. I have orders
to take the Krikav into orbit at those co-ordinates, and establish
diplomatic contact. I intend to follow those orders.”
“It’s obviously a trap,” Georgianna claimed. “They’re trying to set us up,
to engineer another excuse to destroy a planet that has some
disagreement with them.”
“These people have been planning this for a long time. They’ve built
illegal weapons and defenses,” Johana said angrily. “They attacked
without provocation and destroyed my ship. They’re asking for war, and
they deserve anything they get.”
“They’re just trying to keep the empire from bombing their planet to
ashes.” Georgianna faced Johana. “You can’t blame them after we
massacred the people of Tarsonis, over nothing . I won’t let that happen
again.”
“That’s enough, captain,” colonel Hellwind stepped between them. “I
won’t have insubordination in my command.” Daniel softened, “No one
wants this to go that far. I’m hoping that we can solve without resorting
to force, that’s why I’m willing to try diplomatic contact, as I was ordered.
But, I’m not going to let my guard down. I want us to be alert and ready.”
Dan looked at his captains, “Dominic, Blue Dragon is on alert. Red
Phoenix is on standby.”
“Colonel, Dom’s group is short handed, lieutenant Kerlav’s mech is
down.” Georgianna complained. “Red Phoenix should be on alert.”
“I’ve made my decisions, captain,” Dan snapped, “Dominic, since
lieutenant Kerlav is down due to repairs on her unit, I’m moving
lieutenant Herrmann to your group. I want Lieutenant Ross to continue
working with the techs, he’ll be close enough there to be on alert. Captain
Pryde will be taking tactical command on the bridge. Lieutenant’s Yamato
and Crichton will be joining Red Phoenix.” Georgianna swore under her
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breath. Colonel Hellwind looked directly at Georgianna. “According to
Yuki’s data, you’ve been suffering signs of fatigue stress, captain. I’m
ordering you to get some rest.” Georgianna started to protest but he cut
her off. “The last few days have been tough on all of us, captain, and I
know you haven’t been sleeping. We can’t afford you to be at less than
your best. We have a few hours till we get to the co-ordinates, I want you
to get a sleep inducer from the med techs and get that rest.”
Georgianna frowned as the colonel dismissed them. She didn’t like having
sleep forced on her, and she was angry that her group was second behind
Dominic’s group again.

Chapter 54
Colonel Hellwind looked from the map to Johana. “This is insanity. Why
would a small colony of miners want an armed confrontation with the
empire? They have to know they wouldn’t stand a chance. And, how could
they possibly have accumulated that many advanced weapons? The
shipping is strictly regulated, what ships could have delivered those
weapons? There are just to many questions, to many situations that just
can’t happen.”
Johana sat down heavily. She was so tired. “I don’t know, Dan. They
shouldn’t have those weapons, but unlike Tarsonis, I know they do. The
regent of Mar Sara has been too quiet the last couple years. Something
has been going on. Maybe they think popular opinion will keep the empire
from attacking. Well, they’re wrong, If they think they can fight the EDF,
they have one nasty lesson coming.”
“No,” Dan snapped, “I won’t let it go that far. I’m not going to sit back
and watch another planet blasted to ashes. There has to be a way to talk
some sanity into these people. Sure, the empire has plenty of faults, and
you can’t blame the colonies for griping about it. But there has to be a way
to improve things without killing millions of people.”
“Maybe, Dan, but they haven’t found it in all these years.” Johana
sighed, “We’re just an ornery race of people. Everybody wants everything
their way, I don’t think we’re going to change it now.”
Dan looked at the map, “For their sake, I hope we can...... What’s the
population of Mar Sara?”
“A couple hundred thousand, plus,” Johana told him. “There are twenty
cities, centered around the larger mines. The largest city is Cobalt, it’s the
capital, it was the first mining camp. The colony isn’t very old, and
population counts aren’t very accurate out here.”
“So, if they are really starting a rebellion, they might be able to field fifty
thousand soldiers, or maybe a few more,” Dan shook his head. “And we’re
supposed to oppose them with twenty-five marines and ten mechs. Maybe
the mechs would make the difference, if they didn’t have heavy weapons.
Somehow, I have to stop this before the EDF sends in a fleet and it’s
Tarsonis all over again.”
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“Tarsonis had a population of over ten million. This is a different
situation. The Empire wouldn’t bomb a small colony like this.” Johana
assured him.
“They wouldn’t?” Dan asked. “Not even a colony that has heavy weapons?
They wouldn’t use nuclear weapons against a world that didn’t have any
defensive capability either, but they did, against Tarsonis.” Dan sat down
across from Johana, “There’s something bigger going on, Johana, I think
someone is trying to get the colonies to band together against the
Empire.”
Edward left his office, he had to carry out the orders from his
commander, that EDF ship had to be destroyed. He would have liked to
capture the mechs that the ship carried, they would have been a nice
addition to those they had captured at Tarsonis and from the first ship the
EDF sent here. This colonel had the devil’s luck, none of their traps had
worked. He’d just have to make sure the weapon destroyed the ship.
Edward ran into Kirk Ashford, who had been assigned quarters. Kirk had
cleaned up and was wearing a Red Faction uniform.
“I hope you’ve found the quarters adequate.” Edward greeted him.
“Adequate? It’s a damn hole in the rock. I even have to use a communal
bathroom.” Kirk complained.
“Well, it’s the best we can offer in this remote base.” Edward told him.
“You’ll have to make do for now. Command is sending ships to move our
equipment and supplies off the planet before the ED ships arrive.”
“Good, I don’t plan to be caught here when they nuke this rat hole,” Kirk
grumbled. “Speaking of EDF ships, have you captured the Krikav yet?”
“No,” Edward told him, “the Krikav is on its way to an orbit above us, I’ve
been ordered to use Atropos to destroy it.”
“Destroy it?” Kirk gaped. “You can’t do that, Arisa is on the Krikav, I have
to get her off, she’s my fiancé, I have to marry her.”
Edward looked at Kirk, surprised, “Oh, I’m sorry, I know what it’s like to
lose someone you love, but I have my orders, I have to destroy the Krikav.”
“Love?” Kirk’s laugh sounded evil, “I don’t love that bitch, I just need to
get married to her. She’s the heir to the Higgins fortune, and after she has
an accident, it’s going to be mine. ”
Edward’s look darkened, “ah, you were just using her. Well, I’m sorry, she
won’t live long enough for you to enjoy your wedding night. She’ll be dead
with the rest of those on the Krikav.”
“Damn,” Kirk swore, “you can’t do that, you can’t kill her till........... Wait,
you said they would all die, none left, no witnesses?” Edward nodded. Kirk
smiled an evil smile, “destroy them, that would work out just fine. All I
have to do is have some papers forged. The only survivor, grieving the loss
of the woman he married on the ship, two days earlier. I’ll still be the heir
to her fortune.”
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Chapter 55
Dominic returned to the cafeteria and found most his group there. He
had to smile at Ben, the big guy was so close to Megumi that she was
almost in his lap, and they both were working on a large supreme pizza.
He crossed over to the table. “Ben, I hate to break things up, but Blue
Dragon is on stand-by. Louis, You’re transferred to my group, you’ll replace
Rose as my second. We better get suited up and in the ready room. Has
anybody seen Ross?”
Rose watched them walk out, Dominic and Louis talking and Ben,
holding Megumi’s hand. Without even a word to her, she’d been replaced.
John lay on his bed, looking up at the grey ceiling. He thought about
that color, “Battleship Grey”, used from the very beginning of iron ships in
earth navies. The navies still used it, even in space. They also still used
first officers, even if they were mostly useless, at least useless according to
ensign Emily Margraph. John had talked with her after he left
Georgianna’s room. She told him they hadn’t seen first officer Kirk Ashford
since they came out of warp drive. The ships crew members thought that
was just fine, he was too full of himself and overbearing, especially to the
female crew members. He’d been trying to get her to come to his room
since the day he came on board.
John sat up, time to do something. He had to find out what was going on
with Ashford. He grinned, he hoped the guy was their saboteur. A guy like
that needed to be set down, and John was just the guy to do it. Time for
action! John got up, whipped open his door and jumped out into the
hallway............... almost knocking Rose flat.
As John stumbled, he wrapped an arm around Rose and used his other to
brace himself against the far wall. “Hey!....... Sorry about that. You ok,
Rose?” John pushed off of the wall and got them both on their feet again.
“We gotta stop meeting like this, girl.”
Rose looked down as she stepped back, “I’m alright, no harm done....”
John frowned, he thought he’d seen......... John reached out and tipped
Roses face up to look at him. It was tears he’d seen. “What’s wrong Rose?
Are you sure you’re alright?”
Rose tried to turn her head away, “It’s nothing, I wasn’t hurt at all......
It’s not your fault that I’m............... “
John lowered his hand, “There is something wrong though, Rose. We
can’t have our queen in tears. What is it? Did Dominic do something to
you?”
“No, he didn’t do anything,” she said quietly, “he never does anything.
It’s..... it’s just, I see how Ben treats Megumi, and, well, Arisa and Chad,
they’re getting rather close, but Dom, he doesn’t even notice me. We were
close like that, back when we were in school. That’s why I joined the EDF, I
wanted to be with Dom, but the more I’ve tried to stay with him, the
farther away he seems to become. The only time he knows I’m around is
when I’m in my mech.”
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John sighed, “Dom’s a blind man. He can’t see what’s right in front of
him. Dom is too involved in being a good soldier. He’s wrapped up in being
a captain, that’s why he notices you when you’re piloting your mech.
Sometimes, Rose, you can be to close, for too long. Someday, he’ll wake up
to what he’s been missing, but by then, it might be too late, you might be
gone.” John laughed, if this had been a few hours earlier, he might have
tried to be the one to lead her away from Dominic. “Don’t give up hope yet,
girl. He’ll get tired of being Captain Universe. He’ll realize how lonely he is.
Hey, if you ever get lonely, or need a shoulder to cry on, just come see me,
I’ll be there for you. There’s always plenty of old Johnny to go around.”
Rose looked up and smiled, John had made her feel better. He might be a
rogue, but he had a way with words. “I’m sure there is, John. You made me
feel a lot better, I guess I owe you again. I still owe you for saving my life,
and my mech. I’d have never figured out I had a fire, not until it was too
late.” Rose had a mischievous look in her eye, she stepped up to John,
wrapped her arms around him and kissed him on the cheek. She backed
away with a quiet giggle. “I believe that’s the current form of thank you
on this mission.”
John laughed, “well, if it is, I definitely need to find more ways to make
you girls thankful, darlin’. “
Georgianna picked up the small electronic device from the med techs. She
really didn’t like sleep inducers. They were supposed to be so much better
than the old method of using drugs, they didn’t leave you feeling so
groggy, but she didn’t like being that deeply asleep. You could sleep right
through a war.
Georgianna turned the corner to her room’s corridor and stopped short,
There in the middle of the corridor, just outside of John’s door, she saw
Rose with her arms around Crichton, obviously kissing him. Georgianna
quickly backed around the corner. She stood, her back against the wall,
shocked. That bastard, that damned lecher. He’d just left her a few
minutes ago...........And she thought maybe they could........... He’d used her,
and as soon as she was out of sight, went after the next conquest. She
clenched her fists she wanted to kill him........... No, why should she care?
She didn’t want to have anything to do with him, never again. She hoped
Dominic beat the crap out of him. Georgianna’s eyes burned as she turned
and walked away down the corridor.

Chapter 56
General Geraldine led Kirk deeper under the mountain base of the Red
Faction. In a large cavern in the old mine, filled with machinery and parts,
they approached a lone figure, huddled over a desk covered with papers
and a laptop computer.
“Hello Rydia,” Edward greeted the young woman.
Rydia turned and jumped up from her chair, scattering papers across the
floor. “Edward!“ She cried, with a bright smile on her face. “You came to
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see me. I’ve almost got the improvements ready.......” Rydia stopped,
blushing. “Oh, I didn’t know someone was with you.”
Edward smiled at the girl, “Rydia, this is Kirk Ashford, his family is the
major backer of our efforts.” He turned toward Kirk. “This is our head of
research, Rydia Farrell. She’s the one responsible for the design and
development of the Atropos system.”
Kirk took the girls hand, he looked her over. She was as tall as he was,
wavy auburn hair, tied back in a loose pony tail, with stray strands
framing her round face. She had hazel eyes, a small nose and generous
lips. It was a bit hard to tell what her body was like, she wore a loose
fitting sweatshirt and sweat pants, but from the swell of her breasts and
the curve of her hips, he thought there might be some possibilities there.
She looked young, but Kirk preferred them young, and innocent. It made
for more fun.
“Hmmm, nice,” Kirk smiled at her. “So, you’re the genius behind our new
weapon. We should get together later, I want to get to know you.”
Rydia took and instant dislike to the man. She felt very uncomfortable at
the way his eyes roamed over her body, and the leering smile he had on his
face.
“I’m really busy with coding the upgrades for Atropos. I don’t think I
could find the time..... not now.” She tried to find some excuse to avoid
Kirk.
“We’ll see that you have time together later. Right now we have more
important concerns.” Edward told them. “Rydia, the EDF has sent a ship to
destroy the planet. You are going to have to use Atropos to stop them. The
upgrades will have to wait, they will be here in a couple hours. You will
have to move Atropos into position so that you can destroy them before
the can launch their nuclear bombs.”
Rydia looked startled, “But...... you told me I wouldn’t have to hurt
anyone. You said, once they knew how powerful Atropos is, they would
give the colonies their freedom. I can’t destroy a ship, I can’t kill all those
people. Besides, they couldn’t get their bombs through the asteroid shield I
set up. You said you had the weak areas covered.”
Edward held up his hands, “Settle down now, Rydia. I know you weren’t
supposed to use Atropos in combat. I really don’t want to have to do this,
but they sent the ship before we were able to get everything ready. The
EDF could send in more bombs than we could stop, They would destroy
this base, and Atropos.” Edward watched Rydia’s expression, hoping to
frighten her into following his orders. “They would kill all the people, just
like they did to Tarsonis. Do you want that to happen Rydia?”
Rydia had tears in her eyes, “No! I’d never let that happen. But...... I can
fire the weapon and not hit them. I could scare them, then they’d know we
can beat them. They’d surrender.”
“No, they wouldn’t,” Kirk interjected, “they’d think it was a sign of
weakness, they’d send all the more bombs to destroy you. They don’t care
about the people, just about keeping them under their thumb. They’ll
destroy this planet at any cost.”
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Edward put his arm around Lydia, “Those men in that ship are ruthless
murderers, Lydia. That’s why I left the EDF. They will turn this planet to
ashes without a second thought, just like they did to the defenseless
planet, Tarsonis. You have to stop them, Rydia, you are these peoples only
hope.
Rydia hung her head, “Ok, I’ll do it. I won’t let them hurt these people. I’ll
get Atropos ready.”
The men left Rydia to prepare the weapon and headed back to Edward’s
office. Kirk let out an evil laugh. “‘They could send more bombs than we
could stop,’ that’s a good one. You played her like a fiddle.”
Edward frowned, “Rydia may be a genius, but she’s still a naive little girl.
She’ll do almost anything for me. I don’t like lying to her like that, but the
leader ordered me to destroy that ship. He wants this to lead to another
colony war. He assured me we will be able to crush the empire this time.”
“Whatever,” Kirk smirked, “women can’t understand such important
matters anyway. All that matters is, I’ll get what I wanted. Are you sure
that Atropos thing can destroy the Krikav?”
Edward stopped and looked at Kirk, the man was a fool, but the Red
Faction needed his backing. “They haven’t got a chance.”

Chapter 57
Georgianna fought to calm herself as she wandered down the corridor.
Her anger burned, but she tried to deny it. Why should it matter? She
didn’t care about John, she never had........ It’s very hard to make yourself
believe your own lie.
Georgianna noticed Chad and Arisa as soon as she came through the
door of the observation room. “ROSS! What are you doing?”
Chad jerked awake and looked around. “Oh, captain........ I, uh, guess I
kind of fell asleep.” Chad tried to gently move Arisa so he could stand up.
Arisa woke up and, groggily, held tight to Chad’s arm. Chad stood up,
dragging Arisa with him.
Georgianna snarled, “If you want to sleep, lieutenant, do it in your own
bed..... Alone!”
Chad almost snapped back at the woman, but the anger burning in her
eyes made him hold back.
“Blue Dragon is on deck, and the colonel wants you working with the
techs,” Georgianna informed him. “Get to the hangar, Ross.”
“Yes SIR!” Chad barked, sarcastically. He turned to Arsa, “I’ll see you
later.” Then he hurried toward the hangar.
Arisa frowned as they watched Chad leave, “Geeze, what’s that all about,
captain?”
Georgianna snapped around and faced the smaller girl, “I told you to
stay away from him. You should be getting some rest, not fooling around
with Ross.”
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Arisa’s expression darkened, “We didn’t do anything.......... It’s not like we
were jumping in bed together.” Arisa balled up her fists. “When I’m in my
mech, you can order me around, but you can’t tell me who I can associate
with on my own time....... captain! I don’t know what kind of problem you
have with men that you can’t stand seeing us get along, but, you can’t run
my life, you aren’t my father!” Arisa spun around and stalked out the door.
Georgianna closed her eyes. She tried to calm her breathing. Damn, she
thought, damn, she’d done it again. She’s let her own problems affect her
performance. She’d have to straighten that out with Arisa.......... later.
Right now, she really needed that sleep inducer. The colonel had been
right, lack of sleep was messing up her mind.
John stood outside of Kirk Ashford’s room. The first officer hadn’t
answered the door intercom, nor had he answered John’s pounding on the
door. John wondered what to do next. He hadn’t anticipated this. John
had already called the ensign, Emily, and found out that they hadn’t been
delivering meals to Kirk’s room. John keyed his communicator, “Yuki, can
you tell me where the first officer is?”
“First office Ashford is currently in his quarters,” Yuki answered
immediately.
John was about to pound on the door again when he got a call on his
com. “Crichton, what’s going on?” John was caught by surprise, it was the
colonel. “Ah...... I was thinking of getting a game going and was going to
see if the first officer wanted in........ sir,” He answered.
Colonel Hellwind had just left Johana off in an officer’s room, to get
some rest, when Yuki had informed him that John was making inquiries
about Ashford, and pounding on his door. “Alright lieutenant, you can cut
the crap. I’ll be there in a few seconds.” He ordered.
John was a bit nervous. A first officer was a lot higher up the food chain
than a lieutenant. Would the colonel believe him, or Kirk? But, why wasn’t
Kirk answering?
“Alright John,” Dan asked as he came down the corridor, “what’s really
going on here?”
John gave a quick account of what he and Georgianna had discovered in
the files. He explained that Kirk hadn’t been seen in three days, and that
no food had been delivered to Kirk’s room.
“So, that’s what captain McFairlane was doing hacking into the classified
files,” the colonel mused.
“You knew about that? Ah, that was my fault,” John confessed, “I asked
her to check those files.” Busted, John thought, I’ll get in all kinds of
trouble over this.
The colonel snorted, “Of course I knew. Right now we have a mystery to
solve. Why Kirk Ashford isn’t answering........ Yuki, I want this door open,
now.”
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They heard Yuki’s affirmative reply as the door slid open. Dan stepped
boldly into the room, followed by John. The room was a bit of a mess, but
it was otherwise, quite empty. The colonel keyed his communicator, “Yuki!
Where is first officer Ashford?”
“He is located in the room that you occupy, sir,” Yuki informed them.
“You’re wrong, Yuki,” Dan yelled out, “he’s not here.”
“That is not possible sir,” came Yuki’s unemotional response, “sensors
indicate............”
“Wait a minute,” John cut in from over by the room’s built in desk. His
hand traced some wires leading from a small box on the desk to the sensor
on the wall. John pulled the wires out of the box.
“The first officer is no longer in the room with you.” Yuki informed them.
“He is currently not on the ship.”
“What the hell?” Dan stepped over beside John and looked at the box. So
that was......”
“Yup,” John told him, “this is first officer Ashford. At least Yuki thought it
was.”
“Son of a......” Dan looked toward the door, “That explains the missing life
pod.” At John’s question, the colonel explained the missing life pod. “So, we
know who our saboteur was. I just wouldn’t believe one of the great
houses would be behind this. I’m going to have to let command know
about this.” Dan headed out the door, then turned back, “good work,
Crichton, I’ll take care of it from here. You better get some rest, I have a
feeling things haven’t all played out yet.”

Chapter 58
Dominic finished talking to Chad on the com. Chad was already back at
the hangar working on the mechs. Chad told him that Rose’s mech was
coming along fine and would be ready in a few hours. Dominic wished it
were ready now. Louis was a veteran, with plenty of experience, but Rose
had always been with him, they made a good team, Dominic just wasn’t
sure he and Louis would work that well together. He stepped into the
ready room, Ben and Louis were already there, suited up. If anything
happened, they could get to their mechs in seconds.
Chad leaned into Arisa’s Lancer and turned the systems back to standby.
He’d checked the power unit for her like he promised. Chad had been
surprised to find it needed very little adjustment. The mech was almost
new, it had almost no hours of use. That was strange, rookies were
assigned older, rebuilt units, and put plenty of hours on them in training.
They never had new mechs. As Chad stood back and looked at the Lancer,
his thoughts wandered back, to Arisa’s thank you, and his face got a bit
red. Without trying, his thoughts wandered a bit farther back, to when
Arisa climbed into the big machine, her smooth slender legs, and those
shorts, that didn’t fit very tightly. Chad’s face got a lot redder. He shook
his head, if she knew what he was thinking, she’d probably never talk to
him again.
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“Got it bad for her, don’t ya.” John said as he came up behind Chad.
Chad spun around, “Ah.... no, I mean.....well..... She asked me to check her
power unit, and....”
John laughed, “yup.... bad. Just remember, in the real world, when the
princess kisses a frog, he doesn’t turn into a prince, he just stays a frog.”
Chad blinked, “Huh?”
“So, she kissed you, don’t get your hopes too high,” John advised him. “To
her, we’re just frogs. She’ll get her kicks for a while, then she’ll get tired of
you and move on to her next toy. That’s just the way kids from her society
play the game.”
Chad felt like hitting John, but he didn’t. Chad didn’t want to admit it,
but deep down, he felt John was right. He wasn’t good enough to fit in her
world. “She isn’t like that....... I mean...... we aren’t........... We’re just
friends, so she wouldn’t be like that.”
“Sure, if you say so,” John replied. “But that’s the way they are. It’s just
like her having this new mech. She probably didn’t like having an older
model so she just bought her way into a new one.......... Hey, the reason I
came looking for you, I heard that you really hopped up Georgianna’s
Thunderbird, do you think you could get some extra out of my mech? I
know Epyon is the fastest Firefly in the EDF, but I’m always willing to find
a bit more performance.” John laughed, “I feel a need for speed.”
Chad gave John an odd look, “you too? Well, I guess I have enough time.
Greg told me he wants me to talk to someone in about an hour. I don’t
know who, he was kind of secretive about it.”
The two men packed up the test gear and moved it over to John’s mech.
Chad hooked up the test gear and John started up the power unit.
“Ah, I see someone has already run the power limit up on this one,” Chad
told John. “So that’s where Epyon gets the extra speed.”
“Ya, I figured there was a pretty generous safety margin,” John confessed,
“so I bumped it up a ways.” John noticed Chad’s surprised look. “I use to
work with experimental power units when I was with NASA Before I got
booted out and wound up here.”
“Oh,” Chad said, as he turned back to the instruments, “I didn’t know. So
you must know a lot about these things then.”
“Knowing how they work, and getting them to work are different
things.” John admitted. “I just don’t seem to get as much power out of it as
I should be.”
Chad chuckled. “I’ve found it, sir! The dilithium crystals are out of phase
and the warp core is overheating. She canna’ take much more of this,
captain!” Chad said in his best imitation of an ancient Scottish accent.
It was John’s turn to look shocked, “Where......... where did you get that
from?”
Chad looked up at John, “it’s from some old series of movies called Star
Trek. They were from before the consolidation. Since you used that line
from that fighter plane movie from back then, I thought you might have
heard of it.”
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“Heard of it!!” John answered, incredulously, “I have a copy of every
episode that has been found.”
“Wow, that’s an awful lot,” Chad blinked, “There’s hundreds of them.”
“Hundreds? What do you mean, hundreds?” John had Chad by the shirt
collar. “There are only sixty-eight known episodes, and three movies. What
makes you think there are hundreds?” John was getting excited, he’d been
collecting the remnants of pre-consolidation entertainment for years. If
Chad had, somehow, picked up some that he didn’t have.............”
Chad grabbed John’s wrists, he didn’t know what he’d said wrong, but he
didn’t expect this. “Hey, let go.......... What the heck did I do?”
John let go and backed up, “Ya, sorry. I got a bit excited there. But, I’ve
been collecting old movies for years. Have you been collecting too? What
makes you think there are so many episodes to Star Trek? How do you
know about Top Gun?”
“Oh, is that all,” Chad said as he turned back to his instruments. “I don’t
collect the stuff, I’ve just watched a lot of it. Years ago, when my sister was
chasing me, trying to beat me for something or other, I slid down a gap in
a wall. I found a buried building, it must have been a store at one time.
One room had lots of discs, in plastic boxes. There were machines to play
the discs too. I had to figure out how to rig a power supply to run the
right voltage to them, but I got some to work. I use to spend a lot of time
in there watching the movies, it was great. There were a bunch of
different Star Trek series, and hundreds of episodes.”
John felt a bit weak, “a store full of movies.............. Did you watch them
all? What titles were there? Were there really that many Star Trek
episodes?........... Damn! Could you take me there?”
Chad sighed, “No, I didn’t watch them all, and I don’t remember a lot of
the titles. There were thousands of them.” John leaned against Epyon, he
couldn’t believe this. “I said I’d never go back there.” Chad told John, then
watched John visibly sag. Chad felt bad about it. “I guess,
if we get back to earth, I could show you where it is. Right now we
should get your power unit back in sync, then you’ll have the power you
should have.”
John felt elated, thousands of the old discs! He could make copies. He’d
have the greatest library of ancient entertainment on the planet! He’d be
famous! And rich.............. If....... John brought his thoughts back to the
present and looked over Chad’s shoulder. He looked at the wave traces on
the instrument screen. “I don’t see anything wrong. It looks perfectly in
sync to me.”
“I know, but it isn’t, I can feel it.” Chad told him. “It’s fighting against
itself.”
John watched Chad slide a long tool into the power unit and slowly turn
it. He would have sworn he saw the wave forms shift, but when he looked,
they hadn’t changed at all. Chad moved the tool then turned it again. This
time John was sure the wave patterns had moved, but again, he could not
see any difference in the image on the screen.
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“There, that should give you a noticeable increase in power,” Chad told
John as he unhooked the test equipment.
John shook his head, “I know you adjusted it, but I didn’t see any change
in the waveform.”
“I know,” Chad told him, “it never seems to look any different, unless it’s
really far off. That’s why most people shouldn’t mess with these things.”
“How the hell do you do it then?” John asked. “Some kind of magic or
something?”
“I don’t know, it’s just something I feel,” Chad admitted. “It just feels
right. Maybe it’s some special sense or something, but I know you can’t
learn it, you just have to have it.”
A few minutes later, John was smiling as he headed to his room for some
rest. Seems this mission was going to be good for old Johnny after all. First
he’d gotten a break with Georgianna. She agreed to talk with him again.
He’d finally find out why she’d run off, and be able to straighten things
out. And now, he’d learned of a possible amazing cache of ancient movies.
Yup, things were definitely looking up.

Chapter 59
Chad sat in front of the screen of Greg’s rigged up subspace com unit.
When Greg told him there was someone he had to talk to, he didn’t expect
the guy who developed the Ghost. Chad was getting a bit frustrated, the
guy had a million questions. He wanted to know every detail of how Chad
had gotten to operate the mech. He wanted to know everything about
Chad, down to the smallest detail........... This was going to take hours.
Chad sighed as he typed in the answer to a question, one that the
researcher had asked a half dozen times already. It didn’t help that Greg
was watching, and almost laughing at Chad’s frustration.
Tom arrived at Victorville base, after several delays along the way. His
paperwork had been misplaced and it took a direct call from command for
him to get a car. Finally, after visiting several departments, and checking
base records, he was directed to a small building, a long drive away, across
the base. Tom got out and looked at the building, he was tired and it was
hot as hades here, he was sure this was going to end up being a wild goose
chase. Tom entered the building and found a mess of parts and wires
filling most of the space. Following sounds of activity, Tom approached a
young woman who was using some type of test equipment to adjust one
component among the mass of wires. When he spoke up to announce his
presence, the young woman jumped, she stood up and turned so fast she
got tangled in some of the wiring and fell over backward, knocking over a
cart with several pieces of equipment. He stepped forward to offer a hand,
and carefully extricated the girl from the mass of wiring. Tom introduced
himself to the researcher as General Parker’s head of investigations, “I’m
looking for Dr. Tod Mueller,” he informed her.
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The girl backed away a bit, her face pale. She’d been afraid this day
would come, when their research would be canceled . . . or worse. Why did
it have to be now? They were so close to a breakthrough. If they could just
get that pilot back here. “Tod isn’t here,” she squeaked out. She tried to get
control of herself, “I......I’m his assistant, Janice.......... Janice Hale.”
Tom smiled at the young woman, trying to put her more at ease. He had
to be careful dealing with these scientists, they were civilians, not military.
She looked like a frightened mouse. In fact, she was a mousy looking girl,
small, dressed in baggy fitting cloths, she had shoulder length straight
hair, mousy brown, her oversize glasses, perched on her small nose, made
her eyes look to large for her round face. “Do you know where I can find
doctor Moeller?” Tom asked her. “I’d like to talk to him about his
prototype.”
“Yes, I know where he is,” Janice almost sobbed, “but we were so close.
Tod went to question the pilot right now. If we can just find out why he’s
different, how he learned to use the Dragonfly, it could be such a leap
forward....... We just need a little time, we need to get that pilot back here.
You just have to let us have a little more time.”
Tom felt sorry for the girl, she was really sobbing now, tears running
down her cheeks. He didn’t really understand why she was reacting this
way, he just wanted to talk to Dr. Moeller. He certainly hadn’t expected
this. Of all people, Tom was not qualified to deal with an emotional girl,
especially one in tears. But wait! She said the doctor was questioning the
pilot......... if that pilot was on the Krikav!! Tom tried very hard to act
calmly. “Janice, you said he’s questioning the pilot of your Dragonfly
project. Do you know where your mech and that pilot are?”
Janice sniffed and wiped her tears on her sleeve, “He’s on a mission, some
place called Mar Sara. He got our mech by mistake, but he can pilot it, he’s
been using the full sensor system, that’s why you can’t cancel the project
now, not when we’re so close. We just have to get the general to order that
ship back here.”
“Wait...... the doctor’s in contact with a pilot at Mar Sara?” Tom broke in.
“How can he do that? Where is he?” Tom noticed the confused look on the
girl’s face and the reason for her tears dawned on him. “Look, Janice, I’m
not here to judge your research, or cancel your project. I’m here because it
sounded like Dr. Moeller knew something about where your lost mech was.
That it might be on board the Krikav. We haven’t been able to contact the
Krikav, the ship we sent to Mar Sara, since it went into warp drive. If Dr.
Moeller can contact that ship we have to know, we have to get in contact
with that ship.”
Janice blinked, “Jack, our tech, he has a subspace com system, he’s been
talking with a tech friend of his on the Krikav. He was going to get the
pilot of our mech on the com today. They should be on right now.”
“Where are they?” Tom asked. “I have to get there. I have to find out why
the main com. system can’t reach them.”
“I...... could take you there,” Janice offered, a bit of hope in her voice.
“Good,” Tom replied as he guided her toward the door, “I have a car, we
should hurry.”
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As he drove across the base, Tom asked Janice about their project, he
found she was much more willing to talk, now that she knew he wasn’t a
threat to the project . . . very much more willing it seemed. Finally, Tom
called general Parker.
“I was hoping I’d hear from you, Tom,” The general told Tom, when he
received the call. “We’ll be ready to move out in a few hours. BAE sent us
some extra techs, they just got here. With the shortage, it’ll be good to
have them along, even if they are civilians.”
“That sounds good sir,” Tom replied. “I’ve made contact with one of the
researchers on the Dragonfly project, sir, a tech they have worked with
here has been in contact with a tech aboard the Krikav. They may be in
contact right now. We’re on the way to check right now.”
“What?..........” There was a pause as General Parker absorbed that
information. “How? Command hasn’t been able to get through to them,
how can a tech reach them?”
Tom tried to chose his words carefully, he didn’t want to get the tech in
trouble, “apparently, the Tech has some sort of subspace com unit set up,
sir. I know that subspace communication is strictly regulated, sir, but this
may not actually be against regulations. The Techs are required to test and
verify the operation of communication equipment . . . ”
General Parker sighed, “I’m not worried about that right now, Tom. Let’s
just hope they are in contact with the Krikav. We need to find out why
they haven’t been communicating with us.

Chapter 60
Colonel Hellwind stood on the bridge of the Krikav with Captain Aidan
Pryde. They didn’t need the view screens to see the surface of the planet,
they were close enough to see through the thin area in the asteroid
defense belts to the surface.
“We have arrived at the ordered co-ordinates, sir,” Yuki called out from
her pilot’s chair.
“Thank you, Yuki,” Dan told the controller, “Check the communications
grid, see if there’s anything online.”
“I don’t like this,” Aidan told the colonel, “we’re to close. What if they
decided to attack? We wouldn’t have much time to react. I don’t
understand why command would move us this close.”
Dan continued to watch the screen, “The weapons Johana told us they
have down there couldn’t reach this far. If they converted some packet
launcher into another rail gun, Yuki would detect the launch in time,
anything launched at high enough speed to do damage would burn up in
the atmosphere.”
“I guess you’re right,” Aidan admitted. “And we’re shielded against lasers
and particle beams.”
“None of the communications satellites are operating, sir,” Yuki informed
him. “Communicating with the government center will be difficult or
impossible with the shielding of asteroids.”
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The colonel sighed, “It’s not likely that there will be anyone to contact
out here over the Eos mountain range. Well, give it a try, Yuki, maybe
there’s a miner camped out here.”
Rydia set up Atropos outside its mountain hiding place. She made sure
the weapon was well braced as she corrected its aim on the small dot that
was the enemy ship on her display. Rydia increased the magnification of
the viewing system till she could see the details of the ship. It looked so
small compared with the bulk of a planet. How could that one ship destroy
everyone on the colony? It just didn’t seem possible, but Edward had told
her they would destroy everyone, and he knew about these things. It had
to be true........... But, did she really have to destroy the ship? She didn’t
want to be a killer, like those men. Couldn’t she just frighten them into
leaving? Rydia signed, she would have to trust Edward, she had to do what
he told her.
“We are receiving a reply, sir, voice only, no video,” Yuki informed the
colonel.
“Good,” Dan answered.”Let’s hear it. This is a break, Aidan, maybe we can
get them to relay a message to the regent for us.”
Yuki opened the com channel and the colonel was about to say
something when they got the first message. “It’s about time you got here,”
the voice on the com told them, “we’ve been waiting.”
Dan hesitated, he hadn’t expected this. But then, with the greeting they’d
already gotten, maybe he should have. “Ah.... sorry about that, we had a
bit of unexpected trouble. Is the regent available, or could you relay a
message to him?” Something about that voice....... it seemed familiar, but
Dan couldn’t place it.
“I’m afraid the regent is no longer available.” The voice replied. “Anything
you have to say, you can say to me. I am now the government of this
planet.”
“What do you mean?” Dan questioned the man. “The planet wasn’t
supposed to hold elections till next year. In any case, if you were elected,
the regent sent by the empire should still be there to..........”
The voice broke in with a laugh, “Ah, Daniel, you just don’t get it, do you.
There is no regent. There is no government. ‘They’ sent me to take over
this planet.”
That voice, Dan suspected who it was, but it couldn’t be. “Who is this?”
The colonel demanded.
“Why Dan, you don’t remember me? And you were my captain.” The voice
laughed again, “I see they finally promoted you to a colonel. Lucky you.”
“Lieutenant Geraldine!” Daniel spat out. “Deserter! What makes you
think you can take over one of the empire’s colonies?”
“No! COLONEL,” Edward barked with a derisive sneer. “You may address
me as GENERAL Edward Geraldine of the Red Faction. We HAVE taken over
this planet, at least until the EDF forces arrive and bomb it into oblivion.”
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“He’s a madman,” Daniel told Aidan after Yuki muted the transmitter.
“He couldn’t have taken over the whole colony.......... Could he?”
“He couldn’t alone,” Aidan replied, “but what about this Red Faction?
Could that be some offshoot of the pirates? Somehow, they got a hold of a
lot of high-powered weaponry, and got it transported here. There’s a lot of
high tech in this asteroid shield too. I think we’d better get all the info we
can from him.”
Dan turned back to the com unit, “alright Geraldine, who’s this Red
Faction, and what do you want?”
“The Red Faction are the people who decided they don’t like the empire
running their lives.” Edward told them. “We are the ones who should be
controlling the outer worlds. The empire is decadent, old. They’re afraid to
let anyone be free, to think for themselves. They won’t let anyone but their
own advance in the system. You should know that, Dan. It’s time to get rid
of them. That’s what we want, Dan...... War. And we’ll have it, after the
EDF destroys another innocent planet. Oh..... They’ll be here, Dan, they
have a task group ready to move out right now. They’ll come and follow
orders. They’ll destroy this world, just like they did Tarsonis.” Edward
laughed. “They’re such good soldiers. Then we’ll have our war, and this
time we’ll win. This time, ‘They’ promised to help us. To bad you won’t be
here to see it, Daniel. You can feel proud though, you’ll be the first to be
destroyed by our new weapon. Goodbye Daniel.”
Rydia waited nervously, she jumped when Edward’s voice came over the
communicator. “They won’t negotiate, Rydia. I tried. I warned them we
could destroy them. They just laughed. They said they had orders to
destroy the planet, and they would start with us.” Rydia turned to her
targeting screen. There were tears in her eyes as she charged the Atropos
weapon.
Chad waited, he hadn’t had another question on the com screen for
several minutes. Maybe the researcher had given up. That would be a
relief. Darn, he thought as the screen started showing text again. Chad
stiffened as he read it. It was from a different person, an investigator from
general Parker’s office. Damn, he thought, what kind of trouble am I in
this time.
There was a second message. “It is imperative that I contact colonel
Hellwind immediately. The mission could be in great danger.”
Right, Chad thought, it’s a bit late to tell us that, we already found out.
Strange that this guy is trying to get the colonel on this link. Why
wouldn’t the general just use the main com. system? Something’s fishy.
“There is a build up of energy at the source of the radio transmission.”
Yuki calmly informed the colonel.
Daniel snapped around, “shields up, take evasive action.”
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Rydia’s hands shook as she placed them on the controls. She made her
decision, she pressed the firing button.
The enormous energy stored in the Atropos cannon’s super capacitor was
unleashed, the barrel size plastic ammunition cartridge evaporated as its
copper atom matrix flashed into a plasma. Superconductor magnets
squeezed and held the plasma for micro seconds as it built energy. As the
energy overpowered the magnetic containment, the plasma burst out and
accelerated out of the one hundred centimeter diameter iridium barrel at
almost the speed of light. The mountains were lit by a bright cyan flash as
the plasma exploded from the barrel with a sharp crack. No ship in the
path of that charge could survive.
In an office in the maintenance sector of the Victorville EDF base,
investigator Tom watched as the return message formed on the screen. So,
the young pilot was a bit suspicious of him. He couldn’t blame the guy. He
read the message. “The colonel has been busy on the bridge since we
arrived at the orbit point above Mar Sara, as per the general’s orders. I
could see if he’s free to come, but why don’t you contact him through the
main comm...........”
Tom turned and looked at the tech, Jack, “Hey, it quit, right in the middle
of his reply. Can you get it back on line?”
Jack quickly looked over the system, typing in several commands. Tod
looked over his shoulder. “Maybe they were attacked again, like last time,”
Tod offered. “Maybe he’ll be back if we wait a bit.”
Jack frowned, “No, it’s different, last time the system was still on line. I
could get a ping back.” Jack looked from Tod and Janice to Tom, “This
time, it’s not there, there’s nothing. They’re just........ gone.”

Chapter 61
Chad heard a grinding screech that reverberated through the ship’s hull.
Everything went black. He sat stunned as seconds later emergency lights
cast their eery glow through the room. An attack, was all he could think
of as he started to get up to rush to his mech. Chad lost his footing and
grabbed awkwardly for a handhold as the inertial gravity generators
wound down. He launched himself off the edge of the desk, across the
room, toward his waiting mech.
Colonel Hellwind was momentarily blinded by the flash of the plasma,
When he recovered the bridge was dark except for the light reflected from
the surface of Mar Sara. He lost his footing and grabbed for a handhold as
the gravity generator failed. “Yuki! Get us out of here.” He yelled. “Yuki!”
But the controller sat rigid in her seat, unresponsive.
Aidan launched himself across the room to Yuki’s chair, he looked over
the girl. “Something’s wrong, Dan, she isn’t responding. It’s like she’s in a
trance.”
“I can see that,” Dan growled as he pulled himself into the seat next to
Yuki. He took hold of the Krikav’s manual controls and tried to turn the
ship. “Damn, nothing’s working. Can you get me a damage report.”
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Aidan moved back to the monitor screens. “Back up power is coming on, I
can get a report. The shields are gone, power unit two is offline, thrusters
three and four are down....”
“Tell me about it,” the colonel muttered as he struggled with the controls.
The back up power had brought the thrusters online, but with two not
functioning, the thrust vector was trying to spin the ship.
“Right,” Aidan returned as he fought against the acceleration. “Inertial
dampers are out, don’t push too hard or you’ll crush everyone.”
“You try to fly this thing,” Dan growled as he struggled to keep the ship
from yawing out of control. Suddenly a small hand reached past him and
pulled two fiber cables from the control panel. Dan turned and saw Ryoko
connect the two cables to sockets hidden behind her ears. The ship soon
straightened out and the acceleration eased to tolerable levels.
“I will take over flight control, sir. I will be able to operate the ship, but I
will not have all functions available”. Ryoko stated.
Chad awkwardly caught himself on the platform railing in front of the
Ghost. He swore as he twisted himself through the railing and launched
toward the cockpit. Chad didn’t like zero-g. He scrambled into the pilots
chair and belted in. He slammed on his helmet as Ghost’s systems booted
up. “Ghost, release the locks, go to full sensor mode, stealth on and
weapons on standby.” Chad reached up to seal his helmet down, then
realized his flight suit still hung on the platform next to the mech. He
swore again, he didn’t have time to get out and don the flight suit, if his
mech was damaged and lost air pressure.......... He had to chance it. Chad
used his maneuvering jets to hurry toward the launch air lock. He had to
quickly compensate as auxiliary power came on and the ship accelerated.
At least, auxiliary power would mean he didn’t have to manually operate
the air lock. Chad cycled the lock and launched Ghost into space.
Dominic and Louis struggled with the manual controls on the ready
room door. The system had never been used and now was causing
difficulties. The door began to move when the power came on. Sudden
acceleration threw them back into Ben, and all three were crushed against
the back wall. The three men struggled out into the hanger just in time to
see the airlock cycle shut, on nothing. “That must be Ross,” Dominic yelled
as they fought their way to their machines. “He must have his cloaking
on.”
Rydia looked at her screens in horror. It couldn’t be, that wasn’t supposed
to happen. The ship had moved at the last second. Rydia knew she’d moved
the aiming point off of the ship, she was just going to scare them, to show
them the power of her Atropos, but they’d moved, and now she’d ht the
ship. She’d killed them.
“You stupid fool!” Came loudly over the Atropos com. “You missed! You
have to destroy them. There can’t be any survivors.” It was the voice of
that sleazy little man. Rydia knew then that she hated him. “No.....no,” she
called back, “I hit them, the display shows, I hit them.” Rydia had tears in
her eyes, she didn’t want to be a killer, but now she had, and now that
ugly man wanted her to kill more men.
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“You idiot,” Kirk screamed, “You just damaged them, you have to fire
again, you have to kill them all...............” Edward slammed into Kirk,
pushing him away from the communicator, knocking him to the floor.
“Shut up,” he snarled at Kirk, “are you trying to ruin everything?” Ed
turned to the communicator. “You did cause some damage to them, Rydia,
but you haven’t disabled their ship. They’re still a grave danger to the
colonists. They’ll be like a wounded animal, angry and vicious. They still
have their nuclear weapons, They can destroy the planet.” You have to try
again Rydia.”
Rydia looked up at the aiming point on the screen, she centered it on the
Krikav. She had to fire again, Edward said they were still dangerous, that
they would still attack. She felt the tears run down her face as she put her
finger on the firing button.
Arisa swung her door open and launched into the corridor with the easy
grace of someone use to zero-g. She almost ran into Megumi, who was
hurrying down the passage. She joined the asian girl and headed toward
the hangar. “What happened?” She asked. “I was almost asleep and it
jerked me awake.”
“Maybe we were hit by one of the asteroids.” Megumi answered,
hopefully. “I was just at the observation port a little while ago and we
were pretty close to those rocks.” The bulkhead door to the starboard
passage was closed, Megumi tried to open it.
“I wouldn’t bet on it,” John said as he came up behind them. “If it were a
rock, Yuki could have avoided it.” John slid around the girls and opened
the panel to the manual door control. He tried to move the control but it
refused to move. John looked in the control opening. “Damn, there’s
vacuum in the passage, the hull’s been compromised. We have to go the
long way around.” Megumi and Arisa both paled, it hadn’t been many
minutes since either one of them had been in the starboard observation
area.. They started in the opposite direction when the back wall suddenly
became “down”. They struggled along fighting the crushing weight.
Chad lifted Ghost away from the Krikav. He tried to look in all directions.
“Ghost, give me tactical, full scan sweep......... Where are they?”
“A full sensor sweep is in progress, Chad” Ghost’s pleasant voice informed
him as the tactical display appeared in front of him. “No enemy units have
been detected in effective sensor range.”
“Then where are they? Where did they fire from?” Chad demanded,
though he knew Ghost wouldn’t have that information. He called on the
com, “Yuki, where are they? Where did they fire from?” Chad circled
around to the starboard side of the Kirikav. He was shocked at the
damage. The bulging observation ports had been sheared off as if by a
knife. The starboard warp drive nacelle was gone and the engineering
deck left open to space. Chad heard and unfamiliar voice come over the
com. “I will attempt to determine the point of origin and type of weapon.”
the voice answered. “What? Who is this? Where’s Yuki?” Chad asked.
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“I am Ryoko, controller of the Ticonderoga,” Ryoko answered. “Yuki is
unresponsive at this time. The weapon was a plasma beam, point of origin
is on the planet surface directly below our present position.”
“It can’t be,” Chad told her, “beam cannons don’t work in atmosphere.”
The beam cannons of the EDF used light ions, and had a very limited
range in the dense atmosphere of a planet. A heavy ion cannon might do
it, but it would take enormous amounts of energy. The machine would be
huge, unless there was some breakthrough in technology........ But, these
were just miners, not a weapons lab.
“Nevertheless that is correct,” Ryoko assured him. “I will send exact coordinates to your system.”
Chad looked down through the layers of swirling asteroids as the Krikav
moved away. “I’ll try to gather some intel on the weapon. I’ll send a report
as soon as I have something.” Chad moved down into the thin area in the
asteroid layers. He had to be careful, there were still a lot of rocks moving
through the gap.
Rydia tensed as she started to squeeze the firing button. She didn’t want
to be a killer, but she had to.

Chapter 62
Captain Dominic Torres led Blue Dragon group out of the launch air lock.
Louis and Ben were close behind him. They spread out around the ship and
searched for the enemy. “Ghost, where are they?” Dominic called out.
“Chad!....... Damn it, are they cloaked? Where are they?”
Chad’s reply came through full of static noise caused by the shielding
asteroids. “There aren’t any. The shot came from the surface. I’m going to
the lower asteroid belt to do recon. I’ll send it as soon as possible.”
“What the hell?” Dom yelled. “That’s not possible, Chad. Get back up here
and make a sensor sweep of the area..”
“Lieutenant Ross is correct,” Ryoko’s voice came over the com, “The shot
originated on the planet surface. Ghost’s sensors did not find any enemy
units within detection range.”
“The planet!?” Dom questioned. “What kind of weapon have they got
down there? Maybe we should follow Chad down. If he can locate it, we
could take it out.”
“What co-ordinates do you wish as a destination, sir?” Ryoko asked the
colonel.
“Just get us away from that weapon,” the colonel told her, then realized
he needed to give her more direction than that. “Put us behind the biggest
rock you can find.” Dan looked up at the screens. “There, that moon, stop
behind that moon. We can use it as a shield.”
Aidan looked up from the tactical station. “Blue Dragon has launched,
Dan. They’re still down near the asteroid belts, and falling behind. We
should get them back up with the ship. If there are any enemy units, they
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would be hiding in the asteroids. We could lose the group if they’re
attacked.”
“Right,” Daniel turned to the communicator, “Blue Dragon, form up with
the Krikav, defensive positions.” He turned to Ryoko, “I want full sensor
sweeps, maximum range. If there’s an ambush, I want to be able to launch
the rest of the units.”
“There are non standard sensor system protocols, sir.” Ryoko informed
him. “I am not familiar with the code. I am uncertain weather to
implement it.”
“Non standard? What do you mean? The sensors were working fine
before.” Dan asked, confused.
“That could be the software Yuki modified from Ghost’s sensors.” Aidan
stated as he remembered the incident with the ship’s controller. “Just try
using it, Ryoko,”
“Unable to comply,” Ryoko told them flatly. “The key to the new system
code must be in Yuki’s memory. I will revert to standard system protocol.”
Dominic’s voice broke in over the com unit, “Sir, permission requested to
take Blue Dragon in to the planet surface. We could take out whatever
kind of cannon they have down there.”
“Permission denied, captain,” the colonel replied. “Get your men back to
the ship. We can’t risk losing more mechs,. We have to get reenforcements.
I want a defensive formation around the Krikav. I want Ross to keep
watch, in case they send those cloaked mechs.”
“Ross went down to the lower asteroid levels to try to get some recon on
the weapon,” Dom called back. “We could go down and bring him back.”
“No!” Colonel Hellwind almost shouted. “Order him to return, then get
your group back to the ship. I want you in defensive positions, now.”
Chad fought his way down through the gap between the bands of
speeding asteroids. Each successive layer moved in a different direction
and a different speed. This area where there was a relatively clear space
down through the layers wasn’t very large. Only a few hundred feet
across, and not completely devoid of speeding rocks. Each layer that he
traversed seemed to have it’s own unique gravity pattern. Chad had to
constantly be alert for directional changes as he descended. Even being
careful, several rocks had banged off the suit’s armor. Luckily they had
been small and mostly harmless. Chad finally emerged into the lower
layer, this layer was thicker than the others, but the rocks were more
spread out. He had to carefully dodge rocks as he started taking pictures
and video. That looked like some kind of facility in the mountain range,
perhaps a base of some kind. Chad zoomed up the magnification, now he
just needed to find that weapon. There was an odd looking mech down
there. Not one like the EDF used, maybe it was some kind of mining unit,
except it was holding a gun of some kind. Well, that couldn’t be the
weapon, It would have to be a lot larger than even a Lancer could carry.
Chad looked around the area. It definitely was the base of some kind of
military. There were anti-aircraft gun emplacements, and what appeared
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to be camouflaged tanks. Could the pirates have set up a base here? But
where was that super cannon? Chad turned his attention back to the
center of the valley and that mech standing near the entrances built into
the valley walls. There was movement out of one of the entrances just to
the side of the mech. That looked like............ but that couldn’t be! “HOLY
SH–!!” Chad exclaimed as he made sure the cameras were recording this. In
his startled state, Chad missed Ghost’s warning, the big rock hit the suit
hard. It took long seconds for Chad to get his wits back and by then he
and Ghost were being rapidly pushed away from the mountain base.
Dominic struggled with his convictions. He had to obey orders, but if
they didn’t stop this, the EDF fleet would come and it could be Tarsonis all
over again. If the miners had built some big rail gun or some kind of
cannon, all he had to do was damage it and it could end their rebellion.
He made his decision. Dom turned on a direct link to Ben, “Ben, you and
Louis get into formation with the Krikav. I’m going to go down and try to
get Chad.”
“But cap, we’re ordered to leave Ross and return to the ship.” Ben warned
him. “I don’t like it either but......”
“There must be some kind of communication failure, I didn’t catch their
last order.” Dominic told Ben. “Just get back to the ship. I don’t want you
getting in trouble.”
Dominic turned and headed down into the gap in the asteroid belts. He
ignored the call from the colonel that he turn around and return to the
ship. He fought his way down through the changing gravity gradients and
dangerous speeding asteroids. As he reached the lowest level he called out,
“Chad, where are you? I know you’re down here.” Dominic waited a few
moments, but didn’t get a reply. “Damn it Ross, answer.” He started to
worry, had something happened to Chad?
Chad was a bit rattled from the impact, he turned and attached the
Ghost’s grapples to the big rock and started to check his systems when he
caught the call from his captain. Communication was not good here in the
asteroids. The action of the rocks and the energy used to hold them in
their orbits caused too much break up in the signal and Ghost’s com
antenna had been damaged by the rocks. Chad answered, “Captain, I got
hit by a rock. It’s pushing me away from your position.”
Dominic’s com did it’s best to assemble the broken signal from Chad’s
mech. He figured Ghost must be having problems with it’s com
transmitter, but, he got the picture, Ghost hit a rock and was pushed
away. “How bad is the damage?” Dominic called back, “Can you make it
back to the Krikav?” He got a broken reply, it didn’t seem that Ghost was
too bad off. Chad should be alright on his own. “Did you find out
anything? What kind of intel did you get?” He waited a few moments,
hoping Chad had some information for him.
Chad’s receiver was working well enough to get almost every word. When
his captain asked about the damage to Ghost. Chad reported that he
didn’t think there was any major damage, but he hadn’t done a system
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check yet. After a few moments, the captain asked him what his recon had
discovered. Chad sent several pictures along with a message. “Their base is
right below us, it’s heavily defended. The big mech in the picture is their
weapon.”
Dominic looked at what the computers could assemble from the bits of
the message they received. There were a couple incomplete pictures of
some simple looking mech with a gun of some kind. The message he got
looked like, “Base.....right below..... defended.....Mech...... their weapon....”
So, he thought, their weapon is defended by that mech, This should be a
piece of cake, just take out that mech, find that weapon and stuff it full of
rocks. “Chad, get back to the ship, I’ll take care of this.” He ordered his
lieutenant. No use in getting Chad involved in this. Dominic plotted a
course and dropped toward the planet. Even if the colonel called for the
fleet, there wouldn’t be a reason to attack the planet. He’d make sure of
that.

Chapter 63
Rydia hesitated, she watched for long moments as the ship turned and
started to move away. She didn’t want to fire, they were running away,
wasn’t that what she had wanted? Wasn’t that what Edward had wanted?
The power of her Atropos had frightened them, they would give up
now........ Wouldn’t they?
Edward’s voice came over her communicator, “Rydia, That ship is still a
danger to the colonists. You have to fire again, before they get away.”
Rydia’s finger again tensed on the trigger. She had to fire, they were a
danger, Edward told her so. He wouldn’t ask her to do this if it weren’t
true............
Rydia stopped, and took her hand away from the firing controls. On the
com, in the background, she heard the voice of that disgusting little man.
“You told me the bitch would destroy the ship..... no survivors,” he
screamed. “Make her fire...... kill them all!” The com suddenly went silent,
Rydia reached out and turned off the weapons systems. “I can’t fire,” Rydia
informed them. “I have to check over the weapon charging systems. I’m
returning to the hangar.” She turned Atropos back toward the big doors in
the side of the mountain.
Arisa had plenty of experience in zero-g and in high acceleration on her
father’s racing yachts. She easily beat the others to the hangar deck and
was donning her flight suit as the last of Blue Dragon group cycled
through the air lock. She quickly got into Keon and booted up the systems
going through a rapid combat readiness check. She saw the others getting
into their flight suits as she headed the big mech for the air lock. Finally,
she was going to have a chance to prove herself.
“Blue one, return to the ship.” Colonel Hellwind called on the com. “Damn
it Torres, get back here!” He yelled.
“I, ah, think he was having some com troubles, sir,” came Ben’s rather
unconvincing reply. “These rocks are kind of messing things up.”
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“That’s bull sh–, lieutenant,” the colonel bit back. “Don’t try to lie to
cover for him. He’s disobeying orders.”
“Dan, red three just launched,” Aiden broke in from his tactical board.
“The others are starting up their mechs. Should I have them launch, or
hold them in reserve?”
Colonel Hellwind spun around, “launch them. Set up a defensive box. If
those cloaked mechs attack now we’re in trouble. I want lieutenant
Herman in charge. At least I can trust him to follow orders. Where the hell
is Ross? We need that mech’s sensors.”
“I am continuing to attempt to establish communication with lieutenant
Ross, sir” Ryoko informed him. “I have been unsuccessful so far.”
Daniel turned the pilot’s chair so Yuki was facing him. “Yuki, you have to
wake up.” He told her. “We need those sensors working if we’re going to
make it through this.” He sighed, She showed no sign of recognition.
“Have you tried to reach her, Ryoko?”
“Yes sir,” the girl replied, “but all attempts have been unsuccessful. It
appears her cyber brain is caught in a fault loop and has caused her to
enter a catatonic state. I believe it will take a psychologist with her
diagnostic code to reset her cyber brain functions. It does not appear likely
we will reach one in time.”
General Edward Geraldine was furious. He’d seen the readouts from the
machine, the weapon had been charged and ready to fire. He was certain
it was Kirk’s ranting behind him that had caused Rydia to shut the system
down. If he didn’t need Kirk’s money so badly, he’d shoot him on the spot.
He gave Kirk a withering glance. “Shut up, Kirk. You’ve ruined the chance
to convince her to destroy them.” He turned back to the com unit, “Alright,
Rydia, return to the hangar. There are always bugs in a new system, I’m
sure you’ll get them repaired.”
Edward turned to his subordinate, “colonel, how many Nightmares have
you got left?”
“I have two on patrol and ten, being readied, at the launch port
right now.” He answered. “I could have them ready in a couple hours.”
“You have one hour, colonel,” Edward barked at him. “That ship is
damaged, I want you to attack it before they can get it repaired. I want
any mechs you can capture, and destroy the rest of it.” He looked out the
door of the control room and motioned a large young man to enter.
“Lieutenant, Mr. Ashford has had a long day, escort him to his quarters
and see that he is comfortable there.” Kirk started to protest, but a glare
from Edward convinced him to go along with the lieutenant. After he had
left, Edward turned to his colonel, “make sure to capture as many of the
pilots and officers as you can. You know the high command wants some
alive.”
Chad hit his thrusters, dodging the onrushing rocks. He had to get back
to the gap in the asteroid belts. His captain ordered him back to the ship,
but what did he mean by ‘he’d take care of it’?
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Ghost broke into his musings, “Sensors indicate captain Torres is
proceeding toward the planet surface.”
“What? Why would he do that?” Chad wondered out loud. “We have
enough intel, he doesn’t need to get a closer look. They have too much
defensive weaponry, it’s too dangerous.”
“That is affirmative,” Ghost replied. “I have attempted to make contact
with captain Torres but he is entering the atmosphere and the ionization
is further disrupting the signals.”
“Now what do I do?” Chad asked no one in particular as Ghost reached
the gap. He only hesitated a few moments then headed for the ship. He
wouldn’t be able to do much to help the captain, and he had his orders.
Arisa pulled up alongside the Kirkav. She scanned the area and noted the
two mechs coming toward the ship, a Thunderbird and Lancer from Blue
Dragon. “Blue four, what is your location?” She called out. “Chad, where
are you?”
“He went down lower to do some recon,” Ben answered. “We lost contact
with him.”
“What? We have to go down and find him” Arisa cried out. She fired her
thrusters and started toward the planet but had to stop when Ben’s big
Lancer blocked her way. “Out of my way Ben.”
Can’t do that, Arisa,” he told her, “we were ordered to return to the ship.”
Ben moved to block Keon as Arisa tried to get around him.
“I don’t have any orders,” Arisa informed him as she tried to dodge
around Ben’s mech. “Let me go, Ghost could be damaged, Chad might be
hurt.”
Lieutenant Herrmann came up next to Ben. “I’ve been assigned field
command and I am giving you orders to remain with the ship, lieutenant
Higgins.” He told her sharply, then his voice softened. “The asteroids are
interfering with the com units. Captain Torres went lower to try to
contact lieutenant Ross. Perhaps a Lancer’s armor would stand up better
against the asteroids, but you would be a larger and slower target for the
enemies defensive weapons. Chad is a good pilot, and he has the
advantage of the Ghost systems. We’ll just have to trust in his and captain
Torres’ abilities. Our job now is to make sure the Krikav is still here for
them to return to.”

Chapter 64
Before Edward could leave the control room, one of the men at the
console called to him. “General Geraldine, one of the mechs from the
Krikav is entering the atmosphere.” Edward turned back and checked the
console. “Only the one?” He asked. “What do we have for air cover?”
“There are four interceptors flying cover, sir” The man answered, “I’ve
sent them vector for interception.”
“Good, tell them to destroy it.” Edward ordered the soldier, then spun
around and left the room. Now he had to deal with Rydia. How would he
deal with her naive notions this time?”
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Colonel Hellwind looked up at his command board, he had seven of his
original twelve units out in defensive positions, but he knew it wasn’t
enough. If they couldn’t see the enemy’s cloaked mechs, they would stand
little chance. With the com system antenna damaged, he couldn’t hope to
reach Ross and call him back.
Daniel turned back to Yuki, he wasn’t a psych man, and wasn’t sure what
might help or hurt, but he had to try. “Yuki, diagnostic mode, general
George Parker, authorization, zulu, echo, romeo, alpha, tango, uniform,
lima, two, kilo.” Yuki didn’t move, but her eyes closed for a few moments
and reopened. “Yuki, shut down and reboot all cyber brain functions. Run
a full system diagnostic.” He ordered.
Yuki didn’t move, not even her eyes showed any signs she had heard the
colonels orders. Daniel sighed and turned away. “System diagnosis and
repair completed, system backup installed and functional. I am awaiting
your orders,” Yuki’s voice came from behind him.
Dan spun back around. “Exit diagnostic mode,” He told her, and saw the
girl blink. “We need the sensors on line, there could be an attack by those
cloaked mechs.”
“Sensors online, no enemies detected, ship system damage report is on
your screen,” Yuki reported. “Communications system operating at forty
eight percent. I can only reach seven of the mechs. We will reach orbit
behind the small moon in twelve point three minutes.”
Dan was so relieved he almost felt weak. “Keep the mechs in defensive
position until we reach the moon, then set out remote sensors and recall
the mechs.” The colonel ordered.
Dan turned to thank Ryoko but a voice from the doorway cut in. “Alright
Dan, how did you get the service code for your controller?” He turned and
saw Johana standing in the doorway with a gun leveled at him. “Those are
top secret, only the top brass and a few psych men are supposed to know
them. Did you take over Ryoko too?”
Dan stood still. He knew using the service code looked suspicious, and
with Johana investigating troubles in the EDF, this didn’t bode well. She
may be a friend, but she was an EDF officer, and very capable of using
that gun. “General Parker suspected trouble on this mission,” Dan told her.
“He sent me a sealed message warning me, and he also sent the
controller’s service code.”
Johana thought about that for a few seconds. “Ryoko, are you alright?”
She asked.
“Yes colonel Kerlov,” She replied. “You were sleeping when the ship was
attacked. I made the decision to offer my assistance. Controller Yuki was
incapacitated so I took over secondary controls. I hope this was not
contrary to your wishes, colonel.”
“No Ryoko, you did just fine under the circumstances.” Johana assured
her companion. “Speaking of which, would someone tell me what’s going
on?”
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Chad pulled up through another layer junction. He didn’t like the
changes in gravity gradient. He worked the thrusters to keep the mech
stabilized in the gap. “Darn, we’re only halfway through the belts. I’ll be
glad when we get through.”
“We will not be able to return to the Krikav.” Ghost informed him quietly.
“Oh......” Chad answered as he struggled to avoid several rocks moving
through the gap. “WHAT? ....... What do you mean we won’t make it back?
I’ll get us through this.”
“We have insufficient fuel to reach the Krikav.” Ghost replied.
“The tanks were full, we should have plenty of .........” Chad quickly
brought up fuel levels on his readouts. One of the two tanks was more
than three quarters gone. There must be a leak. “Why isn’t there a fuel
leak warning? How fast are we losing fuel?” He asked, worried.
“The system doesn’t appear to be leaking under static conditions.,” Ghost
informed him. “The fuel appears to be consumed at an increased rate
when the main thrusters are firing.”
Chad switched on the Minovsky drive unit. It was designed to give the
mech long range capability for recon duty. The drive consumed large
amounts of power and it’s acceleration rate would make it difficult to
avoid the rocks. It was risky, but his best chance............. His display lit up
with red warning markers. The drive had been damaged, Chad swore as he
shut it down. “Ghost, can we contact the ship? Well have to wait for a
tow.”
“I have been unable to communicate with the ship, or any of the other
mechs,” Ghost told him. Remaining here for an extended period is not an
option. We are vulnerable to damage from the asteroids, and the
environmental system is not operating correctly. The control systems have
been damaged.”
Chad looked through several diagnostic screens. He sat back and tried to
calm himself. “Looks like my only choices are to keep going and run out of
fuel before I get out of these rocks, or wait here hoping for someone to
come and get me while I slowly choke to death.”
“That appears to be correct, Chad,” Ghost replied in her pleasant voice.
Dominic used his thrusters to decelerate at a high-g load. He kept the
entry into the atmosphere below the mech’s heat load tolerance. Soon he
began to spiral down toward the enemy base. The sooner he could et
down, the better his chance of surprising them.
Suddenly, warning icons popped up on his screen. Four incoming
markers, they were fighters, not the old type that the pirates usually had,
but these were some of the latest type. Fighters were always a danger to
mechs, faster and more agile in the atmosphere. Dominic chuckled and
switched on his cannons. “Bring it on, boys. I need a bit of target practice.”
The flight of interceptors broke into groups of two and moved to flank
the mech. Dominic smiled, they could try if they wanted, he’d just show
them why he was called gunner. He snapped the targeting onto the first
fighter and pulled the trigger, The guns fired a couple rounds and stalled.
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Dominic pulled the trigger again....... and again...... the cannons were
silent. Quickly he swung his shield to block the fire from the first pair of
fighters and moved to avoid the fire of the other two. He cursed as he
punched the reset on the weapons board and hit the trigger again. Still
the guns remained silent. Dominic didn’t know that one of the small
asteroids had made an unlucky hit on the ammunition feed for the
cannons, The system was jammed tight.
Dominic twisted and turned, he tried to block with his shield, but the
fighters were too quick and accurate, His mech was registering damage.
He tried to get his beam rifle on target, but the heavy gun was impossible
to target on the fast little jets and, in the atmosphere, it’s range was
severely limited. He had to get down to the ground, there he would have
the advantage. He would just have to disable that cheap looking mech of
theirs and he could shelter along the side of the mountains.
Dominic deployed the experimental wings, that he’d had added to his
mech, and fired the thrusters. With the fighter jets following him, he dived
toward the ground. He smiled when his scanners showed the fighters
peeling off and leaving. Now he was home free....... He wasn’t expecting
the withering barrage of fire from the anti-aircraft batteries around the
base. Dominic tried to swing his shield around but it was to late. Red
warning markers lit on his screen as system after system failed. Dominic
realized he’d misread Chad’s message, he’d made a big mistake, and pilots
who make mistakes don’t make it back. Then everything went black.

Chapter 65
Arisa stopped at the airlock port. The colonel recalled the mechs now
that the ship was behind the small moon. She turned back toward the
asteroid barrier and scanned for any sign of another mech. She keyed her
com,”Colonel, red three requesting permission to return to the asteroid
belt to search for blue four ......... and blue one.” “Request denied.” was the
flat response she received. Arisa clenched her fists, she felt tears burning
her eyes. She had a bad feeling about this.
Chad sat feeling despondent, He’d gotten this far, only to be taken out by
a rock. He compiled the results of his recon and set it up to attempt to
transmit . There wasn’t much chance it would get through, but he had to
try. He started to type out a message, then stopped. “Ghost, there is
another option. We can go down to the planet.”
“There is insufficient fuel to reach the planet surface.” Ghost informed
him.
“Ya, right,” Chad answered, “if you make a textbook approach. But what
if we just drop into the atmosphere, free-fall till we almost reach the
surface then fire the thrusters at max. We’ll make a nice soft landing.”
Chad quickly punched numbers into the main board. “There should be
plenty of fuel for that.”
“We would burn up on entry to the atmosphere.” Ghost replied.
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“Thought of that,” Chad told her, “I’ll lay flat and use the shield in front
of us as a heat shield. The ceramic composite should take it.”
“Also, you are not wearing your flight suit. You could not survive
maximum thrust.” Ghost added.
“Oh............ well, we’ll just have to take longer to slow down.” Chad
entering new figures in his computations. “There, I’m sure I can handle
that much.”
Ghost answered, “There will be insufficient fuel to........”
“There’s enough........... I think.” Chad broke in, with more conviction
than he felt.
Daniel finished briefing Johana on the situation. She was as surprised as
he was that there could be a weapon of that destructive power on the
colony planet. He checked the screens and noted the returning mechs.
“Where the hell is captain McFarlaine?” He asked as he turned toward
Aidan.
“She’s probably sleeping,” Aidan answered the colonel.
“What? How could she sleep through that?” Dan barked.
“You did tell her to get a sleep inducer, Dan,” Aidan replied. “If she’s using
that, she could sleep through anything.”
“Oh..... Damn, that’s right. Well, I’ll have to wake her, We can’t let our
only captain sleep now, no matter how tired she is.” Dan sighed. “I’ll need
everyone in the ready room. I’ll have to make more adjustments to
personnel.”
I’ll take care of it,” Aidan told him. He got up and headed for the door.
Chad composed a message to send to the Krikav, along with the intel,
hoping they might receive it. ‘I have to go down to the planet surface due
to damage Ghost sustained from an asteroid collision. I’m sending the
recon photos of their weapon and base. I’m not with captain Torres. I’ll
return when I get Ghost repaired.’ Chad hoped that was good enough, and
that it would get through. They needed the recon data. “Ghost, send that
message and the data five times. Maybe it’ll get through.”
“As you wish, Chad.” The mech replied, “I must ask you to reconsider
attempting to land on the planet. There is little chance of success.
“We’ll be just fine, Ghost,” Chad tried to reassure the machine. “I’d rather
take the risk than sit here thinking about the air going bad. Besides, we
might just go out in a blaze of glory.”
“Perhaps just a blaze,” Ghost mused.
Arisa spotted colonel Hellwind and the other colonel when she entered
the ready room. She stalked up to colonel Hellwind. “Sir, you can’t just
leave them out there. They could be damaged or injured. We have to go
back and search for them.”
“No!” The colonel glared down at the small pilot. “I will not send any
mechs out on a futile search. If they were hit by one of those rocks, they
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could be anywhere. They could be dead by now. You have to stay here and
defend the ship. That is all, lieutenant.”
Johana watched the girl march angrily away. “You were awfully harsh
with her, Dan. She’s just concerned about the pilots, and she’s still a
rooky.”
Daniel rubbed his forehead, “I know, I just can’t take any more losses. We
have to survive here, a couple days. The EDF is sending a battle group. We
just heard from them a few minutes ago. They told us to sit tight here and
wait. Besides, how would we find them, they’re probably both smashed up
and..........”
“Colonel, there is a communication from blue four,” Yuki’s voice cut in
over the com. “It was broken up but I have retrieved what I could.”
“Let’s here it,” Daniel ordered.
“I.......go to.......planet surface......... damage............ their weapon...........
with........ Torres.” She read off. “There are some partial pictures also.” The
pictures appeared on the screen.
“There looks to be more weapons at that base than there were before.”
Johana commented. “And this looks like it could be some kind of mech,
maybe one of the mining robots. There’s to much missing to tell.”
“Deserters, that’s what they are, disobeying my direct orders.” Daniel
growled.

Chad didn’t want to end up a long ways from the gap where the Krikav
had been, so after checking the map that had been uploaded while they
were still on board the ship, Chad found another gap, a distance away,
opposite the spin of the lowest band of asteroids. He worked his way down
to an asteroid layer moving toward that gap and ran up his main thruster
just long enough to catch a rock moving that way. Chad avoided using his
main thruster and instead used the larger asteroids as spring boards to
jump off toward the area of the next gap. This gap was smaller, and it
took concentration to maneuver into the area. Chad worked Ghost down
to the lowest level of asteroids. He caught onto a large rock and paused,
drifting with the flow. This was the moment, as much as Chad had gotten
use to the feeling of sitting in the open, this was still frightening. He felt
like he was going to fall all those miles unprotected. “Damn that looks
scary.“ he told Ghost.
“Shall I turn off the cloaking, or make myself appear less transparent?”
ghost asked.
“No, I think I’ll go for it just the way we are. I can take it, I hope.” Chad
answered the machine. Funny, Chad thought, that John should have
reminded him of that old fighter plane movie. The song from it use to be a
favorite, when he was stealing cars. Now it came back to him, ‘Highway to
the Danger Zone’. Chad pushed off the rock and fell toward the planet.
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Chapter 66
Edward entered Rydia’s lab. She was sitting at her lab table, her face in
her hands. When she heard him enter, she looked up. Edward was about to
start talking when she jumped up from her chair and threw her coffee
mug at him. He ducked and the mug shattered against the wall.
“You lied to me,” Rydia wailed at him. As he approached her, she ran up
to him and beat on his chest with her small fists. “You lied, you told me
that they would kill everyone, that I had to stop them. And all along, it
was just because you promised that man I would kill them.”
Edward wrapped his arms around the distraught girl and tried to calm
her. “Settled down now, Rydia. I didn’t promise him any such thing,”
Edward assured her. “I just told him you had the power to destroy the ship,
not that you would do it. The truth is, they are a danger to the colonists.
Those men are savage killers, military dogs. I know, I was one of them
before the leader found me and showed me the error of their ways. They’ll
just follow their orders and destroy this planet. I would never ask you to
do more that has to be done, my dear Rydia.” Edward sighed, he hoped he
had settled the naive girl. Why did such genius have to reside in such an
idealistic and foolish little girl? He held her as she cried. He couldn’t waste
that genius. How was he going to deal with the Leader?
Georgianna was jerked out of he deep sleep. She blinked to clear her
vision and saw captain Pryde next to her bed, the leads to the sleep
inducer in his hand. “What? ..... What’s going on?”
“We were attacked, things are a mess,” Aidan answered her question.
“The colonel sent me to wake you. We need you ASAP, captain.
Georgianna came instantly awake. An attack, and she’d been under that
damn sleep inducer. She quickly jumped out of her bed. “What’s going on?
How bad is it?” She demanded.
Aidan stepped back tongue tied, he didn’t answer, just stared as
Georgianna started to pull clothing out of the small closet. He would never
have expected to see captain McFarlaine wearing the very feminine, and
very revealing, neglige that she had on. His face turned very red as he
spun around and headed for the door.
“Wait, Aidan,” Georgianna call to him. “Don’t leave yet. I have to know
what happened.”
Aidan stopped, with his back to her, he filled her in on the events of the
last hour. Inevitably, his eyes were drawn to the mirror by the door and he
almost choked. He hadn’t seen so much of a woman in......... well, a long
time....... And, she was something to see.
Chad stretched out behind his arm shield, like a high diver. For a moment
he wondered if this could be the highest dive ever, several hundred k.
Things were smooth and easy till he started to hit the atmosphere. First
there was a glow around the edge of the shield as the thickening
atmosphere ionized from the friction. It was a pretty sight till the
buffeting started. Soon Chad learned that this was going to be more
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difficult than he imagined. He strained the hydraulics to keep the shield in
front of Ghost, as the glow increased to a fiery stream. Chad fought the
controls, he couldn’t use the attitude thruster, at least, he had to limit
them as much as he could. Every burst used precious fuel. Sweat dripped
into is eyes, either he was working really hard or it was getting hot in the
cockpit. Red warning indicators popped up in front of him, systems were
reaching critical temperatures. Maybe he was wrong, maybe the mech
couldn’t withstand the heat of free fall atmospheric entry.
In the control room at the Red Faction base, a soldier looked up from his
sensor screen. “Looks like another one coming in.” His superior officer
came and looked over his shoulder. “Na,” he assured the man, “ballistic
course, no energy readings, that one’s just another rock. Looks like it’ll hit
out in the badlands somewhere.”
It was getting hard to breath, pieces from the edge of the glowing shield
started to break away, Chad was almost sure he wouldn’t make it, then the
glow began to dim, the temperature began to fall. Chad was beginning to
have some hope. If he could just control the wild buffeting. He discarded
the shield, that helped, now the mech dived more smoothly toward the
surface. Chad’s pulse raced as the ground came rushing toward him. He
spread out Ghost’s arms and legs, falling like a sky diver, to slow his
decent. He held out as long as he dared, longer than he had calculated,
hoping to save a bit more fuel. Finally he turned the mech around and
fired the thrusters, running the g load as high as he could tolerate.
Anxiously he watched the altitude indicator, and the fuel as they raced
each other. Chad held his breath as he watched the fuel numbers fall. He
pushed the thrust a little higher, his vision narrowed to a thin tunnel
centered on the fuel numbers, they spun down to zero.......... For a few
seconds, the tremendous weight of deceleration was lifted, He almost had
time to curse his luck before Ghost hit the ground.
The Supreme Leader of the Red Faction was furious. Why hadn’t the EDF
ship been destroyed as ordered? Why had his people received a
transmission from the Krikav calling for re-enforcement? He wanted
answers.
“The ship moved at the same time as she fired the weapon,” General
Geraldine tried convince the Leader. “She isn’t a trained soldier, she didn’t
anticipate that. She could have fired a second time, but there was a fault
in the power system monitoring, it showed the weapon wasn’t charging.
She did manage to severely damage the ship, I’ve sent out the remaining
Nightmares to finish it off.”
“There had better be no more excuses, general,” the Leader growled. “The
EDF is sending a battle group. A general is leading the group personally. I
want you to use the weapon to destroy the flagship so the general is out of
the way, then the others will follow our orders to attack.”
“I may not be able to convince Rydia to destroy another ship,” Edward
admitted. “She’s idealistic and naive.”
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“Then you will have to use the reserve plan,” the Leader ordered. “If you
cannot convince her to turn over control of the weapon, you will deliver
her to us for conditioning. We will take the information from her.”
“Acknowledged,” Edward replied despondently. Somehow he had to
convince the girl to follow orders, or they would take her, and she would
be ruined. He didn’t want to use the backup plan. He didn’t want that on
his hands.”

Chapter 67
Chad felt like a soccer ball..... a well used one. The mech’s powerful
hydraulics had absorbed much of the shock, and he had rolled it to break
the fall, but he’d been slammed around with the belt harness digging
painfully into him. Chad checked the systems, the tough machine hadn’t
suffered any damage in the landing. Chad rolled Ghost to it’s feet and
stood up. He got his first look at the planet’s surface. For someone from an
inner city, or any city or space colony for that matter, it was breathtaking,
and a bit frightening. He could see for miles in all directions, but there
wasn’t much to see. It was a rocky plain with a sparse covering of scrub
brush. To the south and east the desert went on as far as the eye could see,
to the north was a ridge of mountains, and west, the way he had come
from, were green hills.
“I guess we should head back toward those hills,” Chad told Ghost. “I
need to find some tools, and that looks like the best bet to find someone.”
“There is an apparent habitation twelve point seven kilometers to the
north west,” Ghost informed him.
“Huh? Can you see that from here?” Chad asked as he increased
magnification. “All I see is those hills.”
“I took a photographic record of the surface as we approached, and have
compiled a map.” Ghost told him. “There are several buildings and
cultivated areas, suggesting habitation, at the indicated co-ordinates.” A
photo map with a position marked came up in front of Chad.
“Thanks, Ghost. I forgot all about mapping.” Chad looked over the map.
“I don’t see any hiways, or any other buildings around. Maybe the place is
empty, but we’ll stop one k from the place and I’ll check it out.”
Ghost rapidly moved across the desert to the green hills. Chad found a
rocky flat among the brush and stopped there. “I suppose there’s no way
the com would reach the ship?” Chad asked with little hope.
“The short range com cannot reach the Krikav,” Ghost confirmed what he
already knew, “But, the subspace com could be used to reach the ship.”
Chad just stared for several seconds. He felt like banging his head on the
console. How could he have forgotten that? The subspace system was used
for long range com, overcoming the time lag. Feeling a bit foolish, Chad
brought up the subspace com on the main screen. He quickly typed out a
message and hit the send........ There was no reply. He sent it a second
time, and checked the transmission log. There wasn’t even a reception
acknowledgment. “Ghost, is there something wrong with the subspace
com?”
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“Transmission parameters indicate optimal, Chad.” Ghost assured him.
“The transmission is being made, the Krikav com unit does not appear to
be operating.”
Chad was more than a little worried. What had happened to the ship?
He’d seen them turn and start to move away. Had they been attacked
again? Chad remembered Arisa’s blue eyes, and soft touch, he wondered if
she was alright. He had to find out. Chad wished he had the binary code
for Greg’s subspace system, but he didn’t. What could he do? “Ghost, I’m
going to try sending a message to EDF command. I know, it’s a long shot,
but maybe they’ll have one of the big antennas pointed this direction, and
maybe someone will notice .................... ya, and maybe I’ll become
emperor.” Chad composed a message and sent it anyway. He might get
lucky. “Just keep sending that, Ghost. I’m going to check those buildings,
maybe there are some tools there.”
Chad was surprised how cool it was outside of the mech. It should be late
summer here, and the info on the planet said this latitude should be quite
warm. He looked up, the sun was dim, filtered though the dense asteroid
belts. So, that was the reason, he thought. It didn’t take long for him to
cover the distance to the buildings. He used his binoculars to scan the area
as he hid among the brush a short way from the buildings. There were
fields of short plants around the building site. Some sort of large animals
were in a fenced area attached to one of the buildings. They were a bit of
a worry, with those horns on their heads, Chad hoped they couldn’t get
out of that thin wire fence. There must be someone living here, probably
in the two story building.
Chad crept through the field, keeping a large building with no windows
between himself and the building he thought might be inhabited. When he
got to the large building, he looked through a gap in the very large doors.
The building was full of huge machines of strange configuration. Chad
had no idea what they would be used for, but it looked promising that
there were tools here somewhere. There weren’t many tools in the machine
building, so Chad moved on. He avoided the building with the large
animals. There was a door open from their yard into that building and,
even though they just stood there chewing and looking at him, he didn’t
trust them. There was one other large building, it had a large door, and
windows. He crept over to the building and looked in........... Chad
stared...... Jackpot! There weren’t just tools, there was a whole machine
shop. Chad snuck around and into the building, with the tools and
machines in the building, he could fix or even make almost anything he
needed.
Chad searched through the neatly arranged tools and carefully selected
the ones he would need to remove the panels and the ones he thought he
would need to remove the fuel lines and other components. He would have
to remove the electronic boards and see if they could be repaired. There
were a lot of electronic boards and components in boxes here. There might
be enough parts to rig his systems to work. Chad was like a kid in a candy
store, with his arms full, he turned back toward the door............... Chad
froze, his smile left his face and fear replaced it. He was facing his worst
nightmare, looking into the dark bore of a gun.
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Chapter 68
Tom was reluctant to report the loss of the connection with the Krikav to
General Parker, but he’d waited as long as he dared. Though Jack had been
trying, He hadn’t been able to re-establish contact with the ship.
“Sir, we were in contact with the Krikav,” Tom told the general over his
cell phone connection, “But, the contact was broken, on their end. We
haven’t been able to re-establish connection.” Tom had rarely heard the
general swear.
General Parker clenched his fist. Damn, he thought, just when they had
some hope, it gets torn away. “Keep trying,” he answered his aid, “I’ll try to
get under way as soon as possible. We have to find out what’s happening
there.”
Suddenly, the generals com screen lit up with another call. It was one of
the techs from the EDF com base at Tycho 2, on the moon. “General, sir, we
just received a transmission from Mar Sara.”
“Good,” the general replied, “the Krikav finally got their subspace back on
line. Get colonel Hellwind on.”
“Ah.... It’s not the Krikav, sir,” the tech stammered. “The transmission is
from a recon mech, sir. We were lucky to notice it, it’s on an old channel,
and barely strong enough to pick up.”
General Parker wondered what was going on, “There weren’t any recon
mechs on the Krikav.” He stated. “Whose mech is it?”
“There is,” Tom’s voice came from the com, “Doctor Mueller told me that
experimental mech they have is an older recon model.”
“Get that pilot on my com,” the general ordered the com tech. “I have to
find out what’s going on there.”
“Sir, we haven’t been in contact with the pilot.” The com tech told him.
“We’ve been communicating with a mech, sir.”
“What? Mechs don’t have AI. Someone is screwing with you. Get him on
my com.” General Parker ordered.
“Yes sir, but I don’t think it’s a joke sir, It really seems like an AI. It says
the pilot left a message for, ah....... whoever the idiot is that’s in charge of
this mess.” The man replied.
“General,” Tom’s voice came over the com. The general hadn’t broken the
connection with his aid. “Doctor Moeller says his mech was fitted with an
experimental AI.”
“Great,” Parker muttered, “I have to talk to a machine.”
The general looked at the monitor as the message came over as text. “I
have a message for the commander of this operation.” It read.
“This is general George Parker, commander of the four hundred twenty
seventh. Who are you?” Parker demanded
Almost immediately text began to fill the monitor. No human could have
typed or spoken that fast. “I am DFX -04, assigned to lieutenant Chad
Ross. He has given me the name, Ghost. I have a message he has left for
you. ‘This is lieutenant Ross, blue dragon group from the EDF Krikav. We
were ambushed at both positions we were ordered to. My mech was
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damaged while I was on recon, after the last attack, and I was forced to
land on the planet. The Krikav was damaged by a super weapon and I
can’t get through to them. I’ll send the video I collected of the weapon and
the base area to you. If I can find some tools and supplies, I’ll repair my
mech and try to get back to the Krikav. If those cloaked black mecks attack
again they might need me.’ That is the message. I will send all of the intel
we gathered of the base on Mar Sara.”
The general stared at the monitor, “the Krikav damaged............how
badly? What’s their status? What cloaked mechs? I didn’t think anyone
had cloaking ready yet. Damn! What’s going on? What super weapon
could a colony planet have?
The monitor filled with text. “The Krikav had lost power, the hull was
compromised in the engineering section. One warp nascell was destroyed.
I do not have the answers to the other questions. Lieutenant Ross has
gone in search of repair supplies, I do not know how long he will remain
away.”
“Have him contact me when he returns.” Parker told the mech. “Alright,
let’s see what that video shows.” The video of the Mar Sara base came up
on the screens. “So where’s that super weapon? All I see is some industrial
mech carrying a cannon.” As they watched another mech came from the
mine shaft in the side of the mountain and walked past the mech on the
screen. The general sat up in his seat. “Replay that,” he yelled. The
watched the mech walk past again. “Good lord” Parker said in a hushed
voice. “That was a Lancer, and it was only a third the size of that thing. A
mech that size, It shouldn’t be able to work. It should be to heavy.........
And if that’s the weapon that it’s carrying. How could it damage a ship if
they fired from the planet’s surface.” He looked up at his com, back to his
voice of command. “Tom keep trying to get through to that tech. We have
to find out what the situation is on the Krikav. We’ll be ready for warp in
less than two hours.”

Chapter 69
Consciousness slowly returned to Dominic. He groaned, his head
throbbed. Well, he thought, this can’t be heaven or it wouldn’t hurt this
much. Gingerly he tried to move his arms and legs, taking stock of his
situation. There was some good and some bad. He took a couple deep
breaths to try to settle himself, it didn’t seem anything was broken, and he
wasn’t wearing his flight suit and helmet, he was lying on some type of
bed, but, He was shackled to the bed and he was blind. Try as hard as he
might, he couldn’t see a thing, he’d never known such total blackness.
Chad froze in place, he quickly glanced around, but the machine tools
and tool boxes were along the walls, there was nothing near that he could
duck behind. He looked back at his nightmare, the black bore of the gun
looked huge, and to make the nightmare worse, there was a woman
holding the gun. She was an older woman, well, her curly black hair
showed streaks of grey and her brown face had lines from years of
working in the sun. She was built as solid as captain McFairlane, but was
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shorter. Her dark eyes were intense and she certainly looked like she knew
how to use that gun.
The woman watched the boy glance around, she knew he had no where
to go. He was tall and lean, dark hair and dark eyes. He must be older
than he looked. She’d have guessed he was a school boy, but his coveralls
had EDF insignia.
“The EDF must be really hard up, sending boys to steal tools.” She
remarked in a menacing voice.
“I was going to bring them back...... I wasn’t stealing them.” Chad told
her, truthfully. Though he’d stolen many times, Chad had gained enough
respect for tools and their owners that stealing them hadn’t crossed his
mind.
“Sure kid, you expect me to believe that?” The woman sneered.
“Well, ya..... My mech got damaged and I need the tools to repair it.”
Chad answered.
The gun’s safety snapped off and the woman’s expression got darker, “So,
your part of the invasion.”
“Huh?” Chad looked dumfounded, “What invasion?........... We aren’t
invading anyone. I was just trying to do some recon and one of those rocks
up there hit my mech.”
“Recon! So you’re getting ready to bomb us to hell like you did Tarsonis.”
She accused him.
“We don’t even have any bombs,” Chad shot back. “We came here to fix
your com satellite, and you guys started shooting at us. You damaged the
ship and now my mech is damaged and I can’t even call them to find out if
they’re alright.”
The gun lowered a bit, “Attacked your ship?” She wondered out loud. “It
must be that damn bunch that bought out the mines. They put those
asteroids in orbit, and they’ve been taking over the planet government.”
She looked up at the young man, she was sure she knew his accent. “Ok, so
maybe you aren’t attacking. Who are you and where are you from?”
“Lieutenant Chad Ross,” Chad snapped, “four hundred twenty seventh
armored............”
“Oh cut the military crap,” The woman ordered him. “You’re from Earth.
Where?”
“Ah.... Detroit, mam” Chad stammered, surprised by the sudden turn.
“You’re no high rise boy,” The woman said with a bit of a smile. “What
gang are you?”
“Ahh, Midnight Rockers, mam,” Chad told her, still off balance at the turn
in the conversation.
“Ya, scourge of the southside,” The woman replied, with a wry smile The
gun raised back to level at Chad. “I’m from the Erie Rangers, Toledo dome.
Are we still at war?”
“On and off, mam,” Chad told her truthfully. “On, last I knew.”
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The woman swung the gun barrel up to her shoulder and laughed, “some
things never change. My name’s Rachel, quit calling me mam, it makes me
feel old.”
“Ahhhh, yes mam......... err, Rachel” Chad stammered, almost weak with
relief now that the threat of the gun had been taken away.
“It’s been a long time since I’ve talked to anyone from earth,” Rachel told
Chad. I’ve got lunch cooking, why don’t you put down those tools and
come in for some lunch. I’m sure a boy like you is always hungry.”
Chad was sorely tempted. That pop and candy he’d eaten earlier just
weren’t going the distance. “I really can’t.” He told her sadly. “I need to get
my mech fixed so I can find out what’s happened to my ship.”
Rachel thought for a moment, “Where’s that mech of yours?”
“About a kilometer away, toward the desert.” Chad admitted.
“And you were going to carry that load of tools that far?” Rachel shook
her head. “Tell you what, Roy is going to be here for lunch in a few
minutes. If you come have lunch with us, I’ll have him drive us out to your
mech when we’re done. You’ll get there just about as soon as you would
walking.”
Chad mulled that over. He really was hungry, and, it would be a lot
easier if he didn’t have to carry the heavy tools. Chad put the pile of tools
on one of the benches. “Ok, I guess, mam........err, Rachel.”
Chad started toward the door but stopped short when the animal
standing next to Rachel snarled and showed it’s sharp teeth. Chad
assumed it was a dog, but it was larger and more menacing than the dogs
he’d seen in the rich peoples homes. It was more than knee high, it had
short sleek fur, pointed ears and a long muzzle holding those sharp
looking teeth.
“Dammit dog, settle down, he’s a friend,” Rachel commanded the dog.
The dog looked up at her, “Alright, get out, we’re headed for the house.”
She told it and the dog turned and ran out the door.
Chad followed Rachel out toward the house. So that was how he’d been
found out. He was so sure that he hadn’t been seen, the dog must have
tipped her off. “What’s your dog’s name?” He asked, as the dog followed
him, sniffing at his coveralls.
“Dammit dog,” Rachel said.
Chad turned and looked at the dog, “What? Did he do something?”
“No,” Rachel said, “that’s his name.”
“What?” Chad asked , confused
“We named him Alex, but when he was a pup, he was always into
everything and Souske was always yelling ‘Dammit dog quit that’ and
such. Pretty soon, the only name he would answer to was Dammit Dog.”
“Ah..... Oh,” Chad looked at the dog, things here were a bit different than
he had envisioned. “Umm, who’s Souske?”
Rachel sighed, “He’s my husband, or I should say was my husband, He
died a couple years ago, in an accident, while out prospecting. He was a
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great tech but not much of a farmer, and even worse as a prospector. He
always thought he was going to strike it big someday though.”
“Oh, I’m sorry about that, I guess,” Chad said somberly. “But, if you’re
from lower Toledo, How did you end up here? I mean, if you don’t mind
telling.”
Rachel pulled open the door to the house. Come in and take a seat and
I’ll tell you the whole story. Then you can tell me how you ended up here.”

Chapter 70
John sat with the other pilots as the colonel filled Georgianna in on the
events of the last couple hours. He tried not to laugh as he watched Aiden.
The captain was trying his best not to look at Georgianna, and turning a
bit red every time his eyes were drawn to the tall woman. John well knew
what Georgianna preferred to wear when she was sleeping, and could just
imagine what an eyeful Aiden got when he woke her. Maybe he could get
some fun out of that, later.
“Captain McFarlaine, Your squad will consist of lieutenants Kerlov,
Wolfman and Crichton.” The colonel ordered. “Lieutenant Herrmann, I’m
giving you a field promotion to captain. Your squad will be lieutenants
Yamato, Higgins and Kaze. Captain McFarlaine, your squad is on alert. I
have Yuki running full scan sweeps and we have remotes on the other side
of this little moon. If they mount an attack, I want to be ready for them.”
Georgianna frowned as Colonel Hellwind finished, “So, we have some
kind of high power cannon on the planet, and two units somewhere on
the surface. I request permission to take my squad down to destroy that
cannon and bring them back.”
“Request denied!” The colonel barked, sharper than he needed to. “You’ll
remain with the ship until the fleet gets here. I will not allow the ship to
be open to attack. I will not let them destroy my command.”
Georgianna leaned angrily on the table glaring at the colonel on the
other side, “Are you just going to leave two of your men down there? Aren’t
you going to send a rescue?”
“I won’t risk my command for deserters,” Daniel growled. “They disobeyed
direct orders, besides, they could be dead by now.”
Arisa gasped, “no, they can’t be. We have to go rescue...........”
“No!” Daniel barked. “You will stay here and defend the ship. We will hold
out till the fleet gets here.”
“You know the EDF is just going to use this as an excuse to bomb that
planet to ashes.” Georgianna’s voice was edging on hysteria. “If we don’t
destroy that weapon, put down their rebellion, the EDF will kill everyone
on Mar Sara. They don’t give a damn who it is, they just kill them all. I
won’t let it........”
An alarm sounded and Yuki’s voice came over the com, “Enemy
approaching, ten units, unknown configuration, they are cloaked. ETA,
twelve point seven minutes.”
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“Captains, get your squads launched.” Dan barked. “Red leads the
defensive box. I want both Lancers stationed on the moon, they are not to
engage the enemy, they can watch for any enemy that break through to
the ship.”
“This isn’t over, colonel,” Georgianna fumed as she rushed out of the
room. She’d stop this attack, annihilate those black mechs, then she’d
have it out with Hellwind, even if he court-marshaled her. Ghosts of
Tarsonis haunted her every step. She had to stop the EDF from massacring
the people of Mar Sara.
Greg flopped down in the chair by his desk. It had been a tough time,
getting the power circuits repaired so the ship systems could all be
powered up. The mech techs had all been drafted to help since they had
lost several ship techs in the attack. Greg turned and noticed the blinking
icon on his monitor. Damn, that kid had been on the subspace with Jack
when the power went dead. He could just about imagine Jack chewing his
knuckles while waiting to see if Greg would come back on line. Greg
booted up the subspace transmitter and typed out a rather lengthy
message explaining the situation of the last few hours. He sat back,
wondering if Jack was watching and if he’d get a reply.
“They’re back on,” Jack yelled to Tom and Doctor Moeller. “Greg’s sending
a message, I can reply as soon as he gets done.”
Tom rushed back to look at the screen, frustrated that the message was
taking so long, but interested in the events it told of. “Ask him if the ship’s
subspace com is working.”
Greg smiled, Jack was there, just like he’d guessed, but the reply seemed a
bit strange. “Is your ship subspace com working?” Was all it said. Greg
checked with Yuki, yes, the colonel had sent a message and gotten a reply
after the attack. Greg sent off, “Yes, it wasn’t damaged in the attack. The
colonel sent off a message after the attack and got a reply.” Greg looked up
as the alarm sounded, soon pilots were jumping into their mechs in a rush
to launch. Greg finished the message. “We’re under attack again. They
promised reinforcements. I hope they get here soon.”
Greg waited as he watched the mechs launch, he hoped they could hold
on one more time. His eyes snapped back to the screen as a message came
through all in capitals. “YOUR SHIP
SUBSPACE COM HAS BEEN
COMPROMISED! DO NOT TRUST ANY MESSAGE. Command has been
unable to contact the Krikav since you warped out.” Greg stared at the
screen for long seconds. That wasn’t possible....... was it? That would
explain what had been happening. Greg reached for his com.
Georgianna called Yuki, “can you link the sensor readouts to my mech? I
want to know where those bastards are.”
“I will link targeting resolution to your unit,” Yuki replied and ten target
marks came up on Georgianna’s screen. Georgianna snapped on her
shield, now she’d find out if Chad was any good. She hit her Minovsky
drive and shot off toward the enemy.
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John had gotten a targeting link as Yuki connected each mech to her
sensor systems. He guessed Georgianna would try to do this all herself, he
pushed his thrusters to follow her. Epyon may not have a Minovsky drive
but she was fast, and at this distance wouldn’t be too far behind Reina.
Colonel Hellwind looked at the screen. What the hell was McFarlaine up
to? Why was she breaking out of the defensive formation? Damn, now
Crichton was too. Dan was ready to call them back when Aiden yelled,
“four more enemy, two cloaked coming from the north of the planet and
two rail gun fighters from the south.”
Dan called orders to the Lancers, “Red three, Blue three, target the rail
gun fighters.”
He was about to call orders to the other mechs when Greg came on the
com. “Colonel, we have a problem. You better get down here and see this.
Our orders are a lie.”

Chapter 71
Dominic lay despondent, This was the worst thing that he could imagine
happening to him, being blind. He heard the sound of a door latch, then, a
miracle, a glimmer of light. There was a click and a blinding glare burned
his eyes. Even through closed eyelids the brightness made his eyes water.
He tried to fling his arm over his eyes but his arms were chained down to
the bed. As his eyes adjusted to the brightness, Dominic realized he had
been in a sealed room, probably underground at that mountain base.
Rydia watched from around a corner as Edward entered the room. She’d
seen the EDF pilot that had been attacking them wheeled into that room,
tied down to a hospital bed. She had been trying to get up the courage to
enter that room and see one of those EDF pilots for herself. She was afraid
to face one of those murderous animals, even if he was chained down.
Wait! She could listen in on them. Rydia pulled her small tablet out and
opened a link to her main computer. She tapped into the compound’s com
system.
“So, you’re awake.” Edward said as he entered the room. He stopped by a
table and picked up the pilot’s helmet. The left side appeared to have been
smashed with a big hammer. The damage done by a cannon shell that
broke through the cockpit and glanced off Dominic’s helmet. “You must be
as hard headed as you look.”
“Ya, it helps sometimes,” Dominic replied as he squinted through the
glare at the man across the room from him. “Ok,......... where am I and
who are you?”
Edward put the helmet down and came closer to the bed. “I’m General
Edward Geraldine and you are a captive of the Red Faction.”
Dom rattled his chains as he tried to move his arms, “Great, what’s all
this about? Who’s the Red Faction?”
“About?” Ed returned the question, “this is about liberty, freedom. We are
the organization of the outer planets that is going to bring down the
tyranny of the Earth Empire.”
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Dom sighed, “Damn, I get captured by a bunch of crazies. There’s no way
you’ll defeat the empire. Hell, it won’t even be a war. They’ll bring a fleet
and, if you don’t surrender, wipe out your little group of nuts. It’s been
tried before, by a better organized group than this. They had more than
half the colonies banded together in the colony war, you have nothing like
that here.”
“We have more than you imagine,” Ed assured him. “You haven’t seen half
of the weapons we have on this planet. But those are just toys compared
to Atropos. With our new weapons, we’ll be able to devastate the EDF
fleets. All the colonies will soon be joining us.”
“Just why would all the colonies want to join you?” Dominic questioned.
“The empire might have it’s problems but it hasn’t been that bad. The
colonies are doing well enough and the empire has kept things relatively
peaceful among them.”
“Peace, yes, by keeping the colonies under their thumb.” Ed sneered. “They
keep strict regulation on trade. They only allow their sanctioned
companies to have warp ships. They strictly regulate any research. They
have every colony under their thumb. That’s why we’re fighting them.”
“Do you actually think war is going to bring you freedom?” Dom asked.
“That violence can bring on peace? Wouldn’t it be better to negotiate, to
try to work out your differences without a war? I don’t think you can get
half the colonies to join you in a war against the empire. They wouldn’t
have enough reason.”
“Oh, they’ll have reason enough after the EDF destroys this planet, like
they did Tarsonis.” Edward told Dom. “Once we destroy that ship you came
on, the EDF will follow orders and bomb this planet to ashes.”
“They won’t make that mistake again,” Dominic was sure of that. “They’ll
have some top brass along, they won’t just give orders do kill everyone.
Besides, your whole group would be killed off along with everyone else.”
“Oh, I’ve anticipated that,” Edward told him, with an evil laugh. “Our
leader has transport coming, as we speak, to extract us from Mar Sara.
Then it’s just a matter of Atropos destroying the flagship of the EDF fleet,
and maybe a couple others and they will be more than willing to follow
our orders like the good little soldiers they are. Once the EDF bombs this
planet to dust, it will be easy to convince the rest of the colonies to join us.
It is all going according to the Leader’s plans.”
“That’s madness,” Dom yelled at Edward’s back, as Edward started to
leave.
Edward stopped at the door. “You’ll change your mind, after the Leader
trains you........ The empire will only listen to might.” Ed left, and shut the
door.
Rydia starred at her tablet. She couldn’t believe what she’d heard. The
pilot didn’t sound like a murderous madman........ just the opposite. But
Edward had always been so kind, and reasonable. How could the things he
said be true? Tears welled up in her eyes. It couldn’t be. Was he just using
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her to build weapons so he could kill those people? Rydia turned and ran
to her room. She had been so close to giving Edward the whole operating
system for Atropos. She had trusted that he was going to use her weapon
to defend the people, like he had promised her. She threw herself on her
bed. What could she do? What was the truth?

Chapter 72
Chad followed the frontier woman into he house. The aroma in the
kitchen instantly had his mouth watering. He didn’t remember food ever
smelling this good. Chad was a bit confused though, he didn’t see a food
processing unit anywhere in the room. In fact, he didn’t recognize much of
anything in the room, except perhaps the table and chairs. At Rachel’s
urging Chad sat down at the table.
Rachel turned to one of the large white cabinets placed around the
kitchen. This one was only as high as the counter top and had some shiny
kettles setting on top. Rachel lifted the lid off of one of the pots. Steam
rolled out of the pot and Chad almost jumped up to stop her as she braved
the steam to poke something in the pot with a fork. “Good, the potatoes
are done,” she put the lid back on and turned a knob on the front edge of
the unit. “Roy should be here any minute.”
“Um........ Who’s Roy, ma........... uh, Rachel?” Chad asked.
“He’s the local postal delivery man. He comes around a couple times a
week.” She answered. “He was Souske’s friend. He often helped in the shop,
or they would go hunting or fishing. Since Souske died, he’s been helping
me keep up with the farm.” Rachel opened the tall white cabinet and took
out two bottles, she handed one to Chad, the bottle was very cold. “I
thought you could use a beer. I make the best around.”
Chad looked at the bottle, the brown liquid made him remember how
thirsty he was. “Um.... I really shouldn’t, we aren’t supposed to while
we’re.........”
Rachel reached across the table and used an opener to pop the cap off
the bottle. “I won’t tell anyone if you don’t,” she grinned at him and sat
back down. “Now you wanted to know how I got here. I was abducted......
kidnaped and sold.” She almost laughed at the shocked look on Chad’s
face. “These outer colonies, especially the mining colonies, usually have a
lot more men than women. Seems, when the population of a dome or
space colony gets to large, it’s the guys who get booted out. Well, where
there’s a lot of single guys and a bunch of money floating around, women
are good business. I’m sure there are still girls going missing in the lower
cities. I was grabbed by some guys and shoved into the back of a truck
with a few other girls. Next thing I knew we were on a freighter headed
into space......... Don’t look so shocked, I know the government regulates
shipping, but there are as many crooks in the government as there are in
the sewers........ They spent the few days travel time getting us cleaned and
dolled up. If you didn’t co-operate you got beat.” Rachel took a big
swallow from her bottle. “When we got here, we were paraded onto a
stage in a big building. They had a price for each of us, but it was more
like a bidding war. Well, I was never much for looks, and at the time I was
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a few months short of fifteen years old. I was one of the last girls left,
there wasn’t any bidding anymore. Souske had come up to one of the
sellers, he just kind of pointed at me and held out some cash. Looked like
they were haggling a bit on the price, but in the end, the guy took the
money.” Rachel took another drink and leaned back in her chair. “I wasn’t
happy about being there, and less about being sold. Souske was from one
of the Asian space colony units. He was excess population and decided to
come out to a colony instead of joining the EDF. He was shorter than me,
and about as wide as he was tall. I didn’t want to mess with him, he could
probably tear me in half. He didn’t say anything on the ride all the way
out here. I didn’t either, just tried to keep away from him. When we pulled
into the place he stopped and just looked strait ahead and started to talk.
He had a much softer voice than I had imagined. He told me that I could
run off if I wanted, but there wasn’t really anywhere to go. He told me he
wouldn’t hurt me and if I didn’t like it here, he’d see to it I got back home,
provided I worked off what he’d paid for me. Then he just got out and
went to the house. Well, I stuck around, there was no where to go, and
after a few days, I realized this was a much better life than the sewers of
Toledo had to offer. After a couple more days, I knew that Souske was the
kindest man I’d ever met, and a good provider. He was shocked that night
when I crawled into his bed with him, he said I was to young and he’d just
have to wait till I was old enough.” Rachel started to giggle, then laughed
out loud. “I had to inform him that if he was expecting some innocent
young thing he was going to be sorely disappointed. There was no such
thing as a sixteen year old virgin in the lower cities............. We stayed
together, and had three kids. They’re off planet in school and at jobs.
Souske died in an accident while he was out prospecting. It was a tough
time for me, but things have gotten better, well, things were till those
fools put those asteroids around the planet. Now things aren’t growing
well at all.......... Well that’s my story. So, how’d you get into the EDF and
end up out here at the ass end of the universe.
“It’s not much of a story,” Chad told her. “I got busted when the gang ran
and left me at a car jacking that turned out to be a set up. The judge gave
me a choice, prison time or the EDF........ the food’s better in the EDF.” Chad
gave her the short outline of how he’d moved from a tech to a pilot and
wound up on the Krikav and finally on Mar Sara.”
“I’ll bet there’s more excitement to that story than your letting on,”
Rachel guessed.
Chad knew he’d left out a lot of the fighting and a few other details.
“Well, a bit more, but nothing that important.” Chad looked at the bottle
of beer in his hand and remembered only a couple days before. He
chuckled.
“Something funny about my beer?” Rachel asked him.
“Ah, no..... not that, it’s just, I was remembering one of the other pilots,
when I offered to get her a soda, she said she wished I could get her a beer.
She should be here now.”
“So, you have a girlfriend.” Rachel grinned.
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“No! It isn’t like that,” Chad tried to deny, a bit overly much. “We’re just
friends, and..... ah.”
“Sure,” Rachel said, knowingly, “What’s she like.”
Chad’s description painted her as smart and witty, really pretty, with
curly blond hair and bright blue eyes.”
Rachel laughed, “yup, you’re hooked. She’s your girlfriend.”
“Well, I wish she would be,” Chad sighed. “But she’s from a rich family,
and John told me girls like her don’t stick with guys of my class. He said
she’s just having some fun and she’ll just dump me when she gets tired of
me.”
Rachel frowned, “doesn’t seem like this John knows much about women.
If the girl thinks you’re the right one for her, it doesn’t matter if you’re the
emperors son or the lowest beggar, She’ll stick by you till the end.” Dammit
Dog jumped up and woofed. Rachel got up and looked out the window.
“Good, Roy’s here. I better get the potatoes mashed and the food ready to
serve.” She turned to the stove and started getting things ready.”
In a few moments the door opened and Roy came in. Chad noted that he
was about John Crichton’s height, medium build. He had green eyes and
red hair that was going grey around the edges. Chad figured he must be
around Rachels age, maybe a few years older.
“Hello sweety, there wasn’t any mail.......” Roy stopped and looked at
Chad. “Who’s this?”
“Hi Roy,” Rachel returned, “This is Chad, he’s an EDF pilot and he comes
from lower Detroit on earth. I found him out in the shed borrowing some
tools to fix his mech.”
In a swift motion, Roy drew a gun from the holster at his side and
stepped up to the table. He leveled the gun at Chad and growled, “He’s a
liar! This boy’s no pilot, Rachel, he’s a liar and a thief.”
For the second time that day, Chad was facing a gun, and he didn’t like
it. His chair clattered to the floor behind him as he jumped up. “I am not a
liar!” He shouted. “And I was going to..........”
A loud crack reverberated in the room, loud enough to hurt your ears.

Chapter 73
Daniel stared at the communicator. What did Greg mean ‘our orders are
a lie’? He’d known Greg a long time and if the older man thought it was
important, it was. But what could even a master tech know about their
orders that the commanding officer didn’t? It didn’t make sense. Nothing
on this mission seemed to make sense.
Yuki interrupted the colonels thoughts. “There is an incoming message
from command central, sir.”
Dan looked over at the controller, “On screen,” he ordered. Daniel looked
at the message, ‘Do not engage the enemy. We do not want any more
losses to your units. When you are attacked, surrender your command, we
will deal with the Red Faction when the fleet arrives.’
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“Damn,” Daniel swore as he reached toward the com, no commander
wants to surrender but, he didn’t want to lose any more men........... Dan
hesitated, then slammed his hand on the com button, “All units, take those
bastards out, every one of them.” Daniel turned from his console and
headed toward the door, but his way was barred by Johana.
“You’re disobeying a direct order,” she accused him.
“You bet your ass I am,” he answered angrily, “and until I find out what
the hell’s going on, I’m going to keep disobeying them. Aiden, make sure
they get all of them.” He stepped past Johana, “Johana, you have the
bridge, I have to see what Greg found out.”
Johana smiled as she moved out of the way, now that was the Daniel
Hellwind she remembered.
Arisa stuck close to Ben’s big Lancer. Her heart rate was way up. She
didn’t want to mess this up, this was her chance. If she stuck with
Ben........... he knew what to do. When they got the call from the colonel,
Ben quickly turned and set up to fire, she followed his lead, checking
targeting for the enemy units. She got a call from Ben, “ok kitten, you take
the one on the right, I’ll take the left. Let’s see who’s quicker on the draw.”
Arisa found the target and rapidly brought the rail gun’s aiming marker
onto the target. The targeting lock beeped and she started to tighten her
finger on the trigger. She hesitated, she was shaking, she felt like she
couldn’t catch her breath, her hands felt slippery in her gloves from the
cold sweat. Arisa’s bio monitor signs were in the yellow, nearing the red.
She had to pull the trigger, but............ The enemy fighter on the left
crumpled and exploded into shrapnel as Ben’s shot tore through it. The
fighter in her sight started to take evasive maneuvers, Arisa tracked it
with the smoothness that had made her top in her class, but still she
hesitated to pull the trigger. She wanted them to leave, to run away.
Didn’t they see the other ship had been destroyed? Didn’t they want to get
way?
The enemy fighter in her sights folded in half then exploded as it’s fuel
tanks were crushed. “Ha, beat you to it,” Ben gloated on the com. “You
gotta be fast to beat Bullseye.”
Tears welled in Arisa’s eyes, “I’m sorry, I just couldn’t.......”
“Ya, they’re really hard to track when they start evasive like that,” Ben
broke in. “We better keep an eye out in case any others get through.”
Arisa took her shaking hands off the controls, She couldn’t even wipe
away the tears running down her face. She’d failed, maybe her father was
right, maybe she couldn’t do this.
Colonel Hellwind burst into Gregs office, “ok Greg, what’s going on?
What makes you say our orders are a lie?”
“Because you haven’t been talking to command, not since we hit warp
drive.” Greg shot back.
“What do you mean? We just got orders from them a minute ago.” Dan
questioned.
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“Whoever it is, it’s not command.” Greg returned.
“Why do you think that?” Daniel was becoming confused.
“Because I’m talking to general Parker’s aid right now, they haven’t been
able to contact us since we left.” Greg told him. Daniel had a look between
doubt and surprise. “I have a subspace com, most of us techs use test gear
to do a bit of talking. I was contacting a friend at Victorville and the
generals aid found out about it. Somebody hijacked the Krikav’s subspace
com.”
Daniel looked down at Greg’s com screen, then back up his friend. “Is
that even possible?”
“It shouldn’t be......no....... well, maybe, I don’t know. I called our subspace
tech, he should be here in a minute.” Greg stammered. “The general’s aid is
on my subspace unit, you should talk to him.”
The ship’s subspace tech came in, wondering why the master tech should
be calling for him. He was surprised to see the colonel there. Greg quickly
explained what he’d found out to the tech. “That isn’t possible,” the tech
told him. “The subspace layers and encryption are hardwired in the chip
set. Here, I’ll check it.” The tech took out his service pad and tapped
through several menus. “There that’s the subspace layer we’re
using............. wait that isn’t.”
The tech quickly brought up a series of tables. “That’s the wrong layer, it
isn’t even in the chip set.”
Dan quickly called Yuki, “shut down the subspace com.” He looked at the
tech, “Go over the equipment with a fine tooth comb. I want to know how
they did that. See if there’s any way to trace who is doing this.” Dan sat
down at Greg’s com unit, “I better let them know what’s going on here.

Chapter 74
Rachel lifted the big wooden spoon she'd just whacked the table with and
pointed it at Roy. “What's gotten into you, Roy?” She yelled at him. “Chad's
my guest and you don't have any call to be treating him that way.”
“But Rachel, “ Roy pleaded his case, “he's lying to you, he's no pilot, he
isn't wearing a flight suit. Hell, he probably isn't even EDF.”
“So,” she shot back at him, “you tell me you're an EDF pilot but I've never
seen you wear a flight suit.”
“Aw, that's different and you know it Rachel, I'm retired.” Roy complained.
“Besides, his kind don't make pilots, they aren't fit for it..”
The wooden spoon cracked on the table again, “And just what 'kind' is he.
Roy?” Rachel demanded, her face an angry scowl.
Roy hesitated, he'd really stuck his foot in his mouth this time. He well
knew where Rachel had come from and knew he was in trouble now.
“Ah...... I didn't mean it like that Rachel. It's just, well, grounders don't
make good pilots, and, they don't get recruits for the academy from the
lower cities.”
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“Well, I believe him,” Rachel stated. “An inner city boy wouldn't lie to me,
he had no reason to. Now put away that gun and be civil to him or you
can go home hungry.”
Roy holstered his gun and looked at Rachel with a pleading expression.
“Aw, you wouldn't do that to me...... would you?”
Rachel's voice softened as she turned back to the stove. “Just sit down you
two. Talk to him Roy, you should be able to tell if he's a pilot or not.”
Roy sat down and watched Chad as the young man righted his chair and
sat across from him. “Ok, boy, you say your EDF, what's your outfit and
who's your CO.?”
“I'm with the four hundred twenty seventh,” Chad answered, “colonel
Daniel Hellwind is our CO.”
“Daniel Hellwind?” Roy seemed a bit surprised. “So old hot head
Hellwind's kid is a colonel. You better hope he isn't as gung-ho as his old
man was. I served under him in the colony war. What ship are you
operating from?”
“The Krikav,” Chad answered.
Roy laughed, “Is that old bucket still flying? Hell, that thing's older than
you are. She was one of the ships in our group during the war. If I
remember right, she had a cute little asian controller...... Yuki, I think it
was.”
It was Chad's turn to look surprised, “Ah..... the controller is a girl named
Yuki, but she can't be more than twelve or thirteen years old.”
Roy laughed, “boy, controllers don't age. The Krikav was one of the first
White Magic class, the controller must be over thirty years old. Controllers
just stay with a ship till it's decommissioned. That ship is her whole life. If
they don’t have a ship, they’re just lost souls, a few years and they just
fade out. What mech are you piloting?”
“A Firefly,” he answered, then hesitated a moment, “actually it’s an
experimental recon modification called a Dragonfly.”
Roy nodded, “right,” now he really had his doubts, he knew they didn’t
send rookies out with experimental gear. “So then, if you’re a pilot, why
are you wearing a techs coveralls?”
“I am a tech,” Chad saw Roy sit up straighter, “well, I was a tech, till they
sent me to the academy. They’re short of techs on this mission, so I got
drafted to help out. I’d been helping out when we were attacked.”
Roy shook his head, “your story doesn’t pencil out boy. They don’t send a
tech to pilot school. If you really went to the academy, who did you get to
sponsor your commission?”
“I wasn’t trying to get to the academy,” Chad explained, “I was racing an
SA2 against one of the pilots in his Thunderbird. I beat him too. General
Parker saw the race and sent me to the academy.”
Roy relaxed and sat back, “ok, that makes sense, Parker was always
pushing to look for more recruits among the inner cities. He always said
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our system of commissioned officers was outmoded. I bet you had a tough
time of it.”
“Ya, they made sure I knew I didn’t belong with them.” Chad remembered,
gloomily. He brightened up considerably as Rachel started to put the food
on the table. It was very different from the processed food he’d eaten all
his life. It had strange textures, but the flavors were wonderful. Between
mouth-fulls of food, Chad told the tale of his adventures, or more
accurately, misadventures in the military. He went into greater detail for a
fellow EDF pilot than he had with Rachel.
As Chad’s story wound down, Roy chuckled, “so, you survived a court
marshal with only a busted rank. You must have a guardian angel. What’s
your mission here? Or is it classified?”
“Nothing classified about it,” Chad mumbled around his mouth-full of
pie. “We were escorting a repair crew sent to fix the subspace com satellite.
There wasn’t supposed to be any trouble.” Chad recounted the events of
the last few days.
“Damn, so they took out one ship already,” Roy said scowling. “We knew
that bunch at the mine were up to no good, putting those asteroids
around the planet. They’ve been slowly taking over the planet government
too. I’ll bet that new Empire regent that took over after they bought out
the mines isn’t even from the empire. We knew they’ve been up to
something big in an old mine a ways west of here. We’ve got a man on the
inside, but he hadn’t gotten in to see what they’re doing. They brought in
a bunch of weapons. We thought they were part of the EDF because they
have a bunch of EDF mechs out there. Our man saw them bring in more a
few days ago. They must have been from that ship you say was taken
out........ We’d better go get that mech of yours.”
“I’m glad you believe him now, Roy,” Rachel cut in. “You can haul those
tools out in the truck. Chad was going to carry them all the way out
there.”
“He’d better just run the thing in here,” Roy told her. “We can get it into
the machine shed. They’ll be looking for it, if they haven’t found it by
now.”
“They won’t find Ghost,” Chad assured Roy. “It’s a stealth mech.”
“Hmph,” Roy snorted, “it’d have to be invisible for them not to find it.” He
got up and headed for the door, “we better get it inside, and quick.”
Chad just smiled.

Chapter 75
John pushed Epyon at maximum thrust but was still falling behind
Georgianna. He saw the gap between her mech and the enemy markers on
his screen rapidly closing. Damn, there are ten of them........ she always
was a bit crazy.
Georgianna waited until The enemy took the first shot. Five of the enemy
mechs fired beam rifles at Reina, and five beams flared harmlessly against
her I-field shield. She snapped off a shot with her own beam rifle burning
a neat hole through the second enemy in line. She let her rifle snap into
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it’s mount on Reina’s back and drew her large beam saber. Her wild yell
would have done a Valkyrie proud as her great momentum smashed her
saber through the first enemy’s shield and slashed his mech in two.
Georgianna pushed her thrusters to the maximum breaking her forward
motion. She strained against the g forces as the they went beyond the
capacity of the inertial compensators. Georgianna had a frighteningly
feral grin, four of the enemy were turning back toward her. This was
going to be fun.
Louis cursed his luck. He got his chance to command, but what was he
going to do. Georgianna and John had taken off and now it was up to him
to defend the Krikav, with only the three other mechs. He thought of the
resources he had, calling them by their nicknames as they had done in the
pirate war. Queen (Rose) was good, but that was with Gunner, could she
handle two enemy on her own? No, she should have help, and he would
need Yumi’s (Megumi) Thunderbird with him to stop the enemy that got by
Spirit (Georgianna) and Knight (John). Even if they got four enemy, that
would leave six for his group to stop.
Luis called out orders, “Yumi, you’re with me, Queen and Tiger (Kaze),
take out the two enemy below and to starboard, then get back here and
join up with us.”
John watched Georgianna’s mech merge with the markers for the
approaching enemy. He was relieved to see her emerge unscathed, and
wasn’t surprised to see two enemy taken out. She was still his battle
queen...... his Red Sonja. But he had his own problems, four of the enemy
were rushing toward him, two fired beam rifles at Epyon. John rolled left,
narrowly avoiding their fire. It was too late to get a lock with his missiles,
he drew his beam saber. He aimed for the space between the middle two
enemy and they both turned their arm shields to block his saber, while
drawing their own. The two enemy sabers slashed between their units, but
John twisted to the right at the last moment. As he passed outside of the
enemy mech he quickly thrust his saber behind the enemy’s shield and let
his speed carry it through the mech, neatly severing the enemy’s head.
John twisted around, but the three enemy mechs didn’t turn to fight and
his momentum was rapidly carrying him away from them. He turned back
toward Georgianna, the others would have to deal with those three,
Georgianna was facing four against one, and her I-shield had been on a
long time.
Georgianna watched the enemy on her screen, they were moving to
surround her. She grinned, “Come on boys, you want me...... bring it on.”
She watched her power levels as the four enemy fired their beam rifles at
the same time. The beams flared against her shield, but she was pleased to
see she still had over half her reserve left. That damned gangland kid had
been telling the truth, she had power to burn. She hit the thrusters to
attack the first of the four enemy with her saber. Who said a sword
couldn't win in a gun fight?
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Rose pushed her thrusters to maximum. She'd tried to call Kaze back. She
told him they had to work together, but the rookie ignored her. His Firefly
was faster than her Thunderbird and he attacked the enemy ahead of her.
Rose cursed as she watched the action, only seconds behind, but unable to
help. Kaze was quickly drawn into a saber fight against one of the black
mechs, and made the mistake of losing track of the second enemy. One
shot from the enemy's beam rifle and Kaze's Firefly was no longer in the
fight. Rose attacked the enemy with the beam rifle. He would be at a
disadvantage at close in fighting. If she could just disable him before he
could bring out his saber. She had to keep track of the second enemy,
keeping the one she was fighting between herself and that one. Using the
one she was facing as a shield against his comrade's rifle. Damn, she'd
always had Dominic to back her up, now she was fighting alone. Rose used
her saber to slash and draw his shield down, Then a quick burst from her
cannon damaged his beam rifle. That took one gun out of the fight, now if
she could just disable the second beam rifle she could get this fight where
she wanted it.
The pilot of the first mech Georgianna attacked was so startled that she
had survived that he put up no resistance. Still, it took three blows of her
saber to break through the tough chest armor of the black mech. She
turned toward the next enemy, she was just going to have to use two
hands on her saber. As she rushed the second enemy, two beams shot past
her from the other two enemy mechs, The one she was attacking didn't fire
until she was in point blank range. Georgianna laughed as the beam
flared against her shield. She took a mighty swing with her saber, but the
enemy blocked it with his arm shield. The blow put him off balance and
Georgianna swung again, slicing his beam rifle in two. She spotted a
second enemy closing on her and spun to meet him. He tried a different
tactic, blasting at her with his two shoulder mounted cannons.
Instinctively, she blocked with her arm shield, but the cannon shells,
blunted by the I-shield, barely touched her arm shield. Georgianna
grabbed the enemy mech's shield and, holding him close, answered with
her own cannons, firing till the shells tore through the armored cockpit of
the enemy. She turned in time to see the other enemy swing his beam
saber. She didn't have time to block it. Could her I-shield still hold?
Louis had Megumi follow slightly behind and to his right, in a classic
wing man position as the approached the three enemy mechs. Louis
banked left and Megumi right to avoid the concentrated beam rifle fire of
the three black mechs. Louis quickly rolled left, trying to put himself
between two of the enemy, but the lead unit cut him off and engaged him
in a saber battle. The remaining two turned toward Megumi’s mech. She
fired her beam saber at the lead unit, but he blocked with his shield and
drew his beam saber to attack. He tried to get Megumi turned to give his
comrade a clear shot with his beam rifle. This was exactly what Louis had
tried to avoid. He knew the less experienced pilot would be at a
disadvantage. Megumi was almost open to the enemies fire when Louis
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yelled, “Yumi, roll left, keep the enemy your fighting between you and the
one with the beam rifle. They’re trying to get us opened up for a shot.”
Louis blocked a slash form his opponents saber. He could only hope she
could hold her own. If he could just beat this guy, but the black mechs
were tough. Louis saw the flash as the enemy fired his beam rifle.

Chapter 76
Chad climbed into the truck after Rachel. It was a lot rougher looking
model than the trucks he was use to. Roy had on a set of headphones with
a microphone, as they climbed out of the valley that Rachel's farm was in,
he called someone. “Hey Burt, ….. Ya, it's me. Has there been any word
from the mine? …............ Damn, ok, that checks out......... We got one of
their mech boys here at Rachel's place. His mech got hit by one of the
rocks. We're going to bring it in and try to fix it................ Nah, she had the
kid inside and ready to feed him lunch when I got here. Ya, you can tell
me all the 'I told you so's' later. What have you got in reaction fuel, the kid
has a leak in the feed lines. …....... Good, that'll do. I'll call ya when we get
it ready..” Roy hung up his headset and laughed, “Rachel, Burt figured
you’d shoot first and ask questions later. Said I filled you with too many
stories. Damn it, Burt always said those guys at the mine weren't EDF. Now
we'll never heart the end of it.”
Following Chad's direction, it only took a few minutes to reach the rocky
plain where Chad had left Ghost. “Damn, they got here ahead of us,” Roy
swore as they sped across the open space.
“I think you better stop,” Chad told him.
“They could be watching,” Roy returned. “We'd better keep going.”
“You have to stop,” Chad said raising his voice.
“No way, we could get..........”
“STOP!” Chad shouted as he quickly brace himself against the dashboard.
Roy slammed on the brakes and the truck skidded to a stop. “Just what
the hell's wrong with you, boy? We could be in danger here.”
Chad opened the door and, feeling a bit weak, got out of the truck.
“Ghost turn off the cloaking,” He yelled. Suddenly, not ten meters in front
of the truck, the kneeling form of the big mech appeared.
Rachel jerked back in the seat and let out a small screech, Roy just sat
open mouthed for several long moments. “Holy sh--, “ Roy said under his
breath, then opened the door and jumped out. “Damn, when you said
stealth, I thought you meant some camouflage paint job or something,
but........damn!!” He turned and looked at Chad, “was that thing actually
invisible? I mean, was it really there?”
Chad just smiled at the confused older man, “Cloaking on,” He ordered
Ghost, and the mech promptly disappeared. “Go touch it for yourself.”
Roy gingerly walked forward and reached out toward the mech. His hand
disappeared just before it made contact with the hard surface.”Well, I'll
be........ I never figured they'd get something like this worked out. How
about radar, thermal, and other detectors?”
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“It seems to be pretty much undetectable, as far as I can tell,” Chad
assured him as he began to climb the invisible steps up to the cockpit. It
was disconcerting to see Chad disappear into the mech, stopping when
just his head was visible, hanging in the air. “I'll meet you back at the
farm,” Chad called out and then disappeared completely.
Roy got back into his truck and looked at Rachel. She was just staring
out the windshield. “Pretty hard to comprehend, isn't it?” He asked her. She
just nodded. “Sort of like seeing a Ghost,” Roy mused.
“Ya,” Rachel answered quietly, “that's what he called the thing........
Ghost.”
Chad slipped on his helmet. “Hey Ghost, I met some friendlies. Seems a
lot of the people aren't against the empire. Rachel has a whole machine
shop and lots of spare parts. I should be able to fix or make just about
anything we need. We're going to her place now. Boy did we hit it lucky.
And she makes the best food I've ever tasted.” Chad stood Ghost up and
followed Roy's truck.
“It is good that you were so fortunate,” Ghost told Chad, “and while you
were away I was able to make contact with command central. They have
requested you contact command as soon as you have returned .”
“You did?” Chad asked, amazed. “That was about the craziest long shot
we could have come up with. I'll send a message right away.” Chad quickly
typed, “Lieutenant Ross reporting as ordered. I have contacted friendlies
and am on the way to a farm unit to repair my mech.”
After several moments a reply appeared to float in the air in front of
him. “General Parker here, I’m the idiot who's in charge of this mess. I'm
relieved you've found some friendlies.”
Chad jerked back and almost choked, “You didn't tell him I said that, did
you?”
“I relayed your exact words to command, Chad.” Ghost said sweetly.
“Wasn't I supposed to do that?”
Chad felt like pounding his head against the console. Ghost seemed so
human he'd forgotten that the AI would do exactly what he told it to do.
He was doomed, worse than doomed. The general would have him
cleaning latrines on some distant, long forgotten, outpost. Fearfully he
looked back at the message.
“I know things have looked pretty screwed up, but the orders your colonel
has been following haven't come from EDF command. We lost contact with
the Krikav when you entered warp drive and haven't been able to contact
your ship until a couple hours ago. Somehow, the subspace com was
hijacked. Contact your colonel and try to get your repairs done. The
Krikav is under attack right now so you may have to wait to get through.”
Chad almost forgot his worries at having insulted the general, first
relieved that the Krikav was alright, then worried to hear of an attack on
the crippled ship. “I can’t contact the ship,” he sent, “The com can’t get
through the asteroids, and I don’t have the subspace code. I’ll have to get
my mech fixed and try to get back to the ship.”
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“No lieutenant, stay on the planet,” the general returned. “You’ve sent us
some good intel. I want you to do as much recon as you can, we need all
the information you can get us on the enemy’s base. We should be there in
two days, then the fleet will deal with this. I’ll have the com techs set up
some sort of relay so you can communicate with your colonel.”
“Yes sir,” Chad sent back, a bit unhappily. “I’ll do my best.”
General parker called the base subspace com techs and gave orders for a
link to be set up from Chad’s mech to Greg’s com unit on the Krikav. The
general mulled over the facts he had before him. They’d lost contact with
the Krikav, and from what Hellwind told him, the same thing had
happened to the Ticonderoga. He had a suspicion that this could explain
the loss of the two ships and the mysterious orders at Tarsonis. He called
the ship’s com Tech and ordered him to shut down the subspace
communication system. He called for his ship’s head mech tech and in
minutes the man appeared on the bridge. Parker swivelled his chair and
looked at the tech. “Major, have you been using spare subspace com
equipment to contact other ships?”
The major froze, this wasn’t good at all. How had the general found out
about his little com unit? “Umm, yes sir, I ..... ahh..... have to test the spare
equipment...... and...”
“How many other ships can you contact?” The general cut in.
“Uh, about a dozen, sir,” the major was getting a bit confused, along
with being frightened.
“Can the others contact more ships?”
“Well, most of them have a number of others they contact, sir....... but
it’s” The major stumbled for an explanation.
“Good,” Parker cut in again, startling the major, “I want you to contact
every ship you can, and have them spread these orders, shut down all
ship’s main subspace com units until further notice. Subspace com
integrity has been compromised. All orders are to be transmitted through
the technician’s subspace network.”
The major just stood there staring at the general. “Move it major,” Parker
barked and the tech almost jumped out the door. The general turned back
to his com panel, his aid was still on line and waiting. “Tom, the general
sighed, we’ve got to get to the bottom of this. Make sure that Hellwind has
his subspace gone over thoroughly. Mar Sara could be the key to this
whole mess.”

Chapter 77
Georgianna’s breath caught, she knew her shield couldn’t still have
enough power to stop the blow from her enemy. She’d taken one to many
chances. Her mech bent and moved sideways from the force of the enemy’s
mighty blow, but the I-shield flared and held. The enemy’s mech twisted
sideways from the force of his powerful swing and Georgianna took the
opportunity to thrust the point of her saber upward behind his main
thrusters. Her blade found a weak point in his armor and broke through
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into his power unit. The enemy mech flared brightly, driving Georgianna
backward. She quickly cleared her sensors and searched for the last enemy.
He was running, he hadn’t even remembered to turn his cloaking on.
Georgianna checked her power reserves. The main power unit was
running close to the red line, but hadn’t gotten there yet, and the reserves
showed over five percent remaining. She shut down the shield to conserve
the last of her power and shouldered her beam rifle. She carefully aimed
at the point, just behind the fleeing enemy’s main thrusters. That was the
weak point she’d found, and it was his doom. Georgianna didn’t notice
that the first enemy she’d burned through with her beam rifle was still
moving. It’s pilot had maneuvered his crippled machine so his beam rifle
was aimed directly at Georgianna’s mech. The enemy squeezed the trigger.
Arisa’s head jerked up, she tried to shake off her tears when she heard
Ben’s voice boom through her com. “Stay sharp, kitten, if any of them get
through, we have to take them out. Can’t let the colonel down now can
we. If you get a clear shot, you may be able to take one out and help the
others.” Arisa sniffled and tried to follow the battles. She could see
Megumi and Louis fighting three mechs. She tried to get her targeting
locked on the third enemy in that group. It was a long shot, and difficult
to target, she waited till she was sure she got a lock on the mech. Just
then, she saw his beam rifle fire.
Rose quickly spun around and rushed toward the second enemy. She had
to get to him before he could shoulder his beam rifle and target her mech.
As soon as she turned, she knew she was to late. The enemy already had
his rifle aimed at her. Rose turned her arm shield toward the enemy, it
could hold out for one shot, maybe two, but it wouldn’t be enough. She
tried evasive maneuvers.......... The first blast turned her shield a glowing
red It wouldn’t stop the second shot. Suddenly the enemy mech exploded
into shards, Rose heard loud laughter. “That’s one you owe me
sweetheart,” Bens voice came over her com unit. “Thanks big guy,” She
replied as she spun to face the second mech with her two sabers drawn,
“I’ll buy you the biggest pizza in the house when this is over.”
Megumi heard Louis call to her and instantly realized her mistake. She
knew she wouldn’t have time to break her momentum with her
maneuvering jets, this called for drastic action. She spun her mech as
quickly as it would move and swung out her right leg, mimicking one of
the attacks she taught in the family dojo. The kick surprised the enemy, he
had no time to block or counter-thrust. His mech spun around and moved
directly into the path of the beam fired by his comrade. The beam caught
his mech directly below it’s head, severing all it’s sensor links. The enemy
mech flailed around helplessly.
Louis had finally cracked through the armor of his opponents mech and
it now was a burning hulk, He quickly turned toward the mech that had
fired at Megumi, only to find it had turned to run. Louis shouldered his
beam rifle and fired, he saw another bolt from a rifle hit at the same time
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his did, the enemy mech exploded as two beam rifle bolts hit it’s power
unit. Louis checked his screen, relieved to see Megumi turn to finish off her
first opponent. “Nice work, Yumi. You’ll have to fill me in on how you
avoided that shot when we get back to the ship.
Roses opponent was skilled, but when it came to sabers, she was
exceptional. The battle only lasted seconds, but Rose was surprised it took
so long. That black mech had a really tough skin. She’d hit it half a dozen
times before it gave in. She quickly checked her scanners for any enemy
that had gotten through, but the only ones showing motion were two way
out where Georgianna was. Rose looked at Kaze’s broken Firefly and keyed
her com unit, “Man down, get recovery out here fast.”
The enemy aimed at Georgianna and gloated, he may be dying, but he
would take that cursed enemy with him. He pulled the trigger on his
weapon, but the beam never reached it’s target. The beam rifle exploded as
John’s saber slashed through it. John thrust his saber down from above
the front of the mech, behind it’s chest armor and through it’s cockpit.
That one wouldn’t be taking any more shots. He looked over at
Georgianna, just as she fired on the last of the enemy, Her shot was right
on target and the enemy mech was a sudden bright spot and then it was
gone. John smiled, she was one hell of a fighter.
Arisa sat breathing hard. She’d been ready to fire...... hadn’t she? She
would have, but they fired first.......... she really would have, at least, she
wanted to. But she didn’t. She didn’t pull the trigger. Maybe her father was
right, she could still hear his words, his laughter. “You? You’ll never be a
pilot. You’re to weak, you’ll never have the guts to pull the trigger. You’re a
fool, stay home and get married like a woman should.” No, she couldn’t let
him win. She couldn’t go back this way. Somehow, she had to do this, she
had to prove to him...... to herself, that she was more than that.

Chapter 78
Rydia looked up and down the hall, then snuck out of her room. It had
taken her a while, but she had made her decision, she had to see that pilot
for herself. Somehow, things must not be as she had seen them. Edward
must have been trying to confuse the pilot........ or something. She stole
down the hallway to the room Edward had entered. The door was securely
locked as she’d expected. They couldn’t be too careful with such vicious
men. Carefully she inserted a card into the slot in the wall, wires led from
the card to her notepad computer, She watched as a series of figures
flashed on the screen and touched the screen, entering a pass code as each
figure resolved itself. Rydia smiled as the light on the lock turned green,
she removed the card and took hold of the door latch. She hesitated a
moment, gathering her nerve, then quickly slipped into the room, closing
the door behind her.
Rydia blinked in surprise, it wasn’t the dark room she’d expected. The
light was to bright, after the darkness of the hallway, and............ She
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froze in terror........ The pilot wasn’t chained to the bed! He was sitting up,
a tray of food next to him. Instinctively she tried to back away, but ran
into the door, she had to get away from him, she had to run, but the door
wouldn’t open. Desperately she tried to open the lock.
Dominic sat eating the rather good meal they brought him. He’d been
relieved when they released him from the chains. They must have decided
he couldn’t get out of the locked room, or that he was smart enough not to
try to get away. He was startled when the door quickly opened and shut as
a young woman slipped into the room. She was a mousy looking girl, her
auburn hair pulled back, rumpled looking cloths, no makeup, generous
lips, a small nose, made even smaller looking by her large eyes, magnified
by her oversize glasses........ and the fact that she appeared terrified. Yup,
she looked like a mouse, cornered by a cat. He watched amused as she
spun around and desperately jerked at the door handle. She quit that and
tried to jam a card attached to the computer she was carrying into the
door lock slot on the wall. Dominic was sure she would break the card
before she finally got it in the slot and started to poke madly at the
computer screen.
“Ah..... if you keep banging on it like that, you’re likely to break it.” He
told her. “Maybe you should take a deep breath and slow down a bit, then
it might work better.”
Rydia spun around, jerking the card out of the wall. She clutched the
computer to her chest as she backed against the wall, tears running down
her cheeks. “Please, don’t hurt me,” she sobbed. “I don’t want to die.......
don’t kill me.”
Dominic was surprised by the abject terror in the girls eyes. He had no
idea what could have caused so much fear. “Ummm, now why would I do
something like that?”
“Because you’re one of them, one of the EDF,” Rydia blurt out, “you kill
people!”
“Well, not unless I REALLY have to, and you, I really DON’T have to.”
Dominic tried to assure her.
“But that’s why you’re here, to kill everyone........... Isn’t it?” Rydia
questioned, a slight bit of hope beginning to break through to her.
“Ah... No, actually, we came here to fix the subspace com satellite,”
Dominic informed her. “There wasn’t supposed to be any trouble. We were
just supposed to keep the miners from harassing the repair crew.”
Rydia began to relax, perhaps she wasn’t in as much danger as she
thought. “Then...... why did you attack us?”
Dominic looked surprised, “Attack you? He questioned. “First our mechs
were sabotaged and might have destroyed the ship, then, when got here,
we found you’d already destroyed one ship and you’d sent a nuke to wreck
us....... in a life pod, no less.” He made his accusations, his voice rising.
“Then we were attacked by your black mechs. We were lucky to be able to
hold them off. When the colonel made contact with somebody down here,
trying to talk things out, we got blasted with that monster cannon of
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yours and the ship was badly damaged. We’re lucky they’re aim wasn’t
very good, or more of us would have died....... maybe all of us. I wasn’t
attacking anyone, I was trying to disable that weapon before they kill us
all.” Dominic stopped his rant when he looked up at the girl. She was
backed against the wall, her hands were covering her mouth and tears
were flowing down her face.
“I don’t want to be a killer!” Rydia wailed. “I didn’t mean to hurt anyone.”
Between deep sobs, Rydia poured out her story. “Edward said I wouldn’t
ever have to kill anyone, but then he told me I had to destroy your ship or
you’d bomb us and kill everyone on the planet. I didn’t want anyone to
die!” She wailed between sobs. “I tried to miss the ship, I just wanted you
to see how powerful Atropos is, then you’d go away. I tried to miss, but the
ship moved............ And now, I’m a killer!!”
Dominic was sorry he’d been so harsh. This girl was, obviously, not
military but somehow she must have been the one controlling that
weapon. It was also obvious that it had taken a deep emotional toll on her.
Besides, he really didn’t like making a girl cry. “Hey, it wasn’t really your
fault. You were trying to miss, right? The colonel probably ordered evasive
maneuvers and the controller just moved the ship the wrong direction. No
one can really blame you.....Ok?........ Besides, Edward had it wrong, the
Krikav, our ship, doesn’t even carry any bombs. He told you to fire on us
when it wasn’t even necessary. See, it was all a mistake.”
Rydia hung her head, still softly sobbing, “you were supposed to be the
evil killers....... but now, I am.”

Chapter 79
John finally caught up with Georgianna’s Thunderbird. Epyon was fast,
but she’d dived through the opening in the asteroid belts like a mad
woman. John had been sure one of the stray rocks was going to get
her....... but, she always did have some kind of guardian angel helping her.
Georgianna saw Epyon pull up next to her as she hesitated just below the
asteroid belts. Just what she didn’t need, someone else to get in her way.
“Crichton, I thought I told you to get back to the ship.”
“Oh? Sorry, I seem to be having some trouble with communications.”
John replied smugly.
“That’s BS and you know it, Crichton. You’re just insubordinate. I’ll have
you thrown in the brig.” Georgianna fumed at him.
“I don’t think so, darlin,” John told her with a laugh. “You seem to be a
bit on the insubordinate side yourself.”
“They won’t think so when I disable that weapon down there.”
Georgianna snapped.
“Well, I can’t let a lady like you go unescorted into an enemy camp, now
can I.” John told her smoothly.
“You don’t have an I-shield, you wouldn’t last a minute.” Georgianna
turned and started down. “You’d just get yourself killed..........but then,
maybe that’d be the best for everyone.”
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John quickly followed Reina, Georgianna couldn’t use the Minovsky drive
as they were entering the atmosphere so Epyon could easily catch her.
Megumi looked around the cafeteria tables as she entered the room then,
with a sigh, sat down across from Ben at his table.
“I’d guess you didn’t find her,” Ben said as he handed Megumi a drink
bottle.
“No, she isn’t in her room either,” Megumi answered. She was concerned
about Arisa. The colonel had come out to congratulate the pilots for their
good work, that is, until he learned that Captain McFarlaine and
Lieutenant Crichton hadn’t returned, but Arisa hadn’t been with the
pilots. She’d disappeared after she’d parked Kion in the hangar bay. Ben
thought Arisa was just angry because he’d beat her to the shot, but
Megumi knew it was more than that.
“Did you check the observation room?” Ben asked. “There’s, kind of, a
rumor that she and Chad were caught sleeping together there.”
“Oh, Really?” Megumi looked surprised.
“Well, actually, they were just kind of taking a nap, I guess,” Ben
admitted, “but it does sound suggestive.” He laughed.
“It does,” Megumi giggled as she got up and started for the door. “Let’s
check there.”
Rose stood in the doorway as they got up. “There you are, big guy. I owe
you one giant size pizza.”
Ben grinned at Rose, he was kind of hungry, then looked at Megumi and
sighed. “Can you wait a bit with that, Rose? We’re looking for Arisa, she
disappeared after we landed. You haven’t seen her, have you?”
“Nope, haven’t been looking,” Rose answered as she watched Megumi
start down the hallway. “You aren’t going to find her in the port
observation room, it was wrecked in the attack.”
Megumi stopped and turned around, “oh, I forgot about that, I guess I’ll
check the starboard side.” Ben followed her toward the observation room
and Rose followed Ben. She was curious to see what was up with the little
pilot that had Megumi and Ben looking for her.
Megumi looked over the seats in the observation room and sighed, Arisa
wasn’t there either.”Ah, there you are kitten,” she heard Ben’s voice behind
her, “we were just going to get some pizza to celebrate our victory. You
should come along too.” Megumi turned and looked behind her, where Ben
was looking. Arisa was sitting on the floor, with her back against the wall.
Her arms were wrapped around her knees that were pulled up with her
head resting on them.
“I can’t celebrate,” Arisa told them in a quavering voice, “I didn’t do
anything, I was useless.”
“Hey, don’t feel bad just cause I beat you to that shot,” Ben tried to cheer
her up. “It’s tough to keep a lock on them when they start jerking around
like that.
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“No, I kept a lock on them the whole time,” Arisa answered without
looking up. “I just didn’t want to have to shoot them. I wanted them to go
away. I thought they would turn, I didn’t want to kill them. Maybe my
father was right, maybe I can’t do this. I’m worse than useless to you.”
Megumi sat down next to Arisa and put her arm around her. “None of us
want to have to kill anyone, Arisa,” She comforted her fellow pilot, “I know
how hard it can be to have to face that. I really felt hesitant in that first
battle, but I had no choice. When you get in that situation, you’ll do what
you have to. I know you will.”
“But I might have gotten you killed,” Arisa looked at Megumi with teary
eyes. “I didn’t get a lock, on the mech attacking you, in time. What if it
was because I hesitated? What if he’d killed you and it was my fault?”
“I would have had a hard time getting a lock on at that distance,” Ben
assured her. “And, you really didn’t have time to. I saw what happened and
it was over before you had time to swing your gun around. Don’t blame
yourself on that one. Besides, Megumi had it covered, no problem. I
wouldn’t call you useless at all. Anyone who saves the whole ship from a
live nuke is definitely not in the useless category.”
Arisa gave Ben a teary smile, “I guess I’m not completely useless.”
“It was your first battle, and Megumi is right, the first one is the
hardest,” Rose spoke up from the doorway. “In time you’ll learn, when
you’re faced with the enemy, don’t hesitate. If you don’t shoot first he will.
Sure, you might not want to have to kill someone, but if you don’t pull the
trigger, he will. Don’t worry kid, when you have to, you’ll pull that trigger.
Now let’s go, I owe Ben a large pizza, and since I’m ‘buying’,” she laughed,
“I’ll treat you all.”
Ben looked down at Arisa, “You better come along, or I’m going to carry
you.”
Arisa got up, finally her smile was back, “oh no, I don’t want my head
banging on the ceiling all the way there.” As she passed Rose, Rose stopped
her and told her, “don’t worry about Chad, he’s a survivor. He’s probably
better equipped to hole up on that planet than any of us would be.”
In the cafeteria they all sat around a table with their pizzas and drinks.
Arisa nibbled a piece of pizza then looked up at Ben. “Ben, why have you
been calling me kitten?” She asked. “Is it because I’m helpless like a
kitten?”
“Helpless? A kitten? Oh, heck no,” the big guy answered. “Have you ever
tried to give a kitten a bath? Those ten little hooks they have could shred
hull metal. No sir, a kitten isn’t helpless. You haven’t had a call name and
I’ve been trying to think of one, and kitten, well, it’s just, you being so
cute and small, and with your yellow hair, you reminded me of one the
kittens I had back home when I left. She was yellow, and the smallest in
the litter, but she was the most playful too.”
Megumi stared at Ben, “You have kittens?”
“Oh heck yes,” He told her, “every mining colony has cats and my cat had
another litter of kittens a few weeks before I left........... I was sorry to
leave the little guys, I just love to play with them.”
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Megumi started to giggle..... then laugh. Everyone stared at her as she
laughed so hard she tipped her chair over backward. The image in her
mind of the huge young man, covered in tiny kittens just cracked her up.

Chapter 80
“Two more are coming in, sir,” the tech at the sensor screen reported.
His commanding officer looked over his shoulder. “Where are the
interceptors?” he asked.
“On the ground, refueling,” the tech replied. “They won’t be able to reach
them.”
“It won’t matter, not with all the firepower we have around the base,”
the officer shook his head. “Fools.....Have the cannons and tanks ready,
give them targeting resolutions. They can open fire as soon as those mechs
are in range.”
Georgianna accelerated toward the base. She caressed the shield switch,
as soon as she was in their range she’d switch it on. They were in for a big
surprise when they found out they couldn’t shoot her down. She growled
under her breath as she saw Epyon pull up alongside her. That idiot,
Crichton, wouldn’t stand a chance. That much firepower would tear his
Firefly apart.
“Get out of here, Crichton, you’ll just get yourself killed,” she barked.
“Can’t do that, Georgi,” he told her. “Somebody’s got to watch your back.
You have too much faith in that shield. If it fails, you’ll need all the help
you can get.”
“You idiot, you won’t last ten seconds.” Georgianna almost yelled at him.
“With the upgrades to this shield I can ignore their defensive fire and find
that weapon and disable it.”
“And steal all the glory for yourself, darlin? That wouldn’t be nice.” John
drawled. “Guess I just have to tag along.”
Georgianna almost screamed in frustration. She should keep going, just
let him take his chances. He’d be gone, she wouldn’t have to think about
him again............ Georgianna pulled hard left and headed behind the
mountains to land in the second valley over from the enemy base.
As John slammed Epyon down next to Reina he told Georgianna, “I
picked up a mech signal, it’s Ghost, I have Chad’s coordinates.”
“That doesn’t matter, I’m going after that weapon. You just stay out of
range.” She ordered.
“He could be injured, we should go check first,” John urged her.
“You go if you want to, I’m taking out that base.” Georgianna said as she
turned to leave.
“Wait Georgi, Chad has the recon you need.” John tried convince her. He
didn’t want to let her attack the base alone, it gave him a bad feeling. “If
he knows where that weapon is, it could mean the difference between
success and failure.”
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Georgianna stopped, she didn’t want to admit John might be right. “Quit
calling me Georgi,” she growled. “Alright, we’ll go check on Ross, but he’d
better have something for me or I’ll have your hide. Give me those
coordinates.”
Colonel Hellwind listened to the message John had sent as he followed
Georgianna. There was a lot of hissing and static sounds garbling the
message. “We didn’t read that last message. I’m going with Captain
McFarlaine to check for any remaining enemy units,” was what they got
from it..
“There should not be that much difficulty with the transmission,” Yuki
informed the colonel. “I have compensated for the interference and system
damage.”
“There isn’t,” Daniel said, hotly. “Crichton didn’t even bother to do a good
job faking that interference. They’re deserters. I’ll have them courtmarshaled for this. Damn it, I’ll shoot them myself.”
Johana stepped closer to him, “ease up a bit, Dan, they may be
insubordinate, but I don’t think they’re deserting. That captain probably
thinks she can use her I-shield to take them on by herself.”
“But we need their units if we’re going to defend the ship.” Dan
complained. “First Ross and Torres run off, now McFarlaine and Crichton. I
have two other Mechs down and I can’t send Aiden out. I have nothing left
to defend the ship with.”
“I think these guys have taken their best shot, and we beat them back, if
we can avoid that super weapon of theirs I think we’ll be alright. If we
could get in contact with the four that went down to the planet, we might
have an even better chance of mounting a defense. They could be our eyes
on the planet.”
“If they aren’t already dead,” Daniel replied.
The Krikav’s subspace com tech and one of the ship techs entered Greg’s
office. The com tech looked up from the board he was carrying. “I found
the problem, Greg. It’s hardwired in the chipset. You’d never find it
without running special tests for it. Yuki had to write a test for it.”
“Ok,” Greg answered, “put in the spare board and we should be good to
go.”
“Ah, no,” the tech came back, “the spare board is the same chipset and
has the same code hardwired in.’
“Damn,” Greg swore as he turned to his subspace set, “I’ve got to tell the
General.”
General Parker turned from his screen toward the ships com tech. “Seth
you better take a look at this, right now.”
The tech quickly read the message, “Oh sh**” he said under his breath.
“That’s the standard board in the fleet. All the ships would have that
board.”
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Parker frowned, “how long have those boards been used.”
“About three years, they were developed by Tex-In systems, supposed to be
an upgrade, higher bandwidth, more open codes.” The Seth answered
looking over the screen on the pad he was holding. “By the numbers on
that board, it’s the original replacement from three years ago.”
“So, they were in place before the Tarsonis incident. They couldn’t know
which ships would be selected for the missions at Tarsonis and Mar Sara,
they must have hardwired that into all the boards.” the general mused. He
turned back to his com set. “Tom, I’m sure you’ve been listening in, I want
you back at base. I want you to dig up everything you can on this chipset.
Every person that had anything to do with the development and the
funding for it. Don’t wait for a flight, requisition the fastest plane they
have on the base.”
“Yes sir,” Tom answered, “I believe Tex-In systems has been the sole
supplier of subspace com equipment since they developed it.”
“How are we going to get around this?” The general questioned. “We’ll be
crippled if all we have are the subspace sets out of the recon mechs. They
can only use one channel at a time.”
“We could put the old boards back in,” Seth offered.
“What? Do we have the old boards on the ships?” Parker asked hopefully.
“”No, not on board,” Seth told him, but they do have them stored here on
the moon. They were going to destroy them but it was cheaper just to
store them.”
“Finally, bureaucracy gives us a break,” the general laughed. “Get those
boards installed, on all the task force ships first, then get them sent to all
the fleet ships.”

General Edward Geraldine sat frowning at the com unit. The Leader had
given him his orders and he didn’t like them. He’d tried to argue that they
could still destroy the Krikav, that he still had a man on the Krikav, that
he might be able to convince Rydia that she needed to defend the planet,
but the Leader wouldn’t listen. Edward was ordered to use the backup
plan, and if that didn’t convince Rydia to destroy the EDF ship, he was to
deliver her and Atropos to the leader. Edward didn’t want to do either, he
knew there had to be another way. He stood up and crossed the room to a
control panel. This was Daniels fault, if he didn’t have such unbelievable
luck, if he hadn’t fought off the attacks.......... If he’d just die like he was
supposed to. Edward’s hand hovered over the firing control. No, he didn’t
want this, there had to be some other way.
The Leader looked at his subordinate, “do you still have control?”
“Yes, commander,” the subordinate answered, “he will perform his task.”
“And what of the other?” The Leader questioned.
“We are still trying, commander,” he answered. “The esper can only seem
to connect with him at rare intervals, and then only finds a confused and
unresponsive pattern. You know how difficult it can be to............”
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“The esper is incompetent,” the Leader barked. “Double his drug dose,
force him to connect. I want control of that one.”
“That would be dangerous to him sir,” the subordinate said worriedly.
“That dose could.......”
“I don’t care,” the Leader screamed at the subordinate. “Either he gets
control of that one, or the danger will be yours.”

Chapter 81
Roy stood in the doorway and watched Chad working on the Ghost.
There was something about the way the boy handled the tools that
reminded him of his friend Souske. Both had seemed in tune with the tools
and the machine.
“I got the batteries replaced in the relay station up on the hilltop, we can
call out from Rachel’s phone now.” He called up to Chad. “I called the rest
of the resistance leaders, they’ll be ready in two days. Burt is picking a
couple up on the way and should be here with your fuel in a half hour or
so.”
Chad climbed down from the mech. “It might be for nothing,” Chad
informed him. He picked up a valve from a work bench, “The main feed
valve is cracked. I’m not that good at welding, and I didn’t find the right
kind of materials here for it. Ben could probably fix it with no problem, on
the ship, but I don’t think I can. It’s a special alloy, and you have to be
careful not to let the heat warp it.” Chad sighed, “I’m just not that good at
it.”
“Let me see that,” Roy said as he took the piece from Chad. “Piece of cake,
I’ll take care of it.”
“You can weld that?” Chad asked with surprise.
“Of course I can, you’re looking at the best welder on Mar Sara, kid,” Roy
assured him. “My family’s been welders for generations. You didn’t think I
made a living hauling mail out to lonely widows, now did you? I’ll have to
take it in to town to my shop, but I’ll have it good as new by the time the
fuel gets here. Can you use the subspace yet?”
“Ya, I got the power board fixed and back in, the pipes are ready and the
armor panels straightened. All I need is the valve and fuel.”
“Ok, you get that colonel of yours to go along with our plan.” Roy
ordered. “If he’ll commit his mechs, it will make it a lot more likely we’ll
succeed.”
“I’ll try,” Chad answered without much conviction, “but do you think it’s
a good idea, sir? The general said he’d have the fleet here in a couple
days.”
“That’s why we have to act now,” Roy told him. “We all know what
happened at Tarsonis. Maybe it would be different here, but I know there’s
something strange about this whole situation. We can’t take that chance,
can we, son.”
“No sir,” Chad said, looking at the floor, “I’ll do my best.”
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Roy stopped in the doorway as he was leaving. “Hey, I thought you said
there wasn’t any invasion,” he called back to Chad, “so what’s this?”
“What’s what?” Chad questioned as he climbed down from Ghost and
came over to the door. Outside he immediately recognized the two mechs
entering the yard. “Wow, they must have sent a search party, that’s
captain McFarlaine and lieutenant Crichton.”
The mechs stopped in front of the building and dropped into the
dismount position. Georgianna was the first out and quickly jumped down
from her mech. “Ross, I want any intel you have on the enemy’s cannon.”
She demanded.
“I sent it to the Krikav, didn’t you get it?” Chad stammered, a bit
surprised by the captain’s sudden demand.
“S—! That mess,” Georgianna barked, “Yuki couldn’t get much more than
a picture of some cheap mech with a gun of some kind. I want to know
where that weapon is.”
“Huh?.... That is the weapon,” Chad answered.
“You’re an idiot, Ross.” She sneered. “That weapon could burn through a
battle cruiser, no mech with a little pop gun could do that.”
“It’s not a little mech,” Chad replied angrily. That thing is four times the
size of a Lancer. That cannon is huge, and according to the co-ordinates
from the ship, that’s where the fire came from.”
Georgianna gave Chad an evil smile, “a giant mech, alright that just
makes it an easier target for me to hit. I want all the intel you have on
that thing, right now.”
Chad thought furiously for several seconds. The captain must be
thinking of attacking that monster herself. She’s insane. He would be
disobeying a direct order, but. “No, I won’t...........”
“What? I order you to give me that intel.” She shouted.
Chad stood his ground, “No, You’d never make it, they’d blast you to.....”
“You damned sewer rat, you don’t want me to beat them. You don’t want
to admit I can do it.” She snarled, “Well, I don’t need your intel now that I
know what the weapon is. I’ll take it out, they can’t touch me with my
shield on.” Georgianna turned and started for her mech.
Chad jumped ahead and grabbed Georgianna’s left arm, he pulled her
back. “You can’t, it won’t work.”
Georgianna spun around, her right fist caught Chad hard on the jaw
sending him reeling backward to the ground. In seconds she’d pulled out
her gun and aimed it at Chad. “I’ll kill you for that you......”
John had been trying to keep out of it, but this was to much, he stepped
over to Georgianna and pushed her gun down. “Ease up a bit, Georgi.”
Roy quickly stepped between Georgianna and Chad, “Lower your weapon
captain,” he ordered in an authoritative voice.
Georgianna hesitated, then turned away. “Bastard...... just keep him
away from me.”
Chad had stopped when she pointed her gun at him, now he stood up.
“Your I-Shield won’t work, you’ll be killed,” he called after her.
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Georgianna looked back, “it works fine, I just used it in a battle, they
couldn’t touch me.” she started to climb up Reina.
“In space, yes,” Chad explained, “but not in an atmosphere. Your shield
uses the same principals as a Minovsky drive, only at a lot higher power. If
you turn it on in the atmosphere it would cause a direct short circuit.”
Georgianna turned, a look of horrified recognition beginning to show on
her face. Chad continued, “if your power buss didn’t melt down right
away, it would drain your power in seconds, you’d have no shield, no
weapons and no power to maneuver....... You’d be dead.”
“But...... I didn’t know, they didn’t tell me that.” Georgianna moaned. “Are
you sure about that.”
“It’s why the EDF rejected the shield as standard equipment,” Chad stated
flatly. “It’s too dangerous. The Minovsky drive is bad enough, that’s why
they only put it on recon mechs, and it uses a fraction of the power that
shield does.”
Georgianna felt weak. She’d been just seconds from trying to use her
shield in an attack on the base. If John hadn’t talked her into finding
Chad, if Chad hadn’t stopped her...........
John put his arm around Georgianna, steadying her, “scary thought, isn’t
it Georgi. Guess luck was in your favor today.”
Georgianna gathered herself up and pushed John away, “keep your hands
off me, and don’t call me Georgi.”

Chapter 82
Rachel walked up to the group, her shotgun resting easily in her arms.
“I’m glad to see you’ve got that straightened out. I sure didn’t want to be
the one to start a war.” She smiled at the newcomers. “My names Rachel
and this is my farm.”
Chad quickly stepped in and introduced the captain and lieutenant to
Roy and Rachel. “It’s a pleasure to meet some of Chad’s fellow pilots,”
Rachel told them.
John stepped forward, “the pleasure is truly mine, darlin,” He told her
with his best southern drawl and boyish grin.
Rachel almost laughed at John but just then her dog came in between
them, jumping up on John, tail wagging. “Damnit Dog, don’t go jumping
on people!” Rachel scolded.
“Aw, I don’t mind,” John told her as he scratched the dog behind his ears.
“I really like dogs. What’s his name?”
“Damnit Dog,” Rachel replied.
“He really isn’t doing anything wrong,” John told her. “You don’t have to
scold him.”
Chad laughed, “no, that’s his name.”
“What is?” John asked, confused.
“His name really is Damnit Dog,” Chad was still laughing. “It’s a long
story, just believe me.”
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“Well, since the dog thinks you’re alright, come on inside.” Rachel told the
newcomers. “I’ve got plenty for lunch and........”
“First we’d better get those mechs hidden,” Roy broke in. “If those boys at
the mine are searching for you, I sure as heck don’t want them finding you
here. Captain, you can put your mech in the machine shed over there.
Lieutenant, your mech would fit in the repair shop behind Chad’s.”
“No, we’ll be leaving, and Chad will follow as soon as his unit is
repaired,” Georgianna informed them. “We won’t be getting civilians
involved in this action.”
“Um, captain, he isn’t exactly a civilian,” Chad broke in. He explained to
Georgianna that Roy was EDF, retired, and that he did outrank her.
“It would be in everyone’s best interest if we got those mechs under cover
captain.” Roy assured her.
Georgianna wasn’t happy about it, but retired meant Roy was a reserve
EDF, active in times of emergency, and he did outrank her. “Alright, but
John and I will stay with our mechs, in case those Red Faction boys come
snooping around. John, have Chad show you where to park your unit.”
John answered with a bit of a sad look, “yes sir.” He would have liked
something to eat, and home cooking sounded pretty good right now.
Roy pointed Georgianna in the direction of the machine shed for her
mech then turned and called after Chad. “Chad, get on to that colonel of
yours and get him to sign on with our plan. I’m counting on you, boy.”
“Right........ I’ll try,” Chad answered.
Roy turned and saw Rachel climbing into his truck. “If you’re headed to
town, I better go along,” she informed him. “I’m going to need a few more
groceries the way things are going.”
John followed Chad to the repair shed, he had to squeeze the mech in
past Ghost, but finally got Epyon parked in the shed. John opened the
cockpit just as Chad was climbing into Ghost. “What’s this plan that that
guy has?”
“They have a resistance group,” Chad told him. “They don’t like it that
those people in the mine came here and took over. They don’t want the
Empire coming here and making this another Tarsonis. They have a plan
to take over at the mine. If we can get the colonel to send our mechs in, it
would be a lot easier for them.”
“Well, I’m all for it,” John told him, with a yawn, “after I take a little
nap.”
Georgianna parked Rina between the machinery in the shed and set her
sensors to alarm if anything came in. She set an exclusion for the truck so
they wouldn’t go off when Roy returned, she was hoping to get some sleep.
Georgianna was upset, she’d planned to end this, then worry about
disciplinary action from the colonel, but now, he’d consider her a deserter,
just like Dominic and Chad, and she couldn’t stop the slaughter. She tried
to sleep, but visions of the killing fields of Tarsonis kept haunting her
memories.
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Arisa stood on the hangar floor, looking up at Keon, her big Lancer. She
couldn’t stay with the other pilots. They were all comparing stories of the
battle, bragging of victories, and she had done nothing. She couldn’t let it
be this way. She could just hear her father’s words, “You should stay home
where a woman belongs and get married. You wouldn’t have the guts to be
a fighter.” She couldn’t let him be right. Somehow, she had to do this. Arisa
almost jumped out of her skin when a hand landed on her shoulder.
“You disappeared after the battle, before I got a chance to talk to the
pilots.” Arisa spun around to see it was the colonel who was talking to her.
“You missed my congratulations, it was a good victory.” He smiled at her.
Arisa quickly looked down, “I don’t deserve any, I failed. I didn’t get a
shot off.”
“Oh, don’t feel to bad about that,” he chuckled, “it’s hard to beat bullseye
to a target. They didn’t get through, that’s all that matters.”
“But....... I had it locked on, I just hesitated, I didn’t want to pull the
trigger.” Arisa sighed. “And I hesitated with the second target, I was afraid
I might miss, I wanted to be sure........ I might have gotten Megumi killed.”
Colonel Hellwind could feel the blackness that hung around the young
pilot. She needed some reassurance, he had to do what he could. “It was
your first battle, and a very long shot, don’t be to hard on yourself. Things
turned out alright and you’ve learned something for next time.”
Aiden leaned out of the maintenance office door, “colonel, there’s a com
message.” Dan looked over to the door, “I’ll be right there.” He looked back
down at the girl, “you were top in your class, you’ll be alright.” With a
laugh, Dan headed for the office, “just remember, you miss one hundred
percent of the targets when you don’t pull the trigger.”
Arisa climbed into the big mech. She sat with her hands in the control
gloves and after a long time, put her finger on the firing trigger. Yes, she’d
take Rose’s advice, next time, she’d shoot first and ask questions later.

Chapter 83
Chad pushed back in his seat and frowned. He’d tried his best to
convince colonel Hellwind to agree to join Roy’s attack plans, but for every
point he made, the colonel had found a reason that it wouldn’t work. The
nine mechs he had left wouldn’t be enough, especially if that giant came
out against them. Their one platoon of marines would be useless against
the armament they had around that mine. They wouldn’t even make it
down to the ground, they’d be blasted out of the sky......... Chad was afraid
he’d let Roy down.
For a long time, Arisa sat and looked out over the hangar floor. She
thought of her tall pilot friend, she wished she could see his smile and
hear his encouraging words. He’d helped her feel better before, and she
could use it now. She wondered if she would ever see him again.
Arisa saw captain Pryde and colonel Hellwind come out of the office.
They walked right past her mech, headed for the door. “The plan Chad told
us about has it’s good points, Dan,” Aiden was saying. “It could just work,
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if we can put that weapon of theirs out of action, we could end this before
the fleet gets here.”
“Maybe, but if it fails, things could be a lot worse.” Dan chuckled, “Ross
has the darndest luck, landing in the middle of a resistance group. He
could just as likely have landed among the enemy.”
“Good thing he didn’t,” Aiden replied, “we surely don’t want them getting
their hands on the Ghost.”
A message came over the com from Johana. “Dan, could you come to the
bridge, there’s been a disturbing development on the surface.”
Arisa sat on the edge of her seat, they had talked to Chad, he was
alright. He must be somewhere on the planet. Arisa felt tears filling her
eyes and wiped them away. She didn’t want to admit how much she had
feared that Chad was gone. Arisa looked back to the office door, they must
have some kind of com unit in there that could reach Chad’s mech. Why
else would the Colonel come here to get a message from him? After the
men left the hangar, Arisa climbed out of Keon and headed straight to the
office door. She peeked inside and didn’t see anyone so she stepped into the
office. There on a bench she found it, a simple subspace com, like they
installed in recon mechs and small single man explorers. She smiled, she’d
been playing with these things since she was little. She sat down and
checked the unit, there was a link still open, she hoped it was the one to
Chad. She typed a message, “Chad, are you there?”
Chad didn’t know what he’d tell Roy, he didn’t want to bring bad news to
his new friends. His thoughts wandered to the Krikav, and his friends
there, especially one small blond pilot. He sighed, at least he’d found out
she was alright. The only casualty had been Kaze, and the colonel said he
would be alright. His thoughts turned again to Arisa’s warm and soft
touch. He wished he could talk to her, she might know what he should say.
Chad noticed a message come up on the screen. It was strange, neither the
colonel or the general had addressed him by his first name. He typed,
“Here, who am I talking with?”
Arisa found herself breathing faster. She glanced around the room again
then quickly typed, “It’s me, Arisa. I’m so glad you’re alright. I was afraid
something bad happened to you.”
“Not likely,” Chad sent back, “you know only the good die young. It was
no big deal, just some damage. I couldn’t make it back to the ship so I
landed on the planet. I’m glad to hear you’re alright, you did a good job
stopping that attack.”
“They did, I did nothing,” Arisa sent. “I was useless.”
“What happened? Did something go wrong with Keon?” Chad questioned.
“No, I just didn’t fire when I should have.” Arisa explained. She filled
Chad in on the battle in a short paragraph. Stressing her failure to fire. “I
don’t want my dad to be right, but maybe he is, maybe I can’t do this. I feel
like I’m useless to the group.”
“Don’t even think that,” Chad quickly sent. “You’re the one who saved the
whole bunch of us from that nuke. I can’t think of anyone who’d be brave
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enough, or smart enough to do something like that. You’ve had a different
life than most of us, I’m not surprised it’s harder for you. You haven’t had
to fight like we have. Kaze and Megumi grew up learning to fight, Ben’s
life has been a struggle against the elements and his brothers, John, well,
who believes half his stories, and the others all have their stories. Things
were different for you, I don’t even know what sports your played.”
“I didn’t, I was too small,” Arisa sent back. “But I was better at piloting a
mech than the boys were.”
“See, you have the ability, you just haven’t had the experiences the other
have,” Chad replied.
“I should do what Rose told me, shoot first and think about it later.”
Arisa told him.
“No, don’t be something you’re not.” Chad quickly sent. “You’ll find
yourself regretting it. If we all did what Rose told you, there’d be no end to
wars. It’s people like you that bring sense to this madness. Your way is
more dangerous, braver, than just blasting everything that moves. But in
the end, if you follow your intuition, follow your heart, you’ll know when
to pull the trigger.”
“Maybe,” she sent back, I just don’t know if I can... somebody’s coming, I
have to go.”
Greg saw the small pilot clear the screen and hurry out the door. He
would have tried to catch her, but she was really quick. Now what was she
doing on the com unit? He frowned, someone on board was a saboteur, he
just couldn’t imagine it being the cute girl. Greg sat down and used a
couple commands to call up a log of the subspace com. He quickly read
through the messages and smiled, no, not a saboteur, just a girl.

Chapter 84
Arisa met Ben and Megumi in the passage on her way to her room. “Hi
guys,” she said as she passed by.
“Oh, hi,” Megumi and Ben both answered. Ben looked behind them and
watched Arisa bounce down the passage. “Ah, do I detect a bit of a change
in our Kitten’s mood?” Ben asked.
“Ya think?” Megumi laughed. “I wonder what brought that on?”
Colonel Hellwind and Aiden entered the bridge. “What happened?” Dan
asked.
Johana looked back from the main screen, “It’s not good, Dan,” She told
him. “Yuki, replay the event.”
Dan and Aiden stared at the screen. The colonel leaned heavily on the
main console. “That can’t be, that can’t happen.” He said, shocked.
Georgianna couldn’t sleep, she had thought she could end this, before the
EDF fleet got here. She was sure she could disable that weapon, but
now........ Roy had mentioned a plan.... What plan? She needed to know
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more, and, she really needed to pee, and using the suit’s systems was
unpleasant. She sighed, she’d just have to go to the house. She set about
linking her suit com to the alarms on Reina’s scanners.
Chad opened the door to the house. He’d decided he was getting hungry,
and thirsty. Rachel had told him he could come in and have a snack or a
beer any time. His mind was occupied with visions of a pretty little pilot.
Women had been nothing but a problem for him, always causing him
grief. He hadn’t liked women at all, till now. Chad’s mind was so filled with
visions of the girl that he didn’t notice the tanker truck parked near the
house. As Chad stepped into the kitchen, something slammed into the
back of his head, sending him sprawling to the floor. Dazed, his vision
blurry, Chad struggled to get up. He got to his hands and knees, “Wait, I’m
a.....” A hard kick to his side rolled him over, he covered his head just in
time as another hard kick landed there.
Chad heard a harsh voice cut through the haze, “lying bastards, you
won’t fool us.” Chad swung around and swept his leg, knocking the
attacker to the floor. Quickly he started to get to his knees, to go for his
attacker, but another kick to his ribs rolled him over again. He realized
there were two attackers and as he tried to turn to defend himself, his arm
was twisted behind his back and he was forcibly dragged to his feet. “We
should tie him up, take him in to town.” The second attacker offered as he
held Chad . “No,” the first attacker growled, “we’ll take care of this here
and now.” He pulled out his gun and pointed it at Chad, cocking the
hammer.
“You’ll drop that gun and let him go,” Georgianna yelled as she stepped
through the door, pointing her gun at Chad’s two attackers. Georgianna
heard the click of a gun cocking to her right.
“You’ll be the one dropping the gun, lady,” the third man told her.
Georgianna tensed, could she move quickly enough to take out the
gunman by Chad, make the other miss her, and then take him out. She got
ready to fire.
“What the hell’s going on here?” Roy’s voice boomed out as he stepped
between Georgianna and the gunman. “Burt, put your gun away.” He said
to the man by Chad. He turned and looked at the gunman to his right,
“Tan, have you people lost your minds? Put that thing away.”
“No way,” Burt said angrily, “they’ve been lying to you. They deserve to be
shot, right here and now. They told you they weren’t here to attack us, but
they lied. Trillium city’s gone...... nuked. They didn’t give any warning, or
anything, just bombed the city.”
Everyone stared at Burt. “Are you sure?” Roy asked, shocked. “Where did
you hear that?”
“It came on the radio on our way out here.” Burt told him, still holding
the gun on Chad. “They claim that EDF ship sent a bomb.”
“It wasn’t us,” Chad said, wiping his bloody lip.
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“Like hell it wasn’t,” Burt barked at him, shoving his gun into Chad’s
chest. “You came here to destroy us, just like you did Tarsonis.”
“No, it’s not like that,” Georgianna cried out, “we’re trying to prevent a
war, not start one.”
Chad was fed up with having a gun pointed at him. When Burt looked at
Georgianna, he slapped hard at Burt’s gun. The gun spun out of Burt’s
hand and skidded across the floor. Chad turned and headed for the door.
“We didn’t do it, damn it,” Chad swore.
Rachel stepped in front of Chad, looking at his cut and swelling lip.
“Chad, let me take care of that for you.”
Chad pushed past her. “Just leave me alone,” He told her as he left the
house.
Burt tried to grab Chad as he left, but Roy stepped in front of him, “Just
let the boy go. I want to see what’s going on before we accuse anyone. If
you’d use you head before going off half cocked, you’d remember that a
White Magic class ship like they’re from doesn’t carry nukes.”
“It had to be them,” Burt assured him. “The EDF are the only ones who
have nukes.”
“You’re wrong,” Georgianna cut in, “those Red Faction guys at the mine
have nukes.”
“What?” Roy looked at her. “I thought nukes were outlawed. That only
the EDF was allowed to have them.”
Georgianna told Roy about the nuke that was sent at the Krikav, in a life
pod. She didn’t mention the nuke they found in Ben’s rail gun. No need to
raise suspicions, The fuse for that one had been destroyed anyway.
Roy could hardly believe someone would use a life pod as a bomb. It was
so wrong. “Alright, I’m going to make a call, I have to find out what
happened.” Roy spent a long few minutes on Rachel’s phone. He was glad
he had gotten the repeater up on the hill working again. Looked like they
were going to need it. Roy turned back to the group, a frown on his face.
“They’ve done a fly over, half the city is flattened. God only knows how
many dead, and how many more will die.” He looked at Burt, it was a
ground blast, there’s a crater centered about where the foundry was. If it
was a bomb or missile, it would have been an air blast. They got hold of
Mike up on the old asteroid mine. He said that ship hasn’t moved, and no
other ships have come. They didn’t send anything.” He looked at
Georgianna, “so that leaves us with the people at the mine, You called
them the Red Faction? But, why? What are they trying to gain?”
“We know it isn’t ours,” Dan told Johana and Aiden, “and the only others
we know of having a nuke is the Red Faction........... But why?”
Colonel Hellwind stood, fists clenched, “Aiden, what do you think of that
attack plan?”
“Very risky,” Aiden answered. “If they can achieve complete surprise, they
may be able to pull off capturing the main base, but that would leave the
mechs and the enemy could move to another location.”
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“What are the chances our mechs would be able to turn the battle?” Dan
asked.
“We don’t know how many of those Nightmares they still have, and they
probably have some of the mechs from the Ticonderoga. It doesn’t look
good.” Aiden admitted.
“And you think we need something bigger than a Lancer’s gun to destroy
that giant of theirs.” Dan leaned on the console and watched the replay of
the nuclear explosion. He pushed the com button, “Greg, send Chad a
message, tell him we’re in.” He turned to the ship controller, Yuki, there
are bigger holes through these asteroids at the poles, send a couple probes,
plot a course to bring the Krikav down to the planet.” He looked at Aiden.
“Do you think I’ve gone mad?”
Aiden smiled, “only a little, Dan.”
“Alright, draw up ana attack plan, using the marine platoon and the
units we have left. We’ll use the ships main gun on that big mech.” Dan
ordered.
Johana looked from Aiden back to Dan, “what plan?”
Rydia stared at the screen in horror. She didn’t want to believe it was
happening, that it was her fault. If she’d just acted when she had the
chance.
“You see, I told you they were killers.” Edward told her angrily. “You could
have prevented this. They’re sending a fleet, they’ll kill everyone. You can
still stop this. If you destroy their main ship, their flagship, they won’t
have any command and control, no one to give the orders, then they’ll run
away. Are you ready to follow my orders?”
Rydia looked down, tears filling her eyes, “yes,” she sobbed.

Chapter 85
John woke as Chad came back into the shop. He yawned as he noticed
the valve Chad was carrying, so that was why he’d left. Suddenly john sat
up straighter, geez, what had happened to Chad? John climbed out of
Epyon as Chad went over to the work bench for tools. “What happened to
you, fall down the stairs or something?” He asked.
“Ya, something like that,” Chad answered.
John could hear the hurt in Chad’s voice. “Right. Like heck you did.
What’s going on?”
Chad leaned on the bench, Some of Roy’s buddies were at the house. They
hit me before I knew they were there. They’d have shot me if Captain
McFarlaine hadn’t come in. They might have shot her too, but Roy got
back and stopped them.”
“What the hell? I thought we were on the same side.” John said angrily.
“What were they trying to do? Maybe we should go in and beat some sense
into these idiots.”
“No,” Chad turned and looked at John, fiercely. “Why do you want to be
just like them? Why does everyone have to shoot first and ask questions
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later?” Chad turned back to the bench. “One of their city’s was bombed,
nuked. Lots of people are dead. They just assumed we did it. If they’d just
waited, gotten answers first, they would have known we didn’t do it.”
John saw Chad grimace in pain. “Are you alright?”
“Ya, just a little sore,” Chad lied. He tried to calm down, he knew he had
at least a couple cracked or broken ribs. It wasn’t the first time, he’d just
have to live with it for now. Getting upset only made it hurt worse.
John frowned, he was afraid there was more than Chad was telling him.
There wasn’t much he could do for him here though. “I’d better go in and
check on Georgi,” he finally decided. “You know how hot tempered she is. If
Roy can’t settle her down, she’s likely to start a war by herself.”

Dominic looked up as the door to his cell opened. The Girl Rydia slipped
in and shut the door. She stood with her back against the wall, but this
time she didn’t look like a scared mouse. Her Eyes were red from crying but
looked determined. “You said you didn’t come here to hurt the people, that
you came to help them.”
“Well, yes, that’s why we’re here. To get their com satellite repaired.”
Dominic answered.
“One of the city’s was destroyed, by a nuclear bomb,” Rydia informed
him. He could see her tears starting and she began quivering. “All those
people, dead, and it’s.......”
“We didn’t do it,” Dominic quickly broke in. “We don’t have any nuke’s. We
couldn’t.....”
“No!” Rydia almost shouted, shaking her head, “He did it!”
“Who?” Dominic asked, confused.
“Edward,” Rydia wailed, “Edward did it and it’s my fault. I should have
done something. I should have stopped him. They all died and it’s my
fault.”
The girl was becoming almost incoherent. Dominic got up and wrapped
his arms around her, holding her as she sobbed. “It can’t be your fault,
Rydia, not if Edward did it. It has nothing to do with you.
“Yes it does,’ she insisted between sobs. “I know, I head him. I hacked in to
his com unit. He was talking to someone he called commander, and leader.
The leader told him I have to destroy your ship so the others will come and
bomb the planet. He insisted Edward use the optional plan, and blame it
on the EDF, then I would give him the operating system for Atropos. And if
I don’t, Edward is supposed to destroy the other cities so they can say the
EDF did it, then, he has to bring me to the leader so the leader can take
the knowledge from my mind. I should have done something, I should have
stopped him. I didn’t know what the option was. I didn’t know Edward
could do such a thing.” Dominic could feel Rydia shaking. “Please Dominic,
help me, I don’t know what to do.”
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The girl sounded confused. Dominic tried to make sense out of what she
said. Somehow, she must have the key to operating their super weapon,
and they wanted her to give them the key. They were willing to go to any
length, even destroying the planet and killing everyone to get it. They
hoped blaming the EDF would convince her to give them the access to the
machine. “Alright Rydia, we’ll find some way to stop him.” Dominic assure
her, though he didn’t know what he could do, here in the enemy base.
“That’s suicide, Dan.” Johana told him, after he had explained Roy’s plan.
“You don’t know their strength, but we do know there is a lot of artillery
around that base. You’re counting on a bunch of civilians to take out that
threat before you get there? You know general Parker is never going to go
along with that. He’ll order you to wait till the fleet gets here.”
“I know,” Dan assured her, gloomily, “but I can’t wait two more days and
have that maniac nuking more cities.”
“You don’t know he will,” Johanna argued, “or that he even has any more
nukes.”
“I can’t take that chance,” Dan told her firmly. “I just can’t wait that
long.”
“The general is going to order you to wait. You’d be disobeying direct
orders.” Johana told him a fact he was all to aware of..
“I know,” Dan said, miserably, “but I can’t let more people die. I’ll just
have to.....”
Yuki came on the com, “Colonel Hellwind, I have received a com message.
It is from a mining base on an asteroid. The say they have a tight beam
link to a rebel base on the planet. We will be able to communicate directly
with the rebel leaders without going through the subspace link.”
Dan punched the com button, “I’ll be on the bridge in a minute.” Greg
looked at Johana with a sly grin and pushed the com button again. “Greg,
there’s a problem with your subspace com, you’re going to have to shut it
down.”
Greg came on the com, “there’s nothing wrong with the unit, colonel. It’s
working fine.”
“No, there IS a problem, Greg. You do need to shut that unit down.” Dan
assured him.
Several long seconds passed before the master Tech replied. “Oh....... yes,
there is a short in the unit, it seems to have lost power. We won’t be able
to contact headquarters, sorry about that sir.” Greg chuckled. “What’s up?
And, how long should diagnosis of the problem take?”

Chapter 86
John almost ran into Rachel as he entered the house. She was just
leaving to check on Chad. He scanned the room and tensed. “Where’s
captain McFarlaine?” He demanded.
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“Don’t get your shorts in a knot boy,” Roy answered. “She had to use the
rest room. She’ll be back in a few minutes. Sit down and I’ll introduce you
to the boys.”
John sat down across from Roy, “Chad said something about a plan.
What’s going on?”
“We plan to take the base from those interlopers, with your group’s help,”
Roy explained. “We’re waiting for your captain, to fill her in on the
details.”
“Oh, ya, about that, Chad said the colonel didn’t agree to go along with
your plan.” John gave them the bad news.
Roy frowned and thought for a moment, “damn, I hoped he would
commit his mechs. This is going to make taking that base a lot harder,
and, I’m afraid, a lot more costly.”
“Well you can count me in,” Georgianna told them from where she stood
in the hallway door. “The colonel has me down as a deserter. I guess I
might as well throw my lot in with your group.”
“I’m in too,” John told him, grinning. “If I’m going to desert, it might as
well be for a good cause.”
Megumi returned to the room she shared with Arisa and was surprised
to find Arisa, her back to the door, in the middle of a pile of scraps of
white and pink plastic sheet, working intently on something. “What are
you working on?” Megumi asked.
Arisa turned around, picking up her helmet and placing it on her head.
“Ears,” she informed Megumi.
Megumi stared at the two appendages sprouting from Arisa’s helmet,
“Huh?”
“Cat ears,” Arisa stated. “If Ben’s going to keep on calling me Kitten, I
figured I should look the part.” Megumi started to laugh and Arisa
frowned, “you think it’s silly, don’t you.”
Megumi got her giggles under control and answered. “No Arisa, not at
all. They’re great, they suit you perfectly.” Megumi hugged her roommate.
“You’re just too cute, Arisa. I was worried about you, you were so down
after that battle, but now, you’re back to your cheerful self. How can you
do that?”
Arisa took off her helmet and sat on her bed. She smiled at Megumi,
“Chad’s alright, I got to talk to him. Well, text message anyway. They have
a subspace link with his mech. He’s going to fix his mech. He found some
people there who’ll help him. I wish he was coming right back, but they
ordered him to recon that enemy base.” Arisa sighed, “something’s going
to happen, something big, I just know it.”
Rachel stood in the door watching Chad finish his repairs. He seemed
angry, slamming the repair hatch shut before attacking the fasteners with
a power wrench. She couldn’t blame him, having been beaten by the three
men.
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Chad finished the last of the panels. Things hadn’t gone well, mostly his
own fault. He felt disillusioned, and let it affect his work. Four times today
people had aimed guns at him intending to kill him, he didn’t like guns.
Well, maybe Rachel hadn’t been trying to kill him, just defending her
property, but the others were. What had he done to deserve that? Why did
everyone have to shoot first, before they knew what was going on. Chad
jumped down from Ghost and almost cried out in pain. It felt like someone
stabbed him in the side with a beam saber.
Rachel saw Chad grimace as he jumped down. “Are you alright?” She
asked as she entered the shop.
“Ya, just great,” Chad said, sarcastically. “It’s always a pleasure to get
kicked around.”
Rachel sighed, “I know it was wrong of them, Chad, but please don’t
judge them too harshly.” “They each have family or friends in Trillium, we
all do…….. or did. Perhaps you don’t think that’s much of an excuse, but, I
doubt you understand how it is for us.”
“I suppose I don’t,” Chad admitted. “I just wish they’d have given me a
chance to explain things first though.”
“Ya, I’m sorry, I wish they had too.” Rachel admitted. She handed Chad a
sandwich she’d made for him and a bottle of beer. “I thought you might
have been hungry. It’ll be a couple hours till I have supper ready.”
“I’ll be gone by then,” Chad informed her. “General Parker gave me orders
to recon that base, as soon as I had Ghost repaired. All I have left is to fill
the fuel tank and I’ll be ready to move out.”
“Do you have to?” Rachel asked in a worried tone. “I mean, are you sure
you’re going to be alright?” Rachel noted the resolve showing on Chad’s
face and sighed. “I’ll pack some food and water for you to take along. Just
don’t leave till you talk to Roy. Ok?”
“Sure, I’ll talk to him, but I can’t wait to long.” Chad told her as he
touched the opener for the big shed door.”
John shook his head, “That’s crazy. We don’t know how many mechs they
have. Sure we wrecked a lot of those black mechs, but they could have the
dozen mechs from the Ticonderoga, it’s a suicide mission.”
“You’re a wimp, Crichton,” Georgianna sneered. “Even if they have those
EDF mechs, they wouldn’t have trained pilots. It’s going to be like shooting
training dummies.”
John frowned, that was just like her, always ready to rush in, without
considering the odds. “What about the tanks and antiaircraft cannons?”
He queried.
“We have that covered, John,” Roy answered. “We have troops ready to
take out the tanks, and the AA cannons are remote operated from the
main base, we’ll control them when we take the base. We’ll be able to turn
them on the enemy mechs. We planned to take them without your mechs,
but if you can keep their mechs busy, it will make it a lot easier for our
troops to take out the tanks.”
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“Hmm, as long as you can keep those tanks from turning their rail guns
on us, we should have a good chance.” John mused. “If we can surprise
them, we can pick the mechs off as they come out.”
Rachel looked up from the box she had been stuffing with sandwiches
and drinks. “If you’re done hashing all that out, Roy, you should go out
and talk with Chad. He’s about set to leave, to go watch that base, but I
don’t know if he should be going. I think he’s hurt worse than he’s letting
on.”
Roy looked up, “He has that mech fixed already? I’ll talk to him, we need
his input, but I don’t want him trying to go out there if he isn’t going to be
able to handle it.”

Chapter 87
A message came through from command central for General Parker. “Sir,
we have lost the subspace connection with the Krikav.”
“Damn, is there a problem with the equipment? Can you get them back?”
The General quickly asked.
“No, sir,” The com tech replied. “There is no fault on our end, the
connection was suddenly terminated on the Mar Sara end.”
There was no message about another attack, Parker mused, I hope it’s
just an equipment failure. “Do you have a connection with that Mech on
the planet?” He asked.
“Not at this time,” the tech returned. “Lieutenant Ross was shutting his
unit down for repairs, he has not come back on line.”
“Let me know as soon as you make contact with either of them.” Parker
ordered.
The general turned to his Chief engineer, “How is the refit of the com
systems coming?”
“All of the boards have been delivered. They should be installed within
the hour,” He replied.
Parker turned to his tactical officer, “I want the task force under way
immediately. What is our best time to Mar Sara system?”
“If we enter warp as soon as we clear the gravity well, it will take fifty
three hours and twelve minutes.” The officer answered. “The supply units
hold us back, sir. They can’t accelerate like we can, and don’t have the
power to warp space as deep as we can. We could make it in thirty eight
hours if we left the slower ships behind.”
“Alright, The Tsien and the Ramses can keep up with us, at maximum
warp. The rest will follow at best possible speed.” The general ordered.
Roy watched Chad remove the fuel hose and climb down from his mech.
He was particularly watching for any signs that Chad might be hurting
more than they knew. “Well, ready to move out I see. Are you sure you’re
up to this?”
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Chad tried to breathe without letting his ribs move too much. “I think so
sir. I’ve got a couple cracked ribs,” he admitted. “Nothing I haven’t had
before. Won’t hurt any worse sitting in Ghost than sitting around here.”
Roy handed Chad a sheet of paper, “well, alright, but you take it easy.
That’s the data for our com system. You can set your com up to contact us.
We’ll need your recon input. Tan’s bringing Souske’s flatbed around. He’ll
take you within a k of the mine.”
“With the thrusters fixed, I can just boost over. It’d be a lot faster.” Chad
told him.
“Think boy,” Roy chided. “That thing might be invisible, but do you think
the thrusters are silent. They’d know you were coming from ten k away.”
“Oh,” Chad answered sheepishly, “I hadn’t thought of that.”
“Well, keep your wits about you. You’re going to have to watch out for
sensor arrays, mines and pressure sensors. This is completely different
than fighting in space.” Roy instructed him.
“Damn, how do you expect me to drive all the way to the mountains with
that thing on the truck?” Tan asked. “We wouldn’t even have any tarps big
enough to cover it.”
Roy laughed, “We don’t need tarps, and nobody will even know it’s there.
Show them, Chad.”
Chad looked up at Ghost, “Stealth on Ghost.” Immediately the mech
vanished.”
Tan jumped, “wow, they perfected a cloak. That’s incredible, I thought
they were years from perfecting that.”
“Well, they’ve got it, and it’s our advantage.” Roy told him. “Just get Chad
over to that mine. We’ve set things in motion. We take that base in thirty
eight hours.”
Chad shut down the stealth and started to climb into ghost. Rachel
stopped him. “Chad, here’s a box of sandwiches and some drinks. It’s going
to be a long wait out there. And, Chad, when this is over, when you get
done with the EDF, there’s a whole shed of tools here waiting. They’re
yours, if you want them.”
Chad smiled, “thanks, Rachel, I think I just might like that, someday.”
Dominic watched the door open and waited. It was Rydia, just like she’d
promised. “Did you get it?” He anxiously asked.
“Yes, it was in a file on the main computer. It was encrypted, but that
didn’t take long to break.” Rydia told him.
Dominic looked over the file, plans of the Red Faction base. He looked
through the diagrams of the control circuits. He hoped to find some way
of cutting off control of the nuclear devices Rydia claimed were hidden in
the planet’s cities. He found control circuits connected to the commanding
officer’s room, those must be it. They ran through a room containing the
other control electronics, but through a separate system. “Rydia, is there
some way you could get me into this room?”
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“It shows that it has an electronic lock, I won’t have any trouble getting
in.” She assured him.
“Great, then I should be able to disconnect the feeds to those nukes,”
Dominic told her, pleased with the plan. “Well, it would help if I had some
kind of tool, a cutter or knife, or something.”
“I’ll bring that for you,” Rydia told him. “Anything it takes if you can just
save those people.”
“When will you have Atropos ready to leave?” Dominic asked.
“Day after tomorrow, in the morning,” Rydia answered. “I have the
thrusters ready, and almost have the inertial dampers programed. Edward
still thinks I’m getting ready to fight against your ships.”
“Good, the more he thinks that, the less he’ll suspect what’s really
happening.” He assured her. “This is going to be easy. You’ll be gone before
he realizes it.”
Rydia stepped up and wrapped her arms around Dominic. “I’m so glad
you came here. I don’t know if I could have lived with myself if all those
people had died.”
Dominic held the young woman. “It wasn’t your fault, Rydia. You didn’t
make those plans. But, because of you, we have a chance to stop them.”

Chapter 88
Roy watched the truck pull away, it might look empty, but he knew Chad
had Ghost crouched on the big flatbed.
Burt came up behind Roy, “They’ve got the relays up. You have a
connection with the Krikav.”
Roy smiled. “Good, now to convince the colonel that we can pull off this
plan.”
The truck picked up speed, its large soft tires humming on the road way.
Soon they had picked up enough speed and the truck lifted on its air
cushion, accelerating quickly to its high speed cruise. It looked strange to
Chad, he seemed to be floating above the truck’s bed as they hurtled along
at breakneck speed. For a few moments, Chad thought of standing the big
mech up and riding the truck like the boys did their skate boards. He
sighed, that would be too crazy.
As they sped on, Chad’s thoughts went to his mission, and the
implications of the impending attack on the base. What would he do? His
orders from command were to recon the base and wait for them to arrive.
Colonel Hellwind was apparently following orders, waiting for the fleet to
arrive. Should he follow orders, or should he join Roy’s attack plan? If he
didn’t, Georgianna and John would have less of a chance of surviving the
attack. He was sure they would join the insurgents. The Ghost just might
be able to tip the battle in their favor. Somehow, he’d have to choose.
Chad remembered the subspace com. He should have it on, and he should
reset the short range com to connect to the system Roy’s band of
insurgents had set up. Chad booted the subspace and in seconds was
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getting an urgent call to connect with EDF command. Chad sent his
acknowledgment signal and waited. Almost immediately he got his reply.
“We have lost contact with the Krikav. Subspace communication link has
been lost. Forward any intel you have on the situation.”
Chad stared at the message...... No, it couldn’t be........ no.... there must be
a problem with Greg’s com unit. Chad felt sick inside, if they were attacked
again, with the four mechs here on the planet........ Chad sent back. “I have
no information on the Krikav. Short range com is blocked by the asteroids.
Should I boost out and recon their situation?”
Command came back, “no, continue with your mission. We will need
detailed recon when we arrive. ETA 34.2 hours.”
Chad desperately wanted to jump off the truck and boost out into space
searching for the ship, but knew he couldn’t. He set about adjusting his
com to call Roy with the bad news.
Roy was smiling when he came back to the kitchen table, and it wasn’t
just because of the supper that Rachel had prepared. “I talked to your
colonel, seems he’s decided to go in with us. He’s on the move, he’ll be in
position when we make our move.”
Georgianna looked up from the plate of food Rachel had set down in
front of her. “Just what is your plan?”
Roy grinned, “short version, captain, I lead a group of miners in the back
door and take over their base. You and the rest of Hellwind’s command
come in the front door and keep them busy till we get the job done.”
“Keep them busy?” Georgianna barked, “that’s suicide. They have tanks
and AA canons along with their mechs. We wouldn’t have a chance.”
“I’m not asking for a suicide, we have troops ready to attack the tanks,
that would keep them off you for a while, and when we get control of the
base, we’ll have control of those canons, then we can take out those
tanks.” Roy reassured her. “Your colonel is sending the rest of the mechs
from your group to joining you for the attack. That should draw any
mechs they have out and we can use the canons to take them out too.”
“That all sounds good, but the colonel isn’t going to send anyone to back
John and me. He has us down as deserters. We’re more likely to be shot on
sight.” Georgianna admitted.
Roy laughed, “maybe you should be, but, he said, since your scouting
mission took you to the planet, you’ll be in command of the mech attack
force when they arrive. He’ll reprimand your overly zealous scouting
action after the attack.”
Georgianna looked stunned, and then smiled. She looked at Rachel, “This
meat is really excellent, it’s a strange texture though. I’ve never had
anything like it.”
“I suppose you haven’t” Rachel answered. “It’s from our own beef, not
from a synthesizer.”
“Your own beef?” Georgianna asked. She looked at her plate with a
puzzled expression.
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“Those cattle they have out in the pen.” John told her. “They probably
killed and butchered it here themselves.”
Georgianna looked at her plate in horror, “They kill cows and……” She
looked back at John.
“Of course,” He answered as he picked up a nice piece with his fork.
“Nothing quite as good as a piece of REAL roast beef.” And he popped the
meat in his mouth with an exaggerated smile.
Georgianna turned very pale.

Chapter 89
General Edward Geraldine frowned at the communicator. He just didn’t
want to believe they weren’t going to send transport to remove his troops
before the EDF fleet arrived. “I have the division ready to move out. I’ve
pulled them all in to the launch base. All you need to do is get transports
here, we can have them loaded in less than twenty four hours.”
“There is no time, the EDF fleet has departed. They have sent their fastest
ships ahead, they will arrive sooner than we had expected,” his
commander told him. “It is immaterial, your men are dispensable. You
have failed to carry out your orders to complete the contingency plan.”
“But it wasn’t necessary,” Edward pleaded, “she’s agreed to destroy the
enemy flagship. I won’t need to use the other bombs. They’ll do it for us.”
“You are in error, they have discovered our takeover of their
communication system. You will carry out the plan,” the leader ordered.
“When the fleet arrives, detonate the remaining devices. It then will be
blamed on the EDF. The loss of your division is unimportant if this brings
on the war.” The commander turned and looked at his subordinate, “do
you still have control over this one?” He asked. “Yes, leader,” the
subordinate replied, “though control is becoming difficult.” The
commander turned back to his communicator. “When you have detonated
the devices, you will bring the girl and her weapon to me. We will take
what we need from her.”
Edward left the room, upset, he didn’t want the blood of so many
civilians on his hands. That, and he didn’t like the idea of sacrificing his
men when it shouldn’t have been necessary. But mostly, he was upset
about the order to bring Rydia to them. He knew what happened to the
soldiers that his commander’s men had dealt with. There was no way he
was letting those bastards have Rydia. Edward was stopped in the
hallway by one of his men. “Sir, the Krikav has moved, their orbit has
changed to bring them over the poles,” The officer told him. Edward
dismissed the man. Damn, he thought, what is Daniel up to. He has to be
planning some kind of surprise attack. Edward smiled, so that’s why he
sent that mech in, sacrificing a man to test our defenses. Well, he’s in for a
surprise himself. I’ll move some of the equipment from the air field here.
I’ll triple the base defense. I can still make this look like the EDF’s fault.”
Arisa was half way to the hangar to return her helmet when the call
came for the pilots to assemble in the ready room. She turned around and
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headed for the room, getting there ahead of most of the pilots. Colonel
Hellwind and Aiden were there, and Ben. Arisa found a seat and Ben came
over and plopped his huge bulk down next to her.
“Hi there kitten. Hey, what ya got here?” He asked as he picked up her
helmet. “Cat Ears?”
“Well, you’re the one who started calling me kitten,” Arisa answered in a
petulant voice.
Ben started laughing and plopped the helmet down onto Arisa’s head.
“It’s perfect for you Kitten.”
Colonel Hellwind stared at the little pilot with the ears on her helmet.
After a few seconds he started to chuckle, then started to laugh. Arisa
pulled the helmet off, frowning at them. “Alright, it looks dumb. I’ll take
them back off,” she almost shouted, feeling tears starting in her eyes.
Colonel Hellwind finally got his laughter under control. “No, don’t take
them off, lieutenant.” He gasped. “They’re just fine. In fact, you’ve just
done me a world of good. I haven’t laughed like that in a long time.
Thanks.”
Ben grinned, “That’s our kitten. I vote to make her our mascot.” Arisa
stuck he tongue out at Ben. The rest of the pilots filed in, wondering what
was going on.
When the pilots were seated, the colonel looked over the room. “There
has been an event on the surface that has forced my hand. “ The colonel
ran a replay of the nuclear explosion on the screen. The room was silent
when the replay ended. “That nuke had to have been set by the Red
Faction. It’s hard to conceive of their reason, but we cannot take the
chance of them detonating any more. We will be joining a group of locals
and captain McFarlaine, Lieutenants, Crichton and Ross, in an attack on
the Red Faction base. You will all be suited up and ready in twenty eight
hours.” The colonel laid out his plans to take the Krikav in through the
opening at the South Pole. The ship would proceed with two mechs in
advance position. He called on Megumi and Rose to take the point, since
he didn’t have a firefly available.
Arisa broke in, “sir, wouldn’t it be better to have a Lancer along at point.
If that giant mech would come out, a Thunderbird would be useless
against it. A lancer might be able to damage it, with the rail gun. I would
like to be on point sir.” When the colonel had mentioned Chad, Arisa knew
she wanted to find him. Besides, she still needed to prove herself.
The colonel looked over the young girl. She was eager, and, he knew she
had a reason to want to lead the attack. Maybe those weren’t sound
military reasons, but the fact that only a Lancer would have a hope of
damaging that huge mech was true. He could send Ben, but he’d rather
have the big guy covering the ship. Maybe he wasn’t thinking straight, but
sometimes, when things were getting bad, strict military thinking wasn’t
what was needed. “Alright lieutenant, that sounds like a good enough
reason. Megumi, you remain with the ship, Rose and Arisa will take point.
When you reach the objective, captain McFarlaine will be in command.
This isn’t going to be easy, they have at least some of the mechs from the
Ticonderoga, and we don’t know if they have more of those black mechs. It
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will be up to you pilots to keep them from taking down the Krikav so we
can use the main gun on that weapon of theirs.” Daniel dismissed the
pilots.

Chapter 90
Chad tried again to make connections with the rebel’s com system. He’d
found the simple cell system busy when he first tried to contact Roy, and
with the repeaters needing line of sight for connection, he’d been unable
to reach them for over an hour. Chad was surprised when he made
connection. He waited for them to get Roy to the com. Chad felt like lead
inside. He had to tell Roy that the Krikav’s subspace com had broken off,
that the ship might be gone. He’d thought he’d finally become part of a
group, he’d thought………. He remembered bright blue eyes and warm soft
lips……
“Chad, you weren’t going to get in contact till you were in position, is
there a problem?” Roy asked him.
“Something’s happened to the Krikav,” Chad told him. “Their subspace
system is gone.” Chad heard Roy laugh and felt anger flare. How could he
laugh over the loss of the ship?
“So Hellwind made sure they couldn’t find out what he’s up to,” Roy
laughed. “Don’t get bent out of shape boy, I just got finished talking to
your colonel. He’s in on the plan. He’s bringing the whole damn ship down
to the base. The attack is going as planned oh-six hundred hours.”
Chad couldn’t believe how relieved he felt. Not only were they alright,
they would be joining the attack. Chad had a bit more confidence that
they might pull this off.
Rose lay on her bed, tears blurring her eyes. There hadn’t been any
mention of Dominic. She’d held out hope that he was with Chad and the
others, but now her hope had been dashed. All these years they’d been
together, she’d followed him, always hoping that someday, he’d realize, she
was there. Rose clenched her fists, they’d killed him, she’d make them pay.
Georgianna stood on the porch at the back of Rachel’s house. She just
had to get out, she couldn’t stand how much John was coming on to that
woman. She was damn near old enough to be his mother……… She
slammed her fist down on the railing.
“Something got you a bit upset, girl?” Rachel asked. She held out a bottle
of beer as Georgianna turned around. “You’ve been glaring at John most
the evening.”
Georgianna took a good swallow of the beer. “How can you stand it? He’s
been making passes at you since we got here.”
“A bit jealous there, are we?” Rachel chuckled.
“What? No! I couldn’t care less……. I mean, he’s just a lecher, he flirts
with every girl that comes around.” Georgianna grumbled.
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Rachel laughed, then took a swallow of her beer before answering. “They
all are, honey. Don’t tell me you’ve missed Roy making passes at you. It’s in
their nature. Most of the good pilots are like that, a bit arrogant and
competitive. They have to prove to themselves that they can get any
female they want. Doesn’t mean anything though, they’re just puffing
themselves up. They don’t really want all those girls. When they find the
right one, they stick with them. Now take Roy, he’s always flirting with the
girls but he’s never stuck with one, but since my Souske died, he’s been
coming around, taking care of things for me, helping out. He’s been
hinting around that he’d like to get into my bed for a couple years, cause
I’m the one he’s settled on.” Rachel laughed again. “One of these days I’m
going to shock his boots off, and let him in.” Rachel turned to go back into
the house. “You take good care of John, girl, cause you’re the one he’s
settled on.”
Dominic lay back on his bed, he thought over the plans. He just hoped
the brainy little girl would be able to pull it off. She knew what she had to
do, but was she brave enough to keep her head. She certainly wasn’t
military material. He sighed, well, in a little over a day he’d find out.
Daniel looked up at the main screen. There wouldn’t be anything to see
for hours yet. Maybe he should try to get some rest.
“Daniel, you have a spare Thunderbird, Aiden’s, I’ll take it out for you.”
Johanna said behind him.
Daniel turned around, “no, I can’t let you do that. It would be too
dangerous.”
“You know I can handle a mech, Dan,” Johanna replied.
“But it’s been a long time, Johanna. I don’t want anything to happen to
you.” Dan told her. “Not this time.”
“I haven’t lost it,” Johanna assured him. “You know you’re going to need
everything you can throw at them. Yes I know the odds aren’t very good
for pulling this off, but one more Thunder bird might make the difference.”
Daniel frowned, he didn’t want to admit it, but she was right. He sighed,
“you’re right, I need that extra bird. Have Aiden brief you on his mech’s
systems. You’ll stay with Megumi, near the ship.”
Johanna smiled, “Don’t worry, Dan, I’ll be careful. I won’t make the same
mistake twice.” She stepped forward and gave Dan a quick kiss. “Thanks.”

Chapter 91
Chad worked his way, carefully, past the defensive perimeter. There was
the usual array of sensors, with Ghost they were easily passed. More
difficult were the trip wires and pressure sensors. They weren’t always
easy to detect, especially while trying to negotiate the mountainside
forest. He spotted some of the tank and AA cannon defenses and called
Roy. It was going to take a while to check the perimeter defenses. There
wasn’t a spot he could observe the whole area.
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“You don’t need to bother with the AA and tanks,” Roy informed him.
“We’ve got that mapped out. I sent your colonel the intel on their
perimeter defense. Once we take their control room, we’ll have control of
the cannons, and the ground troops are set to take out the tanks. Just get
down close and keep an eye on things. I want to know if they send out any
mech group.”
Chad made his way to a ledge, less than a k from the main base. He had
a clear view of the huge doors closing off the entrance to the underground
base. Chad settled in, it was still a couple hours till sunup, and it would be
a long day.

Arisa had a lot to think about. The colonel had instructed them on the
strategy of the attack and informed them there would be civilian combat
units assisting. There were also noncombatants at the base compound and
they would try to keep casualties to a minimum. She was going to have to
rethink when to pull the trigger.
Rose stopped Arisa in the hallway. “You’d better not fail this time, girl.
Take out anything you see in range. Is that clear?”
Arisa frowned, “no, it isn’t. You heard the colonel, there could be civilians
or noncombat units.”
“Bull s**t,” Rose growled. “There may be civy’s on the ground, but it’s not
our problem. You just blast anything you see, we’ll worry who they were
later. I’m sure as hell not going to die just because you’re too sweet and
innocent to kill someone. You wanted to be a pilot, start acting like one.
This is kill or be killed. You gotta take them out before they get a chance to
take you. If some civy’s get in the way, too bad, at least you survived.”
Arisa stood her ground, “you’re wrong, just because you’re scared doesn’t
mean you should just kill everything around you. You have to make a
decision to fire or not, and if you’re wrong, be ready to defend yourself. If
you can’t do that, you’re not a soldier, just a murderer.”
Rose, fists clenched in anger, turned away. “Just stay the hell away from
me.”
Roy tried to bar Rachel from the door to his truck. “You’re not going. It’s
going to get dangerous. It’s no place for you.”
“Like hell I’m not.” Rachel told him. “You know I can handle myself when
the going gets rough. I’m as good a shot as anyone you have and you can
use all the troops you can get. Hell, a third of your troops are women,
don’t try to tell me I’m not good enough.”
“Damn it Rachel, I just don’t want anything to happen to you.” Roy
sighed, he could see she wasn’t going to give in. “Alright, I’ll send you with
the troops attacking the perimeter.” He figured that should be the least
dangerous place. They’d have control of the cannons and they had
specialists trained to take out the tanks. The rest was just waiting to
secure the area once the enemy mechs were taken out.
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Edward checked over their preparations. No matter what Hellwind had
planned, they would smash it. He knew his base was nearly impregnable,
and his added defenses just made it more secure. He smiled as he checked
the monitors. Rydia was working on Atropos, readying the weapon to take
out the EDF fleet’s command ships. They were nearing his dream of a war
for independence. Soon he’d lead the colonies when they defeated the
decadent Empire.”
Chad was half dozing. He’d set Ghost’s sensor suite to alarm if anything
happened. He was dreaming of pretty blue eyes and soft lips. His dream
was replaying the time Arisa had climbed into her mech in front of him.
His dreams lingered on the petit girl and those loose fitting uniform
shorts. As the alarm woke Chad, he was glad he wasn’t wearing his flight
suit with Yuki monitoring his bio signs.
It was mid-morning when the alarm pulled him out of his dreams. The
huge doors closing off the base tunnels were sliding open. Chad stared in
awe at the giant mech inside the cavern. The thing was massive, much
larger than the Lancers that were moving past it and out of the cavern.
Chad was so awed by the giant that he almost missed it……. There were
too many Lancers. Four of the machines were moving out of the door, the
Ticonderoga only carried three. As the doors closed, chad quickly increased
magnification and adjusted for the darkness in the cavern. He didn’t have
time to count, but there were a lot more mechs than would have been on
the Ticonderoga.
It took a while for the rebels com people to connect Chad with Roy. Chad
reported what he’d seen, and that the four Lancers had set up around the
field.
“It’ll be alright,” Roy assured him. “All we need is your people to create a
ruckus. They’ll send those mechs out and once we have the headquarters
secured, they’ll either surrender or we’ll use the cannons to cut them
down. I’ll let your colonel know what you found out.” Roy signed off. He
knew he couldn’t tell Hellwind about the extra mechs. He might just pull
out of the attack, and he needed the Red Faction to concentrate on a
frontal attack.

Chapter 92
Chad tried to keep alert, watching the area of the enemy base. He
reported the placement of the four lancers and waited. Nothing else
seemed to be happening. He was thankful for the food Rachel sent, and
the bottles of beer. If this was the healthy food that captain McFarlaine
wanted him to eat, he was all for it. The landscape was something very
new to him. The forested mountainsides were so beautiful but so alien to
someone raised below the big city dome of Detroit. It reminded him of one
of the movies he’d seen, one with beautiful blue skinned aliens, who could
ride flying dragon like beasts. That’s what he needed, some friendly aliens
who could turn the whole planet against these mechs. Chad sighed, there
were no aliens. In all man’s wandering across space, there had been no
aliens.
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As the day wore on, Chad became more worried about all those mechs.
Roy seemed sure they could destroy them with the cannons, but Chad had
his doubts. Even if Roy’s plan worked, things would be bad for the Krikav’s
pilots. Chances are they would be overwhelmed and destroyed by the Red
Faction mechs. There were just too many. Maybe they didn’t have pilots for
all the mechs. But Chad just didn’t want to risk his life on that fact. If only
he could sneak into that base. He could disable the mechs. Even if he could
just get into the mechs and shut down the ecm’s, when the battle started,
it would take a while for them to reboot. There were way too many people
around that base for him to be able to slip in, and there would probably be
people in the cavern. If they would open those big doors, maybe he could
rush in with ghost and start blasting those mechs. But, with just one
cannon and his beam saber, could he do enough damage? He really needed
some way to shut down those mechs from here. Chad smiled, maybe………
he could.
Rose saw colonel Kerlov in front of Aiden’s Thunderbird, Barock. She was
wearing a pilot suit and checking out a helmet. Rose wondered what the
colonel was doing. She wouldn’t be thinking of taking the mech out, would
she? Curiosity overrode her bad mood and she walked over to Aiden’s
mech. “Are you planning on taking Barock out, colonel?” She asked. “I
could suit up and come along as wing man if you like.”
Johanna looked up, “No, I’m not actually going out. I’m just trying to
familiarize myself with Aiden’s mech. I’m going to be taking it out when
we get into the atmosphere, extra cover for the ship. It’s been a while since
I took a mech out so I’d better get in some check out time.”
“Ah, well, it’ll be good to have you out there with us.” Rose told her. “It’ll
help to have someone with some battle experience. We have too many
rookies for action like this.”
“They’ve done pretty well so far,” Johanna assured her. “If all goes
according to plan, we won’t have too much of a battle. With the cannons
and tanks out of it, it shouldn’t be hard to pick off the mechs they stole
from the Ticonderoga as they come out.”
“I suppose you’re right,” Rose admitted, “if we surprise them.” Rose
started to turn away, but there was something else that she wondered
about. “Colonel……… your name, Kerlov, are you from the Russian state?”
“I was born on the Russian space colony KR23,” Johanna told her. “I’ve
traced my family back to earth, actually they came from the Ukrain area,
a town called Rovno. There’s still Kerlov family there. I went there once
and checked out the family history. Are you from the Russian state,
lieutenant?”
“No,” Rose answered, “I’m from the American colony AG-6. I traced my
family back too, and they came from the Ukrain area like yours did. There
was an Alexi Kerlav that immigrated to the Americas from Ternople, but I
couldn’t find any records of any family there.”
Johanna smiled, “And you won’t, Rose. I’ll tell you a bit of family history.
There were twin brothers, Andros and Alexi Kerlov, sons of a land owner in
Rovno. Andros went off to study at a university while Alexi stayed to tend
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the land. Their father died young and Andros returned to claim the land
since he was the first born son. There was a fight for the land, but Andros,
with his education and legal knowledge took the land. Alexi took what he
could and left for the Americas. Alexi changed his name, to Kerlav, and
changed his place of origin out of anger with the family.”
Rose stared at Johanna for a few moments, “you’re sure of that?
Then……. You and I are from the same family.”
Johanna laughed, “If you can trace your family back to Alexi Kerlav, then
we are. Tell you what, when we get done with this mess, we’ll have to go
out and have a few drinks…… cousin.”
Rose smiled, “ya, I think I’d like that.”

Chapter 93
Roy looked over his attack plans. The extra mechs that Chad had
reported put a wrench in the works. Or did they? All he needed Hellwind’s
mechs for was to create a diversion to focus Edward’s attention outside
while his men moved in from behind. If the Red Faction had pilots for
those mechs, things would be bad for Hellwind’s men. They had to get
control of those remote canons, then they could take out the Red faction
mechs. The few tanks weren’t a problem, they had troops ready to take
them out. Everything hinged on timing, and Roy was sure he had that
covered.
Georgianna sat at the table in the small cabin they had commandeered.
She looked over the area maps, noting the positions of the four Lancers
that Chad had reported. “We’ll move down the valley, under the tree cover,
till we get to the sensor line that Chad’s marked out.” She told John. “Then
thrust in at full power. We’ll hit them before they have time to wake up.
They want a diversion? We’ll have them mopped up before Hellwind gets
here.”
“Hmm, why are there four Lancers?” John wondered. “Maybe they have
more than just the mechs from the Ticonderoga.”
“Na, Chad just screwed up his report,” Georgianna assured him. “One of
them is probably a T-bird. With Roy’s men controlling those canons, they
won’t have a chance.”
John just hoped Roy was on time.
Surveillance weighs on a man’s psyche. Hours sitting, waiting and
thinking. All that time without sleep, trying to keep alert, it could drive a
man “cockpit crazy”. They trained for this, and Chad hadn’t done very
well, That’s why he was assigned to the Krikav and not a long range recon
group on one of the big ships.
The longer he thought about those mechs behind those tall doors, the
more convinced he was that his group of mechs had no chance, that they
were being sent in on a suicide mission. He didn’t want to think that Roy
would use them as cannon fodder, but, the longer he thought about it, the
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more convinced he became. He didn’t want to see that happen. He didn’t
want to lose any of his friends, especially one young lady.
Chad had gone through several different plans, none of them good. He
couldn’t do enough damage even if he could sneak in during the short
times they had the doors open. His single cannon and short beam saber
weren’t enough. The safeguards wouldn’t let you overload and blow the
power unit or he might consider making himself a bomb. He had to do
something. He knew they couldn’t win against these odds.
But now, Chad had a plan, if he could just get the codes he needed.
The communication officer at EDF base transferred Chad’s call to the
maintenance base at Edwards EDFB. He also sent a copy of the
communication to General Parker as he had been ordered.
Master technician Darrell Earnhardt swore under his breath as he
checked the readouts. He looked down at the young tech on the scaffold
below. “Pull the damn thing out and recalibrate it. And this time, do it
right.” He climbed out of the cockpit and started down the steps. If you
can’t take the time to do it right, you’ll take the time to do it over, till it is
right.” Where do they get these idiots? He wondered for the thousandth
time. Why is it so hard to find a decent tech recruit? They either had no
aptitude for this, or they were lazy and apathetic.
One of the young techs leaned out of the office door and yelled out, “sir,
there’s a call for you from central, they said it’s urgent.”
Darrell frowned, now what? I suppose some general needs the batteries
changed in his car. His frown turned to a smile as he read the message, it
was Lieutenant Ross. The message was text, so he must be on a narrow
band subspace. Darrell sat down and typed a reply. “So Ross, did you
finally come to your senses and decide to come back?”
Chad was a bit apprehensive to ask his old mentor for help. Master Tech
Earnhardt had been really angry when Chad accepted his commission to
the academy. The reply he received didn’t ease his mind at all. “I can’t right
now, sir, I’m on a mission and in a kind of bad situation.” Chad sent back.
“I need the service boot codes for the mechs that were on the
Ticonderoga.”
Earnhardt sat back and scratched his head. What was that boy up to?
Those service codes were used to shut down and reboot the computers on
the mechs when you needed to update them or when the file system was
corrupted. What would a pilot want with them? He sent back, “well, those
codes are only for use by techs, and since you’re a pilot I shouldn’t be
letting you have them. Alright Ross, what’s going on and why do you want
those codes?” He knew he could trust Chad, but he wanted to know what
was going on before he sent those codes.
Chad chewed his bottom lip, he was afraid of this, the old man wasn’t
going to give him the codes. In as condensed a form as he could, he told
the master tech what was happening and what he was planning.
Darrell mulled over Chad’s situation. He knew the kid was either reckless
or foolhardy, he’d watched his training reports with great interest, but he
just couldn’t see how this would work. “Even if you could sneak in and
hook a terminal to those mechs, it would take too long to shut each one
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down. They would be booting back up by the time you got the last one
done.”
“I plan to shut them all down at the same time, through the com unit.”
Chad sent back. “That should give us enough time to secure surrender
before they can reboot.”
Darrell frowned, you couldn’t shut a mech down over the com unit, Chad
should know that, you had to plug into the service jack with a terminal
unit. He sent off, “You know that’s not how you shut those units down, it
can’t be done.”
“Yes I can,” Chad told him. “I’ve tried it. Those ecm’s are made by the
same company that makes the control units for most of the expensive cars.
There’s a backdoor into the ecm, They have the same flaw as the ones in
the cars. I can write a script that will shut the mechs down when I
transmit it.”
Chad waited for a reply from the master tech. It seemed like a long time.
“Are you sure it works, boy?” The reply came. “There isn’t supposed to be
any way to hack into one of those mechs.” Chad sent back, “I’m sure it will,
sir, it has to. It worked when I tried it on a T bird.”
“Ok, Ross, I’ll send those codes, but I want you to tell me how you hack
into those ecm’s.” Darrell ordered Chad.
“I really shouldn’t, it’s a professional secret, besides, I might need it when
I get out of the EDF.” Chad laughed as he hit send.
“Don’t get smart with me boy,” Darrell sent back, “or I’ll have you on
latrine duty.”
Chad smiled, he could just picture the old man in front of him, crusty as
ever. “I won’t have time to send it to you right now, but when we get out of
this mess, I’ll make sure to send you the full details. Sir, would it be
possible to get the boot codes for the mechs that were on the two ships
that were lost at Tarsonis?”
“Yes, I can get the codes, but that was two years ago, what do you want
with them?” Darrell questioned.
“They have more EDF mechs than were aboard the Ticonderoga. I think
those mechs might have come from the ships that were lost at Tarsonis.”
Chad informed the tech.
“That would mean those guys were behind the attacks at Tarsonis,”
Darrell came back. “Do you really think that’s possible?”
“There have been too many similarities between this mission and what
happened at Tarsonis. It can’t just be a coincidence.” Chad told him.
“Ok, I’ll get the codes, boy. I hope you’re right or you could be in the
frying pan.” Darrell replied.
“I know,” Chad came back. “It has to work, or I don’t think I’ll be sending
you that hack.”

Chapter 94
General Parker looked over the messages sent between Chad and the
Master Tech. What was Roy thinking? Why would he rush to attack when
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he knew the EDF fleet would be there in a couple days? The specter of
Tarsonis was the only reason he could think of. If only they would wait a
little longer, General Parker’s flagship and the two accompanying it would
be there. He looked up at the ship’s commander, “Can we get there any
sooner?”
The ship’s commander touched his screen then answered, “we could cut
one hour twenty three minutes from the eta, but we would be leaving the
other two ships behind.”
Parker considered this for a moment. “Do it, I’ll inform the other ships.”
He would be there before the attack started.
Chad sighed, he’d finished writing the scripts and copying the service
codes into them. They were all set to transmit, now he just had to wait for
the battle to begin…….and wait.
Colonel Hellwind looked at the command screen. In a few minutes he
would be taking the Krikav through the gap at the south pole and racing
toward the Red Faction base. He would be straining the damaged power
systems of the old ship, but it was their only chance to stop that huge
weapon the enemy developed. Timing would be critical. His group had to
reach the base when the three mechs on the ground made their attack.
Mech battles were furious, but usually short, affairs. He was confident his
nine mechs could handle the, possibly, twelve they had taken from the
Ticonderoga. Especially since they wouldn’t have the training his pilots
did. He just hoped they didn’t have more of those black mechs. Dan wished
the Krikav was still in com contact with Roy. He hoped everything else was
still on time.
Rose checked the seals of her suit. Soon they would be on the attack. She
was ready, ready to destroy them for taking Dominic away from her. Deep
inside she knew it was his fault for being a fool and trying to finish this
on his own, but she wouldn’t admit it. They had killed Dominic, now she
would kill them…….. every one of them.
Arisa sat in her pilot’s seat and looked over Kion’s controls. She started
the final systems check before buttoning up and preparing to launch. In a
short time they would be heading down to the planet. Soon she would get
to see Chad again. She had plans for the tall boy with the deep dark eyes.
There was so much she was planning to teach him. Arisa thought about
him, there in his mech, so close to the enemy, and frowned. She’d be really
annoyed if he messed up her plans by doing something dumb, like dying.
Chad had a hard time keeping awake. His thoughts kept drifting, mostly
to Arisa. When this was over, he had plans……… He thought of her soft
golden curls, her crystal blue eyes, her soft red lips. His memories
wandered to the time she climbed into her mech, wearing her casual
uniform shorts. She had such beautiful legs and blue striped…….. Chad
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shook his head, he hoped Rachel was right…… she had to be. Soon they
would be coming, he had to be ready, and his plan had to work. Chad’s
eyes closed.
Roy looked aver his battle plans once more. The drilling crew was still on
time, everything looked good so far. He had to have the advantage of
surprise. This battle couldn’t be drawn out or they would lose too many
men. Five minutes, that was what he had given his plan. Five minutes from
T-minus-0, when the mechs attacked, for his men to secure the
headquarters and take over those remote cannons. If they didn’t,
Hellwind’s group was going to run into a buzz saw.

Chapter 95
Dominic lay on his bed in the dark room. He hadn’t been able to sleep,
wondering if Rydia would be able to go through with their plans. She
certainly didn’t have the nervous disposition to be in the military. He
quickly rolled to a sitting position as he heard the door lock click. The door
only opened a bit, then closed, suddenly the lights blinded him. He blinked
as his eyes became accustomed to the light. Rydia stood by the door,
wearing a pilot’s suit. Dominic noticed she looked surprisingly good in the
tight fitting suit, and very frightened.
“Did you bring everything?” Dominic asked the girl.
“I…. I think so.” She told him in a quavering voice. She set the case she
was carrying on the floor and opened it. She took out a security card, a
wire cutter, a small prospector’s hammer, and a plastic case. She picked up
the hammer and held it out to him. “These were all I could bring along.
Are they going to be enough? Can you stop him?”
Dominic pocketed the card, plastic case and wire cutter. He hefted the
hammer, “sure….. well, I hope so, I’ll do what I can.” He cracked the door
open and looked out. “You’d better get going.”
“Are you sure we can’t stay together,” Rydia pleaded. “I don’t think I can
do this alone.”
“You’ll be fine Rydia,” Dom assured her. “They know you need to test those
boosters on the Atropos. I’ll be right behind you, we’ll be gone before they
realize it.” He opened the door and they slipped out.
Roy’s group moved quickly through the rear tunnels. Everything was
right on time. He was sure they had achieved their goal of complete
surprise. When the mechs attacked, all the enemy’s focus would be in the
other direction. Overconfidence was Roy’s mistake, one of the Red Faction
soldiers, who had slipped into the back tunnels for a few swallows from
his flask, saw the attacking group and rushed off to alert his general.
General Geraldine frowned at the sensor screens. They had tracked the
Krikav as it entered at the south polar gap, but had lost track of it as it
entered the mountain ranges. Edward was surprised by Hellwind’s bold
move. He hadn’t imagined he would attack with his whole ship. It didn’t
matter, he wouldn’t stand a chance against the Red Faction mechs and
especially against Atropos, now that he had Rydia convinced to destroy the
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ship. His experience in the EDF gave him the knowledge of the top speed of
a white magic class carrier in a planet’s atmosphere. His pilots had plenty
of time to ready their mechs for the attack.
An officer at the main console turned to general Geraldine, “sir, the
Atropos just took off.”
Edward spun toward the console, “What? Who gave her permission………
Get her back here.”
“She isn’t answering her com,” the officer informed him.
The general barely had time to swear before the door to the room burst
open. “They’re here, they’re attacking,” the soldier shouted as he rushed
into the room. Edward spun around, the soldier was disheveled looking
and carrying a flask, “who’s attacking, where?” The general demanded.
“They’re in the back tunnels, they’re civies…… miners, and they’ve got
guns,” the soldier shouted.
Edward turned to an officer, “Sargent, take your security force and put
them down. This drunk can lead you to them.”
The man at the console yelled out, “we’re under attack, two mechs
attacking from the north.”
Edward spun around again. It couldn’t be, they couldn’t have reached the
base yet, even at maximum thrust. No, wait, there were those two mechs,
that had come down on the other side of the mountain, the ones they had
been unable to track down. “Get the rest of our mechs launched, now!” He
yelled out as he crossed the room. Edward entered a room off the main
control room, it’s all Hellwind’s fault, he thought, if he’d just have
followed the plan, if he’d have died like he was supposed to…… General
Geraldine unlocked each of six small doors and turned the red handle on
the switch under each one. “The Leader wants a war, now he’ll have his
war.” Edward told the empty room.
Dominic looked around the room one more time. He’d cut off what he
hoped was enough wiring to foil Edward’s plans, and give them a chance
to get away. He checked the door, but had to duck back in as a group of
soldiers came running by. He waited, then slipped out and hurried to the
cavern that was the hangar. He planned to sneak in and take one of the
Thunderbird’s they had stored there, but the hangar was a scene of chaos.
There were people around every mech, pilots starting to move the unit’s
out. There was the sound of a battle outside the open hangar doors.
Dominic hid in the shadows and looked for a way to escape. There was a
cargo shuttle sitting untended near the doors……. Beggars can’t be
choosers…….. Dominic made it into the shuttle unnoticed. He was in luck,
it was fueled and ready to go. Dominic lifted the shuttle and blasted out at
full thrust, not caring what damage the exhaust blast might cause behind
him.
Chad was shocked out of a pleasant dream, featuring one cute blond
pilot, by Ghost calling his name. “Chad…. Chad! They’re moving. The large
mech is moving out of the cavern.“ Chad came instantly awake as the
huge mech strode out into the open. This was bad, the Krikav should be
nearly there and the enemy’s weapon was getting ready to destroy them.
He had to do something, there had to be a way to disable it. But, before he
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could decide on a course of action, he was shocked to see the massive
machine lift off and rocket away. Chad knew he couldn’t contact the
Krikav but he had to do something, he couldn’t let that machine destroy
the ship. Arisa was with the ship. “Chad called Georgianna on his com,
“It’s starting. They’re moving out, they know we’re coming.” Chad
launched after the Atropos, at maximum thrust.
John looked down at the remains of his MRE. He knew why joke in the
military was that MRE stood for Meals Rejected by the Enemy. He sighed,
remembering the excellent meal he’d had a t Rachels farm house. They
might even have had some decent food at the prospector’s cabin if the
captain hadn’t insisted on moving out here as soon as it was dark. He
stuffed the unfinished meal in the suit’s disposal unit. Why did he get a
feeling this was the last meal of a condemned man. Suddenly, Georgianna
called, “Chad says they’re moving out. Let’s hit them, now, before they get
set.” John checked the time, it was too early. The two mechs hit the enemy
fast and hard, before the Red Faction could get their mechs organized.
Roy frowned, his attack wasn’t going well. They still gained ground, but
he was going to be late in taking the control room and the remote
cannons. Those EDF pilots wouldn’t stand a chance if he couldn’t get to
those cannons. All he could hope was that they were late to attack.
Rachel was disappointed to see Georgianna and John attack the base, it
was five minutes too early. Unless Roy was ahead of schedule, the mechs
would be sitting ducks for those remote cannons. They would have to take
out those tanks quickly and try to disable some of the cannons. Rachel
quickly called the other squad leaders and they all attacked together. The
mech attack had alerted the Red Faction defenses, sleepy tank personnel
sat up and checked their sensor screens, cannons swung into
position……….. The attack was a disaster.

Chapter 96
Colonel Hellwind stood stiffly in front of the main screens. Something
had to be wrong, there had been no opposition so far. The installations at
the pole had been silent, abandoned. Now he had Rose and Arisa in the
lead scouting as they raced through the mountain valleys. They had seen
no enemy units. So far they had no trouble staying on the timeline. Could
this really be this easy?
Chad groaned as the acceleration exceeded the limits of the mech’s
inertial dampers. It felt like knives were stabbing where his ribs were
cracked. The harness belts were loose and he tried to pull them tighter. He
should have kept them tight, but he hadn’t expected to have to race off
before the time set for the battle. Ghost’s thrusters strained and the
lighter Firefly soon overtook the huge enemy. As Chad drew ahead of
Atropos, he spun his mech around and aimed his cannons at what he
hoped would be the most vulnerable target, the sensor arrays on the head.
Ghost’s single cannon roared, Chad could see the tracers reach out to the
giant and the armor piercing and HE shells exploding across the head of
the big mech. The thing he didn’t see was damage.
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Rydia raced down the valley between the mountains. She had to reach
the south polar mountains. There they had hidden a ship for transporting
Atropos to another planet if it became necessary. Suddenly she saw
flashes, and something was hammering and exploding across her vision
screens. Rydia pulled back hard and stopped the mech, hovering on her
thrusters. What was happening? That looked like someone was shooting
at Atropos, it had even cracked the lens on one of the vision sensors, but
there was no one there.
Chad was surprised when the enemy mech pulled up and stopped. It
didn’t appear that his attack had done any damage, and he was sure the
other pilot couldn’t see the Ghost. The other mech seemed to be searching
for its attacker. With it stopped, he had a chance to make an attack, but
what could he do to disable the monster? Chad pulled out his short beam
saber, cursing the fact that a recon mech had such limited weaponry. He
attacked the chest armor of the enemy, if he could crack that he could get
at the pilot. His beam saber glanced off the hard armor leaving only
scratches on the surface. Chad had to back away as the huge mech started
to twist and flail its arms around. The armor was too hard for his beam
saber, but he had to stop the enemy from using its weapon to attack the
Krikav, but, how? Maybe he could get in through the joints, like he had
with other mechs, but his knife would be too short, he’d have to use the
beam saber. The body of the machine would be too thick, he might not be
able to reach anything vital inside, but, if he attacked the arm, he might
be able to damage it. If he could damage the right arm, it couldn’t use its
main weapon. Chad caught the mech’s right arm and tried to ram the
beam blade between the armored plates that covered the joint. The blade
found the gap between two plates and Chad pushed as hard as his
thrusters allowed, trying to damage some component.
Rydia was confused, she’d seen the flashes and the tracer shells coming
from nowhere. She looked around but there were no attackers there.
Suddenly she saw a bright blade materialize, rushing toward Atropos. Her
sensors registered the force of the blows, but no damage was indicated.
What was attacking her? She couldn’t let them damage her beautiful
machine. She twisted, swatting at the bright blade as it suddenly
disappeared. Rydia didn’t know what to do. She turned back and forth,
pleading with Atropos to find who was attacking them, but all she got in
reply was “no enemy detected. Suddenly, red warning lights flashed, there
was damage at the right elbow joint, the main hydraulic system had been
damaged. Rydia twisted violently around as secondary systems kicked in,
she saw the glowing blade for a moment, and then, it was gone again. She
swatted and flailed at the unseen enemy that was trying to ruin her
Atropos.
Chad was frustrated, the big mech still moved like he hadn’t done any
damage at all. The Krikav would be here in minutes, he had to disable that
weapon the huge mech carried. He saw a chance, the armored control
cable from the mech to the weapon. Somehow he had to break through
that armor with his beam saber. Chad pushed the thrusters to maximum,
accelerating to ram the saber into that cable with the full weight of the
Ghost behind it.
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Rydia caught the flash of the blade out of the corner of her eye. She
twisted and swatted at her tormenter. The heavy gauntlet of her mech
crashed into something.
Arisa kept her eyes on her sensor data. She was a bit bummed, they were
almost to the enemy base and nothing had happened. She had been ready,
with her finger on the trigger as their group had entered the atmosphere
at the South Pole, but there had been no defenders there. She was
beginning to think the Red Faction had abandoned the planet. She cruised
alone through the valley between the mountains, ahead of the Krikav.
Rose had moved over to a parallel valley, watching for enemy movement.
As Arisa came around a bend in the valley, her sensors picked up the
enemy. She immediately pulled up to a hover and readied her rail gun.
Arisa held her breath, the enemy mech was a giant, even bigger than she’d
imagined. It hardly seemed real. She centered her aim on the target and
her finger tightened on the trigger…………. But, she hesitated, the enemy
pilot must be having a fit, or crazy, or………. It looked like the big
machine was trying to swat at bees or something. It was almost comical,
but then, its flailing hand hit something. A mech appeared, tumbling
toward the ground. Arisa froze in horror, that looked like……… Ghost.
Rydia looked down, what was it that she had hit? She watched the
smaller mech crash into the ground below and gasped. No, this was
terrible, she’d killed someone again. Rydia started down toward the mech,
maybe he was still alive. She stopped…… he’d been trying to kill her, she
should get away……. No, she should help if she could……… but, she
couldn’t stop, she had to get away……. She didn’t know what to do, then
she saw it, the other mech with a big gun pointed at her.
Arisa’s anger flared, she was going to destroy that monster. She tried to
keep the target centered, but it was moving down, then up, then down
again then up. Arisa hesitated, what was that pilot up to? It looked like
they couldn’t decide what to do. Suddenly the big machine stopped, facing
her. She started to squeeze the trigger, but again she hesitated. The giant
was backing up, waving it’s hands in front of itself. The machine turned
back and forth, as if looking for a way to escape. Finally, as if an
afterthought, it raised its arm shield in front of its face. Arisa let go of the
trigger, that pilot was either a complete idiot or, not a military pilot at all.
On top of those strange actions, all the offensive weapons, the four
cannon mounts and two rocket mounts on its shoulders, were all down
and parked in transit mode. The pilot definitely wasn’t thinking of
fighting. How could she shoot someone who wasn’t putting up any fight at
all? Arisa retracted her rail gun. She called to the Krikav, telling them
where the enemy mech was, and then headed down to Chad’s smashed
mech.
Dominic pushed the old cargo shuttle as hard as it would go. He needed
to catch up to Rydia. The valley split ahead around a mountain ridge, he
took a guess and headed toward the left branch. It wouldn’t matter if he
guessed wrong, the valleys all came out in the same area.
Rose was at the point where the two valleys joined, close to the Red
Faction base. Arisa should be coming out of the other side of the
mountains at the same time. She caught a cargo shuttle in her sensors,
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coming straight up the valley, the first enemy contact. It was keeping to
the other side, toward Arisa. Rose pulled up her beam rifle, she’d take it
out, Arisa would be too soft to pull the trigger. Rose centered her targeting
on the shuttle and started to pull the trigger.

Chapter 97
Georgianna drew her beam saber just before she reached the first target.
The pilot of the Lancer was surprised and she ripped through the Lancer’s
armor and destroyed the mech. Georgianna quickly turned and launched
toward the second Lancer, but surprise was no longer on her side. The
Lancer pilot blocked her attack with his arm shield, he dropped his rail
gun and brought his lance into play. Georgianna spun and feinted to one
side attacking the other side, but her tricks didn’t work. She had expected
these pilots to be poorly trained rookies, but this guy was good…….. Too
good.
John stopped hard, right between the two Lancers that he was supposed
to attack. He fired a missile at the one on the right then spun and fired
one to the left. He saw the missile hit the gap between the thrusters and
the body of the big mech and the unit exploded into pieces. Ross was right,
John thought, the lancer did have a soft spot right there. John spun and
looked to the right, the Lancer there was a smoking ruin. Smiling, he
turned to go help Georgi, but he didn’t smile long, there were more mechs
coming out of the big doors in the mountain side, and he was running
short of missiles.
Daniel frowned, the enemy’s super weapon was only a few seconds away.
This was bad, he’d hoped for a surprise attack, to catch the giant mech
before they could get it out and ready. Worse, the thing could fly, their
ships wouldn’t be safe from it even behind moons. They had to disable the
thing. Now he regretted dividing his force by sending Megumi and Louis
down the other valley following Rose. “Yuki, get the main gun ready, I
want to make sure we get the first shot.” The colonel ordered.
Rydia couldn’t believe that the mech had put away its gun. She was sure
the EDF pilot would try to destroy Atropos after what she had done to
their ship. She started to follow the mech down, but stopped, she’d better
get away while she had the chance. If she’d killed that other pilot, even
though she hadn’t intended to, they were sure to attack her. Rydia quickly
continued down the valley. If she could just get to the South Pole………
but, she didn’t know how to fly the ship when she did get there. She had to
trust Dominic would get there. As Rydia brought Atropos around the bend
in the valley, she stopped. There, at the far end of the valley was a ship, an
EDF warship, with a very large gun pointed straight at her. She had to do
something, she had to stop them……….. Her cannon, she had to shoot
them before they got a chance to wreck her Atropos. Rydia gave the
command for Atropos to fire at the ship.
Captain Rick Owen listened at the door. They had been hearing gunfire,
muffled by the door. Something was going on, he just hoped he and the
rest of the prisoners would get a chance to get out. Suddenly, the wall
rocked from an explosion. Rick backed away as the door was kicked open
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and two men with guns entered the room. “Hey Roy,” one of them yelled
out the door, “looks like EDF prisoners in here. In a few seconds Roy came
into the room and looked around. Rick looked over the tall grey haired
man, he must be the leader. “What’s happening?” Rick asked.
“We’re taking over this base, and kicking those Red Faction boy’s asses off
our planet,” Roy answered him.
“I think you’d better give my men your weapons and let us take it from
here,” Rick told him. “You aren’t trained for this. Leave the fighting up to
the professionals.”
“When we find the armory, we’ll get you some weapons,” Roy informed
him. “Until then, stay behind our lines.
Rick stepped in front of Roy. He was a big man, as tall as Roy, and
heavier. “I’m the ranking officer here,” he told Roy, “turn over your
weapons, let the EDF take care of this.”
The man who had called Roy stepped up. “You should have a little more
respect when you’re talking to the general, boy,” He barked at Rick.
“General?” Rick questioned.
“General Roy McClellan, EDF,” the man told him, “retired.”
Rick snapped around and looked at Roy, his eyes got big. “THE, general
Roy McClellan?”
“Only one I know of, son,” Roy told him, “and a lot of my men are ex EDF,
they know how to fight. And, they know these mines.”
Rick snapped a salute. Every pilot knew of general McClellan, the man
who had lead the EDF to victory in the colonial wars. His book on
interstellar warfare was required study. Besides, retired EDF meant
“reserve” EDF, active in case of an emergency. “Sir!” Rick barked. “Sorry Sir,
I didn’t realize……”
“Forget it soldier,” Roy told him. “Don’t worry, you and your men will get
your chance at these guys. Now, let’s go find that armory. We have to
capture the control room, and soon, or Hellwind’s group are in deep sh--.”
Roy needed to get communication. He had to know how the attack from
the outside was going. He had to have those remote cannons, or it might
not go at all. All of that depended on capturing that control room.
Rachel dived behind another huge rock, the one she had been behind was
shattered from the tank’s rail gun fire. Their groups were being torn
apart. They had come equipped to take out six tanks, but there were three
times that many. They had managed to take out four of the tanks, even
though the attack by the mechs had cut the advantage of surprise. What
had happened to Roy’s attack? Why wasn’t he using the cannons?
Something must have gone wrong with his attack. If he didn’t give them
support soon, there wouldn’t be anyone to support.

Chapter 98
General Parker looked at the timer for what seemed to be the thousandth
time. Six and a half minutes yet till they dropped into normal space. He’d
had his navigator cut the safety margin as close as he could. They would
be dropping out deep in the star’s gravity well and much nearer the planet
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than the navigator was comfortable with. He knew the consequences if
there was an error of a thousandth of a point in the calculations. The
ruined planet of Cyndra II was a graphic reminder with its two super
volcanoes where a ship had punched through the planet.
Rose hesitated, Arisa’s argument played through her head. She shook her
head, that was the enemy out there, she started to pull the trigger. Again
Rose took her finger off the trigger. She swore, a cargo shuttle wasn’t even
armed. Even if it reported that the Krikav was coming, it was too late, the
attack was already supposed to be starting. Rose saw Louis and Megumi
coming alongside her. She turned toward the enemy base and raced off at
full thrust.
Colonel Hellwind stared at the main battle screen as the huge mech
swung its gun into firing position. “Target acquired, locked on,” Yuki
informed him. Daniel almost hated to destroy the enemy machine. It was
fascinating. How did they manage to create such a monster……… But, he
couldn’t hesitate, that thing could destroy his ship, his command, he had
to defend his command. “Fire,” he ordered.
Rydia was shaking from fright. All she could see was that big rail gun on
the ship pointed straight at her. Atropos swung its main cannon into
position and Rydia grabbed it and swung it toward the enemy. She tried to
aim at the ship through tear blurred eyes. She didn’t want to do this, she
didn’t want to be a killer, but she couldn’t hesitate, she didn’t want to die.
Rydia pulled the trigger.
Megumi saw Rose land in front of her and immediately attack an enemy
mech with her two sabers. She landed and Louis landed a short way in
front of her. Megumi drew her own saber then stopped in horror as Louis’
mech exploded into pieces. She stared, frozen, the top half of the mech was
gone and the bottom slowly crumpled to the ground. Suddenly Megumi’s
mech was slammed sideways, and she staggered to keep her balance.
“Get your head in this fight or you’re going to get killed.” Rose yelled at
her as she slashed at the Firefly that was attacking Megumi.
“Hey Roy, we found the armory,” Burt yelled as he came running up
carrying a machine gun.
“Good, we finally got a break,” Roy answered. “Take these men and get
them weapons then take them up to the point group. They’re looking for
some payback, and we need to take that control room, fast.”
Edward’s head was spinning. He was being assaulted by bad news from
all sides. Rydia was gone and wasn’t answering her com. The remote
cannons had failed. His men were being driven back in the tunnels. Soon
the attackers would be at the control room door. He backed to a side door,
he had to get out, had to make it to his escape ship. The base was going to
be lost, even if his mechs won, what could he do if the enemy took over the
mountain base? To hell with them. To hell with their plans. He’d set off
their nukes, started their war, he wasn’t about to die for them too. Edward
slipped out of the room.
Rydia pulled the trigger again…… and again. “No, No, No!” She cried.
“You have to stop them!” Through her tears she saw the red flashing
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warning lights. “Firing control to the power gun has been lost.” Atropos
told her.
“FIRE!” Colonel Hellwind yelled for the second time as his hands
tightened on the edge of the console.
“Power to the main cannon has been lost, switching to backup power’”
Yuki emotionlessly informed him. Seconds later she informed him, “backup
power has also been disconnected.”
Daniel knew they were dead, there wouldn’t be time to find the fault and
repair the cannon, but he gave the order anyway. “Get the techs to check
the cables, they must have been damaged when we were hit.”
“That isn’t it, sir,” Yuki replied. “The power was shut off at the main
switch, in the power control center. I do not get any response from the
techs there.”
Aiden jumped up from the tactical station and ran toward the door. He
had a bad feeling about this. That cannon had power only moments ago,
someone had to have shut it down, someone who wanted them to lose.
Georgianna turned from the Thunderbird that she’d disabled and faced
two more of the enemy mechs. She swore loudly as she saw three more
come out of their mountain hangar. Where were they getting all these
mechs? There couldn’t have been that many on the Ticonderoga. At least,
they weren’t taking fire from the remote cannons. The tanks weren’t too
effective against a fast moving mech, with their low rate of fire. Damn,
where was Crichton? She checked her battle display, good, he was still
behind her, well, almost behind her. At least her back was partly covered.
She saw the three mechs from the Krikav come in across the field. It was
about time, she and John couldn’t make it alone. She almost screamed in
frustration when a lucky shot from a tank took out Louis. Where was Roy
with his promise of support from those cannons?
Johanna looked on in disbelief, while the enemy mech was concentrating
on the Krikav, she had moved up quickly and fired a maximum power shot
with her beam rifle, the shot had done absolutely nothing. That mech
must have armor like a ship’s hull.
Rydia didn’t know what to do. How could her cannon not be working?
She’d checked it just before the escape. Suddenly she saw another alarm
light up. “Attack, seventy three degrees right, twenty two degrees
declination, beam weapon, eighteen percent weakening of hull armor.”
Atropos informed her. Rydia was frantic, an attack, someone else was
attacking, what was she supposed to do? All these controls, all the things
they had added, she wasn’t a military pilot she didn’t know how to use
them. Rydia was almost too frightened to think. Her shield! Yes, she had to
swing the shield on her left arm to block that beam weapon. Rydia
slammed the cannon back into storage and swung her arm shield around,
but, halfway around, something slammed into the shield, the force pushed
her backward. The center of the shield glowed red from the impact. “Attack
from directly ahead inclination eight degrees, rail gun, shield damaged.”
Atropos told her. “The shield cannot stop another hit in the same spot.”
Ben chambered another round, he didn’t understand why the colonel
hadn’t fired the Krikav’s rail gun, but it didn’t matter, he’d keep hitting
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that thing till he broke it. Charged and ready Ben centered his targeting
on the crater he’d made in that big shield and put his finger on the
trigger.

Chapter 99
Chad fought through the darkness and red haze of pain. He couldn’t see,
black blots obscured his vision. He gritted his teeth against the pain as he
reached up for his helmet. His right arm was broken and he could barely
breathe with the pain from his ribs. He tried to take shallow breaths, and
calm down. Chad pushed his helmet off with his left hand, he could see
again, the screen on the helmet had been ruined. “Ghost, damage report,”
he called out.
“Power system out, running on back-up power,” Ghost told him,
“hydraulic system damaged, operating on secondary. Cloaking inoperative,
sixty two percent of sensors damaged……… “
“Just put the list on the main console,” Chad ordered. “What about the
com, can we transmit?”
“Com system operative, range limited to one point one three k due to
antenna damage,” Ghost informed him.
“Damn, we have to get to the base, with that short of com range, I’ll
have to be at the base to have any hope of stopping their mechs.” Chad
groaned as he tried to pull and reset the main power breakers. It didn’t
help, there was no power, the repaired power board must have broken
again. With the power gone, the thrusters would be out. They probably
were bent and unusable anyway. He had to do something, he had to get up
the mountain, maybe he could get a signal out. Chad yelled as he tried to
stand up, his right ankle was either sprained or broken.
“Chad, you’re injured!” Ghost called out.
“No sh** Sherlock,” Chad growled through gritted teeth, “what was your
first clue?”
“Your vocal tone,” Ghost answered, “without your flight suit I am unable
to monitor your vital….”
“Alright, forget it,” chad groaned, “we have to get to the base. I have to
stop those mechs, or our pilots are going to die.”
“Damage to systems will make that impossible.” Ghost informed him.
Ben stopped and let go of the trigger as a cargo shuttle pulled up right in
front of his rail gun. He tried to move to the side but the shuttle moved
with him. “Ben, she’s not the enemy, she isn’t a fighter, just let her go. “ He
heard in his com unit. “Captain! Is that you?” Ben asked.
Dominic switched his com to Rydia’s channel. “Get out of here, Rydia, get
to your ship. I’ll take care of things here.” He switched the com back to the
Krikav’s battle channel. He was glad they hadn’t changed the code. “Ya, it’s
me Ben. I have something that you have to get to the right people in the
EDF. I’m sure colonel Hellwind will know what to do with it. Open your
cockpit and I’ll throw it to you.”
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Ben opened his mech cockpit as Dominic edged the shuttle closer.
Dominic opened the hatch on the side of the cockpit and leaned out. He
took the small case out of his pocket and tossed it to Ben. “That’s a
memory card, it explains a lot of what’s going on.” Dominic yelled to Ben.
“Why don’t you give it to the colonel yourself?” Ben called out.
“Can’t,” Dominic yelled back, “I gotta keep that thing from ending up in
the wrong hands. Take care Bullseye.” Dominic closed the hatch and moved
away accelerating after the fleeing mech.
Colonel Hellwind hit the com button, ready to order Dominic to return to
the ship, when the Krikav lurched to the right and dropped nose down.
“Power has been cut to number three inertial damper,” Yuki called out.
Daniel braced himself as the ship leveled out. Yuki was fighting to
compensate for the loss of the gravity cancelling of the inertial damper.
She wouldn’t be able to keep the ship up, they were going down. He just
hoped she could find a soft place to crash land. He ordered the shuttle
with the marines to launch and for the rest to brace for impact. “Bullseye,
Johanna, get to the Red Faction base. Johanna, you’re in command until I
can get there.” He called on the com. If I can get there, he thought. If they
lost another of the dampers, they would turn over and drop like a stone.
The addition of the crew and pilots from the Ticonderoga and the
weapons they’d found were the lever Roy needed to break through. The
EDF men had a score to settle, they moved fast and hard. Once past the
guards in the corridors, they found the men in the control room didn’t put
up any resistance. Once inside, he ordered his men to secure the com and
the remote guns.
Rachel moved a bit farther behind the large rock as more of it shattered
from a hit by the tank’s rail gun. She keyed her com, answering Roy’s call.
“There’s a lot more than the six tanks you told us out here. We’re getting
torn up, there isn’t anywhere left to hide. Damn it, Roy, you’ve got to take
out those tanks.”
Roy turned a worried look to the men at the remote gun console. “Get
those guns on line, we have to take out the tanks before we lose our whole
group.”
“They’re dead,” the man at the console told him. “There’s no response
from the guns, I’ve got warning lights all over the place. They must have
shut the guns down.”
Roy turned an angry look toward the Red faction prisoners. They shied
back, except for one who glared at Roy. “The guns were out before you got
in here or we’d have destroyed those mechs of yours,” He growled.
“Somebody smashed the control junction box and cut the cables.” Roy
paled as he turned back to the com. Rachel………. There was nothing he
could do.
General Parker braced himself for the drop out of warp drive. The men
on the huge warship, the Lincoln, were standing at battle stations ready
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to drop into normal space. Two remote sensor drones were launched
immediately to cover the few seconds the main sensors would be off line.
Suddenly the ship shuddered from an impact and warning alarms
sounded. “Shields at maximum, damage report,” general Parker yelled, “get
those sensors on line. How the hell did they know where we were coming
out, what did they hit us with?”
“Hull compromised in section A twenty-two,” one man called out. “One
drone destroyed,” another answered, “rocks, sir, we’re in an asteroid field.”
The general stiffened, they’d miscalculated, they’d come out too near the
planet, in the belts of asteroids that the recon had shown. They wouldn’t
have time to slow down, they were going to fall through and crash into
the planet.

Chapter 100
Rachel backed farther behind the rocks, crowding her remaining team
mates, as the tank blasted more off of the rocks sheltering them. She
cursed, the tanks were playing with them, they knew there was no way
out. To the west, there was a valley with a lot of broken boulders for cover.
If they could make it across the open ground between them and the valley
they could get away, but three of her team had died trying it. To the east,
the steep cliff face behind them flattened out into a group of trees, but
again, the machine guns on the tanks would gun anyone down who tried
to reach them. With no chance of the promised help from those cannons
Roy had been so eager to get control of, they were doomed. She had to do
something to get her team out of this.
Rachel yelled back to her team, “I’m going to make a break for the trees
to the east. When the tanks start firing at me, you break for the valley to
the west.”
“That’s suicide,” one of her men told her, “you’ll never make it.”
“It’s the only chance for any of us to get out of this,” she barked. “Now
get ready.” Rachel tensed, she knew she couldn’t make the trees. Sorry Roy,
she thought, but I have to try. Rachel sprinted from behind the rocks. She
heard the scream of the tank’s mini guns and the rattle of the shells
hitting the cliff face behind her as they swept toward her. If she could just
stay up long enough for the others to make it……….
Aiden stumbled as the ship lurched. He’d gotten to the engineering
section, almost to the power control room. As he stumbled between
consoles his feet hit something on the floor. Aiden looked down at the
dead technician, then, he saw two others lying across the room. Now he
was certain, there was a saboteur on the ship. When he got to the power
room, he saw one of the subspace com techs with his hand on the breaker
for one of the inertial dampers. Aiden yelled out, “you! get away from
there.” The man turned toward him and began to draw a gun. Aiden
rushed at the man, the sound of the gunshot was deafening in the small
room.
Johanna landed hard and fast behind Rose. She quickly dived left,
slamming her shield into the mech attacking Rose from that side. “You
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should keep your guard up,” Johanna told Rose. “Can’t have them taking
you out, we’ve got a date for a few drinks when this is over.”
“Thanks,” Rose called back, “but I can’t, the left arm’s broke.”
“Right, I’ll cover your back, and keep an eye on that side.” Johanna
assured her, but she knew things were pretty hopeless. There were just too
many enemy mechs.
Georgianna was beginning to feel overwhelmed. She really disliked
ground fighting. The gravity weighed her down, her long beam saber was
a disadvantage in close fighting, and, she couldn’t use her I-shield. She’d
managed to knock out one Thunderbird, but there were too many, she was
forced to fight a defensive battle. Her shoulder cannons were knocked out
and she’d lost part of her viewing sensors. If Roy didn’t come through with
those cannons, soon, they were in deep sh**.
General Parker gripped the arms of his chair tightly, there would be only
seconds till impact.
“Sir, I could pull us out of the asteroids, but it will delay our time of
arrival by several minutes,” the pilot of the Lincoln informed him.
“What? Aren’t we too close to the planet?” The general asked.
“No sir, we came out exactly as calculated,” was the reply. “The asteroids
appear to be moving away from the planet.”
“Stay on course, keep shields at maximum,” The general ordered.
Something was happening on the planet, and he had to find out what.
Rachel dove to the ground, hoping to buy a few more seconds when she
heard a loud crack, like a lightning strike, and the sound of the machine
guns stopped. She turned to look and the tank nearest her was smoking
out of holes punched through both sides. The second tank’s turret was
turning, searching for this new attacker as it rapidly backed away in a
sharp curve. Another loud crack and flames erupted from the second tank
as it rocked to a halt. Rachel lay there for long moments, stunned, and
relieved.
Ben smiled as his mech stood high on the side of the valley. Roy had
called orders for him to take out the tanks. “That’s two down,” he yelled as
he waited for his rail gun to cycle. Suddenly his alarm screamed, they had
a target lock on him. He dived sideways toward a gap behind some rocks.
Damn, this was going to be a game of who gets the shot off first, he
thought. There sure are a bunch of those tanks, but I’m quicker on the
trigger. He popped out from behind the rocks and fired. Another tank
erupted in fire and smoke. Ben ducked back just as he heard the target
lock alarm. The cliff side next to him exploded in a shower of rock
fragments.
Aiden slammed into the saboteur, driving him back against the breaker
board. They struggled for the gun, Aiden hammered the man’s wrist
against the corner of a cabinet, the gun clattered away across the floor.
He ignored the searing pain in his chest as he found and opening and
smashed his fist hard into his adversary’s jaw. The man slumped to the
floor. Aiden turned back toward the breaker panel, he could see three of
the breakers pulled open. The one next to the one the saboteur had been
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about to pull open must be the one for the inertial compensator. If he
could close that breaker, the Krikav might still make it. Aiden started
forward…….. The wreckage of the battle was around him, in the darkness
of space he could see the enemy ship, their cannons were decimating his
battle group. If he could just reach that ship, he could pull the breaker
that would cut the power to their cannons. He grabbed the breaker, if he
pulled it he could save his men………. Aiden shook his head, no, this isn’t
right, it didn’t happen like that. He let go of the breaker, the pain of
reaching for the breaker had broken through the dark dream. He fought
the blackness with all of his will. His mind cleared and he reached for the
open breaker. Before he could reach it, Aiden was tackled by the saboteur.
To Aiden, it seemed their fight took forever. Finally, he heard the crack as
he twisted the man’s neck and his enemy fell limp to the floor. Aiden tried
to get up, to get to the breakers but he fell to his knees, coughing blood.
He had nothing left, he couldn’t get up. It didn’t matter, It was too late to
be able to restart the inertial unit.
In a dark ship orbiting a planet, several light years distant, an esper
screamed as he grabbed his head. His superior looked at the Leader, his
supreme commander. I told you he could not handle the extra drug dose. It
was a waste of one of our espers. The Leader drew a weapon and shot his
subordinate. He looked at the startled faces of the others in the room. He
pointed to one of the officers, “You are now promoted to commander of
the esper division,” He ordered. He turned to leave, “I will not tolerate
failure.”
Colonel Hellwind opened the ship com and called out, “brace for impact.”

Chapter 101
Arisa hurried to find Ghost. It wasn’t hard to follow the path of the
mech, broken trees and displaced boulders marked the path of the fallen
mech. The path through the trees led to a wider area in the bottom of the
valley. Arisa saw the broken mech by the side of the river. At least Chad’s
luck had held, he’d found the only wide area in the river valley. Ghost
hadn’t ended up in the river. As she neared the mech, her hopes turned to
worry, Ghost was a wreck and Chad didn’t answer her call. Chad just
couldn’t be…….. She saw Ghost struggle to move. Arisa was elated, he was
alive. Now, if he would just answer her.
Chad looked up as the shadow came across his sensors. He immediately
recognized the mech. “Arisa!” He shouted into the com. Why wasn’t she
answering him? “Ghost, something’s wrong with the com. I can’t reach
Arisa.”
“The com system configuration was altered during the fall.” Ghost
informed him.
Chad grimaced as he hit the reset on the com system and punched in the
current security code, thankful that the com was on his left side.
Immediately he heard Arisa’s call. “Chad! Are you alright? Answer me
Chad.” He called back, “I’m alright, I mean, I’ve been worse. Arisa, the
attack’s started, You have to get me to the Red faction base. Ghost’s
thrusters are broken. You’ll have to carry us there.”
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“No! You can’t fight. Ghost is all broken up. “Arisa answered. “I’ll call for
recovery to pick you up.”
“Don’t call,” Chad ordered, “I have to get to that base, I have to stop
those mechs.”
“Chad, your mech’s wrecked. Let the others finish this. They only have a
dozen EDF mechs, we can handle them.” Arisa assured him.
“You’re wrong, they have at least twice that many, I saw them. They have
the mechs from Tarsonis.” Chad informed her. “If I don’t get there, our
pilots won’t have a chance.”
Arisa gasped. Twice that many! And their group was short several mechs.
This would be really bad, but Ghost wasn’t going to be able to fight. “But
you can’t fight like that, Chad. There’s nothing you can do, I have to call
recovery.”
“Yes there is!” Chad pleaded. “I can shut them down with their boot
codes, but I my com is damaged, I have to be at the base to do it.”
Arisa thought for a few seconds. How? Arisa knew those systems, her
family’s companies built those mechs. She knew they could shut the system
down by plugging into an external connector. It was the only way other
than being in the cockpit to shut down a mech. What was Chad thinking?
How could he do it? “You can’t do it. There’s no way you could plug into
those mechs to use the boot codes.”
“I don’t need to plug in, I can send the code with the com.” Chad waited
but Arisa didn’t answer. “I’m a tech, I know what I’m doing.” Still Arisa
didn’t answer. Chad guessed what she was thinking, that a tech had to
plug in to use the codes. “I steal cars, Arisa, I know how to hack those
systems.” He pleaded.
“You wouldn’t have time,” She answered. “You wouldn’t last half a
minute.”
“That’s all the time I need……. less,” Chad assured her. “I have it set up.
Please Arisa, believe me.”
Arisa didn’t know what to do. She should call for recovery, but, what if
Chad did know how to shut down those mechs? They had too many for the
Krikav’s small group to defeat, Chad’s plan might be the only way. And,
could she protect Ghost long enough to give Chad time to carry out his
plan? What could she do?
Colonel Hellwind tightened the safety straps on his seat. The ship was
going down, there was no stopping it. The valley below them was a mass
of broken rocks with a river through the center. Those huge boulders
would tear the ship apart like a tin can.
“Sir, the valley widens into level area ahead. I will attempt to reach that
area for the landing.” Yuki informed him in her disconcertingly calm voice.
The colonel felt like shouting “yes” their luck was holding. In this whole
rock strewn river valley, they find the one open stretch to crash land the
ship. They might survive this yet.
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General Edward Geraldine raced through the tunnels. He had to reach
the tunnel to the secret hangar high on the mountain. As he hurried
through the section of the living quarters, he was jerked back as someone
grabbed his arm. Edward drew his gun as he spun to face the person. It
turned out to be that ugly little man, Kirk Ashford.
“What’s happening? Why all the gunfire? Is the EDF here, are they
attacking? You have to get me out of here. If they find me they’ll have me
executed. You owe me Geraldine, I’ve been funding you’re little army.” Kirk
stopped, running out of breath.
Edward had to force himself not to shoot the obnoxious little man, but
one thing was true, he had money, and Edward was going to need
finances. “Follow me, I have a ship ready.” Edward turned and hurried on,
not looking if Kirk was following.
General Parker frowned at the news his com officer had relayed to him.
Local communications were impossible through the disruption caused by
the milling asteroids, and now, they had lost the subspace link to the mech
pilot on the planet. The sudden loss of the subspace link only reinforced
his conviction that something bad was happening on Mar Sara. They were
flying blind and that could be a deadly mistake. He had been counting on
that pilot’s recon to warn them about the movements of the enemy’s giant
mech. “Pilot, get us out of these rocks. Com, I want a link to the Krikav
asap. Combat units, I want a full launch as soon as we clear the asteroids,
find the best possible entry point and get down to the surface.” If that
super weapon was waiting for them, they had to find it and neutralize it
before it could target the ship.

Chapter 102
Colonel Hellwind held tight to the arms of his seat as collision alarms
screamed around him.
Yuki’s calm voice cut over the alarms, “two mechs are in the crash area,
sir.”
“Damn, can we clear them?” He yelled.
“Negative,” Yuki replied.
Dan guessed the mechs must belong to miners, he just hoped there was
no one in them. There wasn’t time to warn them. There were only seconds
left till they hit the ground.
Arisa had to make a choice. Military protocol demanded she should call
for a recovery shuttle for Ghost. And, if she did what Chad wanted, she’d
be disobeying her orders. She wasn’t supposed to join the fight on the
ground, she and Ben were supposed to land on the mountain and make
sure the tanks were destroyed, then try to pick off other targets of
opportunity. But, if Chad were telling the truth, there were too many
enemy mechs and he had the only chance of stopping them. She had to get
him to the base……………. Arisa made her choice, she trusted Chad. She
deployed her anchor cables and wrapped them around Ghost. “Alright, I’ll
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take you to the base,” she called to Chad. “Hang on.” Arisa pushed her
thrusters to maximum and launched them toward the fight.
Chad groaned, the hard acceleration was painful and he nearly passed
out. He was glad the inertial compensators were still working, or the g
forces might have killed him. “Arisa, just drop me in the middle of the
battle, then get out of there,” Chad told her.
“No,” she answered him, “you said you needed some time, I’ll buy you that
thirty seconds, you just better be able to shut down those mechs.” Arisa
opened a command on her main screen. It wasn’t a standard command, it
was a program she’d installed in Keon. Mechs were built with a safety
factor, just like power supplies. She knew something even good techs like
Chad didn’t know, how to override that safety factor. When she was a
child, the boys would make fun of her when she piloted her mech. They
laughed when she didn’t outrun them. The head systems designer at the
company had taught her how to override the safeties. After that, she
didn’t lose races against the boys. As the thruster boosted the mechs away,
Arisa could feel the whine of the hydraulic pumps as angry red indicators
flashed, warning of pressures exceeding maximum limits. Secondary
hydraulics spun up to maximum pressures adding to the primary system s
power. The overload could easily destroy her mech, but it was her only
chance to compete against the faster and nimbler Thunderbirds and
Fireflys.
Arisa didn’t see the clearing explode behind her as thousands of tons of
spaceship plowed into the ground.
Johanna tried to rally the Kirkav pilots around her position. She’d been
able to get Megumi to join she and Rose in a triangle. They were able to
hold a defensive position, but they couldn’t gain any advantage. She had
tried to get Georgianna and John to join them to concentrate their
offensive power, but the captain either had com problems, or just wasn’t
listening. Things were desperate, and if they didn’t present a united
defense, they didn’t stand much of a chance.
As the Lincoln pulled into the clear, General Parker ordered a full battle
squadron of mechs and fighter craft to launch. He ordered sensor probes
launched to cover every direction. In just moments his surveillance officer
called his attention. “Sir, sensors indicate debris from a nuclear device.”
The general was taken aback. No one but the EDF was supposed to have a
nuke, and even those were kept locked away in arsenals since the Tarsonis
mess. “Where? When?” Parker demanded. The officer worked at his sensor
console for a few moments. “East and north, sir, that’s the closest I can
narrow it until the probes reach the area.” He replied. “The particles we’re
picking up indicate at least one device exploded less than forty-eight hours
ago.”
Parker was just about to order the remaining probes to triangulate the
position of the source of the nuclear debris when a second tech called out.
“Battle in progress, sir, eighteen degrees north by seventy four degrees
east.” He hesitated a moment, “sir, the Krikav is down, sixty two k west of
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the battle.” The general was again startled, the Krikav should have been in
space, what was it doing crashed on the planet? He quickly ordered both
medical team shuttles launched. “How bad is it?” He demanded. “Is there
any chance of survivors?”
Bob knew something had gone critically wrong when the Krikav had
lurched and tilted down at the nose. He’d rushed from the empty mech
hangar toward the ships engineering deck. He’d reached the deck just as
the collision alarm was sounding. Bob saw the two men lying on the floor
outside the generator room, he recognized captain Pryde right away. He
was startled to see the pool of blood under the captain. He had little time.
Quickly he checked the two men and found the captain was still alive…..
barely. With time running out he risked his own life trying to drag the
captain against a forward bulkhead before the ship impacted the ground
and they were slammed hard against the solid wall.
Captain Scott Curran backed his Lancer close to the wall of the base. He
knew he’d been lucky to have blocked the first attack of that EDF
Thunderbird. If she’d have attacked him first, he knew he’d have been the
one dead on the ground. Yes, he knew the pilot of that mech, McFarlaine,
he’d served with her and he knew how good she was. She was damned
dangerous. He also knew her weakness, she would get so focused on the
enemy she was facing that she forgot to watch her back. He swung his rail
gun into position and waited. The battle was moving too fast for him to
lock on a target, so he waited for her mech to cross into his sights. That
was all he needed, at this range he couldn’t miss. He didn’t have to wait
long, the Thunderbird moved into his sights and he pulled the trigger.

Chapter 103
Chapter 103
As collision alarms blared around her, Yuki skillfully guided the Krikav
down the narrow valley to the wider plain between the mountains. The
quiet of the valley erupted into chaos as forty thousand tons of ship drove
its armored hull into the granite floor of the valley. The hull buckled and
tore against the granite. The river exploded into steam as it hit metal and
rock heated to incandescence by the crushing friction, and still the ship
ground on. Finally the ship jarred to a stop as the valley narrowed to a
gap between huge blocks of stone. One last time the old ship fulfilled its
duty, protecting the crew that served her.
The bridge consoles flashed back into operation, running on reserve
power. The colonel looked around, momentarily stunned that they were
still alive, that the ship still showed life. “Get me a casualty report,” colonel
Hellwind barked. “Yuki, do we have any report from the battle?”
“I am attempting to launch a com relay, sir,” Yuki reported. “I will inform
you when we have contact with the attack forces.”
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“Minor injuries reported sir,” a tech at one of the consoles reported.
“Wait, a report fom engineering section, a man down……… it’s captain
Pryde, sir, He’s been shot.”
John drove his beam saber down but the enemy blocked it again. These
guys knew EDF tactics, it was hard to get inside their defenses. He’d done
his share of damage, but he’d taken a bunch too. He swung a hard
backstroke that his opponent dodged, and as he turned, he saw the rail
gun of the enemy’s Lancer, pointed right at…….. Georgianna! John let his
momentum carry him as he dived to his right. John tried to get his shield
around in front of him. He knew the light shield of his firefly wouldn’t stop
a bolt from that railgun, but, maybe he could deflect it. Epyon was
slammed backward when the railgun bolt exploded against its shield. The
mech stumbled back against Georgianna’s Thunderbird before falling to
its knees.
Georgianna’s mech stumbled forward, almost causing her open up to the
strike from the enemy in front of her. “Damn it, Crichton, stay off of me,”
she screamed. “You’re going to get me killed.”
“Sorry Georgi,” John grit out. He looked down where a piece of his shield,
turned to plasma by the fury of the rail gun bolt, had torn through the
cockpit, and through his thigh. John was finished, he couldn’t move
Epyon. Yes, he thought, sorry that he hadn’t had time to talk with
Georgianna, to straighten things out. Sorry he wouldn’t be there to guard
her back. He felt the sting as his suit injected medications, the tightening
of the suit as it tried to stem the red flow of blood pooling on the floor.
Not this time, he thought…… it just wouldn’t be enough. Not this
time……………… Not for any of them. As darkness closed in on him, John
thought, it wasn’t fair, Chad had promised to show him where all those
movies were. He’d been so close to having it all.
Captain Curran swore, a Firefly had cut off his shot at McFairlane’s
Thunderbird. He waited for his big gun to recharge, he had to get a second
shot, had to take out that bitch. But suddenly, another mech landed in his
line of fire, a Lancer.
“I have a com link established, sir,” Yuki informed the colonel.
“Lieutenant Wolfman has answered my call.”
“Bullseye, what’s the situation there.” Colonel Hellwind demanded.
“Colonel, they lied to us, they’re a lot stronger than we were told. There’s
a lot more mechs and a lot more tanks.” Ben almost yelled into his com.
“We’re getting wiped out. I got a bunch of the tanks, but there must be
more than a dozen, and they have at least twenty mechs. We only have
four mechs left down there……….. Sh**, three, Crichton just bought it.”
Ben didn’t mention that there had been no sign of Arisa’s Lancer, and no
word from Chad. He hated to think that Arisa was afraid to enter the
battle, but it was what he had to believe. But, where was Chad? He
couldn’t believe Chad would be afraid of a fight. Maybe he was there, and
you just couldn’t see him, but why hadn’t he said anything, or done
anything? Suddenly Ben saw Arisa’s Lancer come in fast and land hard in
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the middle of the fight. “What the hell! Arisa just landed in the middle of
the battle. That’s suicide, those T-Birds are going to slice her up. Damn
fool.”
Colonel Hellwind was stunned. He’d believed Roy, he’d been sure his
forces would win the battle. Now, he’d not only lost his ship, he was about
to lose his whole command. Ben’s call that Arisa had entered the battle
snapped the colonel back into action. He punched his com button, “Arisa,
get out of there, NOW! Damn it, anyone who can get out of there, pull
out.” Dan knew he’d failed. He’d lost his command, he would lose his
career, if he survived this.

Chapter 104
Chapter 104
Arisa landed fast and hard. She’d scanned the area as they approached
and knew a soft slow landing would be suicide. She dropped the anchor
cables the instant she landed, Ghost dropped to its knees in front of her.
She spun around when an alarm signaled a weapon lock on. Arisa barely
got her shield around in time, but remembered to keep it at an angle. The
bolt from the tank’s rail gun took a chunk off of her shield, and staggered
the big mech, as it glanced off and slammed into the ground. Arisa quickly
assessed the situation. The tank was located on a ledge up on the cliff
face. Two more tanks were pulling onto the ledge, turning to fire at her.
With hardly time to think, Arisa reacted. Keon’s big rail gun swung
forward and slammed into firing position. Hastily, Arisa fired. The shot hit
the granite cliff face fifteen meters below the tanks. As quickly as she
pulled the trigger Arisa turned away, jettisoning the clumsy rail gun, a
feral grin on her face. She didn’t have to see…….. the equivalent of a high
explosive charge in the granite below that ledge……… Behind her the
shattered cliff face crumbled and the three tanks tumbled down in a
landslide of boulders.
Chad gritted his teeth as Ghost dropped to its knees. The inertial
compensators weren’t working as well as they should. Blinking back the
pain, he clumsily called up his program using only his left hand. “Ghost,
transfer power to the com and transmit.” Chad ordered. A flat mechanical
voice came over the cockpit com, “operation not possible, pilot survival
mode initiated.”
As Arisa turned, she drew her lance and snapped it to full extension. An
enemy Thunderbird was charging at Ghost with its beam saber raised.
Arisa swung the lance, hard. The blow caught the Thunderbird with such
force it cut the mech in half. Scanning the field, Arisa saw three more
mechs rushing toward her position. A firefly was coming from the left and
almost on them. In a startling move, she leapt Keon over Ghost and
slammed her shield into the onrushing Firefly. The smaller mech flew
backward a half dozen meters and hit the ground. With uncanny ability,
gained from years of operating mechs, Arisa spun the big machine and
raked her cannons across one attacker while blocking the beam saber of
the other with her lance. She was pushing Keon too hard, she knew it, but
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this was no game, she didn’t have time to consider what the limits of the
machine were. She had to react with all the speed and skill she posessed,
and hope the big mech could hold together for the few seconds Chad said
he needed.
No! This can’t happen, Chad thought, but he knew what had happened.
The reserve power batteries were old and worn like the rest of the mech.
The inertial compensators had dragged the reserve down to rapidly. When
the power dropped to a certain level, the system shut down everything but
the life support system and turned on a small, independently powered,
distress signal. “Ghost! Override survival mode, you have to transmit.”
Chad ordered…….. “Operation not possible, pilot survival mode initiated,”
was all he got in reply.
Arisa ignored flashing warning signals and screaming sirens. She didn’t
have the luxury of checking her systems, she had to fight. Joints screeched
their protest as Arisa pushed the machine beyond its design specifications.
Still, she pushed harder. Keon danced back and forth, using its beam blade
tipped lance to keep the enemy back. The Firefly was back up and
attacking, a hard swing of the lance sheared off half of its shield. Three
Thunderbirds surrounded Keon, one finally got inside of the arc of Arisa’s
lance and wrapped its arm over the shaft. Arisa used the lance shaft to
hold the mechs shield down as she grabbed it with Keon’s left gauntlet,
pulling it close. She opened fire with her cannons, blasting till the shells
hammered through the Thunderbird cockpit. A heavy blow crashed into
Keon from Arisa’s right, a beam saber crashed off of Keon’s heavy shoulder
armor, tearing off its cannons. Only the wreckage of the cannons and the
mechs heavy armor kept the blow from cutting off Keon’s head. Arisa spun
and jerked hard on her lance, the shaft of the weapon broke as the ruined
enemy mech fell over it. She spun to her right, blocking the second blow of
the beam saber with her shield. She slammed into the Thunderbird with
her shield and began beating it with the broken shaft. Arisa beat harder
and harder till the head, with its sensors was a broken mess. Red
indicators on Arisa’s main console showed a broken main hydraulic
cylinder on Keon’s right arm. Warnings showed her secondary hydraulics
had reached critical temperatures. The radiators on the big mech’s surface
were glowing red as they tried to dump the energy from the overloaded
inertial compensators. As Arisa turned she saw that Firefly was headed
toward Ghost again. Damn, she thought, what was taking Chad so long?
Captain Curran knew he was going to have to change his target. He’d
never seen a Lancer move like this one. He’s been piloting the big mechs
since the EDF first adopted them, he knew the machine couldn’t do that.
This must be some new version, some major update. That Lancer was
moving like a Thunderbird…….. no, faster. And the pilot was some kind of
madman…… a berserker. He’d already taken out three tanks and
destroyed three Thunderbirds. Scott knew he had to take that thing out,
but it kept moving around so quickly that he couldn’t get a shot. If only it
would stay still, even for a couple seconds.
Arisa dived forward, slamming Keon into the third Thunderbird. It
stumbled backward and lost its balance, hitting the ground hard. Arisa
dived past Ghost, Keon’s left gauntlet grabbed the Firefly by the neck and
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slammed it to the ground. Arisa fell on top of the Firefly, trying to draw
her tactical knife, but Keon’s right arm refused to operate. Failure
warnings were flashing on the console, the secondary hydraulic pump had
ground to a halt, seized tight. Arisa used the shield on Keon’s left arm, she
smashed the edge into the firefly again and again till its armor shattered
and caved in. Hurry Chad! Arisa pleaded in her mind, Keon can’t last much
longer.
“Ghost, you have to transmit.” Chad shouted at the console, but the only
answer he got was, “Operation not possible, survival……….” “No,” Chad
shouted. He slammed his fists onto the console in frustration then fell
back screaming in pain. “If you don’t transmit,” Chad cried out in pain, “it
won’t matter, there won’t be any survivors.” Chad slumped back in his
pilot seat, cradling his broken arm. He’d failed. He was being foolish,
talking to a machine. It didn’t care, it could only follow its programing.
His futile attempt to stop that monster weapon had doomed them, his
comrades……. Arisa.
Captain Curran finally got his chance, that dangerous Lancer had made
a mistake, it had gone down with a Firefly. As the Lancer bashed at the
smaller mech, Scott swung his rail gun around, at this range, he couldn’t
miss, when the sights centered on the big machine, Scott fired.

Chapter 105
Chapter 105
Arisa pushed Keon to get up. She had to keep going, even if her shield
was all she had left to fight with. She’d told Chad she would cover him for
thirty seconds, she had to keep going. As long as Keon kept operating, as
long as she could get up, she would fight. As Keon started to rise, there
was a loud, explosive, crack. Keon twisted to the left and fell across the
broken firefly. Smoke began to pour from the joints of its armor. Keon was
finished.
“Colonel, we have communications established with the Lincoln.” Yuki
informed colonel Hellwind. “The one hundred first mechanized is coming,
‘eta’ eight minutes. “
Dan looked at Yuki. The one oh one mech! One hundred twenty five of
the best in the EDF, but they were too late. Too late to save his command.
“Bullseye, what’s happening?” He demanded of his communicator. “Did
anyone get away? “
“No, sir” Ben answered, “I don’t think they can, they all are taking
damage. Chad’s down, Arisa was carrying Ghost when she landed, it’s all
busted up. Arisa’s fighting a bunch of mechs………. Damn, how is
she?............. You can’t do that with a Lancer……..”
“What? What’s going on?” Daniel demanded. If they could hold out, just
a few more minutes. But, there wasn’t much chance, battles moved at far
to rapid a pace. Eight minutes, they could never hold out that long.
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Ghost’s screens went blank, plunging the cockpit into darkness. An eerie
silence surrounded Chad as even the environmental fans in the cockpit
ceased their hum. So, the power had failed, Chad guessed. It didn’t matter,
there was nothing he could do now. Out of the blackness of his despair,
Chad heard Ghosts familiar voice. “Power transferred to the com system,
file transmission is completed, Chad.” That was it, Chad realized, the
silence, the clamor of battle had ceased. It worked! But, had Ghost
transmitted in time? Was anyone left? Chad felt for the com controls, and
called, “Captain, are you there, captain.”
Georgianna had been braced to block the blow from an enemy mech, but
it didn’t come. She looked around the battlefield, hardly able to believe it,
the Red Faction’s mechs weren’t moving……. None of them were moving.
She got a call from Chad. “Ross, where the hell are you? Something
strange is going on, their mechs quit.” She informed him.
“Five minutes, captain,” Chad told her, “five minutes till they start up
again.”
Georgianna looked around at the enemy mechs, she didn’t know what
Chad had done, but he told her she had five minutes to eliminate the
threat. She swung her long beam saber at the mech closest to her. The
glowing blade stopped inches from the mechs cockpit. Georgianna keyed
her com to multi-channel and external broadcast, “anyone still in their
mech in sixty seconds, dies in it.” She shouted.
Captain Scott Curran aimed then pulled the trigger again………. harder.
Damn, how could his gun fail? But, he found he had worse problems, his
mech wouldn’t move. Scott jerked at his controls, to no avail. He looked
down at the main console, ready to check diagnostics, but on the screen,
lines of code were scrolling under the heading, INITIALIZING. It didn’t
seem he was the only one with problems, the com was overloaded with the
other pilots screaming that their mechs had quit. Scott heard the warning
from McFairlane, he knew she’d be all too happy to carry it out. His mama
hadn’t raised a fool, Scott popped the cockpit open, he was getting out of
there. In fact, he was starting to wonder how he’d ever wound up in this
outfit, and why.
Chad tried to call Arisa, but he got no answer. No, that couldn’t be, she
had to answer, Chad tried again………. still no answer. Chad slumped
back into his seat, the fatigue of sleepless days, the letdown from the fear
of battle, the injuries, all weighed him down. Chad closed his eyes letting
the darkness enfold him.

Chapter 106
Chapter 106
Arisa swore as she kicked at the escape hatch door in the smoke filled
cockpit. She knew immediately what had happened, even the carbon nano
tube frame had its limits, the left leg had failed and the shattered pieces
had torn off the hydraulic lines. The synthetic fluid was supposed to be
fire resistant, but the fluid spraying under high temperature and pressure
had exploded into flames. She had to get out before the cockpit was
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engulfed in flames. Finally the hatch began to open. Keon’s twisted frame
had jammed it. Arisa pushed with all her might and the hatch opened half
way. Arisa was lucky to be as small as she was, she barely fit through the
partially open hatch. She fell out of the cockpit and landed on the ground,
flat on her butt. She let out an unladylike string of curses that would burn
the ears of the meanest drill sargent .
Arisa scrambled to her feet, ready to run for cover, but stopped in her
tracks. She looked around, all the Red Faction mechs were frozen,
unmoving. She saw the cockpits of several of them open and the pilots
emerging with their hands held high. Chad’s trick had worked! The battle
was over. Arisa sprinted over to Chads broken firefly. She was glad Ghost
was down on its knees, she could climb the mounting steps to the cockpit.
Arisa pulled the manual release for the cockpit door, and with more
strength than she seemed capable of, pulled the heavy door open. “Chad!”
she called out. “Chad, are you alright?........ Chad, say something!”
Through closed eyes, Chad saw the brightness as the cockpit was opened.
Half dreaming, his eyes opened mere slits and he saw the dark silhouette
in the cockpit entrance. A cat, Chad thought, what’s a cat doing here?
Chad closed his eyes, he really must be dreaming, he thought.
Arisa leaned farther over the entrance. “CHAD!” she shouted. “Chad,
wake up……….. don’t die Chad.” Arisa was beginning to get frightened.
She knew Chad had been injured, but he said it wasn’t that bad. Maybe he
hadn’t told her the truth, maybe it was a lot worse than he said. He wasn’t
moving, he didn’t answer. “You can’t die, I won’t let you!” Arisa shouted.
She was beginning to get angry. All her life, Arisa had gotten what she
wanted, and now, she wanted Chad. She had plans for the tall pilot, and
she wasn’t about to let him mess them up by doing something like dying.
Arisa pulled off her helmet and threw it to the side. (She hadn’t thought
about the fact that Chad couldn’t hear her while she had her helmet on.)
Chad opened his eyes again. He had always liked cats, maybe he should
call this one and pet it. But then, the cat pulled its head off. No, wait, it
was an angel, with a golden halo around its head! But this couldn’t be
heaven, he hurt too much………..
“Don’t you dare die, Chad.” Arisa ordered as tears filled her eyes. “If
you’re dead, Chad Ross……… I’ll kill you!”
Rydia was almost in tears by the time Dominic landed the shuttle in the
bay of the cargo ship. She found him as he secured the shuttle to the ship
floor. “You didn’t come and I was so scared,” she cried. “I thought you lied,
I thought they were going to destroy everything.”
Dominic stepped up and put his arms around the shaking girl. “I just had
to stop to tell one of my men something. I didn’t mean to worry you. They
aren’t going to destroy anything, except maybe the Red Factions plans.”
“I was going to shoot them,” she sobbed. “I didn’t want to be a killer, but I
was so afraid.”
“You didn’t shoot though,” Dominic assured her. “You didn’t kill anyone.”
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“But I would have killed them all,” Rydia told him, “I would have, but the
gun didn’t work, it should have, I just don’t know what happened. And, I
did kill someone. Someone attacked me and I couldn’t even see them. I
accidently hit them with my hand and I saw a mech fall to the ground. It
was awful.”
Chad, Dominic thought, why did he have to go trying to stop that
monster? He should have known he had no chance. Damn, he’d gotten to
like the guy too. “Don’t worry, he’ll be alright,” Dominic tried to assure her,
though he didn’t really believe it. “Those mechs are built to take that.” He
wondered, maybe there was a reason her gun failed. Dominic led Rydia
around Atropos, looking over the mech. He spotted the handle of a beam
saber sticking out of the conduit connecting the big gun to the mech.
“There, see that handle,” he told Rydia. “Chad, the guy who attacked you,
stopped you from taking that shot.”
“I wish……..” Rydia said quietly, “that I could thank him.”
“What’s happening?” Colonel Hellwind demanded. “Ben, what’s
happening?”
“They stopped!” Ben called back. “They all just stopped.”
Stopped? Did they surrender? Maybe a few of his command would
survive. “Who?” Dan stammered, “how many are left? “
“Three made it.” Ben answered. “Sir, requesting permission to join them.”
“No!” The colonel ordered. “There are re-enforcements coming, they’ll be
there in a few minutes. They may be able to rescue our pilots.”
“Huh?” Ben answered, startled. “No, sir, it’s the enemy mechs that
stopped. They were winning, but then they just stopped, exactly in the
positions they were in, like somebody shut them off. The pilots are getting
out. Sir, let me go down and help cover them.”
“Ah…… yes……. Ah, permission granted,” Dan haltingly replied. He was
stunned. What could have happened? His few pilots hadn’t had a chance.
If they had orders to surrender, they would have shut down and
dismounted. Why had their mechs just stopped? Dan felt almost weak
with relief. He had Yuki contact the one hundred first and inform them of
the end of the battle. He requested they get the med corps there ASAP.
“General, there is a ship leaving the planet in the south polar region,” an
officer called from a forward console. “Should I send missiles to take it
out?”
“Do you have any identification on it?” The general asked.
“Class three freighter, shows a Yandrian registration.” The officer replied.
“Ignore it,” the general told him, “just some merchant trying to get away
from trouble.”
Edward Geraldine finished the startup procedures and launched the
shuttle from it’s lair in the mountain side. He was upset that the battle
had ended so suddenly. He had watched on his console display, he was sure
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his mechs would win. Perhaps they couldn’t sway the battle in his favor,
but he was sure the battle would cover his escape. Now, he just had to
hope no one took note of the shuttle leaving.

To be continued...
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